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Abstract  
An interdisciplinary approach was used to engineer a range of nanostructured surfaces with 
specificities for a number of radioactive waste contaminants that are typical of low level 
legacy contamination at sites across the UK.  Specifically, analytes 
238/234
UO2
2+
, 
90
Sr
2+
 and 
137
Cs
+
.   
Because traditional mercury based electrochemical methods lacked the specificity to 
differentiate individual analytes from complex solutions, combining electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy with receptor molecules of desired specificity was used to create 
sensors with specificity and sensitivity to these radionuclides and which could give responses 
in real time. 
For UO2
2+
,
   
combining the evolved uranyl sequestering ability of the surface layer protein 
(SLP) from the bacterial strain Bacillus sphaericus JG-A12 allowed sub nanomolar levels of 
uranyl to be monitored in real time using the capacitative component of impedance at low 
frequency, whilst being largely selective against contaminant divalent cations.  Whilst this 
approach, based on two tethering mechanisms for the SLP, has potential for fabrication of 
bespoke biosensors for other metal analytes, because of the lack of available metal binding 
proteins with appropriate cation specificity, alternative synthetic hosts were investigated as 
receptors. 
A number of macrocycles, including crown ethers and lariat ethers with specificity to either 
90
Sr
2+
 or 
137
Cs
+
 were obtained commercially and chemically modified, or chemically 
synthesised, to permit surface tethering to sensor electrodes. Combining these tethered 
synthetic hosts with real time cyclic voltammetry, electrochemical impedance and 
microgravimetric interrogation methods revealed some interesting interfacial phenomena and 
gave insight into host interactions with the electrode surface. However, this approach did not 
yield devices that could be used to empirically quantify binding 
90
Sr
2+
 or 
137
Cs
+
. 
Accordingly, an alternative approach of combining engineered surfaces that had high surface 
areas and metal ion specificity, with direct quantification of analyte by  or  counting of the 
captured radionuclide was investigated using  counting for 90Sr2+ and counting for 137Cs+. 
This allowed differentiation and quantification of 
90
Sr
2+
 or 
137
Cs
+
 ions from their non-
radioactive isotopes which exist naturally and abundantly in the environment.  Functionalised 
silanes allowed metal chelator functionality to be deposited onto bulk silica surfaces, 
V 
 
polymeric nanofibres and silica nano – and micro- particles.  Whilst the bulk surfaces and 
nanofibres were able to bind significant amounts of isotopes, at very low level analyte 
concentrations typical of contaminated ground water, reproducibility between batches was 
poor.  
However, the functionalised nanoparticles performed well, binding significant amounts of 
radionculide and exhibiting high saturation limits. They were also were able to bind low 
levels of radionculide in complex analyte solutions such as synthetic groundwater.  
Bifunctional chelators particles were also made which allowed simultaneous deposition of a 
solid scintillant.  This allowed simultaneous binding and quantification of radioisotopes 
without the need of scintillation fluid for counting of -particles from 90Sr2+. 
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Rationale 
The need for long term ground water radionuclide monitoring is essential to determine the 
presence and spread of radioactive legacy waste that has escaped failed containment vessels 
into the environment.  The existing process involves sending an engineer out to suspected 
contaminated sites, a bore hole being dug into the ground and ground water samples being 
pumped to the surface.  These samples are then typically sent to an external laboratory for 
mass spectrometry elemental analysis to confirm or deny the presence of radionuclides.  
Because of legeal and safety requirements regarding the vaporising and aerosol dispersion of 
radioactive materials, very few sites are able to perform the desired analysis even if the 
equipment is available.  The process is labour intensive, costly, laborious and slow, having a 
turn around time of weeks to months.  As a result the need for a rapid, low cost, continual 
method for detection of radionuclides is clearly desirable, the motivation for this research. 
Because of funding from the DIAMOND consortium, the Sellafield site was used as a model 
of expected contaminants and groundwater composition.  However, again because of legal 
and access restrictions with obtaining and transporting radioactive waste from such a site, the 
designed biosensors were tested in synthetic groundwater of elemental composition matching 
published Sellafield data.  Because exact groundwater radionuclide concentrations are not 
made public, average radionuclide activities were compiled from extensive analysis of annual 
external groundwater analysis reports of the surrounding waters of Sellafield. Using this data, 
the bio- chemo- sensors, functionalised nanoparticles and nanofibres could be tested for a 
valid response in conditions a field deployed device would be expected to encounter.  
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Imaginary impedance  response under same conditions. 0V applied vs AgAgCl, 10 mM PBS 
supporting electrolyte, 51 points calculated 0.01 V rms. 
Figure 2-14  –  (A) Diagram  of the general DropSens electrode (DRP-C223A) configuration. 
The DRP-C223A DropSens electrodes have a screen printed gold working electrode of 1.6 
mm diameter, Ag/AgCl reference electrode and platinum counter. 
Figure  2-15  –  Cleaning effects on DropSens electrodes, 30 min in stated conditions before a 
50 mv/s in 10 mM PBS containing 10 mM ferricyanide scan to observe redox response.  Bare 
gold electrode no cleaning method, 2 min piranha, 1:1 methanol : acetone, 1% Decon 90, 
sonicated 1:1 methanol : acetone, chromic acid,  sonicated chromic acid. 
Figure 2-16  –  (A) and (B), two independent batches of AgAgCl modified DRP-C223A 
electrodes showing and improvement in stability of the electrodes. Redox peak potentials on 
an uncleaned electrode in ferricyanide compared to those of each cleaning method.  
Figure 2-17  –  Microscopy analysis of bare gold and constructed 4-ATP JG-A12 biosensor. 
Left to right: 2D representation, 3D topographical view, surface roughness histogram. 
(A)AFM of bare gold electrode (2  m x 2  m area), (B) AFM of JG-A12 surface layer of 
biosensor (2 m x 2 m area). (C) SEM of biosensor surface. 
Figure 2-18  -  Cyclic voltammetry showing pasivation of electrode surface with biosensor 
construction; (A),  Bare gold, 4-ATP,  sulfo-SMCC, JG-A12; (C), Bare gold, 4-
MTP.isocyanate silane,  JG-A12. (Triplicate scans with standard deviation, 10  mM FCC in 
10  mM PBS, -0.4 to 0.6 V, 50 mV/s);  B) and (D) Extrapolated potentials and currents for 
FCC redox reactions after each layer was deposited onto gold P3 electrodes.  
Figure 2-19 -Triplicate averages were taken from Nyquist scans. (51 point calculated across a 
frequency range of 250 kHz to 0.1  Hz in a solution electrolyte of 10  mM PBS containing 10 
mM ferricanyde). Electrochemical parameters extracted based on Randles equivalence.  
Figure 2-20-  Real time capacitance response to uranyl biosensor using JG-A12 surface layer 
protein host receptor. (A) Response of biosensor to different uranyl compound.  The data 
show no differentiation between uranyl compounds as all are able to bind with the UO2
2+
 in 
the +6 oxidation state. (B) Response of biosensor to a range of interfering divalent cations 
(nickel nitrate, caesium sulfate, cadmium nitrate, cobalt chloride, average uranyl response). 
Response is typically 10–30 % lower than response to uranyl ions.  
Figure 2-21  –  Kinetic binding models of uranyl to JG-A12 electrode;  (C), modified SLP 
protein response to UO2
2+
;  (D),  Effect of using non-specific proteins as the sensing agent. 
Biosensors were constructed and the response to UO2
2+
 monitored (casein sensor response, 
BSA sensor response,  BSA sensor response with carboxylates blocked,  average uranyl 
response of SLP biosensor for comparison). The percentage decrease in −Z" was calculated 
as previously. Sequential analyte injections were performed over a six hour period.  
Figure 2-22  -  A weak pair of peaks at 365 and 373 eV were observed and identified as Ag 
3d3/2 and Ag 3d5/2 peaks. Detailed scans of the C 1s, the Au 4f were taken, baselines were 
fitted and the peak’s areas compared to give relative atomic percentages, summarised in 
Table 2-4. 
Figure 2-23  -  Figure of chrono impedance  at 1 Hz,  response to increasing uranyl nitrate 
aliquots. (A) A newly made electrode, exhibiting minimal noise.  (B) 1 week old electrode 
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stored in 10 mM PBS has reduced sensitivity and a significantly increased noise ratio due to 
salt crystal formation and possible reduced protein activity.  
Figure 3-1  -  Chapter three hierarchy  outlining the methods used to use synthetic macrocycle 
hosts as potential components for chemosensors. Figure 3-2  –  Examples of the three broad 
macrocycle categories; crown ether, lariat ether cryptand / podand. 
Figure 3-3  -  Figure of bifunctional chelators (A) DOTA  and (B) a derivative of DTPA, a 
linear octadentate polyaminocarboxylates that has been most studied to date. 
Figure 3-4  -  Bifunctional chelators, Serum albumin targeting vectors,  enzyme and protein 
targeting. 
Figure 3-5  –  Lariat crown ethers (A) dicyclohexano-18-crown-6 lariat ether,  (B) 
DtBuCH18C6 used in the 
90
Sr
2+
 SREX process.  
Figure 3-6  –  Cryptand calix[4]arene-bis(crown-6), an excellent chelator for both strontium 
and caesium with a preference to the latter,  is unusually water soluble  and  able to hold two 
ions simultaneously stabilised by the phenol core and the upper and lower rings.  
Figure 3-7  –  Examples of lairat crown ether discussed. (A) Dibenzo-21-crown-7 and 
cryptands and (B) calix[4]-bis-2,3-naptho-crown-6 have high specificity for Cs
+
 extraction. 
Figure 3-8 -  Methods of tethering crown ethers to electrodes.    (A) synthesis from monomers 
containing a functionalised spacer allowing orientated covalently linkage to a gold substrate, 
or (B) post synthesis modification of the crown ether such as adding a hydrophobic tail.  
Figure 3-9  –  Ionisable chromoionophores allow pH dependent switching between the bound 
‘off’ state and the unbound ‘on state’ of the inner crown ether core.  
Figure 3-10  -  Example of (A)  a chromogenic steroidal crown compound, modified to have 
(B) a cholesterol tail attached. Upon addition of an alkali metal or ammonium cations the 
helical pitch of the formed liquid crystals changed resulting in a change in maximum 
absorbance wavelength shown in (C). A range of amine analyte compounds tested showed 
large R differences between D- and L-isomers is observed for ammonium ions having bulky 
substituent’s (such as phenyl and indolyl). 
Figure 3-11  –  Schematic of 90Sr2+ extraction using ionic liquids at an electrode interface. 
Ions in the aqueous phase are immiscible to the ionic liquid, similarly the hydrophobic crown 
ethers are immiscible to the aqueous phase. As a result selective ion transport only occurs 
across the interface as the host has specificity to the analyte. 
Figure 3-12 – Side arm modification of aza-18-crown-6 with hydrophobic cholesterol moiety. 
This allows the host to be inserted into SAMs via intercalation. 
Figure 3-13  -  2-Iminothiolane modification of aza-18-crown-6 for direct conjugation to a 
gold substrate via the available thiol group. 
Figure 3-14 -  Modified of 4-Carboxybenzo-18-crown-6 to linker 4-ATP for chemisorptions 
onto a gold substrate.  
Figure 3-15  –  Strontium resorcinol calixarene binder    2,c-8,c-14,c-20-tetraundecyl-
4,6,10,12,16,18,22,24-octahydroxyresorc[4]arene, trivial name resorcinol calixarene. The 
tails are perpendicular to the central cavity. 
Figure 3-16  –  Caesium binder pentacyclo [19.3.1.13,7.19,13.115,19] octacosa1(25), 3,5,7 
(28),9,11,13 (27),15,17,19(26),21,23-dodecaene-4,6,10,12,16,18,22,24-octol, trivial name 
calix[4]resorcinarene.  
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Figure 3-17  –  Schematic of the P10 electrode exhibiting radial diffusion from an array of 
micro spots. 
Figure 3 18 -  Ionic liquid composed of tributylmethylammonium chloride (Bu3MeN
+
Cl
−
) 
and N-lithiotrifluoromethanesulfonimide (Li
+
Tf2N
−
).  
Figure 3-19  -  16-mercaptohexadecanoic used as the component of SAMs on gold for QCM 
interrogation and crown ether insertion. 
Figure 3-20  –  Polar lipid DOPC used  as a hydrophobic insertion layer on mercury coated 
platinum for crown ethers.  
Figure 3-21  –  NMR spectra of (A) successful linkage of 4-carboxybenzo 18-crown-6 to 2-
MEA, and (B – F) component molecules. 
Figure 3-22  -  NMR spectra of successful cholesterol  aza-18-crown-6 synthesis. 
(A),Cholesterol aza-18C6;  (B), triethylamine;  (C), cholesterol chloroformate;  (D), aza-
18C6. Samples analysed in Chloroform-d, 99.8% (Isotopic) containing 0.03 % v/v TMS,  in  
300 MHz tubes. 
Figure 3-23  –  Mass spec confirmation  of cholesterol tethered aza-18-crown-6 synthesis at a 
Mw to charge ratio of 676. 
Figure 3-24  -  Oxidation of ferrocenium in acetonitrile to ferrocene around 0.2  V, the base 
signal use to test Hg-Pt electrodes with fabricated pseudo AgAgCl reference electrode. 
Performed using 10 mM ferrocenium in acetonitrile solution at a scan rate of 50 mV/s. 
Figure 3-25 – Scintillation counting of DC18C6 IL coated HgPt electrodes that have chelated 
90
Sr
2+
 and 
90
Y
2+
ions. Twelve samples under identical conditions but at the  energy specta 
interigated to determine the amounts of each isotope bound simultaneously. Green bars are 
scintillation counting after 24 h, red bars the same samples counted after 48 h. 
Figure 3-26 -  (A) A schematic of the platinum and gold P4 electrodes  used. (B) A platinum 
electrode under a held potential in mercuric nitrate solution undergoes amalgam plating. 
Deposition is monitored as the flow of charge with time. (C) Successful P4 Hg electroplating 
on platinum (left) and (D) microscopically on a P10 microscopic array electrode.    
Figure 3-27  -  Successful DOPC deposition on to HgPt electrodes. Rapid real time cyclic 
voltammetry shows peaks corresponding to SAM poration, reorientation, desorption and 
resorption. The upper peaks correspond  to  a  solution DOPC diffusing and desorbing from 
the electrode surface.  
Figure 3-28  -  Real-time cyclic voltammetry of 4-carboxy-benzo18-crown-6 interaction with 
DOPC SAM on a Hg-Pt electrode 
Figure 3-29  -  Real time rapid CV of DOPC SAM recovery with time from increasing 
concentrations of crown ether. At low concentrations peak recovery shows host elution, while 
at high concentrations permanent displacement and reorientation  of the SAM occur. Arrows 
indicate the directional shift of the peaks with time. Resorption peaks show a negative shift, 
decrease and then broadening and recovery at low concentrations suggesting crown ether 
layer formation in lipid. 
 Figure 3-30 Effect of crown ether insertion on the DOPC characteristic  -0.94 V lipid 
reorientation and  -1.0  V phase transformation peaks.    (A) and (B) show  the  -0.94 
reorienation peak (C) and (D) the  -1.0V phase transition. (A) and (C) show the lateral 
deviation in potentials of the observed phenomena while (B) and (D) show changes in peak 
height.   
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Figure 3-31 –  QCM measurements were made on Maxtek 1 inch AT  cut crystals coated with 
a gold electrode. Fundamental frequency was around 6 MHz and  f was converted to  mass 
using Maxtek software. The following additions were made (A), 3 mg / ml free cholesterol; 
(B), cholesterol aza-18-crown-6 (10 mg/ml in EtOH); (C), attempted cholesterol aza-18-
crown-6 insertion (10 mg/ml in EtOH in 10 % (v/v) chloroform) which resulted in stripping 
of the MHDA base SAM. 
Figure 3-32  -  Insertion of resorcalix[4]arene intoa MHDA SAM. Figure numerals indicate 
solutions flowed over the surface; (i) dH2O; (ii), ethanol; (iii), 10 mg resorc[4]alixarene in 
10:1 (v/v) ethanol : acetone; (iv), ethanol; (v), dH2O; (vi), 1 mM Sr(NO3)2; (vii), dH2O; (viii), 
1 mM EDTA; (ix), 1 mM Sr(NO3)2; (x), dH2O; (xi), 1 mM EDTA; (xii), dH2O.  
Figure 4-1  -  Chapter four hierarchy outlining the methods used to create chelator particles 
with a high specificity particularly to 
90
Sr
2+
 with greater binding capacity than a number of 
commercial resins and functionalised nanofibres. 
Figure 4-2  -  The basic schematic of a bioconjugatable,  hydrolysable silane used to nucleate 
the silica particles. The most common unfunctionalised forms are TEOS (tetraethyl 
orthosilicate) or TMOS (tetramethyl orthosilicate).    
Figure 4-3  -  APTS condensation onto hydroxyl surface via silanol bond formation. This 
method allows large surface areas to be coated on hydroxyl coated surfaces (glass, silica, 
metal oxides etc) with a wide range of functionalities.  
Figure 4-4 - Increasing ratios of oils (dinonyl : dibutyl) with a sample dye added. (A) before 
centrifugation, (B) after 1 min 13,000 RPM.  
Figure 4-5  –  (A) Theoretical and (B) experimentally observed emission peaks as 137Cs+ 
decays either to 
137
mBa, then 
137
Ba emitting a   emission, or directly to 137Ba via   emission. 
The 30 keV emission was used to identify 
137
Cs
+
 decay. 
Figure 4-6  –  Theoretical decay emission routes for 90Sr2+ via a high energy beta emission 
decaying to 
90
Y, then a further high energy beta emission, or a  further low energy beta and 
gamma emission to the stable form 
90
Zr.  
Figure 4-7  -  Summary of the functional groups on modified silica particles. Basic hydroyl 
groups (A) were modified to (B) alkyne, (C) isocyanate, (D) methacrylaye, (E) ferrocene, (F) 
mercapto, (G) sulfonate, (H) carboxylic acid, (I) amine or (J) EDTA functionality. 
Figure 4-8 -  Silica nanoparticle nucleation as a function of parameter. The reaction solution 
contained 5 % (v/v) TEMOS, 100  l APTS, 3  % (v/v) H2O in ethanol. (A) Improved 
narrower size distribution of amino nanoparticle growth using a controlled temperature Huber 
water bath at 20 
o
C ± 0.5 
o
C. (n = 3). (B) Dependence of silica nucleation on dispersion 
solvent (2 independent batches, n = 3 in each) (C) Effects on stability of nanoparticle from 
purification and solvent redispersion (n = 3). 
Figure 4-9  -  Image of mercapto silica nanoparticles, 20 h nucleation of TEOS at room 
temperature on a Stuart gyro-shaker, speed 8, as a function of pH. 
Figure 4-10 -  Image of EDTA silica particles nucleated at different pH. Particles were grown 
for a 20 h nucleation of TEOS at room temperature on a Stuart gyro-shaker speed 8. 
Figure 4-11 –  Nanoparticle growth at RT as a function of solution components. Components 
varied were (A), ammonia; (B), water; and (C), amino silane varied as a % (v/v) ratio of the 
total volume. (D) shows as overlay comparison of the 3 variables. Constant parameters used 
were 5 % (v/v) ammonia, 5 % (v/v) water or 2 % (v/v) silane. (n =3 ±S.D). 
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Figure 4-12  -  Calibration curve for thiol quantification on mercapto silica particles using 
Ellman’s reagent. Thiols cleave the DNTB disulfide bond to give 2-nitro-5-
thiobenzoate(NTB-), which ionizes to the NTB2-dianion, a yellow product that adsorbs at 
412 nm in a 1:1 stoichiometry reaction.  
Figure 4-13  -  Figure of bare TEOS silica particles. (A) Photon correlation spectroscopy 
sizing (n = 5), average size = 127.3 nm, S.E.M = 0.171 (B) EDX elemental analysis shows 
silicon, oxygen and copper (C) and (D) TEM images of dried particles on a carbon 
substrate.Figure 4-14  –  Figure of EDTA functionalised particles, prehydrolysis method, 4 h 
RT nucleation. 
Figure 4-15  –  FTIR spectra of functionalised nanoparticles dispersed in a KBr matrix. 
Particle functionalities were; (A), carboxylic acid; (B), EDTA, condensed onto TEOS 
particles. 
Figure 4-16  –  FTIR spectra of functionalised nanoparticles dispersed in a KBr matrix. (A) 
mercapto and (B)amine groups condensed onto tetraethyl orthosilicate particles. 
Figure 4-17  –  Schematic of solid scintillant EDTA/phenyl functionalised chelator particles. 
Upon  the EDTA arms chelating a 
90
S
2+
 ion, an emitted   particle excites phenyl groups in 
close proximity which emit a photon of light during de-excitation that allow  scintillation 
counting without traditional scintillation cocktails. 
Figure 4-18  –  ATR-FTIR transmission spectra of functionalised particles. Lines correspond 
to TEOS unfunctionalised particles,  TEOS particles with solid scintillant 
trimethoxyphenylsilane. Inset a schematic of particle structure shown in Figure 4-17. 
Figure 4-19  –  ATR-FTIR transmission spectra of functionalised particles. Lines correspond 
to:  TEOS unfunctionalised particles,  TEOS particles with trimethoxyphenylsilane  and a 
chelator functionality , TEOS particles with EDTA functional group  only. Inset a schematic 
of particle structure shown in Figure 4-17. 
Figure 4-20  –  ATR-FTIR transmission spectra of functionalised particles. Lines correspond 
to:  TEOS unfunctionalised particles,  TEOS particles with trimethoxyphenylsilane  and a 
chelator functionality,  TEOS particles with functional sulfonic  acid group only. Inset a 
schematic of particle structure shown in Figure 4-17. 
Figure 4-21  –  ATR-FTIR transmission spectra of functionalised particles. Lines correspond 
to:  TEOS unfunctionalised particles,  TEOS particles with trimethoxyphenylsilane  and a 
chelator functionality,   TEOS particles with functional thiol group only. Inset a schematic of 
particle structure shown in Figure 4-17. 
Figure 4-22  –  ATR-FTIR transmission spectra of functionalised particles. Lines correspond 
to:  TEOS unfunctionalised particles,  TEOS particles with trimethoxyphenylsilane  and a 
chelator functionality,  TEOS particles with functional amine group only. Inset a schematic of 
particle structure shown in Figure 4-17.  
Figure 4-23  –  ATR-FTIR transmission spectra of functionalised particles. Lines correspond 
to:  TEOS unfunctionalised particles, TEOS particles with trimethoxyphenylsilane  and a 
chelator functionality, TEOS  particles with functional alkyne group only. Inset a schematic 
of particle structure shown in Figure 4-17. 
Figure 4-24  –  ATR-FTIR transmission spectra of functionalised particles. Lines correspond 
to:  TEOS unfunctionalised particles, TEOS particles with  trimethoxyphenylsilane and a 
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chelator functionality, TEOS particles with functional isocyanat e group only. Inset a 
schematic of particle structure shown in Figure 4-17. 
Figure 4-25  –  Functionalised chelator nanoparticles and sequestering ability for aqueous 
90
Sr
2+
. (A) Ratios of isotope remaining in the upper tube segment unbound (red) and isotope 
chelated by the nanoparticles (green) to show reproducibility between samples. (B) Relative 
CMP and mass of 
90
Sr
2+
 bound as a function of pH; green, pH 11; blue, pH 7; red, pH 2;  
black, pH 1. (C) Total bound 
90
Sr
2+
 as a function of pH; black, pH 1; red, pH 2; blue, pH 7; 
green, pH 11. 
Figure 4-26 - Functionalised chelator nanoparticles and sequestering ability to aqueous 
137
Cs
+
 
ions. Bars correspond to pH used; black, pH 1; red, pH 2; blue, pH 7; green, pH 11. 
Figure 4-27 - Co-condensation of two functional silanes onto precursor silica core particles 
(4h growth, 24 h condensation). (A) Particle size distribution as a function  of functional 
monomer varied. Amounts of phenyl silane and functional monomer added, in ml, were; 0 
l:100  l (no phenyl silane, functional monomer only); black, 20  l:80  l; red, 40  l:60  
l; blue, 60  l:40  l; green, 80  l:20  l; purple 100  l:0  l (phenyl silane only, no 
functional monomer). (B) Particle size distribution as a function of the two functional silane 
volumes used. Bars correspond to functionalised silane used; black, EDTA; red, amine; blue, 
isocyanate; alkyne, green; purple, merapto silane. 400 sizing scans were obtained from the 5 
silanes combined with 6 ratios of silanes, (n = 10 per average). 
Figure 4-28  -Bifunctional scintillant chelator particles. Particles compromising of phenyl 
functionalised silica, and a chelators group (EDTA,  amine, isocyanate, alkyne, mercapto of 
sulfonate) were tested under saturation conditions with 
90
Sr
2+
 solutions and counted without 
traditional scintillation cocktail. 
Figure 4-29  -  Radioisotope saturation binding experiments of 
90
Sr
2+
 using a range of weak 
and strong cation resins. After 1 h with shaking, the resin was recovered by centrifugation, 
and added to 5 ml of scintillation fluid. In each case, the left bar shows data from medium at 
pH 7 whilst the right hand media was at pH 1.  
Figure 4-30  –  Saturation binding ability of six commercial resins to high concentrations of 
137
Cs
+
 ions. Mass of ions extrapolated from calibrated radioisotope stock shown on the right 
axis. 
Figure 4-31  –  Chelating ability of functionalised silica particles. (A), phenyl scintillant 
particles; (B), chelator only particles without scintillant; (C), commercial resins. A known 
mass of particles or resin was incubated in 50 L of synthetic groundwater. Levels of 90Sr2+ 
and 
137
Cs
+
 were chosen on the basis of typical activities around Sellafield. Black bars 
correspond to samples counted with Emulsi Safe scintillation cocktail, red bars without. 
Figure 5-1  -  Chapter four hierarchy, outlining the methods used to deposit chelator groups 
using functional silanes onto a range of surfaces including electrospun nanofibres for high 
surface area sorbents. 
Figure 5-2  –  Examples of hydrolysable functionalised silanes; (A), 3-
aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) and (B), 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APTMS). 
Figure 5-3  -  The bare () and effective charge densities (----) of a planar glass substrate 
according to 
assuming a density 8 nm-2 of chargeable sites, a pK value of 7.5 for the silanol dissociation, 
and a Stern capacity of 2.9 F/m2 [216]. 
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Figure 5-4  -  EDTA affinity surface preparation from two dimensional silane condensation 
growth on planar hydroxyl coated surfaces. 
Figure 5-5  –  Secondary ion mass spectroscopy analysis of functionalised surfaces. 
(A),positive and (B) negative scans of an aluminium base layer with generated hydroxyl base 
layer. An aluminium substrate was than modified with the desired functional silane 
including(C) carboxylate and sulfonate. 
Figure 5-6  –  Bare aluminium surface. (A), microscope image of aluminium surface, 1 min 
piranha treated hydroxyl layer. (B), triplicate FT-IR transmission mode scans of three 
different areas per sample. The sample was prepared by abrasion with 200  m diamond 
powder before a 1 min piranha wash to create a surface hydroxyl coating. 
Figure 5-7  -  Carboxysilane on aluminium substrate. Surfaces were prepared at pH 5.5, 4 h 
RT deposition of 5 % (v/v) silane, 2 % (v/v) water in ethanol. (A), microscope image of 
aluminium  surface, 1 min piranha treated hydroxyl layer. (B), triplicate FT-IR transmission 
mode scans of three different areas per sample. 
Figure 5-8  –  EDTA silane on aluminium. (A), microscope image of aluminium surface 
imaged. (B), triplicate FT-IR transmission mode scans of three different areas per sample. 
Sample prepared as 5 % (v/v) EDTA-silane reacted in 2 % (v/v) dH2O in ethanol as a 4 h 
surface condensation reaction to AlOH surface layer.  
Figure 5-9 –  Carboxysilane condensed on aluminium. (A), microscope image of aluminium 
surface. (B), triplicate FT-IR transmission mode scans of three different areas per sample. 
Samples were prepared as 5 % (v/v) carboxysilane reacted in 2 % (v/v) dH2O in ethanol for 4 
h. A EDAC/sulfo-NHS reaction to bond amino acid taurine was performed to form a sulfonic 
acid coated surface. 
Figure 5-10  –  FIB etching and cross section analysis of EDTA silane layer deposited onto 
silicon dioxide substrate. (A), surface overview; (B), trench etched into the sample with Pt 
resist layer; (C), magnification of the Pt-organic-silica interface and sizing of organic silane 
layer. 
Figure 5-11  –  Functionalised EDTA glass capillaries and saturation binding quantities of 
90
Sr
2+
under analyte flow as a function of pH. Samples were background  corrected and 
compared to an unfunctionalised capillary. •, scintillation fluid only control, 
•unfunctionalised glass capillary control. Other bars are identically prepared EDTA 
functionalised capillaries (EDTA 1 - 5) are shown to illustrate inter batch variation. 
Figure 5-12  -  Functionalised mercapto and sulfonate glass capillaries showing saturation 
binding of 
90
Sr
2+
 under analyte flow at pH 7. Samples triplicates versus an unfunctionalised 
glass capillary to account for nonspecific binding are shown. 
Figure 5-13  –Functionalised glass capillaries and saturation binding with 137Cs+ under 
analyte flow pH 7.  Sample triplicates (functionalised capillary 1-3) with the average with SD 
to illustrate batch variation are shown. 
Figure 5-14  –  Saturation binding and reusability of EDTA coated capillaries. Five identical 
samples (EDTA 1 – 5) were used in repeated binding and debinding experiments. Green bars 
show 
90
Sr
2+
 binding. Red bars show  the amount remaining after a low pH acidic wash to 
reprotonate chelator sites. Percentages show the percent removal of 
90
Sr
2+
 ions after each 
wash. (A), the initial binding saturation of 
90
Sr
2+
 ions; (B), the second saturation amount of 
90
Sr
2+
 ions, of reused samples under identical conditions. 
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Figure 5-15  -  Five identical EDTA capillaries under repeated saturation and washing. Bars 
correspond to;  initial incubation with 90Sr2+;  after a 10 min pH1 10 mM PBS wash; second 
initial incubation with 
90
Sr
2+
,    a 20 mins pH 1 wash (no competing salt);  a 10 min 0.1 M 
HCl  wash with 0.1 M NaCl and  a third initial incubation with 
90
Sr
2+
.  
Figure 5-16  -  FEG SEM images of FT 4 nanofibres. Left to right shows increasing 
magnification of fibres (1 k, 10 k  and 100 k). Fibres used were  (A), bare fibres; (B), as (A) 
with isocyanate modification; (C), as (B) with 4 % (v/v) EDTA silane; (D), as (B) with 40 % 
(v/v) EDTA silane.  
Figure 5-17  -  Change in fibre diameter as a function of chemical modification. Diameters 
were averaged from a minimum of n=5 sampling at a 10,000 magnification. Fibre diameter 
sizing averages based on SEM analysis. (A), fibre diameter averages as a function of fibre 
modification. (B), diameter comparison of all fibre types as a function of silane modification. 
Figure 5-18  –  Binding of  90Sr2+ and 137Cs+ ions by  functionalised nanofibres. 2.5 cm square  
panels of fibres were incubated in synthetic ground water spiked with  
90
Sr
2+
 and 
137
Cs
+ 
ions 
to give a total activity of 10 kBq. Samples were and incubated for 1 h. n=5 per sample. Black  
bars show binding of unfunctionalised bare fibres in comparison to 5 identical functionalised  
samples. (A), binding of 
137
Cs
+
 ions; (B), binding of 
90
Sr
2+
 ions; (C), relative amounts of  
90
Sr
2+
 (red bars) and 
137
Cs
+
 (green bars) bound. 
Figure 5-19  –  Beta counting response of commercial resins incubated in Sellafield low level 
radioisotope contaminated synthetic ground water (n =3 per resin). 50  l of resin was 
incubated with 50  l of spiked SGW which contained 1 kBq L-1 90 Sr 2+ and 0.1 kBq L -1 
137
Cs
+
 ions. 
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1 :  General Introduction
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1.1. Groundwater contamination  
In the UK hazards arise from fuels, materials and wastes produced from United Kingdom 
Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA) and British Nuclear Fuels plc (BNFL) dating back to the  
1940s and 1960s as well as Magnox power stations from the 1950s to 1970s.    Analysis of 
the problem of ground water contamination in not a simple one especially in the UK as 
institutions are not obliged to reveal sensitive waste management data.  Without detailed 
knowledge of the problem and the specifications needed design of a practical biosensor is not 
possible.  As a result, models for ground water contamination in the UK are often based on 
American data which is freely available.    The Drigg site in the North West of England is a 
nuclear processing site owned by Sellafield (previously British Nuclear Fuels).  This is one 
site that does disclose information on soil analysis and allows a realistic model of the 
environmental contamination to be made. By-products from the nuclear fission process are 
radionuclides 
238
Ur, 
99
Tc, 
90
Sr and 
137
Cs. These are commonly present in plumes after 
reprocessing as are technetium Tc(VII) and Ra  ions.  Tc particularly causes problems for 
remediation.  
99
Tc is bioavailable as a sulfate analogue when oxidised to form the 
pertechnetate (Tc(VII)O
−4
) anion.  In this form it is highly mobile for bioaccumulation, 
working its way into the food chain [1]. 
Further complications arise when these cations bind to form oxy-anions.  Other substances 
that may interact are a number of natural compounds in soils and ground water as well as 
erosion compounds from well monitoring sites.  High level radioactive waste is buried with 
the intention of the radioactive decay over significant periods of time. Even minor leakage 
and radionuclide migration through container vessels can result in disastrous ramifications for 
the environment [2].   
A number of other metals common in agricultural soils, namely Zn, Cd, Pb and Cu add to the 
complexity of competing ions [3] which hinder a number of current analytical techniques as 
the samples require pre-treatment in strong acids.  Most current sensing mechanisms in the 
laboratory do not account for the number of interfering co-contaminants and environmental 
variables that the devices will have to face.   
More in-depth analysis of American groundwater from Maynardville Limestone and Bear 
Creek Area radionuclide contaminated sites shows a significant number of competing anions 
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(NH4
+
, Cl
-
, F
-
, kjeldahl nitrogen, NO3, NO2
-
 SO4
2-
), over 30 organic species and nearly as 
many inorganic ions.  
1.2. Ground water composition 
As a model of simulant groundwater that will mimic the operational conditions of the 
prototype sensors, groundwater conditions analysed in Permo-Triassic sedimentary rocks and 
underlying Ordovician metavolcanic basement were used as a suitable model.  While data for 
Sellafield is usually difficult to obtain,  a summary of 19 boreholes spanning 52 km
2
  were 
published during a 1990’s project [4] identifying a potential host for a nuclear waste 
repository due to the low permeability of the rocks in the area.    In this model, Na, K, Ca, 
Mg, Sr, Cl, SO4, HCO3, Br, 
18
O/
16
O, 
2
H/
1
H, 
3
H, 
14
C, 
13
C/
12
C, 
36
Cl/Cl, 
87
Sr/
86
Sr, 
34
S/
32
S, 
4
He 
and inert gases Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe were all reported. 
In 2006, a simplified synthetic ground water system containing mainly the natural soil 
minerals has been used in research systems; Drigg synthetic ground water (SGW) at pH 7.35 
contains KCl, MgSO.H2O, MCl2, H2O,  CaCO3 sodium silicate, NaNO3, NaCl and NaHCO3 
[5].  Even within this small system the analysis needed must show high specificity to a 
number of metal ions and minerals as well as being able to function with high levels of 
organic materials over prolonged time periods.  Binding experiments used to test the chelator 
nanoparticles and nanofibres (Chapters 5 and 6) were tested using synthetic Drigg 
groundwater as a model for potential interferents and co-sorbents.   
1.3. Ground water contaminants 
After extensive communications with various Nuclear UK bodies via the DIAMOND 
consortium no set figures of radioisotope contamination concentrations were obtained, 
suggesting these figures are either confidential or simply not known due to the large scale and 
ongoing deterioration of stored legacy waste.  However, for a realistic  model to test sensors 
in operational environments,  a combination of internal Sellafield monitoring documentation 
[6], World Health Organisation limits (WHO) [7]  and Sellafield land quality reports [6, 8] 
was used to derive an average of activities taken from bore hole samples across  the Sellafield 
separation area.  Typically data is reported in Bq
-1
 rather than chemical concentrations (M).   
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The 2010 WHO analysis of groundwater samples [7] indicated total alpha activities  were 
below the WHO drinking water guideline level (0.5 Bq l
-1
), with only 5 Sellafield wells 
exceeding this amounts (Figure 1-1).  
 
 
Figure 1-1- Sellafield site groundwater monitoring network. (•) monitoring wells, (─) the separation 
area, (─) the site perimeter. 
 
 
The annual average in one monitoring well reached 96.2 Bq l
-1
.   Uranium isotopes 
(particularly 
234
U and 
238
U, but with lesser contributions from 
235
U and 
236
U) dominated the  
activity across the site.   Lower activities of other  - emitting radioactive isotopes including 
239/240
Pt, 
237
Np, 
241
Am and 
226
Ra were measured in groundwater.  The highest total observed  
activity was 1620 Bq l
-1
.  A number of 
90
Sr sites exceeded the 
90
Sr guidelines (10 Bq l
-1
), 
maximum plutonium levels observed were ‘low’ at a maximum of 0.46 Bq l-1, 99Tc below 0.5 
Bq l
-1
 (limit 100 Bq l
-1
).  Weak beta emitter 
3
H had annual average values from three 
monitoring wells in the area which exceed the WHO drinking water guideline level of 10,000 
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Bq l
-1
. The highest annual average activities are from monitoring wells located outside the 
south-west corner of the separation area with averages up to 38 750 Bq l
-1
. Overall 
groundwater data from the 2010 data released does not show significant changes compared to 
the previous three years. 
The figures summarised in Table 1-1 when stated as total  emitters comprised of 226Ra, 235U, 
236
U, 
237
NP, 
238
U, 
239
Pu, 
240
Pu and 
241
Am.  Total beta emitters compromises compounds, 
90
K, 
90
Sr 
137
Cs 
-
and 
241
Pu, while total weak beta emitters include tritium, 
14
C, 
36
Cl, 
99
Tc and 
129
I 
[8]. 
 
Table 1-1 – Radionuclide contamination levels compiled using annual analysis reports to 
model accurate synthetic groundwater systems for appropriate testing of sensor and chelator 
surfaces. 
Primary 
isotopes in 
Sellafield [6] 
WHO 
drinking 
water limits 
(Bq l
-1
) [7] 
Observed averages in 
Sellafield from 04/09 
to 03/2010 (Bq l
-1
) 
Emission 2010 analysis 
level 
comparison 
[8] 
Geological grid 
reference  [8] 
234
U and 
238
U, 
but with lesser 
contributions 
from 
235
U and 
236
U 
238
U 10  
 
 
236
U 1 
235
U 1
 
234
U 10 
Max: 
238
U  
10.00 - 55.0 . 
Majority 0.006 - 0.01 
 
Max: 
236
U 2.9  
Max: 
235
U  2.1  
Max: 
234
U 50  
 
 
Alpha Mainly below 
this level. 
p47 
236
U 
P48 
238
U 
p45 
235
U 
p45 
234
U 
239/240
Pu, 
237
Np, 
241
Am and 
226
Ra 
1   Max: 
239
Pu 
0.02 - 0.0 
Majority  
0.0037 - 0.005
 
237
Np Max  0.05
 
- 0.1 
Alpha Mainly below 
this level. 
 
No 
237
Np, 
above WHO 
level. 
239
Pu p49 
237
Np p49 
90
Sr 10
 
 
 Max 100.00 - 1000.00
 . 
Several 100.00 - 1000.0  
Beta Above WHO 
threshold. 
p53 
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  Majority  
0.12 - 1.0 
137
Cs 10 
 
2 
 
Majority of bore holes  
0.10 - 0.2 
Beta  p54 
99
Tc 100  Majority 0.04-5  
Max observed 
100.00 - 200.0 
Beta Several sites 
exceeded 
WHO 
guidelines. 
p56 
3
H  5.6   Majority of bore holes 
100.00 - 500.00 
Max  
20000.00 - 40000.0  
Beta Several sites 
exceeded 
WHO 
guidelines. 
p55 
14
C 100  Max:  
20.00 - 35.0 
Beta No values 
exceeded 
WHO levels 
p 57 
129
I 100  Max:  
1.0 - 2.0 
2.0 Majority  
3.0 0.03 - 0.1 
Beta and 
gamma 
No values 
exceeded 
WHO levels 
p 59 
 
A number of radionuclide species needed to be detected have been identified as have their 
realistic activities the sensor will need to respond to.  To place radioactive waste 
contamination into context, a brief summary of current remediation technologies is presented 
to justify the need for biosensing application. 
1.4. Current remediation technologies and the need for 
biosensing 
Groundwater contamination throughout Europe is a common problem.  Application of 
technological advances for ground water remediation is often determined by cost-effective 
and risk management policies.  There are 3 methods of waste removal.  Degradation involves 
chemical or biological agents applied to decompose the contaminants or form harmless 
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products.  Precipitation can be used to form insoluble contaminant compounds that flocculate 
or sediment from solution.  Sorption is the immobilisation of the contaminant by absorption 
or complex formation to the substrate or a barrier material.  Implementation of these methods 
is currently achieved by three remediation strategies.  There are: (I) natural attenuation 
systems that use reactive elemental reducing agents that induce abiotic reductive degradation 
of substances, (II)  wetland systems (large land areas saturated with water including mine 
effluents) and (III) permeable reactive barriers (PRB) for ground water remediation which  
are increasingly used.   
PRB contain reactive elemental complexes such as iron, activated carbon and zeolites, which 
participate in redox and chemical coupling reactions with the contaminant in question.  There 
has been some success with chromate removal using iron PRBs, as has mercury removal with 
copper shavings, which induced flocculation. However, these barriers treat the plume and not 
the source. 
Even if a solution to the problem exists, economical and political restrictions often resist 
implementation.  Underground utilities, property boundaries, site logistics, human health and 
safety and compromising ground conditions hinder the implementation of successful 
remediation technologies.  The PRBs, the most promising of the three strategies, still faces a 
number of problems.  Target contaminants need to bind the material so that it cannot be 
easily re-released back into the ground water, but at some point can be safely removed if the 
barrier material is to be reused.  Formation of surface coatings gradually decrease the PRB 
permeability efficiency over time [9].  Uranium ions have been observed as a notable cause 
of this affect.  Reactivity of the barriers requires the contaminants to be known prior to the 
barrier being installed and the binding of expected contaminants can be hindered by co-
contaminants.  Stability of these materials often needs to extend over a timescale of years as 
well as being environmentally compatible.  Currently, little is known about the long term 
affects of such PRB implementation. 
Because of these problems, remediation of groundwater effluents is not straight forward even 
with promising technologies.  In such situations as these, the application of biosensing 
technologies is the most practical implementation to continually monitor a target site when 
complete remediation is not possible. 
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1.5. Bioremediation  
An alternative approach to engineered systems is the use of bacterial absorbing agents.  
Bioremediation is the removal of toxins from the environment by microorganisms.  It is often 
more cost affective and sometimes the only practical method available.  One of the problems 
with environmental pollutant removal is that many metal ions bond with sulphides to form 
insoluble complexes.  Depending on the metal concentration, bacterial organisms can oxidise 
these compounds; this strategy is used for the extraction of copper sulphate from copper 
sulphide ores to create highly water soluble compounds.  The use of bacteria significantly 
increases the rate of oxidation on surface exposed ores making removal now a practical 
scenario.  However the method is not suitable for all metals.  For example, copper and iron in 
the form of pyrrohite (FeS) and covellite (CuS) can be remediated while molybdenum ores 
cannot [10].  Scrap iron, for example, can be used with Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans to 
produce Fe
3+
 solutions from pyrite to oxidise more sulphide minerals [11].  UO2 (Uraninite) 
in particular, is highly insoluble until it has been oxidised by Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans 
using iron and O2 as an electron acceptor.  In cases where toxicant species cannot or will not 
be removed, for means of practicality or cost, biosensing to monitor concentration levels and 
movement is a practical alternative. 
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1.6. Biosensing Techniques  
Biosensors are the integration of electronic circuits with organic biological recognition 
components to create a selective and sensitive sensing device for a specific analyte.  They 
consist of three parts; a binding receptor, a transducer to conduct the signal and an output 
device to convert the detected signal usually in the form of current, potential or impedance.  
A summary of a typical amperometric or potentiometric bacterial sensor is summarised in 
Figure 1-2 using bacterial membrane transporters [12]. 
The signal interrogation method varies, thus a brief overview of the main interrogation 
methods of sensors is presented and their application to metalloid sensing is presented with 
the focus on electrochemical sensing as this covers a significant amount of the work 
presented. 
(A)                                                           (B)   
 
 
  
 
 
Figure 1-2 - Summary of the membrane pumps in (A) S. cerevisiae (B) E.Coli.  (A)  Arsenic 
ArsAB pump functions similar to ABC transporters, with potential from amperometric 
sensors used to extrude Ar (III). The Acr3p pump extrusion system removes As(III) ions, the 
proton potential gradient for this process generated from Pma1p which generates ADP and 
extrudes H
+
 ions.  Metal enzymes that convert metal ions to alternate oxidation states can be 
detected by potentiometric based cyclic voltammetry, while binding and conformational 
changes observed by impedance.  (B) Arsenate [As(V)] ions enter cells via phosphate 
transporters (PiT and Pst) and Pho84p in E. coli.  This can activate a reistance protein via the 
(ars) operon. Transcription of arsR is induced by As(V) ions and reistance (ars) operon. ArsR, 
regulates the expression of the arsABC a membrane pump which pumps out s(III) ions. 
Before the levels are toxic to the bacteria. Glpf and Ps1p are also thought to be involved in 
As(III) removal. 
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1.6.1. Optical biosensors 
Optical sensors typically use photon based emission or quenching as a method of analyte 
detection.  Whole cell bacterial biosensors have been engineered to fluoresce in the presence 
of specific heavy metal ions [13]. Using the luxCDABE promoter, fluorescence was activated 
in the species Alcaligenes eutrophus when mM copper concentrations  were present.  
 Similarly, the regulatory sequence from the cadA gene of plasmid pI258 was used to insert 
the firefly luciferase gene into Staphylococcus aureus [14].  Limits of detection (LoD) for 
cadmium, lead and antimony were 10 nM, 33 nM and 1 nM respectively which are 
impressively low.  While optical equipment has the resolution to detect single photons and 
thus, in theory, an individual molecule’s emission, electrochemistry cannot say the same for 
single electron transfers.  However, implementation of optical sensors is not always practical.  
Also, a limited number of bacteria-analyte interactions are applicable and the approach has 
the disadvantage that extensive signal to background data manipulation is often needed.  
Impedance based sensing provides a practical compromise. 
1.6.1.1.  Surface Plasmon Resonance 
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is the localised phenomena that electrons undergo under 
light stimulation.  If the light frequency interacting with the surface layer of electrons 
matches, resonance valence electrons are excited locally emitting an evanescent wave parallel 
to the interface, while the bulk of light is reflected perpendicularly.  This phenomenon alters 
the materials local dielectric permittivity, and also the refractive index (n) allowing interfacial 
phenomena such as layer by layer sensor deposition [15], binding constant extrapolation, and 
more recently changes in magnetic properties to be observed.  Nanoparticles, because of their 
high surface area to volume ratio, exhibit an enhanced SPR effect and can be modelled by 
Mie (Lorenz–Mie–Debye solution) scattering theory [16].  While there are examples that 
show SPR can monitor protein-protein or antibody antigen interactions [17], the small 
molecule detection required for the length scale of ions is below the detection limits of the 
technique.  As a result SPR was not used as an interrogation method. 
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1.6.1.2. Total internal reflection 
imaging ellipsometry (TIRIE)  
Ellipsometry, like SPR is a non destructive optical technique used to observe changes in 
interfacial phenomena in thin films.  TIRIE is also able to monitor refractive index changes 
and dielectric properties and is able to probe below the wavelength diffraction limit, and is 
currently popular for large throughput pathogen detection [18], immunoarray screening [19] 
and other biomedical applications [20]. 
1.6.2. Electrochemical biosensors 
1.6.2.1. Amperometric biosensors 
Amperometric biosensors are those that use a current generated by movement of an ionic or 
redox species as the detection mechanism.   Three broad classes exist; the unmediated, 
mediated or direct electron transfer. To date they are the most extensively used and 
successful in terms of transition from laboratory to commercialisation, predominantly in 
medical diagnostics [21].  These sensors function by using a working electrode acting as the 
anode or cathode to determine analyte concentrations from the current generated in a known 
reaction mechanism.   
 
Figure 1-3 – Typical reaction mechanism of GOD amperometric biosensors for the detection 
of glucose by production of H2O2 from the reduction of –D-glucose to gluconolactone. 
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The analytical amperometric biosensor is the glucose sensor which is catalysed by glucose 
oxidase [22].  Glucose oxidase biosensors produce a 1:1 stoichiometry between oxygen and 
glucose converted from a reductive half reaction with two protons and electrons transferred 
from ß-D-glucose to the enzyme yielding d-gluconolactone which hydrolyses to gluconic 
acid (Figure 1-3).  The reduced enzyme is then regenerated in a two proton half reaction to 
yield H2O2.  The current generated by the oxidation of H2O2 against a calibration curve is 
used to determine the glucose concentration present in a sample. 
The earliest amperometric electrode was an oxygen sensor by Clark in 1956 [23].  He 
developed this system as the first enzyme based electrode using glucose oxidase as an 
enzymic transducer, entrapping the enzyme in a permeable dialysis membrane. 
1.6.2.2. Mediatorless amperometric sensors 
These sensors measure the concentrations of enzymic products with the substrate decreasing 
as products are generated. For example, in glucose oxidation: 
 
Substrate + oxidised enzyme ⇒ reduced enzyme + product 
where: S + EFAD ⇔ EFADS ⇒ EFADH2 + product 
The substrate plus enzyme in oxidised form is reduced (+ 2e) and converted to flavin adenine 
dinucleotide H2. 
 
Subsequently EFADH2 + O2 ⇒ EFAD + H2O2 
Here the reduced FAD cofactor in the enzyme is regenerated and results in H2O2 
 Generation.  This product like the glucose oxidase sensor is oxidised against a known 
calibration to determine the analyte concentration. 
 
Most of these sensors work using -0.7 V cathodic reduction  or +0.65 V anodic oxidation of  
H2O2 [24].  These sensors are limited however by substrate diffusion to and from the 
electrode, to and from the electrode active site and oxygen/H2O2 diffusion [25].  A range of 
enzymes and analytes can be quantified in this way; lactate oxidase for lactate[26] alcohol 
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oxidase/catalase for ethanol [27], xantnine oxidase for hypoxanthine [28], lysine oxidase for 
lysine [29]. 
1.6.2.3. Amperometric mediated biosensors 
These biosensors use alternative (non-enzyme) mediators or oxidising agents as electron 
carriers.  These are typically low potential, (typical Em < 0 V) artificial molecules so the 
effects of oxygen are minimised, that transport electrons between a molecule’s redox centre 
and electrode. 
 
Ered+ MEDox ⇒ Eox+ MEDRed 
 
The most common mediators that are used in the many electrochemical experiments include 
the reversible ferricyanide [Fe(CN)6]
3−
 / ferrocyanide [Fe(CN)6]
4−
 redox couple, and the 
irreversible oxidation of ferrocene Fe(C5H5)2, for non aqueous experiments.  Other 
alternatives are summarised in Table 1-2: 
Table 1-2 - Table of common natural amperometric redox probes and potentials reactions 
occur.  
 
Reaction E (V) 
Acetone – propan-2-ol -0.43 
H
+
 – H2 -0.42 
Acetate aldehyde – ethanol -0.20 
Cystine – cysteine -0.22 
O2 – H2O2 +0.31 
 
Mediator based systems are used with an applied voltage that does not not exceed the oxygen 
reduction potential (O2 + H2O + 2e
-
  HO2- + OH
-
 at -0.076 V and O2 + H2O + 2e
-
  HO2
-
 
+ OH
-
at -0.076 V). Ideally the mediator should not react with oxygen, the rate of mediator 
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electron transfer should be fast relative to its transport rate, and ideally not influenced by pH.  
However, in many systems oxygen can be used as the mediator if a redox probe is not used.   
Buffered experiments often use oxygen as the current generator while ferricyanide based 
experiments in many cases use argon purging to remove bulk oxygen.  This ensures the 
‘bulk’ current is due to [Fe(CN)6]
3−/4-
 and not a composite signal that is prone to drift and 
fluctuations.  While a truly oxygen current free is difficult to achieve deaeration ensures that 
this current contribution is magnitudes lower than the main signal from biosensor 
interrogation. 
1.6.2.4. Common oxygen and water based reactions in 
electrochemical reactions 
In an aqueous electrochemical system, regardless of deaeration, a current will be generated 
due to oxygen and hydrogen being present in the system from the atmosphere and diffusion 
or dissociation of water.  Table 1-3 shows a summary of common reactions and the potentials 
they occur versus the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE). 
 
Table 1-3 – Oxygen and hydrogen based redox reactions that can contribute to 
electrochemical current in aqueous systems. 
Reaction E
o
 / (V) vs SHE 
O2 + 2H
+
 + 2e  H2O2 0.695 
O2 + 4H
+
 + 4e  2H2O 1.229 
O2+ H2O + 2e  HO2- + OH
-
 -0.076 
O2 + 2 H2O + 2e  H
2
O
2
 + 2OH
-
 -0.146 
O2 + 2 H2O + 4e  4OH
-
 0.401 
O3 + 2H
+
 + 2e  O2 + H2O 2.076 
O3 + H2O + 2e  O2 + 2OH
-
 1.24 
O(g) + 2H
+
 + 2e  H2O 2.421 
OH + e  OH- 2.02 
HO2- + H2O + 2e 3OH
-
 0.878 
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1.6.2.5. Amperometric direct electron transfer 
biosensors 
In these systems, also known as bioelectrocatalytic systems, electrons transfer directly 
between enzyme and electrode without a carrier.  The rate of electron transfer is related to the 
potential drop, and the physical distance  between the enzyme redox-centre and electrode 
[30].  One of the earliest examples by Kuwana [31] used an indium tin oxide electrode to 
show direct electron transfer between  mitochondrial protein cytochrome c and the electrode.  
More recent sensors include cholinesterase [32], membrane bound dehydrogenases [33], 
cellobiose dehydrogenases  [34] and haemoglobin [35] used for electron transfer.  
Amperometric sensors are discussed in more detail in Chapter 2. 
1.6.3. Potentiometric biosensors 
Potentiometric systems use a change in electric field across an electrode to detect analytes on 
interest.  These systems differ to, and should not be confused with potentiostatic sensors that 
measure current.   The earliest potentiometric sensor, the pH sensor detects H
+
 ions across a 
glass membrane, the specificity of these electrodes dependent on the selectivity of a porous 
membrane.  As well as molecular analytes, potentiometric systems allow surface 
interrogation of systems such as  lipid SAMs on the working electrode [36] with adsorption, 
poration [29] and conformational changes detected as a change in potential or capacitance.    
Miller’s early study using a HMDE [37] monitored interactions of the lipid heads with a 
number of molecules.   When lipids self assemble to form a monolayer, the hydrophobic tails 
align to the mercury with the polar heads facing outwards.  The interactions in the head group 
region are of importance to determine changes of the monolayer structure and permeability.  
These studies showed that molecules could self assemble into ordered structures at an 
interface and be interrogated by application of an electric field.  Since then SAMs assembled 
on mercury have been extensively studied allowing real time monitoring of hydrophobic 
compound insertion [38], lipid phase transitions [39] and protein insertion into [40].  While 
difficult to quantify specific analytes, potentiometric interrogation is sensitive to interfacial 
changes at a sensor interface than that cannot be easily detected by other methods.  Because 
of the ability to detect significant interfacial changes, potentiometric sensors are being 
increasingly used with recombinant antibody technologies with specific antibodies created for 
biosensor applications [41] for a wider range of analytes including pesticides 
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(terbuthylazine) [42], bacterial (Escherichia coli ) [43],  antibiotic resistance ( lactamase) 
[44].  Potentiometric sensors are discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. 
1.6.4. Impedance biosensors 
When a potential is applied to an electrode, ions of opposite charge are attracted to the 
interface creating a charged layer of ions, termed the electrical double layer.  The closest 
distance of approach is a balance between electrostatic attraction between electrode counter 
ions of attractive and repulsive charge.  The distance of this double layer is dependent on 
potential, concentration and ion valency and the charged double layer is analogous to a 
capacitor.    
Impedance based electrochemistry applies a sinusoidal potential to this system.  By 
monitoring the amplitude and resulting phase shift in the observed current at the interface, 
interfacial phenomena can be modelled as a combination of parallel capacitative and resistive 
circuit elements. Systems without an analyte or mediator behave like a series RC circuit [45]  
while mediator based systems can be modelled as a Randles resistor and capacitor parallel 
circuit [46].  Normally substantial data interpretation is needed but surface adsorption, 
deposition and binding are quantifiable with this technique. The scans are also generally non 
destructive to analyte or electrodes providing suitable potentials are used. 
Resistance (R) is the ability of a component to resist electrical flow, the fundamental relation 
Ohms law (Equation 1-1): 
 
 
(1-1) 
However this model’s basic assumptions are that current and potential are in phase with each 
other, that resistance is independent of frequency and the relationship is true for all currents 
and potentials.  This is flawed when a biosensor surface is considered.  Impedance accounts 
for these real life parameters to realistically model a system’s ability to resist current flow.  
Application of an alternating potential to a system will result in a change to these parameters.  
In a theoretical pure resistor (R), impedance (Z) is equal to the resistance (Equation 1-2): 
 
( 1-2) 
RZ 
I
E
R 
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In a theoretical pure capacitor impedance is inversely proportional to the product of 
frequency ( in radians 2f), capacitance (C) and j the imaginary component (Equation 1-3). 
 
 
(1-3) 
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a method of interrogating a surface’s 
proportion as a function of current dissipation with frequency.  Impedance therefore is the 
ratio of current change to a incremental applied voltage. 
Impedimetric sensors work on empirical electronic systems which model the ideal Ohms law 
conductors to actual imperfect electronics.  An RC circuit models the phase shift between the 
input and output a.c signal as a function of real and imaginary components.  This shift in 
signals comes from a frequency dependence of the electronics.  Conductance and capacitance 
are other forms to represent impedance. Using a pure resistor model, no phase shift is 
observed,  = 0 and the equation for impedance is Ohms law (Equation 1-4); 
  
  
  
  
( 1-4 ) 
Using a pure capacitor, then the total resistance is a product of resistance (R) added to 
reactance (jX, where      ) the model accounting for the imaginary component and phase 
shift in the a.c signal (Equation 1-5): 
 
       
(1-5)  
Combining the pure capacitor and resistor model for a series RC circuit the actual impedance 
is given by Equation 1-6: 
  
      
            
 
(1-6) 
Admittance (Y), an alternative way of displaying impedance (I) is the inverse of impedance 
(Z) which is the addition of conductance and susceptance (B) which is the product of 
frequency multiplied by the current (Equation 1-7). 
Cj
Z

1

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(1-7) 
Impedance is measured at a range of frequencies under voltage excitation due to parasitic 
impedances that can exist between an electrode in solution, thus impedance is a function of 
frequency, Z(). 
1.6.4.1. Equivalent Circuits 
The electrochemical models discussed are represented as equivalent circuits of resistors and 
capacitors as impedance to a small sinusoidal excitation potential causes current to flow of 
phase and amplitude identical to component models (Figure 1-4). 
(A)                                        (B)                                                        (C)    
 
Zf Rs Cs= =
Rs Zw
 
Figure 1-4- Equivalent circuit components.  Frequency dependent impedance (A) can be 
modelled as a solution resistance and pseudo capacity (B) or a charge transfer resistance and 
a Warburg impedance component (C). 
 
Figure 1-4 shows  general capacitance Zf (as frequency dependent components cannot be 
modelled by pure R and C components) which can be modelled as either of two equivalent 
components; (B) a serial Rct charge transfer resistance and Cs pseudo capacity or (C) Zw 
Warburg impedance and a Cs pseudo capacity component.   Of the two models Figure 1-4 B 
is preferred as the Randles circuit parallel branch and is usually used to model impedance 
data.  The full Randles circuit is discussed next. 
1.6.4.2. Randles circuit 
A frequency dependent circuit is often modelled by the Randles circuit as the total 
contributions to current in an electrochemical cell (faradaic current, charging current) can be 
modelled by a capacitor (Cd double layer capacitance) (Figure 1-5). 
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Cd
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Zf
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Figure 1-5- The equivalent Randles circuit. 
  
The equivalent Randles circuit that can model faradaic impedance processes as a series 
resistor and Warburg impedance component in parallel to a capacitor, which is in series to a 
second resistor.  As all these currents pass through the solution with its own resistance (RΩ or 
Rs) a second resistor is used in series.  Solution resistance, RΩ, and double layer capacitance, 
Cd, however are model components.  These components do not truly model faradaic 
impedance because of the frequency phase shift.  Therefore, only at a single frequency the 
Randles circuit is able to model an electrochemical system effectively.  At multiple 
frequencies these models become empirical and more detached from experimental data, and it 
is possible to have multiple equivalent circuits for the same system. 
1.6.4.2.1. Interfacial potential and Helmholtz 
theory 
At the interface between electrode and solution there is an electrical potential.  This is 
composed of electrolyte ions and their associated electrical charge.  Assuming these ions 
undergo no electroactive reactions, the ions redistribute to achieve an overall electrical 
neutrality.   Ions of attractive charge will approach the electrode to a distance of the ion’s 
radius plus one hydration layer.  The presence of repulsive ions forms a second diffuse layer, 
the distance of which is governed by electrostatic repulsion.  These two layers were fist 
modelled by Hermann von Helmholtz who modelled these layers in terms of Van der Waals 
forces and he termed these layers the Inner Helmholz plane (IHP, i) and Outer Helmholtz 
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plane (OHP d) respectively analogous to a parallel plate capacitor (Figure 1-6).  This 
approach effectively models the IHP as a linear potential drop from electrode to IHP, but 
does not account for diffusion, interfacial adsorption and solvent interactions. 
 
Figure 1-6 -  Double layer ion distribution absorbed at an interface.  This consists of the inner 
(i) and outer (d) Helmholtz planes.  Redrawn from [47]. 
 
 
1.6.4.2.2.  Guoy-Chapman theory 
Guoy-Chapman theory models interfacial charge as a sum of ions of opposite ionic charge in 
solution to the interfacial charge.   Counter ions are not rigid, but are more diffuse within 
limits of their counter potential.  This second layer charge and concentration affects the 
double layer thickness. 
     
   
   
(1-8) 
The balance between forces of surface counter ions, C, and the bulk solution counter ion 
concentration Co is modelled by (Equation 1-8) where z is the charge on the ion, e is the 
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charge of a proton, k is the Boltzmann constant and ψ is the potential of the charged surface.  
Whilst more accurately modelling the OHP as an exponential decay with distance this 
model’s assumptions only work for monovalent ions and that molarity is 1:1 with activity. 
1.6.4.2.3. Stern theory 
Stern theory is a combination of Helmholtz and Guoy-Chapman theories.  The Stern layer 
models ions as non finite size point charges and modifies the IHP, limiting the distance ions 
can approach the electrode.  This is known as the slipping plane, also known as the zeta 
potential (Ψ). 
1.6.4.2.4. DLVO 
Derjaguin and Landau theory was a further modification of double layer theory combining 
attractive Van der Waals and electrostatic repulsion of the double layer counter ions (DLVO 
theory).  Electrostatics are modelled on mean field approximation (charge potential energy is 
much smaller than thermal energy (kBT, where kB is Boltmans constant and T temperature). 
1.6.4.2.5. Electrical Double layers 
It should be noted that these surface approximations are based on the assumption that no 
electron transfer occurs at the interface.  Electrical double layers that are present at electrodes 
under applied potentials, and become polarised away from the OCP no longer satisfy this 
assumption once electrochemical reactions occur.  Once redox reactions begin to occur these 
models no longer accurately model the system like the surface layer protein biosensor 
(Chapter 2).  For static, no electron transfer systems such as the affinity silica nanoparticles 
(Chapter 4) and sorbent surfaces (Chapter 5) double layer theory accurately models the 
solution interface. 
1.6.4.2.6. Colloidal Stability 
Double layer theory extends to the stability of colloids such as the silica nanoparticles 
discussed in Chapter 4.  Natural lyophillic colloids such as proteins and poly electrolytes are 
stable because there is an energetic potential barrier which prevents coagulation.  Many 
solutions have a critical coagulation concentration, CCC.   At this concentration double layer 
repulsion is reduced so that collisions occur and particles coagulate. 
Experimentally, in terms of forces applied to an electrode, under applied potentials, or during 
cyclic voltammetry on a stationary electrode of constant area, a charging current builds up at 
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the electrode.  As potential changes, the charging current (ic) flows (Equation 1-9), where Cd 
is the double layer capacitance (Fcm
2
), A the electrode area and v the scan rate (Vs).  While 
the peak current ip varies with the square root of the scan rate (v
1/2
) (for electrodes under 
linear diffusion), ic varies with v so ic becomes more important at higher scan rates. To 
minimise this, a consistent scan rate was used for cyclic voltammetry and a small set rms 
voltage of 10 mV was used forfor impedance work. 
            
  
  
 
 (1-9)  
1.6.4.2.7. Thickness of the molecular double layer  
It is important to understand the region of ionic interaction at a sensor or nanoparticle 
interface.  IUPAC defines the diffuse layer as the region in which non-specifically adsorbed 
ions are accumulated and distributed by action of the electric field and thermal motion. 
Counter and co-ions in immediate contact with the surface are located in the Stern layer. Ions 
farther away from the surface form the diffuse layer or Gouy layer, as shown previously in 
Figure 1-6. 
In contrast, the diffusion layer is defined as the region in the vicinity of an electrode where 
the concentrations are different from their value in the bulk solution, and is dependant on the 
applied scan rate and the diffusion coeffieicnt of the redox analyte used, and is related to the 
Cotrell equation.  This phenomena is experimentally defined, while the double layer is not. 
It is important to know the thickness of the double layer, the region of interaction of ions and 
analye in electrolyte to fully understand the sensor interface which can be determined 
experimentally, and detailed in Equation 1-11. 
 It is importanr that the analyte being detected, for example uranyl ions, is magnitudes lower 
than the supporting electrolyte concentration, otherwise the observed signal will occur via 
bulk compression of the Inner Helmholt plane (IHP) and not interfacial changes at the 
biosensor interface.  
Several attempts at simulations of model diffusion layers are available [45] that model 
physical phenomena at the electrode.  One model by Faulkner shown in Equation 1-10 relates  
Jmax, the maximum flux of species to an electrode, to a species diffusion coefficient, Dt and 
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the distance from the electrode, x. When Dt, is less or equal to 0.5, the double layer is 
affected to a distance of six times the square root of the diffusion coefficient.   
     
     
 
 
  
   
(1-10) 
An experiment running for time t will alter the bulk concentration for a distance no larger 
than about          from the electrode surface.   
Experimentally the extent of the double layer, also called the Debye Length (κ−1) is 
determined by Equation 1-11: 
 
     
       
      
 
(1-11) 
where I is electrolyte concentration (M),     the dielectric constant/relative permittivity,     is 
permittivity of free space (8.854 × 10
−12 
Fm
-1
), kb the Boltzman constant (1.3806503 × 10
-
23
 m
2
 kg s
-2
 K
-1
),
    is Avagadro’s number (6.022 × 10
23
 mol
−1
),
 
e the
 
charge of an electron
 
(1.602 × 10
−19
 C).   
As this equation is derived from the Grahame equation, it is valid for low potentials below 25 
mV [48].  The equation models the interface and salt layer as two plates of a capacitor and 
states that the magnitude of the Debye length depends solely on the properties of the liquid 
and not the surface, its charge or potential in a 1 : 1  cation : anion electrolyte. 
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Figure 1-7 – Calculated Debye lengths for a monovalanet 1 : 1 counterion buffer.  The inset is 
a magnification of the length scale region that will be observed using a millimolar strength 
buffer.  
 
Equation 1-11 was used to calculate the Debye distance for a monovalent 10 mM buffer such 
as typically used in experiments (Figure 1-7).  It shows that sensor response comes from only 
interactions within 30.3 nm of the surface and not the bulk solution. In comparison, a 100 
mM buffer the Debye length extends to only 0.96 nm while at 1 mM it interacts to a distance 
of 9.57 nm.  High salt concentrations compress the double layer while lower ones create a 
more diffuse layer. 
1.6.4.2.8. Solution resistance, IR drop and constant 
phase elements 
A current flowing from the bulk solution to the electrode encounters a resistance from the 
ions in solution (RΩ, also Rs).  These ions do not undergo electroactive reactions, thus Rs 
should remain constant as long as the amount of electrochemical species generated at the 
electrode is magnitudes lower than the bulk concentration. 
In electrochemical systems, a voltage drop occurs across the solution. This voltage drop is a 
product of resistance (R) of current (I) passing through the solution.  Experimentally, its 
effects are observed as broadening of the redox peaks due to the reduction in conductivity 
and a change between the observed and theoretically thermodynamically derived redox 
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potential of an electoactive species.  In experimental terms a higher potential is needed than 
derived to drive the required reaction to account for this iR drop. 
A constant phase element is a correction factor to more accurately model the equivalent 
electrical components and their imperfections discussed in modelling capacitance and its 
phase dependence.   Its impedance, ZCPE, is calculated as: 
     
 
    
  
Where YCPE is the admittance constant phase element and is related to 1/Z at 1 rad/s. 
Experimentally CPE are used when using GPES software for fitting of equivalent circuit 
parameters.  A value of zero to one is possible, with a perfect capacitor approaching a value 
of one and a perfect resistor a value of zero.  A value exceeding or significantly below one 
indicated a poor fit from the modelling parameters in extrapolating the double layer 
capacitance, Cdl and was not used. 
 
1.6.4.2.9. Polarisation resistance, Rp 
The open circuit potential is the difference in electrical potential between the internal and 
external reference points when no external potential is applied and the circuit is open [45].  
When an electrode potential is forced away from this open circuit potential, an electrode 
becomes polarised.  If polarisation is sufficient depending on the ionic species present in 
solution, current is generated, electrons are transferred and electrochemical reactions occur.  
A resistance to this current flow also builds up because of the opposing counter ions termed 
polarisation resistance (Rp). 
 
1.6.4.2.10. Warburg impedance 
The Warburg impedance models the bulk solution diffusion on a planar to semi-infinite 
distance.   It behaves as a constant phase element i.e. an imperfect capacitor, with a phase of 
45
o
, independent of frequency.  The Warburg component retards current flow in a system due 
to the frequency effects on ions.  At high frequencies, its effects are minimal as ions only 
have a short time to react to the applied field, but at low frequencies, ions diffuse further 
affecting the bulk solution and convection.  It is observed in Nyquist plots as the tail of a 
semicircle, occurring at a 45
o
 phase shift only when a redox species is present. 
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1.6.4.3. Nyquist plots 
Nyquist plots allow the total impedance of a system (Equation 1-12) to be measured as a 
function of frequency and electrical parameters such as solution resistance R, double layer 
capacitance Cd, and pseudo capacity Cs to be measured directly as opposed to using a single 
frequency and needing to extrapolate these values individually from equivalent circuits. 
  
     
   
          
(1-12) 
where Z is the total impedance RB the bulk resistance CB the bulk capacitance,  ZRe  the real 
impedance component, ZIm the imaginary impedance component, j the square root of -1 and 
 equal to 2f. 
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Figure 1-8 - Nyquist plot showing equivalent circuit components.  Regions of mass transfer 
and kinetic control are found at low and high frequencies respectively. 
 
An applied voltage induces a current in the system under study and the response is monitored 
at a range of frequencies.  Thus impedance can be expressed as a complex function 
represented as the sum of the real Z’() and imaginary –Z”() components of resistance and 
capacitance.  Plotting the real part on the X axis and the imaginary part on the Y axis of a 
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graph creates a Nyquist plot (Figure 1-8).  Thus a vector of length |Z| with the angle between 
this vector and the x-axis is  (2f) corresponding to the impedance at a particular 
frequency.   
Fitting data to a Nyquist format (Figure 1-8) shows how the electrical components of a 
species such as a monolayer or the organic layer of a biosensor can be extrapolated. The first 
semicircle intercept gives Rs (R), the solution or electrolyte resistance.  The second 
intercept is the combined charge transfer resistance Rct and solution resistance R.  Thus Rct 
is derived by the second intercept minus R  The Warburg component (W) occurs in faradaic 
systems and limits current flow due to diffusion constraints.  This component has less effect 
at high frequencies but contributes significantly to low frequency impedance in the mass 
transport region. 
1.6.5.   Cyclic voltammetry 
Cyclic voltammetry is a powerful tool for interrogating reactions at an electrode interface.  In 
cyclic voltammetry a linear scan is applied to an electrode and reversed by switching the 
direction of the scan at a certain time or potential.  Consider an electrode in solution with an 
electroactive species.  If a potential is applied that is more positive than E
o’
, current begins to 
flow as reduction of the electroactive species occurs.  As the potential grows more negative 
beyond E
o’
, the surface concentration of active species drops, analyte flow drops to almost 
zero due to a depletion layer forming, mass transfer to and from the electrode, reaches its 
maximum as does the peak potential  (Ep). The current then drops and a peak shaped scan like 
Figure 1-9 is observed. If the potential is reversed in the positive direction, oxidation occurs 
assuming the redox probe undergoes a reversible Nernstian reaction.  As the potential passes 
back through Eo’ there is a temporary neutral balance of oxidise and reduced species.  As the 
potential becomes more positive, more oxidation occurs and an anodic current flows until the 
same process repeats.  Surface concentration drops, flux increases, followed by surface 
current and the potential drops. 
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Figure 1-9 – Cyclic voltammogram of the current observed for a linear potential sweep of 
Nernstian (reversible) reactions. Performed using a scan rate of 50 mVs, with electrolyte 10 
mM PBS containing 10 mM ferricyanaide. 
The peak current in a cyclic voltammogram is given in Equation 1-13: 
          
  
  
 
 
  
 
 
      
 
    
  
 
                
 
    
  
 
   
 (1-13) 
where F is faraday’s constant, the charge on one mole of electrons, n the no of electrons 
transferred, A the electrode area (cm
2
), Do the diffusion coefficient (cm
2
/s), Co
*
 the bulk 
concentration of redox species, v
 
the scan rate (V/s), ip peak current (A). 
Because the peak observed can be broad and the true potential difficult to determine, often an 
alternative potential is used at ip/2 , called the  half peak potential at Ep / 2 is used (Figure 1-
9). 
            
  
  
 
    
 
           
(1-14) 
 
 The relation of peak potential and half peak to n, the number of electrons transferred in the 
redox reaction is given by Equation 1-14.  As ip/v
1/2
Co
*
 is essentially a constant depending on 
n
3/2
 and Do
1/2
 the parameter n can be estimated for an unknown redox reaction.  Thus 
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Equation 1-14 shows that that the peak potential (Ep) is independent of scan rate (v), peak 
current (ip) and is proportional to the square root of the scan rate (v
1/2
).   This electrochemical 
analysis was used to test electrode cleaning performance and biosensor deposition.  If the 
peak current with a redox mediator is proportional to the square root of scan rate, then a clean 
electroactive electrode is present.  As the active surface area is reduced, the current flow is 
reduced as a function of deposition. 
 
1.7. Approaches to metal ion binding 
1.7.1. Biosensors and the application of 
electrochemistry 
Regardless of the recognition mechanism of the sensor which may use proteins, peptides or 
supra-molecules, a system to convert and use the analyte signal to a quantifiable form is 
needed to see if such biorecognition elements are operating in this way.  A number of 
analytical electrochemical tools using a standard 3 electrode set up can be used. 
1.7.2. Mercury based polarography 
Electrochemistry is broadly defined as the study of chemical reactions at an interface under 
an applied potential.  Non-faradaic systems involve no electron transfer and conventionally 
used potential or impedance based measurements to observe interfacial changes.  This 
approach is often used to model interactions in organic monolayers or the effect of toxins on 
these [36].  The faradaic approach relies on chemical reactions between redox species and 
often produces a current based signal proportional to the analyte concentration. The current 
observed in the system is a combination of the redox species in parallel with resistive and 
capacitative elements due to molecular double layer (as discussed in Impedance equivalent 
circuits).  A complex multi-model system can explain, electrode kinetics but fundamentally 
these forces determine the limit of detection for the following techniques. 
Polarography is the voltammetric measurement of a system governed by analye diffusion and 
convectional mass transport.  The limiting current observed is directly proportional to the 
analyte concentration. Traditionally the technique is used on a hanging mercury drop 
electrodes (HMDE) which uses a spherical Hg drop extruded from a glass as the working 
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electrode.  Particularly advantageous, the working surface area can be increased or decreased 
in proportion to the capillary force applied and allows rapid regeneration of a fresh elecrode.   
Mercury based electrochemistry is, along with hydrogen electrochemistry, one of the earliest 
electrochemical approaches used, and unlike hydrogen systems, is still regularly used. A 
potential is applied between working and counter electrodes and measured against the 
reference.  A range of interrogation profiles can then be applied to interrogate the sample. 
Normal pulse polarography (NPP) has the advantages of having a minimal background 
capacitance current and removes the problem of a varying potential ramp by applying a series 
of potential steps of varying amplitude.  Current measurements are made near the end of each 
pulse which allows  the interfering  charging current to dissipate via exponential decay (decay 
 time1/2)  allowing  the faradaic current to be determined and offers typical LoDs of 10-7 M 
[49].   However, because of this decay depletion of the limiting current occurs with time and 
this method has been superseded by other PP methods. 
Differential pulse polarography (DPP) is similar to NPP, the difference being each potential 
step has the same amplitude while the applied potential increases anodically each time.  
Therefore the current obtained is a combination of linear ramp and square wave systems.  The 
current here is measured just before the step and just before the end of the ramp (step drop).  
The analytical current is the difference between the two removing the charging current 
addition.  A typical LoD is of the magnitude 10
-10 
M [49]. 
Anodic stripping voltammetry (ASV) is a similar technique but offers greatly superior 
sensitivity.  The initial step where the Hg electrode is held at a negative potential to form 
amalgams with cationic analytes still remains.  However, a linear ramp rate typically of 2 to 
100 mV s
-1 
rather than square wave potential is used to reoxidise the analyte and generate the 
signal current.  As a first approximation, the analyte concentration is determined by dividing 
the observed current by the number of electrons needed to reoxidise the analyte cation to a 
neutral metal atom.  This is because the number of moles of analyte adsorbed in the amalgam 
drop is proportional to the peak current [50].  Because of its impressive LoD limit ASV and 
its variants are now the main choice for trace metal analysis.  This is especially so since 
advances are being made in electrode miniaturisation and composition. 
Chapman [50] performed ASV on a vibrating microelectrode using single step deposition.  
Traditional macroscopic electrodes use stirring to increase mass transport to the electrode, 
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thereby enhancing deposition and the signal obtained.  However, the use of microelectrodes 
showed the opposite and greater sensitivity was obtained without stirring due to the smaller 
electrode area and a thinner diffusion layer. Increasing vibrating frequency offered up to 4 
nM sensitivity to copper ions.  As a result, many newer electrodes are scaled down to the 
micron level for greater mass transport effects. 
Traditional methods of detecting metal ions such as atomic fluorescence spectroscopy and 
coupled plasma mass spectroscopy are laboratory only specialised devices that are 
inappropriate as practical portable devices in the field [51].  Protein-small molecule 
interactions can be measured by dual polarisation interferometry (DPI) a method that relies 
on optical interference within two waveguides. Essentially a change in refractive index is 
measured to determine mass and thickness changes at an interface.  Similarly the quartz 
crystal microbalance (QCM) is another successful tool for monitoring interactions resulting 
in small mass chances.  In this technique, discussed in Chapter 3, binding is detected as a 
resonant frequency change as species bind at the interface of a non centrosymmetric crystal.  
As well as mass changes, structurally significant conformational changes that occur on 
binding can be identified, such as antibody-antigen interactions [52].  Other techniques such 
as shallow angle neutron scattering (SANS), X-ray scattering and X-ray crystallography have 
been largely unsuccessful as a method of monitoring binding and are criticised as artificial, as 
the original system has been significantly altered due to the required processing steps.  
Current analytical tools are generally laboratory based, need an expert knowledge system and 
are costly. 
Attempts have been made to create a practical portable measurement system using ASV on 
gold microelectrodes [53]. The ability to co-determine As (III) and As (V) using specific pre-
treatment by chemically reducing As (III) to As (V) was proven.  Allowing simultaneous 
determination of multiple ionic states in a single technique is certainly advantageous and is an 
emerging trend, but a common problem highlighted was sensitivity to interfering lead, iron 
and nickel ions.  Gold wire electrodes also showed success in determining mercury and 
copper using ASV in 0.01M HCl but showed interference from bromide and chloride ions 
[54]. 
Evolution of the traditional HMDE has occurred because of the toxicity of mercury and 
associated hazards in handling large quantities of the material.  However there has yet to 
emerge another electrode that offers a renewable, uniform, atomically flat, polishing free 
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surface that has such a wide interrogation window.  As a result, novel approaches to creating 
films, static drops or coatings of smaller, less hazardous volume of mercury with the same or 
enhanced properties of bulk mercury electrodes are now in use.  A diverse number of metal 
ions can be analysed using mercury electrodes; static mercury drops can co-determine 
complex metal ion solutions of multiple valences.  For example, Cr (VI), Pb (II), Sn (II), Sb 
(III) Cu (II) and Zn (II) [55] have been determined within the same solution.   
A cutting edge variant of the mercury electrode uses a mercury ion selective electrode (Hg-
ISE) [56]. This allowed a LoD 3.31x10
-6
 M for metal ions showing that by controlling 
fundamental parameters, reducing area and increasing mass transport sensitivity can be 
greatly enhanced.   There is much literature specifically on sensing of ‘heavy’ metals 
particularly chromium, lead, copper, zinc and mercury.  Beyond these elements, research on 
systems giving high sensitivity and selectivity for other metals is currently limited.  Due to 
the legal and safety legislations needed for laboratories to handle radioactive sources 
literature dealing with radioisotope binding is very sparse. 
One notable success using Van den berg’s pre-reduction steps was an example of AdSV 
detection for uranium complexes [57].  By reducing U (VI) to U (V) using cupferron 
complexation, a detection limit of 0.1 mg/L was achieved. Pre-treatment steps in many cases 
are deemed necessary to remove interfering organics or competing ions that would otherwise 
cause the sensor to give false readings. A new bismuth coated electrode was promoted but the 
‘lower toxicity’ claim as compared to mercury electrodes was questionable.  The anodic 
range of bismuth was notably narrower too, which limits the practical interrogation window 
[58].  A brief review of electrochemical techniques has been presented to show the high 
sensitivity to a chosen analyte possible through purely electrochemical means.  These 
approaches are summarised in Table 1-4.   
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Table 1-4 -  The lowest detection limits for a range of electro-analytical techniques [59]. 
 
Technique Lowest Detection Limit / M 
Normal polarography 5x10
-3
 
Cyclic Voltammetry 1x10
-5
 
Sampled DC polarography 1x10-5 
Normal pulse polarography 10
-7
-10
-8
 
Differential pulse polarography 10
-8
-5x10
-5
 
Square-wave polarography 1x10
-8
 
Anodic Stripping Voltammetry 10
-10
-10
-11
 
 
Trace metal analysis often needed to the magnitudes of parts per million (ppm) or even per 
billion (ppb) in the case of radionuclides. A real time analysis system must have dynamic 
response, allow reusable electrodes with a long life span and still offer some mechanism to 
differentiate between analytes.   Because this is not possible for the reasons discussed with 
mercury based electrochemistry, alternative binding hosts will now be discussed. 
 
1.8. Protein-metal binding and supra-molecular 
chemistry 
The binding mechanism of a good bio- or chemo-sensor depends on the fundamental 
chemistry between analyte and host.  An individual ion or molecule’s complexing ability is 
dependent on its electronic configuration and the number of attachment points to its central 
atom, consequently determining the orientation of the electron pairs around the atom to 
maximise distance, forming a conformation imposed by electrostatic repulsion.  A slight 
complication is that the size and charge of the central atom influences the distance between 
the bonding pairs; the charge radius ratio determines the arm length of a molecule and the 
overall volume in three dimensional space that the molecule occupies.  Common geometries 
of molecules are shown in Figure 1-10. 
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(A)                   (B)                          (C)                   (D) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                (E)                (F)                 (G) 
Figure 1-10 - Common geometries of molecules and their corresponding coordination 
number.   The central atoms (pink) show the following coordination geometries and 
coordination numbers; (A), linear (2); (B), trigonal planar (3); (C), tetrahedral geometry (4); 
(D), square planar (4); (E),  trigonal bipyramidal (5); (F), square pyramidal (5); and (G) 
octahedral (6). 
 
Supra-molecular chemistry explains intermolecular interactions via weak van-der-Waals, 
electrostatics and steric recognition, which are the fundamental forces between host and guest 
molecules.  Self assembly of molecules occurs due to solvent-molecule interaction and the 
hydrophobic effect.  Thus, the key to successful stable binding of component molecules to 
form a desired complex is the matching of the number of hydrogen bond donor and acceptor 
sites, interlocking steric sites and size interaction of the molecules. A subset of this area uses 
chelation chemistry, where specific metal coordination of the analyte or guest is used to 
recognise and bind specific host molecules. 
The classic supra-molecular example is the crown ether host, a circular molecule with the 
inner hole allowing individual metal ion docking if size and charge consideration allow.   
These are discussed extensively in Chapter 3. A current development of this classic system is 
the cyclophane-type crown ether the tetrathiafulvalene molecule (TTF) (see Figure 1-11).  
Variants have increasingly used metal binding for application such as molecular switches 
[60].  Their  electron donating capabilities are useful in metallic charge transfer systems.  
However, their specificity is limited to a geometrical-charge system. The molecule can be 
reversibly oxidized to cation or di-cation forms at usable potentials giving it many practical 
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advantages for reversible switching systems observed using optical fluorescence and nuclear 
magnetic resonance.  In combination with impedance or optical methods such systems could 
be adapted to biosensing.  A modification of the standard calixerine system for binding 
radionuclides showed selectivity for the gamma emitter  
137
Cs
+
 cation  while ignoring K
+
 and 
Na
+
 ions  [61]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1-11 - Examples of supra-molecular host guest recognition.  Incorporation of 
tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) molecule into a variety of tested host systems [60]. 
 
More recent developments which were originally aimed at diagnostic, therapeutic and 
pharmaceutical applications of radionuclide tracer binding could potentially be adapted to 
biosensing transducer mechanisms.  Complexes of La (III) ions Gd, Eu, Sm and Ce were 
bound to vectors that then  targeted and bound to specific tissues, cells,  proteins or nucleic 
acid sequences.  These bifunctional chelates use one binding site for the metal ion and a 
second for the target binder.  The fundamental molecule is the   bis-anhydride  fDTPA  that 
contains 3 amines and 4 oxygen binding sites suitable for lanthanide binding [62].  These 
examples further show that by controlling the steric and charge configuration, a number of 
proposed hosts can be made to bind to chosen targets.  If mechanisms can be found for 
binding to an electrode surface or insertion into a SAM layer these systems would 
theoretically work well with impedance sensors. 
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A number of supramolecular systems were identified as being potential radionuclide binders.  
The binding mechanisms of these systems can be engineered due to the low 3D complexity as 
compared to protein engineering. These molecules however are expensive and require 
extensive chemical synthesis with hazardous compounds.  Furthermore, attachment of the 
host ligands to a substrate must not inhibit the binding properties of the molecule. 
1.9. Protein-metal binding and biotechnology 
Genetic recombination is a useful biotechnological tool that is of increasing use for 
generating proteins with desirable qualities.  With an increasing number of bacterial genomes 
being analysed an increasing number of sequences are being identified and used in 
biotechnology for the engineering of biological components. 
It is possible to use recombinant DNA biotechnologies to endow viable microbial cells with 
foreign heterologous properties without the need to destroy and purify the cells.  The addition 
of novel cell surface proteins in now becoming a feasible option for whole cell biosensors.  
As well as introducing mechanisms to bind  fluorophores such as  green fluorescent protein 
(GFP) Tanaka [63] showed by inserting membrane based proteins that covalently bind to the 
outer membrane of the cell wall,  an anchoring mechanism to bind external agents from 
peptides, biocatalysts and enzymes was shown to be possible.    
Currently however, protein engineering is better understood and more likely to yield short 
term results.  There are a number of metal binding protein classes that are currently under 
analysis, each responsible for homeostasis, bioaccumulation or binding.  These will now be 
discussed. 
 
1.9.1. Metallohistins, metallothionein, phyto-
chelatins and metallochaperones 
Metallohistins are a recently idenified class of histidine rich metal binding proteins found in 
the plant Alnus glutinosa. Two identified peptides AgNt84 (a 4 region, 99 amino acid 
peptide) and Ag164 (an 86 amino acid homolog) are known to bind multiple divalent cations 
including Zn
2+
, Cu
2+
, Co
2+
, Cd
2+
 and Hg
2+
.  These proteins have been combined with a 
modified microcantilever system for real time concentration measurements [64].  Successful 
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binding caused a detectable deformation in the cantilever showing some selectivity with 
binding to Zn
2+
 but not Mn
2+
 ions. 
Metallothionein and phyto-chelatins are an area of expanding research. Metallothionein genes 
have been identified but few have been isolated and analysed for metal binding.  
Metallothioneins of aquatic hyphomycetes Fontanospora fusiramosa and Flagellospora curta 
Metallothionein were exposed to Cu
2+
, Cd
2+
, or Zn
2+
 [65]. Flagellospora curta 
metallothionein bound more Cu
2+
 and Cd
2+
, the believed mechanism due to the presence of 
low molecular weight peptides containing  glutathione (a natural antioxidant  tripeptide 
formed from glutamic acid, cysteine and glycine, phytochelatins) which acted as the Cu
2+
 and 
Zn
2+
 binding domains.   
Phyto-chelatins are metal chelating peptides important in heavy metal regulation in certain 
plants, fungi and bacteria and contain the sequence (-Glu-Cys)n-Gly [66].  Examples have 
been found to bind copper and zinc for storage in both eukaryotes and prokaryotes [65]. 
Nonetheless, all examples so far show little selectivity. 
1.9.2. Metal binding proteins and homologous 
sequences 
Metallochaperones sequester metals in the cytoplasm and deliver them to specific associated 
proteins.  Examples include the nickel chaperone that carries Ni
2+
 to urease [67] and farataxin 
chaperone that delivers iron ions to heme clusters. Periplasmic protein (PCuAC) is known to 
bind and deliver Cu (I) ions to subunit II of Thermus thermophilus ba(3) oxidase.  The CopZ 
chaperone interacts with protein CopA, chaperone TorD, a molybdenum transporter, and four 
accessory proteins for nickel transport (UreD, UreE, UreF, and UreG) to form the nickel-
containing active site in the urease apoprotein (UreABC) [68]. 
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Figure 1-12 - Conserved residue sequences between a number of metal binding proteins.  Note conservation of residue sequences of lysine (K), 
aspartate (D),  histidine (H) and cysteine (C) ([65]). 
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Staphylococcus aureus plasmid pI258-CadC encodes the CadC protein that, binds a number 
of heavy metal divalent ions including Cd (II), Pb (II), Bi (III) and Zn (II).  Two distinct 
metal-binding sites have been identified; a thiolate-rich alpha (3) N site composed entirely of  
cysteine residues that bind larger metal ions such as Cd (II), Pb (II) and Bi (III), and a second 
C-terminal  (5) site  at the dimer interface, containing no cysteine residues that binds 
smaller, harder metal ions such as Co(II) and Zn(II) [69].   Elucidation of the genetic 
sequence and comparison to a number of other metal binding proteins including SmtB 
(tetrahedral coordination zinc binding), ZiaR (zinc and cadmium (II) binding), CrzA (zinc 
binding) shows consistent cysteine residue placement to create metal binding sites upon 
peptide folding into a 3 dimensional protein. An example is shown by the alignment of CadC 
sequences (Figure 1-12) whilst Figure 1-11 shows the 2 proposed binding sites within CadC. 
 
 
Figure 1-13 - Three dimensional structure of the CadC binding peptide and the 2  helical 
binding domains for Cd
2+
. 
 
A similar set of metal binding proteins have been shown to bind various valence states of the 
metalloid arsenic in Ochrobactrum tritici [70].  These studies show that to a degree, most 
biological metal binding is related to specific ion size and charge density range as the 
mechanisms of selectivity.  The range of metal binding proteins is currently limited to those 
in biological processes such as Fe, Ni, Cu, Mb, and Zn.  For individual analyte detection, 
proteins with greater specificity are needed and for a wider range of analytes.  These binding 
proteins are beginning to be found by analysing specific bacterial strains that have evolved in 
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toxic environments.  The arsenic-ATPase pumps of Escherichia coli are composed of 
subunits ArsA, the catalytic sector of the pump and ArsB, the transmembrane channel.  
Together they form an As (III) translocating pump that removes As
3+  
and also 
137
Cs
+
 from 
the cell cytosol.  If the ArsA gene is isolated without the ArsB gene it can still be expressed, 
to yield a soluble As (III) binding protein.  The ArsA subunit contains 2 homologous halves 
connected by a 25 residue linker.  Binding of As (III) or Sb (III) to 3 specific cystine residues 
causes a conformational change in the system [71] causing a detectable output signal that 
could potentially be used with impedance systems for real time biosensing.   Trans-acting 
repressor, ArsD has been identified and is encoded by the operon arsRDABC..  ArsD encodes 
a 120 residue monomer that confers resistance to As and Sb ions in E.coli. ArsD was 
observed to increase the ArsA affinity at lower concentrations, activating the pump at 
significantly lower trivalent cation concentrations.  A 60 fold increase in sensitivity from 1.2 
mM to 20 M was found [72]. 
ArsD selectivity was further confirmed when its structure was identified and binding 
interrogated.  The ArsD  monomer has two-pairs of vicinal  cysteine residues, Cys12-Cys13 
and Cys112-Cys113.  As a homodimer, the structure contained 4 vicinical pairs.  However 
rather than pairs acting as individual binding sites,  interaction and displacement studies of 
metal ions showed that displacement at one site inhibited release at the others.  [71].  This 
example shows, that in some cases, specifically evolved proteins show complex sequential 
and selective binding as opposed to simple charge-co-ordination recognition. 
 
1.10. Metal binding and peptide engineering 
The limiting factor for biological based biosensors is currently the lack of knowledge in 
understanding the details of metal binding mechanisms within proteins.  The few that have 
been analysed have been discussed in detail.  Attempts have begun to engineer peptides 
specifically with the ability to bind specific metals of known co-ordination chemistry as 
opposed to searching for natural sequences in bacteria.  A polypeptide is essentially just a 
linear arrangement of amino acid residues that assemble into a more complex 3 dimensional 
arrangement. 
A number of similarities behind metal binding sequences have been highlighted and begun to 
be used in generating such synthetic peptides.  Cysteine and histidine rich sequences Gly-His-
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His-Pro-His-Gly (named HP) and Gly-Cys-Gly-Cys-Pro-Cys-Gly-Cys-Gly (named CP) have 
been engineered into the LamB proteins and expressed in E. coli.  The resulting recombinant 
protiens have been shown to bind divalent Cd
2+
 but not Cu
2+
 of Zn
2+
 [73]. Similarly, binding 
peptides of motif (Glu-Cys)nGly (termed synthetic phytochelatins) engineered into E.coli  
were believed to bind Hg
2+
 ions more effectively than did metallothioneins [74].  These 
examples highlight the ability of cysteine-rich peptides to bind metal ions. However, they 
often lack specificity to the ions they bind and this can cause problems for specific recovery 
and removal of ions afterwards [75]. 
Cysteine derivatives of the TRI peptide family (Ac-G(LKALEEK)4G-NH2) are known to 
bind metal ions with a trigonal geometry.  Increasing complexity to the next level creates 
protein subunits, the helix or beta barrel.  A repeat of a seven amino acid motif like in this 
sequence, known as a heptad, is known to assemble into a alpha helical conformation.   By 
substituting the leucines for cysteine residues that contain sulphur groups the resulting 
peptide self assembles into an alpha helix with outer exposed chelation sites that have been 
engineered to appear at a specific inter-sulphur distance on the sequence (Figure 1-14).  An 
alpha helix will be generated as long as the first and fourth residues are hydrophobic (leucine 
or isoleucine) and the others hydrophilic.  Thus, between adjacent peptides domains are 
created for metals with 4 binding sites; tetrahedral structures [76] .   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1-14 - Engineered  helical peptides and the exposed chelating sulphur binding sites 
between peptide arrays [76].  Tetrahedral ions satisfy all sites while Cd
2+
 ions have been 
shown to bind three sites, with the fourth satisfied by water hydrogen bonding in spite of the 
entropically less favourable conditions . 
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Even a slight alteration in peptide length with spacer residues affects the assembled 
conformation.  Engineering peptides is not simply done by recognition of binding motifs 
alone.  An extended engineered motif -Cysd-X-X-X-Cysa (a and d are sites of possible 
cysteine side chain addition) with one additional spacer residue occurs in TRionic 
liquid9CL12C.  Addition of metal ions stabilised these bundles by binding to the 4 cysteine 
sulphur groups although under some distortion, but behaved similar to the metallochaperone 
HAH1, the transporter that regulates copper homeostasis [77].  The ability to coordinate with 
homoleptic tetrahedral cadmium complexes, commonly exhibited by metal  ores was shown. 
This method opens up a huge realm for possibilities to engineer metal binding proteins, 
although because the technique works on satisfying charge and co-ordination chemistry there 
will be limited specificity.  Any metal of tetrahedral geometry within a size limit is likely to 
bind.  If a method to assemble the peptides, for example at controlled distances in a self 
assemble monolayer, or the peptides can be bound to an electrode substrate, then there is 
potential for introducing some size selectivity to the ions bound.  
1.11. Sensitivity and selectivity:  biological vs chemical 
receptors   
Regardless of the binding mechanism chosen for the sensor, a minimal range of sensitivity is 
essential and specific to the application.   The LoD of biological biosensors compared to 
electrochemical equivalents has shown that generally, biobased sensors lag behind (e.g. ASV 
fM levels compared to M for the ArsD protein). 
However fM level metal detection has been shown by combining the 2 heavy metal proteins, 
GST-SmtA and MerR, over expressed in E.coli [78].  Using a 3 electrode electrochemical 
setup, a working electrode which contained these proteins was bound to a gold substrate via a 
self assembled thiol monolayer.  While MerR selectively binds mercury, GST-SmtA 
potentiostatic measurements confirmed GST-SmtA bound Cu
2+
, Cd
2+
, Hg
2+
, and Zn
2+
 ions.  
Control electrodes of bovine serum albumin or urease did not detect these metals.  fM 
concentrations were detectable using capacitance data obtained from impedance scans 
showing conformational change of the immobilized protein upon successful binding.  Thus a 
combination of biological recognition for selectivity and high sensitivity is achievable if 
combined with electrochemical techniques. 
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1.12. Metal Chelation 
1.12.1. Introduction 
Metal complexes are associations of a metal atom or ion and a second species known as the 
ligand.   Ligands which form complexes with metals are chelating agents while the 
complexes formed are termed metal chelates.  These can be stable is solid or liquid state and 
are characterised by two valences, auxiliary and principal.  Auxiliary valency is the number 
of ligand atoms bound to the metal, equal to the co-ordination number.  The primary valency, 
also called the oxidation state (1
+
, 2
+
, 3
+
) typically have co-ordination numbers of 4 or 6, with 
less common values of 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9 and even 10 possible [79]. 
1.12.2. Conditions of Chelation 
The metal ion acts as an electron acceptor and the ligand an electron donor, ie behaving as an 
ligand Lewis base and a metal Lewis acid.  Competing reactions influence the rate and ability 
of chelation.  Metal ions can undergo hydrolysis releasing hydrogen ions in to solution that 
can then result in protonation of ligands reducing chelation towards the metal ion. 
1.12.3. Ligand donor atoms 
For chelation to occur the ligand must have at least two donor atoms capable of bonding to 
the metal ion.  For this to occur, that is, elements that act as donors must be more 
electronegative, ie to the right side of the periodic table (group V – nitrogen, phosphorus, 
arsenic, antimony, group VI – oxygen, sulphur selenium, tellurium, while the group VII 
halogens often behave individually as mononuclear complexes). 
1.12.4. Ligand donor groups 
Basic groups, those containing an atom with a group of lone electron which may interact with 
a metal ion or proton are shown in the first two columns in Table 1-5.  At low pH, 
competitive protonation of the ligand may be so extensive that donor atoms, some or all, are 
completely inhibited in binding to the metal ion.   Acidic groups that lose a proton and 
interact with a metal ion are shown in columns three and four of Table 1-5. 
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Table 1-5 - Table of important ligand electron donor groups available in metal chelation. 
 
Important basic ligand donor 
groups 
Important acidic ligand donor 
groups 
Coloured chelate groups that may 
interfere with scintillation 
Structure Name Structure Name Structure Name 
-NH2 amine -CO2H Carboxylic C=O Carbonyl 
-NH imino -SO3H Sulphonic C=S Thioketo 
-N= 
tertiary acyclic or 
hetro-cyclic 
nitrogen 
-PO(OH)2 phosphoric -CH=N- Azomethine 
=O carbonyl -OH Enolic, phenolic -N=N- Azo 
-O- ether, ester =N-OH oxime -N=O Nitroso 
=N-OH oxime -SH 
Thioenolic, 
thiophenolic 
-NO2 Nitro 
-SH 
Thioenolic, 
thiophenolic 
    
 
-bonding occurs when metal d-orbital electrons interact with vacant ligand orbital’s, 
resulting in a metal to ligand electron transfer.  However, in -bonding the reverse occurs and 
an electron is transfered from ligand to metal.  Steric restrictions also influence binding and 
therefore, the donor atoms must be spatially available. Those linked to two carbons are 
particularly flexible, while bulky side groups hinder the closest approach of the metal ion.   
As well as electron transfer, many chelating agents lose protons to form anions that co-
ordinate to the metal ion (eg glycine forms the glycinate ion).  Bidentate ligands (those with 
donating groups of different composition) are often more stable and easier to prepare.  
Generally, the more available donor atoms capable of binding to a metal ion the more stable 
the chelate complex will be. 
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1.12.5. Colour in chelates 
There are a number of mechanisms that cause a range of metal chelates to express strong 
vibrant colours, due to absorbance in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum.  
While this can be useful for an immediate visual confirmation of binding, these chelates will 
interfere with scintillation counting of  radiation. 
These mechanisms include; (I), d-d transitions; metal empty, filled or half occupied orbitals 
and the transition between them; (II), transition with ligands (←excitation from low to 
high energy orbitals. Organic ligands, due to delocalised  electron pairs, absorb UV light 
and shorter wavelengths.  Such chromophoric groups that may interfere with scintillation are 
summarised in columns 3 and 4 of Table 1-5.  This problem is increased if phenolic rings are 
introduced such as those in solid scintillants. In contrast, the problem is minimised if such 
groups are separate from the chelator, which is why chelation groups and solid scintillants 
were incorporated on to particles or surfaces as independent components.  This was to 
minimise (←bonding and coloured products. (III), Charge transfer transitions occur 
when an electron is transferred from ligand to metal, effectively reducing it, or in the reverse 
direction, oxidising it, both resulting in strong absorption bands.   
Aromatic compounds themselves act as capable chelators due to the low lying vacant  
orbitals that interact with filled metal d-orbitals causing a metal to ligand bond, (eg, 2,2,’-
bipyridyl 1,10-phenanthroline and phenylenebis(dimethylarsine) [80]) and can be used 
directly for colourimetric detection of micro molar levels of Cu (I) and Fe (II) ions 
respectively. 
1.12.6. Groups with affinity for metal ions 
There are a number of common ligands in regular use.  Common simple organic metal 
chelators include oxalic acid, ethylenediamine and glycine.   Iminodiacetic acid is tetra 
dentate, forming a four bond coordination, leaving a further three bonds free.   Nitrilioacetic 
acid is a sexadentate molecule and interacts with a metal ion through four bonds leaving two 
available.  ETDA is sexadentate and typically coordinates five bonds with the metal ligand, 
with one remaining bond for other interactions.  NTA and EDTA form three and five chelate 
rings when all their donor atoms are chelated creating highly stable complexes with only a 
single ligand molecule. 
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Traditional ‘weak’ metal ion exchangers are metal ion exchange resins. These include 
diethylammoniumethyl (DEAE) groups (anions) and carboxy methyl (CM) (cations). 
‘Strong’ ion exchangers are sulfonate (S) (cation), sulfopropyl (SP) groups (cation) and 
quaternary ammonium ethyl (QAE) (anion) groups.  ‘Weak’ and ‘strong’ exchangers do not 
refer how strongly a complex binds to a ligand.  Strong ion exchangers are essentially 
independent of pH, while for weak exchangers, the charge held and protonation state varies 
with pH. 
1.12.7. Ligands with one acidic and one basic group 
These chelates often interact with a metal ion to form a neutrally charged species as both 
oxidation and chelation number is satisfied. Divalent ions with a coordination number of four 
react as shown in Equation 1-15, while trivalent ions with a coordination number of six 
follow Equation 1-16. 
               
  
  (1-15) 
 
              
  
  (1-16)  
 
There are a number of biological molecules that also form stable chelates.  The -amino acid 
glycine, between pH 4 and 9, occurs in a zwitterionic state and forms a five membered ring 
with a metal ion.  Histidine and cysteine similarly act as good chealators due to the NH2 and 
SH groups, the histidine additionally having an immidazole. A summary of other biological 
metal affinity ligands is presented in Table 1-6. 
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Table 1-6 – A selection of bidentate and monodentate chelators. 
 
Ligands with one acidic and one basic group Ligands with two acidic groups 
Histidine 
 
Catechol 
 
Cysteine 
 
Salicylic acid 
 
Salicylaldehyde 
 
 
Tiron 
 
Dithizone 
 
 
 
1.12.8. Ligands with two acidic groups 
These chelates are made from inorganic acids as well as organic ligands including CO3
2-
, 
SO4
2-
, PO4
3-
 and CrO4
2-
.  Chelation comes from the electronegative oxygens interacting with 
a cation.  Nitrates and perchlorates too can act as metal binders.  The simplest organic dibasic 
acid is oxalic acid. Table 1-7 shows a rare exception to the ‘more, donor groups the more 
stable the complex’ rule.  As complexity of these acids increases, the stability of the chelate 
complexes (and stability constants) actually decreases. 
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Table 1-7 – Decreasing stability of chelation complexes for diacidic chelators. 
 
Oxalate  > Malonate  > Succinate  > Glutarate  > 
 
  
 
 
1.12.9. Multidentate ligands 
Multidentate ligands contain two or more different donor atoms, typically oxygen or nitrogen.  
While these structures can be complex, they commonly have flexible carbon backbones 
forming five membered rings with varying functional group.  The simplest, ethylene diamine 
consists of a hydrocarbon backbone adjacent to primary amine groups. 
Increasing the number of carbon atoms and amines we have structures as shown in Table 1-8.  
However, simply increasing donor atoms from di-, tri- to penta-dentate does not necessarily 
make a more suitable co-ordination ligand.  n-n'-di-2 aminoethyl ethylene diamine (Table 1-
8, column one) is highly stable and available in quinque- to sexadentate forms.  However, 
increasing the number of nitrogens causes increasing basicity, so increasing pH resulting in 
competitive protonation or metal hydroxide precipitation.  This is overcome if oxygens are 
incorporated in the molecule such as imidodiacetic acid or nitrilotriacetic acid (Table 1-8 
column two). 
Porphin and corrin molecules are planar  cylic organic moleucles found in nature with Huckle 
based stability (when the number of -electons is 4n + 2 or greater, where n is the number of 
-electons.  If satisfied, a a stable ring complex forms.  These molecules have enhanced 
chelating abilities due to high degrees of -electron delocalisation.  Iron porphyrins are found 
in haemoglobins and peroxidases, magnesium porphin in chlorophyll.  Both evolved as 
biological catalyts, and they undergo reversible redox processes, either adding oxygens to 
haemoglobin or photon absorption in photosynthesis. 
Another class of chelates are produced from Schiff bases via the condensation of primary 
amines with active carbonyl groups.  These form five or six membered rings around a metal 
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ion.  However, many of these systems are templated around the metal ion. That is, they form 
only in the presence of the desired metal ion, and are thus unsuitable as sorbents. 
 
Table 1-8 - Table of multidentate amine ligands of increasing stability due to the ‘wrap 
around’ sterics mobility possible from a longer carbon back bone.  Carboxylic variations 
reduce competitive protonation problem of polyamine chelates. 
 
Multidentate polyamine ligands Multidentate ligands 
Ethylene diamine 
 
Imidodiacetic acid 
 
1,2,3,4 tetra 
aminobutane 
 
Nitrilotriacetic acid 
 
n-2 aminoethyl 
ethylene diamine 
 
Ethylenediaminetetraace
tic acid 
 
n-n'-di-2-
(aminoethyl) 
ethylene diamine 
 
2,2',6',2"-
terpyridylhuckel rule 
 
 
 
 
1.12.10. Complexones 
Aminopolycarboxylic acids are an effective class of chelating binders derived from glycine.  
While increasing carboxyalkyl arms increase the size and complexity of the binders, they are 
all based around the same amine and carboxylic acid functionalities.  Their binding strength 
comes from the stable, water soluble compounds they form.  Table 1-9 shows a range of these 
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compounds based onimidodiacetic acid.  NTA and EDTA are included again as they are  both 
aminopolycarboxylic compounds derived from onimidodiacetic acid. 
 
Table 1-9 – Complexone chelators based on onimidodiacetic acid. 
 
Aminopolycarboxylic chelators Structure 
Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) 
 
Nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) 
 
Ethylene glycol tetraacetic acid (EGTA) 
 
 
1,2-Cyclohexylenedinitrilotetraacetic acid 
( DCTA) 
 
 
Diethylenetriamine pentaacetic acid (DTPA) 
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(A)                                                                               (B) 
  
      
Ethylenediamine-N,N'-bis(2-hydroxyphenylacetic 
acid) (EDDHA) 
 
 
1.12.11. Properties of ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid 
Because EDTA is readily available and is a relatively cheap chelator, its availability as a 
functionalised silane allowed the generation of high affinity chelating surfaces.  Its properties 
are discussed in detail to understand how the functionalised surfaces, nanofibres and 
nanoparticles function. 
 
Figure 1-15 – (A), EDTA protonation states as a function of pH. [211]; (B),  molecular model 
of  EDTA (H6EDTA
2+
).  Atom colours are standard CPK; , oxygen; , nitrogen;carbon 
and , hydrogen. 
 
The protonated neutral form of EDTA, H4EDTA, has a low solubility in water (0.2 g in 100 
ml at 22 
0
C).  Proton association constants for the various anionic forms of EDTA are 
presented in Table 1-10 corresponding to the EDTA fractions observed in solution and shown 
((A
) 
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in Figure 1-15 A.  A molecular cartoon of the chelating arm orientation is shown in Figure 1-
15 B. 
Table 1-10 – Table of formation and stability of aqueous EDTA complexes. 
Components and products Equilibrium 
Proton association constant 
[81] [82] 
               
            
        
             
 
(20 
o
C in 0.1 M KNO3) 
lg k4=2.07 
 
             
             
       
  
              
 lg k3 =2.75 
      
         
        
   
  
       
   
             
 lgk2 = 6.24 
      
                    
       
   
            
 lg k1 = 10.34 
Two protons are lost below pH 4 from the first two carboxyl groups.  Proton dissociation 
from the nitrogens occurs around pH 5, the second at pH 9.  Between pH 3 and 5 the EDTA 
dominant form exists as       
  .  In a 1:1 stoichiometry binding with a metal ion, the 
complex formed between pH 3 and 5 is shown in Equation 1-17, while the complex formed 
between between pH 7 and 10 is shown in Equation 1-18: 
          
                    
 (1-17)  
Between pH 7-10 metal ions form the complex: 
          
        
           
(1-18 ) 
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1.13. Conclusions  
The need for radionuclide biosensing is clear to not only compensate for the lack of 
techniques for absolute remediation but to work in parallel with them in long term real-time 
monitoring.  While absolute radionuclide ground water figures are not available, model 
limits, groundwater simulants and co-contaminants have been outlined based on Sellafield 
annual reports.  An extensive overview of the different type of biosensor has been presented 
with their scope, limitations or potentials with regards to metal ion sensing.  In particular 
electrochemical techniques have been highlighted as an area of potential.  While traditional 
mercury based stripping techniques have been shown to work for individual ion detection 
these often fail in complex solutions due to analyte signal overlap and electrode poisoning 
from permanent amalgam layers forming.  A multidisciplinary approach using a range of 
potential host molecules, that importantly have the desired specificity and selectivity, is most 
likely to produce functional biosensors.  Proteins and supramolecular hosts were shown the 
most suitable. 
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2 : S-layer protein based biosensors for 
uranyl ions 
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2. Chapter overview 
A successful uranyl sensor was created using the surface layer protein (SLP) JG-A12.  Uranyl 
ions noncovalently interact with surface phosphates and carboxylates on this protein.  This 
was monitored in real time as a low frequency impedimetric response.  Various tethering 
methods were used to tether this host molecule while retaining functionality.  This included; 
(a) nonspecific bulk polymer absorption on carbon electrodes, (b) the classic biotin-
neutravidin assembly system on a self assembled monolayer (SAM).  This is followed by 
Neutravidin mediated coordination of the biotin taged sensing component; (c) 4-
aminothiophenol and (d) 4-MTP based SAM approaches.  Each method aimed to to create 
highly ordered uniform and reproducible surfaces on gold electrodes.  A hierarchy summary 
of the methods used in this chapter are summarised in Figure 2-1.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-1 – Chapter two hierarchy outlining the methods used to create the uranyl biosensor. 
 
 
Biological hosts with metal affinity
Biosensor construction
Ion hosts
Metal affinity proteins
Bush master 
Meta Muta 
Muta
Bacillus 
sphaericus
strain JG-
A12 
Uranyl 
biosnsor
Tethering mechanism
P3/4 electrodes vs DropSens 
(DRP-C223A)
mSAM 
biotin 
Neutravidin 
assembly
4-ATP sulfo 
SMCC 
method
4-MTP 
silane 
method
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2.1. Metal binding proteins for biosensing 
Metallochaperones are a class of proteins that sequester metals in the cytoplasm and deliver 
them to specific associated proteins. If gene sequences for relevant metallo proteins have 
been identified then the potential to produce bulk quantities of such proteins is of great 
interest to biosensing technology.  Numerous proteins that bind metals are found in 
biochemical pathways are already identified.  These  include the nickel chaperone that carries 
Ni
2+
 to urease [67], (UreABC), the ferrataxin chaperone that delivers iron ions to heme 
clusters.  The periplasmic protein PCuAC is known to bind and deliver Cu (I) ions to subunit 
II of Thermus thermophilus ba(3) oxidase [68].  The CopZ chaperone interacts with protein 
CopA, chaperone TorD, a molybdenum transporter, and four accessory proteins for nickel 
transport (UreD, UreE, UreF, and UreG) to form the nickel-containing active site in the 
urease apoprotein.   Staphylococcus aureus plasmid pI258-CadC encodes the CadC protein 
that, binds a number of heavy metal divalent cations including Cd(II)/Pb(II)/Bi(III)/Zn(II).  
Two distinct metal-binding sites have been identified; a thiolate-rich (3) N site composed 
entirely of  cysteine residues that bind larger metal ions such as Cd(II), Pb(II) and Bi(III), and 
a second C-terminal (5) site  at the dimer interface, containing no cysteine residues that 
binds smaller, harder metal ions such as Co(II) and Zn(II) [69].   
These few examples show that for bio logically active metals a vast range of metal binding 
proteins occur and have been identified with  common binding sequences of  typically lysine, 
aspartate,  histidine and cysteineas key binding residues.  While they could all have potential 
as biosensor recognition elements they would offer little specificity with many of them 
binding multiple metals, leading to potentially giving false positives or inability to 
differentiate between multiple analytes. 
While a few bacterial strains have been identified as resilient and able to sequester uranium; 
Pseudomonasstutzeri, Neurospora sitophila, Streptomycesalbus and Streptomyces 
viridochromogenes [83] the specific mechanisms and bindings sites of very few are 
understood.  Bacteria regulate their responses to metal ions by a number of mechanisms.  
Membrane pumps use an electrochemical potential to pump out metal ions from the bacterial 
cytoplasm to maintain ion concentrations below toxic levels.  Alternatively, many bacterial 
species have evolved specific membrane proteins externally, or internal chaperone proteins 
that bind and sequester proteins to minimise uptake or transport them into metabolic response 
pathways  [12]. 
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2.1.1. Surface layer proteins 
The surface layer is a monomolecular layer that is part of the cell envelope found in many 
bacteria.  It is composed of proteins or glycoproteins.  Surface layer proteins form two-
dimensional crystalline arrays of protein subunits, generally forming four types of 2-D 
lattices.  There are: oblique (p1 or p2 symmetry), triangle (p3 symmetry), square (p4 
symmetry) or hexagonal (p6 symmetry) [84] arrangements.     Their functions can include 
cell adhesion, protection from feeding by protozoa or phagocytes, virulence factors, antigenic 
properties, anchoring sites, receptors for phages and porin function [85].  Because structure 
and function vary, their assembley mechanism have been difficult to elucidate.  However in 
some strains of Thermus thermophilus three genes, a repressor and two that code for the S-
layer have been shown to regulate different types of s-layer dependent on oxygen supply [86].  
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) importantly showed that the 2D assembly 
mechanism and chelation effect is independent of transcription and transport, and depends on 
inter-protein interaction and heavy metal association, frequently mediated by calcium or 
sodium saturation  [87].  It is this property that can be harnessed for biosensor application. 
2.1.2. Metallo proteins and uranyl binding -Bacillus 
sphaericus S-layer JG-A12 
The  Bacillus sphaericus strain JG-A12 is believed to have naturally evolved due to chronic 
exposure to uranium mining waste piles near the town of Johanngeorgenstadt (Saxony, 
Germany) and shows an intrinsic resilience to uranyl ions  [88].  Compared to similar strains 
of bacteria JG-A12 was reported to bind UO2
2+
 with higher specificity than its neighbours.  
Early reports claimed JG-A12 offered specificity only to UO2
2+
making it an ideal metal 
receptor. However, subsequent work [87] monitored the interaction of this strain with 19 
heavy metal ions (Al, Ba, Cd, Co, Cr, Cs, Cu, Fe, Ga, Mn, Ni, Rb, Si, Sn, Sr, Ti, U, and Zn). 
While having little or no affinity to many JG-A12 SLP bound Cu
2+
, Pb
2+
, Al
3+
, and Cd
2+
 as 
well as UO2
2+
. Thus, while not offering complete specificity to uranium it binds to a fewer 
number of interfering cations. 
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Figure 2-2 - Proposed binding mechanism of uranyl to JG-A12 SLP.  Binding occurs to 
carboxyl groups in a bidentate orientation, and also to phosphate groups in a monodentate 
fashion [87]. 
 
The binding mechanism has been elucidated by X-ray absorption fine-structure (EXAFS) 
analysis.  It is believed that the U (IV) ion is coordinated to carboxyl groups in a bidentate 
fashion with an average distance between the U atom and the C atom of 2.88 ± 0.02 Å and 
phosphate groups in a monodentate fashion with an average distance between the U atom and 
the P atom of 3.62 ± 0.02 Å (Figure 2-2).  Because of the high potential for the JG-A12 SLP 
to bind uranyl a sample was obtained from Dr Katrin Pollmann laboratory (Dresden, 
Germany) and was used to develop a uranyl biosensor.  
2.1.3. Bushmaster Meta muta muta metalloproteins 
Another potential source for metalloproteins is from animal venoms as they contain a number 
of common components.  In particular a wide range of snake venoms contain proteolytic, 
clotting and hemorrhagic factors that attacking basement membranes and the walls of blood 
vessels once entering the blood stream of prey.  There was much interest in toxicology 
journals in the mid 1980’s in snake venom analysis as the ability to sequence proteins and 
produce vaccines became increasingly viable. 
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Figure 2-3 – The conserved sequences between a number of snake venom metalloproteins.  1, 
N-terminal region (metalloproteinase domain) of the high molecular weight haemorrhagic I-
IRIB from Trimeserus~flavoviridis  2, low molecular weight haemorrhagic protein HR2a 
from T. flavoviridis ; 3, non-haemorrhagic  metalloproteinase Hz from T. fluvoviridis ; 4, 
hacmorrhagic metalloproteinase toxin d from Crotalus atrox  and 5, haemorrhagic factor 
LHFII from lachesis muta muta. 
 
In particular, as shown in Figure 2-3 [89] comparing the conserved regions of a number of 
metalloproteinases reveals leucines, alanine, threonine, aspartic acid and  lysine.  The crude 
venom of the bushmaster Lachesis muta muta pit viper native to the forested regions of 
equatorial South America has been noted to bind aqueous uranyl ions [90].  
Two independent groups, MacCordick [90] and Sánchez [91] proposed that venom proteins 
could bind  uranyl ions.  This was inferred from mass spectroscopy inference and gene 
sequencing in crude Meta muta muta venom.  Two specific metalloproteins were identified in 
the crude venom; hamorrhagic factor I a 100 kDa glycoprotein  and hamorrhagic factor II, a 
22 KDa low molecular weight protein [89]. Because of the focus of the research journal, this 
was never followed further.  Crude venom was purified using high-performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC).  However, because the binding proteins were only present at low 
concentration, obtaining practical amounts for use as uranyl sequestering components was 
impractical.  Amounts of the uranyl binding proteins were identified and purified but this 
approach was not followed further.  
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2.2. Analyte forms and uranyl speciation 
Actinides such as uranium, thorium, neptunium and plutonium have complex aqueous 
chemistry as a number of oxy-anions and are stable as a function of pH (Figure 2-4).  
Because of their chemical instability these metals do not occur in their elementary form in 
nature.  A number of sources state they cannot be obtained naturally, and only generated by 
salt solution electrolysis [92].  
 
 
Figure 2-4 –Uranyl speciation in aqueous systems as a function of pH.  In standard ground 
water (pH5) uranium will be in the UO2
2+
 state [9]. 
 
While the most common forms of uranium are triuranium octaoxide U3O8 and uranium 
dioxide (UO2) a number of other compounds such as uranium trioxide (UO3), uranium 
monoxide (UO), diuranium pentoxide (U2O5), and uranium peroxide (UO4·2H2O) also existin 
nature.  In tetravalent form U
4+
 and UOH
3+
 forms complex with the acids HCl, H2SO4, H3PO4 
and COOH2.  Plutonium complexes with anions nitrates, chlorides, sulphites, carbonates, 
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citrates and peroxygenated complexes.  As with strontium and alkali earth metals these 
elements are strongly electronegative, well below the stability domain of water and act as 
reducing agents forming trivalent cations in strong acid solutions.  In alkaline solutions they 
form hydroxides.  A number of uranyl salts are formed from reaction with the acids H2SO4, 
HNO3 and with hydrogen peroxide.  In the presence of a strongly acidic environment, most 
actinide oxides dissolve to form hexavalent metal ions. UO2
2+
, NpO2
2+
, PuO2
2+
, pentavalent 
MO2
+
 are unstable at low pH and do not occur in practical amounts with the exceptions of 
NpO2
+
  and AmO2
+
. 
2.3. Experimental 
2.3.1. Reagents 
SLP from strain Lysinibacillus sphaericus JG-A12 was provided by Dr Katrin Pollmann, 
Institute of Radiochemistry, Forschungszentrum Dresden - Rossendorf, Germany. The 
transducers used were designs P3 and P4 [93] comprising a 1 mm diameter gold working 
electrode fabricated on a SiO2 coated Si wafer over a Ti adhesion layer. These were sourced 
from the Tyndall institute, Cork. The reagents 4-aminothiphenol (4-ATP), 
mercaptothiophenol (4-MTP), 4-(N-maleimidomethyl)cyclohexane-1-carboxylic acid 3-
sulfo-N-hydroxysuccinimide ester sodium salt (sulfo-SMCC), 16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid 
(MHDA) and biotin-N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide (biotin-NHS), (3-
isocyanatopropyl)triethoxysilane (isocyanate silane) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. 
Biotin-caproyl-DPPE was obtained from Avanti Polar lipids whilst Neutravidin was acquired 
from Pierce. All other solvents and buffers unless stated obtained from Sigma-Aldrich.  
2.3.2. Electrochemical Setup 
EIS was performed on PGSTAT100 FRA and microAutolabIII/FRA2 systems. Experiments 
were performed with a gold P3 or dual P4 working electrode, an Ag / AgCl reference 
electrode and a solid platinum counter electrode, in a classic 3 electrode system. Phosphate 
buffered saline solution at pH 7.0 comprising 140 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 0.1 mM Na2HPO4 
and 1.8 mM KH2PO4 was used as the supporting electrolyte. A range of cleaning methods was 
used for preparation of the gold electrodes and then the amperometric response monitored by 
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cylclic voltammetry scans in 10 mM PBS containing 5 mM potassium ferricyanide as the 
redox probe.  
The cleaning protocols that were tested were: (a), ethanol wash and sonication; (b), 15 min 
UV irradiation followed by ethanol wash; (c), ozone treatment followed by an ethanol wash,; 
(d), 2 mins in a piranha solution; (e), (7:3 v/v sulphuric : hydrogen peroxide); (f), 5 mins in a 
7:3 (v/v) piranha solution and (g), 15 mins in a 1:1 piranha solution. Piranha solution gives an 
aggressive treatment that erodes metal with excessive use, and thus reduced electrode life 
span with extended use, but it also offered the most powerful method of organic removal 
from electrode surfaces. The optimum method was found to be a 2 min clean in a 7:3 (v/v) 
piranha solution. 
2.4. SLP tethering Mechanisms 
Three different tethering mechanisms were used to bind the host SLP protein to gold 
substrates and the response interrogated with EIS. 
2.4.1. Biotin-Neutravidin mSAM layer 
For mSAM preparation initially a 10 : 1 biotin-caproyl-DPPE to MHDA molar ratio was 
used. For this 44 L of 10 mg/ml MHDA in CHCl3 was added to 10 ml ethanol to form a 0.5 
mM/500 M stock solution. To this 52.5 L of biotin-caproyl-DPPE was added from a 10 
mM stock in CHCl3 to create a total working concentration of 50 M biotin-caproyl-DPPE 
and a 10:1 molar ratio of MHDA : biotin-caproyl-DPPE. Electrodes were incubated overnight 
to prepare the mSAM. Biotinylated SLP was bound to a Neutravidin protein layer that was 
preassembled on a MHDA:DPPE mSAM [94]. In the present work N-hydroxysuccinimide 
activated carboxy biotin was used to biotinylate the SLP. The protein was dialysed for 24 hrs 
against PBS to remove interferants such as azides that act as biocides to enhance protein 
storage lifespan. Biotin/S-layer protein ratios tested were 1000, 100 and 10 to 1. A 10 : 1 ratio 
with a 30 min incubation time was found to be optimal for binding. Biotin tagged SLP and 
free unreacted biotin were separated and purified on a PD-10 Desalting column (Sephadex G-
25).  A schematic of this assembly mechanism is shown in Figure 2-5. 
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2.4.2. mSAM stability measurements at varying MHDA 
: biotin-caproyl-DPPE ratios 
 
Figure 2-5 - mSAM incorporation of SLP by MHDA/biotin-caproyl-DPPE mSAM, deposited 
with a Neutravidin layer that binds to pre-biotinylated SLP. 
 
Varying ratios of biotin-caproyl-DPPE : MHDA were prepared in 10 ml ethanol to be 
absorbed on gold P3 electrodes. The mSAM was interrogated over a frequency range 250 
kHz to 0.25 Hz. Fifty data points were measured to monitor self assembly. Readings were 
taken immediately upon electrode immersion into the component solution to monitor 
adsorption, assembly or stability as a function of capacitance or –Z”, the imaginary 
component of impedance. 
2.4.3. Bioconjugation using 4-ATP sulfo-SMCC layer  
Cleaned electrodes were incubated in 10 mM 4-ATP in ethanol solution for 4 h. Hourly 
Nyquist scans showed that while a significant amount of 4-ATP bound within the first hour, 
stabilisation and molecular ordering occurred sometime after 4 h. To attach sulfo–SMCC the 
electrodes were then incubated in a 5 mM sulfo-SMCC in PBS pH 7.0 for a minimum of 1 h. 
Sulfo-SMCC binds to amine groups of the 4-ATP monolayer; its maleimide groups are then 
free to bind cysteine thiol groups on the SLP. Once the supporting layer had been prepared, 
the electrodes were further incubated for a minimum of 1 h in 1 mg/ml protein and stored in 
10 mM PBS at room temperature. Electrodes were interrogated after each deposition step to 
confirm successful layer deposition.  A schematic representation of this assembly mechanism 
is shown in Figure 2-6. 
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Figure 2-6 - Porous membrane model with molecular linkers of 1.5 nm length [95] binding 
SLP through a stable permeable membrane as maleimide groups covalently bind to thiols on 
protein cysteine residues. 
2.4.3.1. Blocking the SLP chelating sites 
Two alternative binding mechanism of uranyl ions to JG-A12 SLP have been proposed; one 
is through carboxyl and phosphate groups in a bidentate manner, the second via phosphate 
groups in a monodentate mechanism, unique to JG-A12 SLP [87]. To confirm the impedance 
response change was due to the specificity of JG-A12 SLP to uranyl ions these sites were 
chemically modified (Figure 2-7).  
Phosphate blocking was achieved by phosphoramidate modification which added an amine to 
the phosphate groups (Figure 2-7 A). This was performed by incubating at S-layer coated 
electrode in 5 mM ethylenediamine with 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide 
under alkaline conditions (pH 7–10).  Carboxyl groups were blocked by modification of acyl 
groups that created 3 terminal hydroxyls that introduced electrostatic and steric hindrance to 
analyte cations that attempted to bind (Figure 2-7 B). This was achieved by incubating an 
SLP bound electrode in 0.1 M MES pH 4.7 with 0.1 M TRIS with 10 mg/ml 1-ethyl-3-(3-
dimethylaminopropyl) carbodimide for 4 h at room temperature.  
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4-ATP SAM 
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Figure 2-7 - Schematic of the protocols used to modify proposed SLP binding carboxylates 
and phosphates sites. (A), phosphate modification by carbodiimide reaction in the presence of 
amine. (B), modification of carboxylates with TRIS using a carbodiimide mediated process. 
 
Successful blocking of the SLP binding sites was confirmed by XPS and inhibition of the 
biosensor response to uranyl ions. 
2.4.4. Bioconjugation using 4-MTP and isocyanate 
silane 
Bioconjugation using this method used a bare gold electrode in a 4 h incubation of the base 
layer solution which contained at a concentration of 5mM 4-MTP in ethanol.  A further 4 h 
reaction of functional silane 5 % (v/v) in ethanol was hydrolysed and condensed on to the 
surface via silanol linkage.  The available isocyanate groups then reacted with free amine 
groups forming a covalent linkage to the receptor protein (Figure 2-8). 
(B) 
(A) 
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Figure 2-8 - Silane linker bioconjugation.  A SAM of 4-mercaptothiophenol has a hydrolysed 
silane layer condensed onto the available hydroxyls, leaving the isocyanate to form a covalent 
bond with free amines on the SLP. 
 
2.5. Analytical methods 
2.5.1. Atomic Force Microscopy 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was performed using a Nanoscope IV Pico scope force 
module with the help of Dr Hodges, School of Process, Environmental and Materials 
Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering at the University of Leeds.  Data was analysed 
with alternative software WSxM 5.0 development 5.2 [96]. 
2.5.2. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was performed on a VG Escalab 250 XPS using a 500 μm 
spot size and 150 W power Monochromated Al Kα X-ray sourse. QCM analysis was carried 
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out using a Maxtek RQCM instrument using 5 MHz, 1 in. diameter AT cut crystals with Au 
coated surfaces. Real time deposition studies were obtained by setting up a flow through 
system using a 100 μl flow chamber and flow speed of 220 L min-1. 
2.5.3. Scanning electron microscopy 
Scanning electron microscopy was performed on a Philips XL30 SEM.  Samples were dried 
and sputter coated with a  5nm conductive layer of gold or platinum  Typical working 
conditions were a 200k x magnification, a 3 mm working distance and a 3 kV accelerating 
voltage. 
2.5.4. Native gel PAGE and SDS PAGE of S-layer 
protein 
Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis is a technique that allows the separation of proteins based 
on electrophoretic mobility. A 10 % (w/v)  gel allows separation of proteins in the range 20 
kDA to 3 MDa which should have allowed identification of the proposed 126 kDa SLP 
monomer [87] and some lower aggregates.   However, native gels appeared blank suggesting 
a staining problem or that the protein was not entering the gel. It is known that highly 
phosphorylated protein have problems with common stains such as Coomassie and silver 
[88].  For such proteins a staining agent such as Spyro Ruby has been suggested.  However, 
use of an SDS-PAGE gel with the use of elevated temperatures and SDS to unfold and 
denature the proteins, removed problems of aggregation and successfully stained proteins to 
be imaged (Figure 2-9 A). 
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2.5.5. S-layer protein sizing using size permeation gel 
chromatography  
High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) uses a porous matrix similar to PAGE to 
separate proteins.  The main difference is that the former separates on hydrodynamic size 
rather than charge to subunit ratio. The sample is pumped through a column containing 
agarose - dextran cross linked porous particles.   This technique is without the denaturing 
effects of SDS and shows proteins in the native state thereby allowing aggregation effects to 
be observed.   
Figure 2-9B shows the calibration curve of standards used; bovine serum albumin, glucose 
oxidase, acetyl choline esterase and  galactosidase of sizes 66 kDa, 160 kDa, 280 kDa, and 
466 kDa respectively.  The expected 126 kDa monomer shown by SDS PAGE (Figure 2-9B) 
was expected at an elution volume of 14 ml.  However, this was only observed at a protein 
Figure 2-9 – (A) SDS PAGE sizing of S-layer protein.  Wells correspond to (1) molecular 
weight markers, (2) 1 mg/ml SLP, (3) 1 mg/ml S-layer boiled (4) 1/5 dilution (5)  1/5 boiled 
(6) 1/10 dilution (7) 1/10 dilution boiled.  (B) Size exclusion chromatography calibration 
curve using bovine serum albumin, glucose oxidase, acetyl choline esterase and  
galactosidase with sizes 66 kDa, 160 kDa, 280 kDa, and 466 kDa respectively.  A Superdex 
200 10 / 300 GL column was used (13 m particles resolution 10 - 6000 kDa) at a pump 
speed of 1.0 ml / min, max pressure 15 bar (217 psi,1.5 MPa).  50 L protein samples were 
injected containing approximately 0.1 to 10 M protein concentrations and pumped through 
the porous matrix.   
(A) (B) 
SLP dimer 
SLP monomer 
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concentration of 1 M or lower supporting the idea that there is a critical aggregation 
concentration below which the monomeric form is favourable.  At 1 M and 10M a 740 
kDa peak was observed in all fractions suggesting a hexameric aggregate.  To ensure a 
monodisperse sample for protein deposition, a protein supernatant sample was centrifuged at 
10,000 x g for 30 min was retested in the HPLC column.  Elutants showed that a 
monodisperse sample remained while the heavier aggregates sedimented. 
Computational analysis using UniProt software analysis predicted the isoelectric point of the 
126 kDa JG-A12 monomer as 5.10. A protein monomer contains 125 negatively charged 
residues (aspartic acid and glutamic acid) and 103 positively charged residues (arginine and 
lysine). Therefore at pH 7 the protein should carry a slight overall negative net charge. 
2.5.6. Electrochemical analysis 
Deposition, assembly and organisation of the 4-ATP base layer was monitored with hourly 
EIS interrogation on cleaned gold P3 electrodes in a cell containing 10 mM 4-ATP in ethanol.   
Using fitting of parameters based on a Randle’s equivalent model, electrochemical 
parameters were extrapolated.   
2.5.6.1. Deposition of 4-ATP SAM 
To determine the optimum monolayer assembly of the base layer, sequential impedance scans 
were taken every 60 minutes for 8 h (Figure 2-10 A) and the corresponding equivalent circuit 
components extrapolated.  Two semicircles appear with the components fitted according to 
the model in Figure 2-10 B. The left high frequency region corresponds to the absorbed 4-
ATP, the right unbound 4-ATP within the Debye length (calculated in Chapter 1 as 30 nm - 
see Figure 1-7)   interacting with the electrode and responding to the applied field at lower 
frequencies (extrapolated in Figure 2-10 D).  This corresponded to the mass transfer 
component of analyte diffusing to, and from, the surface.  Both peaks showed a stable 
solution resistance with minor change as excess ferricyanide and 4-ATP were in solution 
(Figure 2-10 C and D, see Rs, ).  
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Figure 2-10 - Nyquist fitting to Randles circuit of 4-ATP monolayer assembling on gold with time. (A)  Nyquist 
double semicircle plots at , 1h; , 2 h; , 3 h;, 4 h incubation times.  (B), a reminder of how the Randles 
circuit components are extrapolated. 
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Figure 2-10 C - Nyquist fitting to Randles circuit of 4-ATP monolayer assembling on gold with time. (C) and (D) 
correspond to extrapolated Randles circuit equivalent components (Rs, Rp and Cdl)  of semicircles 2 and 1 
respectively. 
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Whilst there was still some decreasing capacitance beyond a 4 h incubation, only a 
subsequent 10 nF deviation in Cdl was observed up to the complete 8 h incubation (Figure 2-
10 D, Cdl).  Rinsing of electrodes and scans in fresh ferricyanide showed a stable layer 
formation and 4 h was chosen as the minimal incubation time for the base layer. 
The second semicircle (Figure 2-10 C) showed a linear decrease of capacitance as 
ferricyanaide was reduced and diffused away from the electrode, as did the polarisation 
resistance.  In contrast the second semicircle, representing unbound species, showed 
continual but relatively small decrease in Rp and Rs (520 k and 530 k respectively) as the 
ions from the Inner Helmholtz plane to bulk solution were continually changing. 
Figure 2-10 D showed bulk absorption within the first hour and then small flux in solution 
and layer resistance due to reorientation of the layer (a change of 25 k in Rp and 28 k in 
Rs respectively).  However, capacitance continued to increase over the 8 h period (a change in 
Cdl from 18 to 137 nF), but this is attributed to Inner Helmholtz ions interacting with the 
absorbed layers, as this stabilised when the electrode was transferred to PBS alone.  
Rinsing electrodes deposited after a set number of hours and interrogation with CV 
confirmed that beyond 4 h no significant change in base the layer was observed.  Accordingly 
a 4 h base layer incubation time was subsequently used.  
2.5.6.2. Conductivity of deposited 4-ATP SAM  
To test the conductivity of the 4-ATP () and 4-MTP () surfaces amperometric sensors 
were created by tethering the enzyme glucose oxidase with either sulfo-SMCC or isocyanate 
silane onto gold P3 electrodes. These were compared to a conventional electrostatic binding 
method using the bulk polymer, PEI () (Figure 2-11).  Sequential aliquots of glucose were 
added and the anodic oxidation of the catalytic product H2O2 monitored at +0.65V, with the 
base corrected current extrapolated.  Comparison of the base glucose sensors, 4-ATP, 4-MTP 
and PEI respectively, showed currents of 132, 85 and 78 nA per  mM glucose (Figure 2-11). 
Because all systems used a 1:1 stoichiometry between analyte (glucose) and product (H2O2) 
the difference in current comes from the sensor interface and variation in conductivity.  
Compared to the PEI sensor, a significantly higher current was observed for the 4-MTP 
sensor (36% higher current per M glucose than the PEI surface).  This showed that a 
controlled low concentration and short condensation time  results in SAM linkage to 4-MTP 
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hydroxyls and not inter-silane linkage that would create a completely insulating layer (as 
shown in Chapter 5 on functionalised nanofibres).  The 4-ATP linkers were expected to be 
the most conducting, and showed a significant improvement in conduction (69% current per 
M glucose compared to PEI surface) due to the closer proximity of enzyme to electrode and 
higher conductivity. 
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Figure 2-11 – Comparison of glucose oxidase amperometric sensors; () 4-ATP, () 4-
MTP isocyanate silane SAM sensor surfaces versus () bulk absorbed PEI polymer used to 
tether GOx enzyme.  
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2.5.6.3. Biosensor response of 4-ATP SAM based uranyl 
biosensor 
SLP loaded electrodes assembled using the 4-ATP base layer were equilibriated for 1 h 
before use in 10 mM PBS. EIS experiments were performed with the standard electrode 
setup; W.E (Au P3), R.E (AgAgCl), crown ether (Pt).  Readings were taken at 0 V, with 10 
mM PBS supporting electrolyte, or at 0.4 V in the same buffer containing 5 mM ferricyanide.   
51 points were calculated over a frequency range of 250 kHZ to 0.1 Hz using a 0.01 V rms 
potential.  Three readings with a 10 min delay between successive scans were used to 
determine system stability and an average taken.  After each sequential uranyl nitrate addition 
the cell was stirred for 30 min and allowed to equilibrate for 5 min before the next 3 EIS 
scans were performed. 
 
Figure 2-12 -Nyquist plot of impedance of s-layer conjugated electrode in increasing uranyl 
nitrate concentrations (• S-layer, •  10-11 M, •  10-10 M, •  10-9 M, •  10-8 M, • 10-7 M, •  10-6 
M, • 10-5 M  ).  0 V applied vs AgAgCl, 10 mM PBS supporting electrolyte, 51 points 
calculated using an 0.01 V rms potential. 
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The Nyquist response of the SLP bioconjugated electrodes differed significantly from the 
semicircles observed for mSAM deposited layers (Figure 2-12).  This is because the adsorbed 
molecular layers, while forming ordered structures do not create a complete insulating barrier 
with a finite capacitance separating the electrode from electrolyte.  Deposition steps on to 
mSAMs can be directly extrapolated from impedance data as a repression or expansion in the 
observed semicircle.  Thus, the altered constant phase element and electron transfer resistance 
components were observed as the permeability altered at low frequency.   Initial 
interrogations of the Nyquist plot shows some minor fluctuation in the Cdl, but this was not 
reproducible enough to be used as the biosensor signal 
Briefly returning to the fundamentals; the capacitance between electrode and an ion in 
solution is modelled as series of capacitors (Equation 2-1). 
dlCCC
111
mod

 
(2-1) 
Where Cmod is the modifier layer of absorbed species and Cdl the natural double layer 
occurring at a liquid-electrode interface modelled by Gouy Chapman – Stern theory.   
Binding of nanomolar levels of atoms to this Stern layer will cause a small disruption to the 
outer Helmholtz plane of the Guoy-Chapman model.  Because these processes occur on the 
Angstrom scale they are difficult to detect over other dominating processes.   
 
analyeproteindl CCC
111

 
 (2-2) 
Binding of analytes to the absorbed molecular layers caused an increase in modified layer 
capacitance (extending the closest distance of approach of a molecule, likely increasing the 
resistive component of the Inner Helmholtz plane (IHP) and causing a decrease in double 
layer capacitance due to a compression of the double layer  (Equation 2-2).   The most 
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dominant of these opposing processes will determine if binding causes an increase or 
decrease in the Cdl. 
Analyte binding caused a disruption in the interfacial double layer and the hydrated / salt 
layer in the OHP. Plotting the Nyquist data as a function of concentration response to 
different frequencies allowed this disruption to be quantified (Figure 2-13). 
At high frequencies increasing concentrations of uranyl nitrate binding to the SLP layer 
showed little deviation in response in both the real and imaginary components.  However, at 
low frequencies a linear decrease was observed in impedance.  A larger response at lower 
frequencies was due to poration of the interface now observable because the measurement 
time was longer than the electron transfer time, and the signal was an interrogation of the 
mass transfer region, not the electron transfer region.   
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Figure 2-13 – (A) Real and (B) imaginary impedance components of impedance response 
with frequency of S-layer conjugated electrode in increasing uranyl nitrate concentrations;  (• 
10 kHz, • 1 kHz,  •  100 kHz, •  10 Hz, •  1 Hz • 0.1 Hz).   (B)  Imaginary impedance 
response under same conditions (• 10 kHz, •  1 kHz,  •  100 kHz, •  10 Hz,    •  1 Hz • 0.1 
Hz).  0 V applied vs AgAgCl, 10 mM PBS supporting electrolyte, 51 points calculated 0.01V 
rms. 
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2.5.6.4. SLP biosensor fabricated on DropSens 
electrodechips  
An alternative to the P3 and P4 electrodes was obtained from Dropsens (DRP-C223A).  Each 
electrodechip consists of three self contained screen printed electrodes within each individual 
electrode (Figure 2-14).  This new electrode design consisted of W.E: 1.6 mm diameter gold, 
crown ether: gold, R.E: silver, printed with high temperature curing inks and a base ceramic 
substrate of dimensions L33 x W10 x H 0.5 mm.  The aim was to produce cheaper, scalable 
sensors that were more reproducible and consistent than the P3 and P4 variants. 
 
 
Figure 2-14 – Diagram of the general DropSens electrodechip (DRP-C223A) configuration.  
The DRP-C223A DropSens electrodes have a screen printed gold working electrode of 1.6 
mm diameter, Ag/AgCl reference electrode and platinum counter. 
 
2.5.6.5. DropSens electrode cleaning  
The cleaning method for the DropSens electrodes was optimised in similar fashion to the 
P3/P4 cleaning trials, six cleaning methods were used on electrodes as supplied and then the 
cyclic voltammetry response using a supporting electrolyte of 10 mM PBS containing 10 mM 
ferricanide were obtained (Figure 2-15).  Cleaning methods used were; (a), 7 : 3 sulfuric acid 
: hydrogen peroxide; (b), 1 % Decon 90; (c), chromic acid; (d), chromic acid with sonication; 
(e), 50 : 50 acetone : methanol and (f), 50 : 50 acetone : methanol with sonication. 
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Figure 2-15 – Cleaning effects on DropSens electrodes, 30 min in stated conditions before a 
50 mv/s in 10 mM PBS containing 10 mM ferricyanide scan to observed redox response.  (▬) 
Bare gold electrode no cleaning method, (▬) 2 min piranha, (▬) 1:1 methanol : acetone, 
(▬) 1% Decon 90, (▬) sonicated 1:1 methanol : acetone, (▬) chromic acid, (▬) sonicated 
chromic acid.  
 
Electrodes cleaned by five of the six methods showed a significant drift in the redox peaks by 
up to 250 mV after cleaning.  Chromic acid completely disrupted both the redox potentials 
and currents the observed suggesting erosion of reference electrode and was too harsh a 
treatment.  Decon 90 was suitable for removing inorganic contaminants but residual 
surfactant interfered with the biosensor construction.   While the organic solvent wash 
initially looked like it gave the most stable electrode response, subsequent repeats showed 
significant drift in the observed redox peaks.  Interrogation of buffer components and the drift 
potential highlighted that chloride from the buffer was binding to the silver reference 
generating a AgAgCl electrode.  This resulted in the observed shift in redox potentials, 
returning the redox potentials closer to the potentials observed using the P3/P4 experiments 
which used an external 3 M KCl AgAgCl (the standard electrode potential, Eo vs SHE is 
0.230V ± 10 mV [45]).  If this shift was consistent the potential difference could be 
accounted for manually by comparing redox values between individual electrodes (silver Eo -
0.7996V [97]).  However, the reference was unstable throughout individual experiments and 
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measurements with the DRP-C223A electrodes; thus they are useless as reproducible, stable 
electrodes for sensor use.  Because of these problems piranha cleaning was found to be the 
best at removing contaminants but rapidly eroded the printed inks resulting in electrodes only 
reusable one or two times before complete dissolution occurred. 
2.5.6.6. Stabilisation the DropSens reference electrode  
The observed drift seen in DropSens electrodes was presumed due to the instability of the 
silver reference, due to electrolyte species binding or reacting.  To counter this problem a 1 h 
incubation of the electrodes in 1 M HCl to create a bound saturated Ag/AgCl salt layer was 
introduced.  While stability improved significantly (Figure 2-16 A) inter electrode batch 
comparisons still showed variation with a smaller amount of drift (Figure 2-16 B).  Over 10 
CV scans, the oxidation peak drifted within a 32 mV window and the reduction peak 
potential drifted over a 46 mV range (Figure 2-16 C, blue lines, O for oxidation and 
rectangles for reduction). 
Addition of further chloride ions by use of KCl was used to see if the reference had stabilised 
following the HCl wash.  However, traces still showed a drift to more positive potentials (Eox 
to + 17mV and Ered to + 30 mV).  The drifting reference problem could not be sufficiently 
solved.  This coupled with problems of the blue insulator layer exhibiting variable resistance 
to piranha cleaning caused problems of complete wetting when using hydrophobic 
compounds.  This resulted in coverage of all three electrodes (e.g. 4-MTP or 4-MTP in 
EtOH), rather than just the desired working electrode. It was decided that the DropSens 
electrodes were unsuitable, and that the P3/P4 electrodes were superior because of the 
separate (off chip) reference and counter electrode that were robust, more resistant to 
contamination and bid not suffer degradation like the printed organic inks. 
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Figure 2-16 – (A) and (B), two independent batches of AgAgCl modified DRP-C223A 
electrodes showing improvement in stability of the electrodes. (A)  (▬10mM ferricyanaide 
in dH2O,(▬deaerated,(▬+KCl,(▬ 10th scan after 1h in HCl.  (B)  (▬10mM 
ferricyanaide in dH2O,(▬+KCl,(▬10th scan after 1h in HCl.  Vertical lines (-
▬Redox peak potentials on an uncleaned electrode in ferricyanide (  redox potential peak 
drift from cleaning treatment (1h HCl). (Average Red E:0.0022V ± 0.0064 SE Oxid: 0.138V ± 
0.0063 SE,  n=4 in both).  (C)  Extrapolated redox potentials and peaks from each treatment.  
Taken from  batch A (Figure A).  Symbols;  for oxidation and for reduction.  Lines 
colour coded to axes; blue for potentials on left axis, red for currents on right axis. 
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Table 2-1 – Summary of redox potential deviation and drift of DropSens electrodes from 
screen printed reference electrode problems.  Shown in Figure 2-16 C. 
       
 
Left peak ( oxidation) Right peak ( reduction) 
Electrode interrogation 
  Colour 
Potential 
(V) 
Current 
(A) 
Potential 
(V) 
Current 
(A) 
10 mM ferricyanaide in 
dH2O ▬ 0.024 -25.494 0.137 18.665 
+ deaerated ▬ 0.049 -21.469 0.166 19.901 
10th scan after 1h in HCl.   ▬ 0.017 -17.166 0.153 19.968 
+KCl ▬ 0.034 -14.873 0.183 15.048 
 
Using CV experiments that contained 10 mM ferricyanide in deionised water, PBS and 
individual buffer components it was possible to confirm that the drift component resulted 
from chloride ions reacting with the silver reference with the overall reaction  Ag
0
(s) + 
Cl− ↔ AgCl(s) + e- (Table 2-1).  Similar to the non-aqueous electrochemistry systems used 
in early crown ether experiments (Chapter 3) a saturated silver chloride pseudo-reference was 
made from immersing the silver references in 1M HCl to form a saturated Ag/AgCl that can 
be condensed by an ethanol wash. After reaction with HCl acid, submerged reference 
electrodes remain silver coated, but a black residue formed on one of the three silver contacts 
suggesting an unknown reaction occurred on the impure silver layer.  Extended acid 
incubation weakened the blue insulating layer that began to peal, even to parts of the 
electrode not submerged in acid.  Air based storage over similar time scales did not result in 
the black layer forming.  An unknown gaseous ‘fuming HCl reaction’ is the likely cause from 
elimination of alternative possibilities.  Silver is known to tarnish in the presence of 
sulfonates i.e in sulphuric acid, but not hydrochloric, and should be stable in water or oxygen.  
The reaction still occurs but at a slower rate on ferricyanide scanned electrodes stored in 
oxygen.  A simple oxide coating would normally be removed by weak acid and physical 
abrasion.  The black residue was resistant to organic solvents, whilst aqueous physical 
abrasion with fine abrasive removes some of the contaminant but resulted in the contact pad 
layers to break off. 
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2.5.7. Surface analysis of 4-ATP S-layer biosensor 
To complement electrochemical characterisation of the biosensor performance, atomic force 
and electron microscopy was used to interrogate the sensor surface and observe structural 
changes occurring upon each layer deposition. 
AFM is not the traditional analysis method for organic or soft surfaces because of the nature 
or the system.  Both ‘contact’ and ‘tapping’ modes were used but contact mode repeatedly 
resulted it tip contamination and image degradation or sample damage.  As a result images 
presented were made in tapping mode. Contact mode is where the cantilever is rastered 
across the surface of a sample with deviations in the tip height proportional to the force 
applied and contours of the sample (silicon or silicon nitride tips applied at 80 nM
-1
).   
Tapping mode is where the tip is oscillated at a set frequency (320 kHz) and height across the 
sample and deviations from optimum oscillations occur from near-field repulsive and 
attractive forces, Van der Waals forces and electrostatics.  This information is used to 
generate 2D or 3D topographical representations of the surfaces.   P4 electrodes were 
analysed either bare after a 2 min piranha wash or during layer by layer biosensor 
construction, summarised in (Figure 2-17 A and B).
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Figure 2-17 - Microscopy analysis of bare gold and constructed 4-ATP JG-A12 biosensor.  .  Left to right: 2D representation, 3D topographical 
view, surface roughness histogram.    (A), AFM of bare gold electrode (2 m x 2 m area); (B), AFM of JG-A12 surface layer of biosensor (2 
m x 2 m area); (C), SEM of biosensor surface. 
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(C) 
 
Figure 2-17 – Microscopy analysis of bare gold and constructed 4-ATP JG-A12 biosensor.  
Left to right: 2D representation, 3D topographical view, surface roughness histogram.    
(A)AFM of bare gold electrode (2 m x 2 m area), (B) AFM of JG-A12 surface layer of 
biosensor (2 m x 2 m area). (C) SEM of biosensor surface. 
 
The bare gold electrode showed a surface roughness peak to trough of around 200 nm 
although many troughs were less than 50 nm.  This roughness is significant compared to the 
expected thickness of the biosensor and is far from atomically flat.  Repeated scans showed 
reproducible stable features confirming no organic or contaminants remained.  No significant 
difference between 4-ATP and sulfo-SMCC layers were observed, as the expected height 
change calculated from computational modelling was below the limits of the machine (linker 
layer 1.5 nm, S-layer protein 12.5 nm by 7.2nm [98]).  However variations between the bare 
gold and functioning sensor were observed as shown in Figure 2-17 B. AFM negative mode 
surface rastering showing fluid like behaviour with repulsion from tip resulting in trench 
formation.  Unfortunately, because of this fluid like nature, the protein aggregate domains 
could not be well imaged and sized but were confirmed by the parallel trench formation 
typically ranging between 30 and 40 nm suggesting protein aggregated rather than formed a 
monolayer.  While previous work by Hays [94] and Billah [99] had success imaging lipid 
 
 
100 nm 
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domains in this way, Caygill [100] while trying to image viral sensors suffered the same 
difficulties imaging organic layers.  SEM analysis (Figure 2-17 C) further confirmed the 
theory of protein aggregates with spherical regions ranging 20 – 40 nm.  However, it is 
important to note that wet AFM is more indicative of the biosensor in its natural state, while 
SEM samples were dried where some aggregation may be due to the lyophilisation process.  
Atmoshpheric AFM, a method where a biological sample can be imaged in its more natural 
state by increasing humidity to saturation within the microscope chamber, can allow 
biological samples to be imaged in theit natural folded state. 
2.5.8. Cyclic voltammetry of 4-ATP vs 4-MTP tethering 
method 
The changes in conductivity using ferricyanide CV during each stage of biosensor assembly 
is shown in Figure 2-18.  From the drop in current comparing bare gold electrodes to 
modified electrodes, the 4-ATP linkers are far more conducting (-17.46 to -13.36 A) and 
suited to amperometric systems than the 4-MTP (-17.44 to -4.94 A) system which shows a 
significant reduction in current, and shows greater variation showed by error bars.  The 4-
ATP linking mechanism followed almost linear current response with each successive 
deposition step (Figure 2-18 B, reduction current dropping by 10.44 A compared to the 
bare electrode, oxidation current a 7.54 A drop).  The 4-MTP system however shows 
significant reduction in both redox currents (Figure 2-18 D, O and ) upon 4-MTP layer 
adsorption with minor change upon silane linker, which was expected to be the most 
insulating layer, then protein layer.  In both systems the standard deviation between 
measurements is significantly smaller than those observed by the DropSens electrodes with 
little drift in the observed redox peaks (Section 2.5.6.6).  Because of the smaller currents seen 
using an oxygen probe the 4-ATP was used as the optimum system for the JG-A12 system.  
However the 4-MTP system is shown to be stable and reproducible with high current systems 
such as ferricyanide (Figure 2-18 C). 
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Figure 2-18 - Cyclic voltammetry showing pasivation of electrode surface with biosensor 
construction. (A) ▬ Bare gold, ▬ 4-ATP, ▬ sulfo-SMCC, ▬ JG-A12. (C) ▬ Bare gold, 
▬ 4-MTP, ▬ isocyanate silane, ▬ JG-A12. (Triplicate scans with standard deviation, 10 
mM ferricyanide in 10 mM PBS, -0.4 to 0.6V, 50mV/s).  (B) and (D) extrapolated potentials 
and currents for ferricyanide redox reactions after each layer was deposited onto gold P3 
electrodes.  Symbols;  for oxidation and for reduction.  Lines colour coded to axes; blue 
for potentials on left axis, red for currents on right axis. 
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Table 2-2 – Summary of extrapolated redox current potentials from Figure 2-21. 
Curve 
Graph 
legend 
Left peak ( oxidation) Right peak ( reduction) 
Potential (V) Current (A) Potential (V) Current (A) 
Bare Gold ▬ -0.002 -17.463 0.154 15.970 
4-ATP  ▬ -0.134 -13.364 0.156 13.499 
sulfo-SMCC ▬ -0.225 -10.921 0.222 7.252 
JG-A12 ▬ -0.276 -9.920 0.247 5.533 
            
Bare Gold ▬ 0.005 -17.443 0.146 15.871 
4-MTP ▬ -0.195 -4.949 0.254 3.426 
isocyanate silane ▬ -0.261 -6.853 0.371 2.599 
JG-A12 ▬ -0.305 -8.384 0.376 2.619 
 
2.5.9. Impedance analysis and Randle’s fitting 
comparison of 4-ATP vs 4-MTP tethering method 
Extrapolated Randles component analysis shows the variation in components with SLP 
biosensors constructed from different base layers.  The 4-ATP linker method is compared to 
the 4-MTP method (Figure 2-19).    Both 4-ATP and 4-MTP are small aromatic molecules 
that will assemble in ordered arrays due to  stacking between adjacent molecules.  This 
allows diffusion and conduction between them creating highly conducting surfaces (0.95 M 
and 0.83 M Rp) respectively). The variation of the current and surface charge is from 
the different functional groups of each base molecule, free amines on 4-ATP compared to 
hydroxyls on the 4-MTP.   Sulfo-SMCC is not expected to bond inter-molecularly, but high 
silane concentrations that rapidly hydrolysis can result in intermolecular bonding and bulk 
insulating layers (see Chapter 5 high surface area sorbents).  However, 2 h incubation in 1% 
silane, 3% H2O in ethanol was mild enough to ensure the bulk of three available silanol 
groups condense onto the 4-MTP sites.  This created a porous conducting layer shown by the 
low Rp resistance. If significant inter silane condensation occurred complete surface 
passivation and a higher Rp would have been observed. 
JG-A12 layers showed layers of 1.67 F and 2.10F (Cdl) capacitance and 0.22 Mand 
0.16 M Rp) resistance respectively.  No significant change in solution resistant was 
observed showing both tethering mechanisms were stable under the potential ranges used.   
There is significantly larger standard deviation in sensors created using the isocyanate linker 
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(also shown in Figure 2-19) between three electrode batches, due presumably to larger 
variations in the amount of S-layer protein bound.  As a result, the 4-MTP method was used 
for biosensor analyte interrogation, but the 4-MTP method still has potential application but 
currently shows greater variation in the amount of protein bound. 
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Figure 2-19 -Triplicate averages were taken from Nyquist scans. (51 point calculated across a 
frequency range of 250 kHz to 0.1 Hz  in a solution electrolyte of 10 mM PBS containing 
10mM ferricanyde). Electrochemical parameters extracted based on Randles equivalence. 
Symbols correspond to  Cdl,  Rs,  Rp. Left shows the 4-ATP method, right the 4-MTP 
silane method.
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2.5.10. Biosensor response and binding analysis  – uranyl 
compounds, interfering analytes, non specific receptors 
and inhibition 
The response of the prototype sensor was tested with a range of uranyl compounds, as well as 
known interfering analytes and other divalent cations.  This was to confirm there were no 
false positive responses from other ion species.  These results are summarised in Figure 2-20. 
Binding of uranyl ions  from any compound to the protein layer resulted in a large decrease in 
the imaginary impedance component, significantly more than other interfering divalent 
cations, which saturated around 40 %  –Z” (Figure 2-20 A).  
Significant charge build up at the interface from analyte binding appeared to compress the 
molecular double layer showing the greater selectivity of the JG-A12 SLP to UO2
2+
 than 
other analytes (Ni
2+
, Cs
+
, Cd
2+
, Co
2+
 on Figure 2-20 B). Analytes for which JG-A12 SLP had 
a lower affinity caused a smaller decrease in imaginary impedance, typically around 10–20%.  
Figure 2-21 A shows individual and combined functional group blocking on a functioning 
SLP biosensor. While there is some limited response when only 1 binding site is chemically 
blocked suggesting some monodentate binding, the complete binding inhibition by blocking 
both functional groups supports a dominating bidentate mechanism. Experiments also 
showed that uranyl binding was reversible as would be predicted since the interaction 
mechanism is non-covalent. Previously uranyl saturated biosensors that were briefly washed 
with buffer showed complete removal of uranyl ions which strongly implies rapid on and off 
rates of binding for the UO2
2+
 ions binding to the SLP. 
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Figure 2-20- Real time capacitance response to uranyl biosensor using JG-A12 surface layer 
protein host receptor.   (A) Response of biosensor to different uranyl compound (■ uranyl 
nitrate on six hour old electrode, uranyl nitrate response from a seven day old electrode, 
●  natural uranyl nitrate response,  uranyl acetate response). The data show no 
differentiation between uranyl compounds as all are able to bind with the UO2
2+
 in the +6 
oxidation state.   (B) Response of biosensor to a range of interfering divalent cations (■ 
nickel nitrate,  caesium sulfate,  cadmium nitrate, ▲ cobalt chloride, ● average 
uranyl response). Response is typically 10–30 % lower than response to uranyl ions. 
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To confirm this apparent selectivity for UO2
2+
 was due to binding by the JG-A12 SLP a 
number of controls were performed using alternative protein layers and binding site 
modification (Figure 2-21 B).  Sequential uranyl aliquots were added to a bare electrode in 
buffer in comparison showed a –Z” response 3 orders of magnitude lower showing that there 
is some double layer capacitive component from unbound uranyl ion-gold interaction buy it 
is significantly lower than the main signal. The signal stability of a bare electrode in buffer 
only was monitored over 6 h and was stable within 2 % of the base signal during this time. 
Sensors constructed with other proteins that lacked the uranyl binding specificity of JG-A12 
SLP showed a lower binding response.   The phosphoprotein casein was used to further 
elucidate if the sequestering ability of JG-A12 SLP originated via a monodentate mechanism 
using phosphate groups or a bidentate mechanism involving both phosphate and carboxylate 
groups. This is because the JG-A12 SLP is similarly a highly phosphorylated protein. 
Bovine serum albumin (BSA), a relatively stable and inert protein often used to block non 
specific analyte binding was similarly used as a control. There was virtually no response from 
the casein sensors which showed that in spite of a high degree of phosphorylation, the protein 
did not manage to bind a significant amount of uranyl. This supports the idea that the JG-A12 
SLP was responsible for the specific UO2
2+
 binding. BSA gave an intermediate response due 
to the non-specific electrostatic binding of UO2
2+
 to the proteins negative surface charge. 
These two alternate protein sensors support the specific binding of JG-A12 SLP to uranyl in a 
bidentate manner. 
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Figure 2-21 – Kinetic binding models of uranyl to JG-A12 electrode.  (C) Modified SLP 
protein response to UO2
2+
 ( ▲  both carboxylates and phosphates moieties blocked, ■ 
carboxylates only blocked, ◆ phosphates only blocked,  base signal drift over a six hour 
period, ● average uranyl response of SLP biosensor for comparison).   (D) Effect of using 
non-specific proteins as the sensing agent. Biosensors were constructed and the response to 
UO2
2+
 monitored ( casein sensor response, BSA sensor response,  BSA sensor 
response with carboxylates blocked, and ● average uranyl response of SLP biosensor for 
comparison). The percentage decrease in −Z" was calculated as previously. Sequential 
analyte injections were performed over a six hour period. (■ a control sensor with no analyte 
added showed only a 2% drift in base signal over the same period). 
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2.5.10.1. Kinetic binding analysis 
Six kinetic models were fitted to the S-layer uranyl data, a range of those that were expected 
to be poor fit and potential matches to the binding mechanism.  The two closest fit are 
displayed in Figure 2-22 and the models used in fitting shown in Equations 2-3 and  2-4. 
Bmax is the maximum specific binding (-Z”%). It is the specific binding extrapolated to very 
high concentrations of radioligand, so it value is almost always higher than any specific 
binding measured in experiments.   Kd is the equilibrium binding constant in Moles, the 
concentration needed for half maximum binding under equilibrium conditions.  NS is the 
slope of nonspecific binding in –Z”% M-1.  BmaxHi and BmaxLo are the maximum specific 
bindings to the two sites in the units –Z”%.    KdHi and KdLo are the equilibrium binding 
constants, in the same units as X, the analyte concentration. It is the radioligand concentration 
needed to achieve a half-maximum binding at equilibrium.  Fitted parameters for each model 
are summarised in Table 2-3.  From experimental and literature interpretation, the fitting 
supports a two site binding model between phosphate and carboxylates, with a 50 % binding 
saturation (kd) between 4.60E
-8 
M  and 7.98E
-10 
M. 
Table 2-3 – Fitted binding kinetic parameters of SLP biosensor in response of uranuyl.  Two 
models were used, one site total and non-specific and two site total and non-specific. 
One site total and non-specific Two site total and non-specific. 
Parameter Value Parameter Value 
Bmax 30.69  –Z”%, kdHi and Kdlow >0 
kd  1.09E
-9 
M BmaxHi  27.39  –Z”% 
NS 3149  –Z”% M-1 kdHi  7.98E
-10
M 
  Bmaxlow  4.160 –Z”%, 
background 2.94 -Z”%. kdlow  4.60E
-8
M 
  NS 2371 –Z”% M-1 
  background 2.79 -Z”% 
  affinity ratio  57.63 
  percent high affinity  86.82 
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Figure 2-22 – Kinetic fitting of SLP biosensor to increasing concentrations of uranyl.  Of the 
two modelsused, one specifc and two specific, the datashown supports a two site binding 
model. 
 
2.5.11. Blocking of SLP phosphates and carboxy groups 
Further supporting the EIS results that the SLP binding sites were chemically blocked (as 
detailed in Section 2.4.3.1) to inhibit analyte binding was confirmed by XPS analysis.  This 
method analyses the ratio of carbon to gold within the few surfaces nanometres of the 
biosensor to determine chemical composition, shown in Figure 2-23. 
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Figure 2-23 - A weak pair of peaks at 365 and 373 eV were observed and identified as Ag 
3d3/2 and Ag 3d5/2 peaks.  Detailed scans of the C 1s, the Au 4f were taken, baselines were 
fitted and the peak’s areas compared to give relative atomic percentages, summarised in 
Table 2-4. 
 
Table 2-4 - Gold and carbon XPS spectrum of electrodes that were eithr bare, coated with a 
functioning biosnsoer or a chemically blocked biosensor. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sample Ag3d5/2 % 
Au 
4f % 
C 1s % 
Bare P3 gold electrode 0.84 49.69 50.17 
SLP biosensor 1 0.76 40.9 58.34 
SLP biosensor 2 0.25 41.46 58.28 
Chemically blocked 
biosensor 
0.2 19.44 80.36 
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2.5.12. Life Time trials 
P3 or P4 4-ATP based sensors were stored in a variety of conditions.  After 1 month of wet 
storage in PBS at room temperature or at 5 
0
C only 40 % remained functional.  Of remaining 
electrodes after a 4 month period only one remained fully functional with the remainders 
dropping to only a 2-15 % response compared to newly made electrodes.  Figure 2-24 shows 
the difference in signal stability and noise in (A) a newly made biosensor and (B) a 1 week 
old electrode stored in 10 mM PBS.  As the S-layer proteins are stable at room temperature 
storage for over a year it was presumed the stability decrease was due to the linker molecule 
failure with the maleimide oxidation resulting in protein desorption or significant salt 
crystallisation from buffer storage observed in some SEM images. 
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Figure 2-24 - Figure of chrono impedance at 1 Hz, response to increasing uranyl nitrate 
aliquots. (A) A newly made electrode, exhibiting minimal noise.  (B) 1 week old electrode 
stored in 10mM PBS has reduced sensitivity and a significantly increased noise ratio due to 
salt crystal formation and possible reduced protein activity. 
 
(A) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(B) 
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2.6. Conclusion 
It has been shown that by tethering protein layers to metal surfaces via bioconjugation it is 
possible to create a dense protein layer without denaturing the protein. Coating surfaces with 
proteins such as the JG-A12 SLP can create bio-functional surfaces that retain the in vivo 
functionality, which was successfully purified and sized as a 120 kDa monomer using HPLC 
and SDS-PAGE.  While mSAMs create stable environments for a number of enzymes and 
proteins, this was not the case for JG-A12 SLP and a more direct bioconjugation procedure 
proved more effective. Biosensors were shown to respond to sub-nM levels of aqueous uranyl 
with this response inhibited by chemical modification of proposed binding sites. The 
response from surfaces coated with control proteins supported our contention that the binding 
specificity was conferred by the JG-A12 SLP. Moreover chemical modification of carboxy 
and phosphate groups on the SLP abrogates uranyl recognition, indicating that the previous 
suggested binding mechanism [87] was correct.  This was confirmed by both EIS and XPS. 
The current biosensor detection limit is 10
-12
M. While a number of experiments were 
performed to 10
-15
M these are currently difficult to reproduce and highly sensitive to system 
noise. A limit of10
-12
M and above has been reproducible across numerous protein and 
electrode batches.  Surface interrogation using microscopy technique proved difficult because 
of the organic nature of the material, but qualitative data confirmed protein layer deposition.  
Two alternative successful tethering mechanisms, the 4-ATP and 4-MTP methods were 
shown to be stable, reproducible and remain conductivity, particularly of importance to the 
silane sinkers which without the new novel 4-MTP layer would form a bulk insulting surface 
layer.  The biosensor was used on a new commercial batch of screen printed DropSens 
electrodes to transfer the system to a more scalable design.  However, because of reference 
instability and poor resistance to cleaning methods they performed inferiorly to the P3/P4 
electrodes. 
Significant variation between otherwise reproducible sensor surfaces upon addition of the 
organic component is not uncommon, and is seen in many protein based ISFET (ion-sensitive 
field-effect transistors [101].  The current observed across the gating electrodes is very much 
influenced by the presence of a protein layer. The ions, initially present in the protein layer in 
a relatively high concentration, cause a local low resistance, thereby increasing the cut-off 
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frequency of the ISFET, analogous to ferricyanide ions diffusing to and from the electrode 
through the SLP layer. 
Proteins absorbing at a metal interface do not form a complete insulating layer and only cause 
relatively small capacitance changes.  The capacitance changes are sensitive at low 
frequency, and 0.1 Hz was used as the optimum frequency to monitor binding.  Adsorption of 
a protein layer at the surface has been shown to be observable as a function of capacitance as 
well as in interfacial potential.  
A further reason for variation between sensor batches is that the protein coating may create 
micro chemical surroundings with a composition which deviates from the bulk electrolyte 
composition.  This phenomena occurring will depend on the porosity of the adsorbed layer 
and species in the bulk analyte.  These micro chemical environments can be observed with 
EIS as a lateral drift is the electron transfer resistance with time and can be accounted for by 
calibration [102] and is not a fatal problem for a working device.   
The next stage would be to use the biosensor system in a bespoke microfluidic device which 
is currently being developed by colleagues in civil engineering here at the University of 
Leeds. Testing the device in synthetic groundwater systems and in the field would be the next 
logical steps of progression. 
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3 : Crown ethers – potential synthetic 
receptors for metal ions 
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3.1  Chapter overview 
Because of the lack of other available biological host proteins such as the JG-A12 protein,   
an alternative class of synthetic hosts, the crown ethers, were selected as potential hosts for 
chemosensing of analytes 
90
Sr
2+
 and 
137
Cs
+
.  A range of commercial crown ethers were 
identified and modified for specificity to 
90
Sr
2+
. These hosts were then trialled as 
chemosensor hosts using EIS on hybrid mercury-ionic liquid electrodes or via SAMs on gold 
electrodes.  No proportional quantification was achieved.  A mass based detection system 
using frequency dampening as Sr
2+
 ions bound to a SAM bound crown ether host was 
demonstrated, but no satisfactory quantifiable method using EIS, stripping voltammetry or 
QCM was achieved.  As a result, this approach was abandoned.  The heierarchy of this 
chapter is shown in Figure 3-1. 
 
 
Figure 3-1 - Chapter three hierarchy outlining the methods used to use synthetic macrocycle 
hosts as potential components for chemosensors. 
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3.2 Introduction to macrocycles 
(A) 
 
(B) 
 
(C)
 
Figure 3-2 – Examples of the three broad macrocycle categories; crown ether, lariat ether 
cryptand / podand. 
 
Macrocycles are by IUPAC definition ‘a cyclic macromolecule containing a ring of nine or 
more atoms with 3 or more potential donor atoms that can co-ordinate to a metal 
centre’[103].  Synthesis is frequently from monomer polymerisation, allowing control of the 
functional groups on the upper and lower rims, making these molecules particularly 
advantageous for metal chelation.   Three broad classes of cown ether exist, as shown in 
Figure 3-2.  The most basic crown ether is a cyclic crown (Figure 3-2 A) which is a two 
dimensional ring.  The pore size is indicated by the nonmenclature, forexample, a 10-crown-5 
ether corresponds to a crown of 10 carbon atoms with 5 donor oxygen atoms.  Lariat ethers 
are crown ethers with a pivoting ‘podand’ side arm that allow a degree of three dimensional 
movement around the analyte (Figure 3-2 B).  Dicyclohexano- 18-crown-6 (DC18C6) is a 
cyclic crown ether with a flexible rim in comparison to the identified caesium binders that 
function from a rigid circular arrangement of 6 co-coordinating crown-ether oxygens around 
the central metal cation.  Synthetic podands however, are considered to have smaller stability 
constants and act as poorer ligands [104].  Natural podands however can have excellent 
binding abilities, such as polyether antibiotics (monsin and lasalocid), acting as naturally 
occurring  membrane ion transporters [105].  The only supra-molecular structure that offers 
greater selectivity to lariat ethers are the cryptands (Figure 3-2 C).  These are true three 
dimensional host resembling two crown ethers at perpendicular geometry, with the inner core 
offering chelation typically to one or two ions.  These molecules have higher size selectivity 
and higher bonding affinity due to the lower entropic cost to binding (molecules are more 
rigid and cannot undergo significant conformational change like the lariat ethers) and often 
have  a higher enthalpic gain from satisfaction of all inner core bonding sites [106].  One such 
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macrocycle identified as binding strontium with high affinity is lariat dicyclohexano-18-
crown-6 [107]. 
A summary of known ionic diameters and ether cores is shown in Table 3-1 as an indicator of 
size ranges.  Noted however is the importance of dispersant compatibility, pH and polarity in 
terms of successful chelation, which is not just based on pore size comparison. 
 
Table 3-1 - Comparison of a number of crown ethers with the ionic diameter of various metal 
cations [108]. 
 
Cation 
Diameter of stated 
valency (Å) 
Cation 
Diameter of stated 
valency (Å) 
Li
+ 
1.36 Mg
2+
 1.44 
Na
+
 1.90 Ca
2+
 2.20 
K
+
 2.66 La
3+
 2.34 
Cs
+
 3.38 Lu
3+
 2.00 
Cu
+
 1.92 Zr
4+
 1.72 
Ag
+
 2.52   
 
Crown Ether Cavity Diameter (A) 
[12] crown – 4 1.20 – 1.50 
[15] crown – 5 1.70 – 2.20 
[18] crown – 6 2.60 – 3.20 
[21] crown - 7 3.40 – 4.30 
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3.2.1 Therapeutics and analyte targeting 
Therapeutic techniques have made advances particularly in the magnetic and nuclear 
resonance areas due to the need to target specific diagnostic and therapeutic agents.  These 
agents include nucleic acids, proteins and enzymes, monoclonal antibodies and also specific 
cells and target receptors [109].  Chelation of radioactive ions is common in various medical 
imaging techniques.  Delivery of lanthanide ions by use of co-ordination chemistry has 
significantly increased magnetic resonance imaging techniques [62].   These techniques 
initially focused on biorecptor targeting.  That is, identifying a receptor and designing how to 
target delivery to a specific location in the body.  Loading of molecules (drugs, ions, genes 
etc) to deliver to the active site has often been the problem. Advances in the metal ion 
receptors have now caught up with the targeting mechanisms.  In many cases these systems 
could be applied inversely.  These hosts could be tethered to sensor designed surface and 
used to bind metal ions rather than deliver them.  Thus, there is potential for small ion 
biosensing by applying hosts developed for medical imaging or remediation technologies.  A 
range of synthetic metal ion receptors currently available is presented. 
3.2.2 Hosts specifc to the lanthanide series 
Lanthanide ions act as hard acids, preferring hard base donors with polyamino carboxylate 
and phosphate ligands to successfully chelate with high co-ordination number acceptors 
[110].  One class of these are the bifunctional chelators.  These are ligands that bear two 
different functional groups used to covalently attach the ligand to a targeting group.  Often 
they are functional in aqueous media and react selectively with nucleophilic groups [62].  
These receptors need to be thermodynamically and kinetically stable to bind and inhibit 
dissociation in vivo after sequestering of the toxic ion.   The most common bifunctional 
chelators of this type in-use are the bis-anhydride of DOTA (1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclodocecane-
N,N’,N”,N’”-tetraacetic acid, Figure 3-3A) and DTPA (diethylene triamine pentaacetic acid, 
Figure 3-3B).  
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(A)  
 
(B) 
 
Figure 3-3 - Figure of bifunctional chelators (A) DOTA  and (B) a derivative of DTPA, a 
linear octadentate polyaminocarboxylates that has been most studied to date [62]. 
 
The DOTA series are a more recently class of bifunctional chelators.  While less stable than 
diethylene triamine pentaacetic acid (DTPA) derivatives (Figure 3-3), they have significantly 
increased metal binding capability [111] and have been used to target ions to a range of 
biological receptors.  Human serum albumin (HSA) is a protein abundant in the blood plasma 
(~0.6 mM) and contains a number of hydrophobic cavities. Use of DOTA has been shown to 
deliver Gd
3+
 ions to HSA in vivo.  The sequential synthesis of DOTA shown in Figure 3-4 A, 
and a range of HSA derivatives used is shown in Figure 3-4 B.  
An area of research currently underway, is in designing bifunctional chelators, in which one 
arm binds to the chelator site, and the second to the host receptor.  A substrate mimic for the 
enzyme carbonic anhydrase which normally binds zinc ions, was created using aryl 
sulphonamides.   The substrate successfully bound to the enzyme’s catalytic site inhibiting 
the enzyme, which was used to deliver a DTPA bound Gd
3+
 ion [112].  Combining these with 
oligonucleotide libraries allows powerful targeting methods to be developed.  Inserting a 
gene sequence of a desirable protein into a viral DNA vector allows amplification of the 
corresponding sequence and replication of the desired protein.  Attachement of this protein to 
a receptor molecule could be used for delivery to a specific bio receptor, or for biosensing at 
engineered surfaces.  Rodriguez showed it was possible to create an engineered synthetic 
peptide that was then bound to the host complex Gd-DOTA via an amide linkage. This 
complex retained a moderate affinity for the corresponding site on protein GAL80, and 
successfully delivered the Gd
3+
 ion which was monitored in realtime by MRI [113]. 
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(A) 
 
 
 
(B) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-4 - Bifunctional chelators, serum albumin targeting vectors, enzyme and protein targeting.   
(A),  Synthesis of bifunctional chelator 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclodocecane-N,N’,N”,N’”-tetraacetic  
Acid (DOTA).Synthesis of tris-tBu-DOTA. Benzyl-bromoacetate, CHCl3, rt, 3 h86% 2-tert-butyl  
bromoacetate,  K2CO3, acetonitrile, rt, 2-5 h, 67 % 3Pd/C. H2, THF / MeOH 1:1, rt 2-8 h 71 %  
(Woods[62]).  (B), BSA targeting derivatives that sequester and deliver gadolinium ions. 
 
 
3.2.3 90Sr2+extraction in the nuclear industry 
While a number of macrocycle hosts have been discussed based on therapeutic and medical 
technologies, they are also used significantly in bulk waste remediation, with solvent 
extraction in an acidic environment being an established technology.   
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For low level remediation it is important to first look at bulk remediation methods that are 
currently used in the nuclear industry, where parallels can be drawn and suitable chemical 
hosts identified.  In solvent extraction, the analyte is in a missible phase, ie aqeous, and the 
host molecule with desired specificity in a second immiscible phase, typically an organic 
solvent.  By control of conditions such as pH, temperature, mixing rate and host,  desired 
analytes can be extracted across the phase boundarywhile leaving other analytes in the aqeous 
phase. 
Extraction in basic media, is a much more recent developmet than in acidic media.  The 
SREX (strontium extraction process [114]) uses an expensive host, DtBuCH18C6 (Figure 3-5 
B), but removes 
90
Sr
2+
from high level waste (HLW) and aqueous media to strip strontium 
from organic media [115].  SREX methods offered higher selectivity and throughput with 
continuous processing possible and all liquid handling.   
 (A) 
 
(B) 
 
Figure 3-5 – Lariat crown ethers; (A), dicyclohexano-18-crown-6 lariat ether; (B), 
DtBuCH18C6 used in the 
90
Sr
2+
 SREX process. 
 
3.2.4 90Sr2+ strontium extraction procedures 
Strontium extraction from aqueous media using seeded organic solvents in the nuclear 
industry is not a new field.  Early methods used liquid-liquid solvent extraction, where a 
mixture of two compounds that are immiscible create a partition gradient to extract the 
desired analyte from one phase to the other [103].   Modern chemistry is moving towards 
greener, more environmentaly friendly methods, and has moved away from such approaches 
with the desire to minimise the large volumes of toxic or hazardous liquid waste associated 
with solvent extraction.  A number of solvents or extraction hosts from organic phases have 
been used, including tributyl phosphate [116], carbon tetrachloride containing 
trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO), tributylphosphate (TBP) [116] and the host 1-phenyl-3-
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methyl-4-acyl-5-pyrazolone dispersed in benzyl alcohol. Moyer et al [117] showed that 
versatic acid and cleaning agent carbon tetrachloride was a viable strontium sorbent for  
strontium ions in high nitrate solutions [118]. While still used for small volume purification, 
these methods are not practical for large scale purification. One such host, calix[4]arene-
bis(crown-6), shown in Figure 3-6, has excellent affinity for both 
90
Sr
2+
 and Cs
+
 ions but 
requires extensive chemical synthesis and there is currently no commercial source [119].  
These sort of approaches to extraction have been superseded by emulsion and liquid 
membrane methods. 
The lariat ether dicyclohexano-18-crown-6 (DC18C6), as the DC18C6[Sr
2+
] complex, bound 
Sr
2+
 in a 1:1 ratio.  This complex could then bind to anions, such as nitrates and carboxylates 
in aqueous highly alkaline conditions (pH 11.2 [120]).  It has been used as an extractant 
within several organic isoparaffinic hydrocarbon based systems [121] including kerosene, 
Span 80 (a polysorbate emulsifier) and D2EHPA (an organic extractant for metal ions) which 
itself has been used as an alkaline nuclear waste extractor, and the pseudo-emulsions LIX-
79/n-heptane [122]. 
DC18C6 exists as five different stereoisomers based on the bonding of the cyclohexane rings 
(cis or trans) and the relationship of the two cyclohexane units (syn or anti).  Two isomers 
cis–syn–cis- and cis–anti–cis-DC18C6  are easily obtained by the catalytic hydrogenation of 
dibenzo-18-crown-6 (DB18C6) [123], and are commercially available.  The complexation 
and separation behaviour of these two isomers have been well established, as have their solid-
state and solution structures.  
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(A) 
 
Figure 3-6 – Cryptand calix[4]arene-bis(crown-6), an excellent chelator for both strontium 
and caesium with a preference to the latter, is unusually water soluble [124] and able to hold 
two ions simultaneously stabilised by the phenol core and the upper and lower rings. 
 
3.2.5 137Cs+ extraction in the nuclear industry 
While an increasing number of extraction methods have been developed for bulk nuclear 
waste removal, in the 1980s practical extraction was still elusive due to poor selectivity and 
insufficient extraction efficiency of the chelators. 
An application of caustic-side solvent extraction (CSSX) for the separation of Cs
+
 from 
legacy high level waste has had some success at US Department of Energy sites [125].  The 
need for concentrating high level wastes such as 
137
Cs is due to the cost and handling 
problems with decaying transuranic waste, and also to minimise disposal volume.  The US 
Hanford site in Washington reported an accumulated stock of 55 million gallons of 
radioactive waste from defence related industries\ 15 % consisting of metal hydroxide sludge, 
with the bulk being ‘salt waste’ compromising NaOH, NaNO3 and other soluble salts 
including 
90
Sr
2+ 
and 
137
Cs
+
.  A number of early 
137
Cs extraction technologies were based on 
crystalline silico-titanate (CST) [126-128], cation exchange resins [129-131] and 
precipitation with tetraphenylborate, called the ‘in tank precipitation process’ [132-133].  
Such methods were not possible until the mid 1990s until 
137
Cs
+ 
selective hosts were 
identified that were able to remove 
137
Cs
+ 
from a higher 10
4
-10
6
 background concentration 
[134].  While industrial application of such synthetic chemical hosts was not used until the 
1990s early caesium hosts identified had been documented more than a decade earlier [135].  
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Bis(tert-octylbenzo-crown-6 (BOBCalix6), a cryptand and a superior commercially available 
analogue calix[4]-bis-2,3-naptho-crown-6 (CNC), is shown in Figure 3-7 B and has been 
used in such processes [136].  It should be noted that many similar analogues with high 
137
Cs
+ 
selectivity all have 6 oxygens and a ring diameter of 4 phenol units. 
The UNEX (UNiversal EXtraction) process is another process developed to remove Sr
2+
 and 
Cs
+
 ions after UO2
2+
 removal.  These cations interact with chlorinated cobalt dicarbollide and 
polyethylene glycol in a solution containing octyl(phenyl)-N, N-dibutyl carbamoylmethyl 
phosphine oxide (CMPO) in nitrobenzene [137] . Dibenzo-21-crown-7 (DB21C7) has also 
been shown to bind 
137
Cs
+ 
from organic matrixes
 
acetonitrile - dimethylsulfoxide (96.5:3.5, 
w/w) and nitromethane - dimethylsulfoxide (96.5:3.5, w/w) (Figure 3-7 A).  Complexes of 
increasing stability observed were Rb
+
 >K
+
 Ba2
+
 >Tl
+
 >Cs
+
 >NH4 
+
 ≈Pb2+ >Ag+ >UO2
2+
 
>Hg
2
+>Mg
2+
 >Na
+ 
[138]. 
 
(A) (B) 
  
 
Figure 3-7 – Examples of lairat crown ether discussed.  (A) Dibenzo-21-crown-7 and 
cryptands and (B) calix[4]-bis-2,3-naptho-crown-6  have high specificity for Cs
+
 extraction. 
 
3.2.6 Uranium extraction and the nuclear industry 
UREX (Uranium Recovery by Extraction) is a liquid-liquid phase process used to reprocess 
uranium, a similar process to (TRUEX) for plutonium enrichment developed in Russia and 
now common in the UK and France.  Here, uranium is diluted in nitric acid, leaving U
6+
 and 
Pu
4+
.  Nitrates are removed from the aqueous phase typically by organic kerosene containing 
tributyl phosphate (TBP)[139]. 
By adding a second extraction agent, octyl(phenyl)-N, N-dibutyl carbamoylmethyl phosphine 
oxide (CMPO) in combination with tributylphosphate, (TBP), the PUREX process can be 
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turned into the TRUEX (TRansUranic EXtraction) process. TRUEX was invented in the 
USA by Argonne National Laboratory and is designed to remove the transuranic metals 
(Am/Cm) from waste. 
The TRUEX process uses sequential nitric acid washes and organic  heavy aromatic naphtha 
and octyl[phenyl]- N,N-diisobutylcarbamoylmethyl-phosphine CMPO extractants  containing 
chelators diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA) hydrazine oxalate to remove elements 
Am, Cm, Pu, Np Ln, Y Tc and Zn [140]. 
3.2.7 Summary  
A range of macromolecular chelators that emerged from the fields of therapeutics, organic 
chemistry, solvent purification and the nuclear industry have been presented.  Theoretically, 
from a perspective of donor groups and pore size, many hosts appear ideal for ion extractants.  
However, in practice, many fail at high or low pH, in complex contaminant mixtures, and 
exhibit poor stability over longer time periods or breakdown at elevated temperatures.  As 
well as these factors, cost, availability and ease of synthesis effect the application of crown 
ethers. 
3.3 Crown ethers and chemosensing 
Crown ethers are a relatively new integration with chemosensors.  As of 2012, there are only 
around 300 publications to date on ScienceDirect compared to the 20,000 published on 
protein biosensing.  The main mechanisms are either chromophore based or amperometric.  
In chromophore systems, binding of an ion to the crown ether either activates or quenches a 
fluorophore attached by a spacer arm.  The alternative mechanism uses the crown ether 
similarly to the extraction methods discussed previously.  The crown ether dispersed in an 
organic phase extracts the ion from an aqueous phase, transporting it to the working electrode 
where the ion undergoes a redox reaction. 
3.3.1 Amperometric crown ether chemosensors 
Traditional mercury film electrodes are suitable for use with crown ethers and anodic 
stripping voltammetry (ASV) [141], with the advantage of analyte specificity endowed by the 
crown ether.    However, because of toxicity issues, carbon paste seeded electrodes have been 
increasingly used.  Desai [142] used four crown ethers.  These were 18-crown-6, dibenzo-18-
crown-6 (DB18C6), dicyclohexano-18-crown-6 and dibenzo-24-crown-8, out of which 
DB18C6 showed the greatest sensitivity for amperometric detection of pyridoxine 
hydrochloride.  The crown ethers enhanced specificity can also allow small complex 
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molecule differentiation, such as in multivitamin pharmaceutical preparations.  Thiamine 
hydrochloride, riboflavin, nicotinamide, para-aminobenzoic acid, cyanocobalamin could be 
differentiated by classification of their redox potential peaks that without the crown ether 
transporter would over lap giving a composite unidentifiable signal.  Tetrathiafulvalene 
(TTF) based crown ethers that have been thiolated can be deposited from an acetonitrile 
solution into traditional mSAMs, as another potential sensor interface mechanism [143].  
Importantly, they remained functional when switched to aqueous media, responding to Li
+
, 
K
+
 Na
+
,  Ba
2+
 and Ag
+
 ions.  Significantly this example shows that a single anchor point can 
be enough to tether crown ethers as opposed to linkage of every [n] ring and that the crown 
ethers can stack to form ion channels. An example of this tethering mechanism is shown in 
Figure 3-8 A where each phenol has a thiolated hydrocarbon tail that can bond to a gold 
substrate [144].  An alternative, Figure 3-8 B, is a non covalent linkage to the electrode such 
as SAM insertion via attachment of a hydrophobic tail [145]. 
(A) 
 
    (B)      
  
 
 
 
Figure 3-8 - Methods of tethering crown ethers to electrodes; (A), synthesis from 
monomers containing a functionalised spacer allowing orientated covalently linkage to a 
gold substrate, or (B), post synthesis modification of the crown ether such as adding a 
hydrophobic tail. 
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3.3.2 Chromogenic crown ether chemosensors 
An ideal chromogenic host is one that upon analyte binding undergoes a colour change 
specific to the analyte bound.    However, this is often not the case, with most chromophore 
ethers existing in an ‘on’ or ‘off’ state, producing a single colour change in analyte 
concentrations approaching mili molar (Figure 3-9). False negatives are likely if the host 
lacks specificity.  However, if a known concentration of host molecule is known, by serial 
dilutions and calibration, a colour change can be used to give a rapid concentration based 
response.  A range of aza crown ethers have been shown to do this in both organic and 
gaseous phases [146] but have also been  shown to have  poor specificity to K
+
 ions [103]. 
 
Organic phase   Organic phase  Aqueous phase 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-9 – Ionisable chromoionophores allow pH dependent switching between the bound 
‘off’ state and the unbound ‘on state’ of the inner crown ether core. 
 
Ionisable chromoionophores have greater specificity because of pH sensitive functional 
groups around the cavity.  This effectively allows switching between 2 states attracting or 
repulsing analytes depending on protonation state [147] and also allowing recycling of the 
host molecule.  Examples of chromoionophores that bind Li
+
 [147], Na+ [148], K
+
 [149] and 
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most of the alkali earth metal ions are known.  However, sensors of this type typically work 
for analytes over the range of mM to M and would not be suitable for low level analyte 
detection. 
3.3.3 Chiral crown ether chemosensors 
Chirality is a property regarding a molecule’s structural characteristics.  If it is impossible to 
superimpose itself on a mirror image, a molecule is deemed chiral and it has dissymmetry.  
Chirality is important for a range of organic chemistry and optical based phenomena, and 
thus is often important to differentiate between chiral molecules.  In the past, the chiral 
recognition was estimated by indirect methods such as determination of association constants, 
membrane transport rates or reaction rates [150].  More recently a method of combining 
chiral (non symmetrical) crown ethers with chromogenic crown ethers using optically active 
amines [151] has been developed, therefore crown ethers have the power to couple enantio-
selectively (allowing chemical reactions in which one chiral product is preferred) and 
enantiomer detection (differentiation of each of two steroisomer molecules). 
Figure 3-10 shows the chromogogenic response of cholesterol steroidal crown compounds, a 
crown ether (A) modified to have cholesterol tail (B) and chirality.  The response of the 
systems is believed to be due to the liquid nonanoate and cholesterol chloride dispersant, a 
room temperature liquid crystal (LC).  Binding of analytes converts chemical signals to 
physical signals as the cholesteric LC acts as a nematic (chiral) helical structure with different 
layers of varying chirality altering the pitch distance over which 360
o
 of phase change is 
observed [152].  Thus, as well as size and charge, crown ethers can also detect molecular 
chirality. 
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(A) 
 
(B) 
 
(C) 
 
Figure 3-10 - Example of (A), a chromogenic steroidal crown compound, modified to have 
(B) a cholesterol tail attached. Upon addition of an alkali metal or ammonium cations the 
helical pitch of the formed liquid crystals changed resulting in a change in maximum 
absorbance wavelength shown in (C).  A range of amine analyte compounds tested showed  
large R difference between D- and L-isomers is observed for ammonium ions having bulky 
substituent’s (such as phenyl and indolyl) [150]. 
 
3.3.4 Mass based crown ether chemosensors 
Successful attempts have been made at binding cyclodexrtrin and small calixerene based 
hosts to a gold support layer using thiol bonding within a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) 
system.  Binding of the gaseous analyte tetrachloroethylene gave a large frequency 
dampening, signifying successful binding between the electronegative chlorine ions and the 
host electropositive aromatic rings [153].  However, this example is a special case as with 
many supramolecular systems.  The tethering unit is the starting monomer of the molecule, 
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with the calixerene ring added in 6 to 8 steps unit by unit.  Few calixarenes offer the  
possibility of post synthesis modification and those that do, care must betaken that this 
modification to add a tethering component does not affect the binding properties of the host 
[154]. 
 
3.3.5  Ionic liquids and chemosensors 
Using an organic solvent aqueous gradient as described in traditional bulk remediation is both 
costly and highly toxic, leaving large amounts of radioactive chemical solvent that itself is 
toxic.  One alternative is to encapsulate the desired host in a smaller volume, static reusable 
phase that still allows retention of the host, and only the desired analyte to travel the phase 
boundary and to the electrode for detection.  One such encapsulation media for the 
chemoreceptors are ionic liquids. 
Room temperature ionic liquids (ionic liquid) are widely used in electrodeposition, 
electrosynthesis, electrocatalysis, chemical capacitor and lithium battery technologies.  The 
earliest discovery was by Walden in 1914 [155] from reacting ethyl nitrate with alcoholic 
ammonia producing ethylammonium nitrate (C2H8N2O3), an ionic liquid with a 12 
o
C melting 
point.  Properties of ionic conductivity, solubility, usable potential window, viscosity and 
thermal stability can be tailored depending on the ions used and the application for which the 
ionic liquid is required.  A summary of common salts that form ionic liquid below 100
o
C are 
listed in Table 3-2. 
In combination with electrochemical sensors, ionic liquids have been used for cellulose film 
entrapment of enzymes [156], carbon nanotube enzyme composites on carbon and gold 
electrodes [157] and nanomaterial composites.  An example of the latter is single-walled 
carbon nanotube gels that undergo cross linking because of the ionic liquid, which resulted in 
highly conductive polymers [158].  The ionic liquids used in this case were ([C4mim]Cl and 
1-(2-hydroxypropyl)-3-methylimidazolium chloride, water soluble 1-butyl-3-
methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate ([bmim]PF6) and imidazolium salts respectively. 
While not all ionic liquids are suitable for use in biocatalysis, enzymes have been show to be 
typically stable in BF4, PF6, and NTf2 anions [157].  This allows enzyme entrapment, 
retaining bioactivity for electrochemical interrogation.  Similarly, 1-tetradecyl-3- 
methylimidazolium (TDMI·Tf2N) have been used for determination of rutin using the copper 
enzyme laccase from Aspergillus oryzae, with no decrease in enzyme activity observed [159]. 
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Production of ionic liquid for sensing applications varies from the simple to the complex, 
with multiple washing and purification steps required.  A number of carbon ionic liquid 
electrodes (Cionic liquidEs) have been formed using direct mixing.  Maleki used graphite 
powder with ionic liquids together in an agate mortar and pestle, and formed the composite 
from mechanical grinding.  The composite was then mixed with proteins and metallic 
nanoparticles for use as a glucose biosensor [160]. 
 
Table 3-2 – A summary of ionic liquid salts used for electrochemical biosensors [161]. 
 
Cations Anions 
 
 
The ‘casting and rubbing’ method uses CNT-ionic liquid composite films and has frequently 
been used for making electrochemical biosensors.  Films such as chitosan or polyvinyl 
alcohol are used to bind hosts such as hemoproteins [162].  Physical adsorption and sandwich 
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layer methods are similar to traditional immunoassays where immobilization of target antigen 
and antibody occurs on the surface of the Cionic liquidE.  A secondary antibody labelled with 
a marker product such as horseradish peroxidase (HRP) binds specifically to the antigen sites 
producing a coloured product upon addition of O-aminophenol and H2O2.  Ding [163] used 
such a method on a carbon paste electrode (CPE) consisting of room temperature ionic liquid 
(RTionic liquid) N-butylpyridinium hexafluorophosphate (BPPF6) and -fetoprotein 
antibody. 
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3.4 Experimental 
3.4.1 Experimental overview 
Three approaches to crown ether chemosensing were taken; (i), direct insertion into a SAM 
on gold; (ii), intercalation into a SAM via a hydrophobic tail modification and (iii), mercury 
film electrodes using a crown ether seeded ionic liquid (Figure 3-11). 
 
 
Aqueous analyte 
 
Ionic liquid doped  
with host receptor 
 Electrode 
Figure 3-11 – Schematic of 90Sr2+ extraction using ionic liquids at an electrode interface.  Ions 
in the aqueous phase are immiscible to the ionic liquid, similarly the hydrophobic crown 
ethers are immiscible to the aqueous phase.  As a result selective ion transport only occurs 
across the interface as the host has specificity to the analyte. 
 
After extensive literature review, the ionic liquid tri-1-butylmethylammonium 
bis((trifluoromethyl)sulfonyl)imide was selected as the most suitable for attempted 
90
Sr
2+
and 
137
Cs
+ 
sequestering.  Chen and Hussey [164-166] used this ionic liquid for cyclic staircase 
voltammetry and mercury amalgam based CV for individual ion detection in noncomplex 
solutions.  They state several assumptions used in their experimental design, and were used as 
the basis for chemosensing experiments.  These assumptions are that although their 
experiments were performed in a nitrogen environment, they state the ionic liquid should still 
function in an oxygen environment, that the ionic liquid should have an interrogatable 
window down to -3.0 V, and finally that the ionic liquid should possess  <0.1 % (w/w) water 
which should be achieveable using vacuum treatment and heating. 
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3.4.2 Reagents 
Cholesteryl chloroformate, 1-aza-18-crown-6, resorcinol, ethyl alcohol, methanol mercury(II) 
perchlorate, dimethylformamide, cholesteryl chloroformate  4-t-butylphenol, 37% 
formaldehyde solution , sodium hydroxide ,phenyl ether, toluene,ethyl acetate,  acetic acid, 
resorcinol, mercato aldehyde , hydrochloric acid,  95% ethyl alcohol, methanol, sodium 
tetrathionite were from Sigma Aldrich.   Carboxy 18C6, dicyclohexano- 18-crown-6, aza-18- 
crown-6, triethylamine (Et3N) purchased from Acros organics. 2-iminothiolane (Traut’s 
reagent), ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC/EDAC), n-
hydroxysulfosuccinimide (sulfo-NHS) was purchased from Pierce.  2-Mercaptoethylamine-
HCl was from ThermoScientific and mercapto acetaldehyde from Waterstone.  Platinum and 
gold P3, P4 and P10 electrodes were sourced from Tyndall Institute, Cork. 
3.4.3 Crown ether chemistry - modification of crown ether side arms 
A range of commercially available crown ethers were either used as supplied or with side arm 
modification.  Two crown ether synthesis methods, using acid catalysed one step synthesis 
were teste. 
3.4.3.1 Synthesis of N-(Cholesteryloxycarbonyl)aza-l8-crown-6   
The structure of the host molecule N-(Cholesteryloxycarbonyl)aza-l8-crown-6 shown in 
Figure 3-12 was synthesised by reacting cholesteryl chloroformate with aza-18- crown-6. 
 
Figure 3-12 – Side arm modification of aza-18-crown-6 with hydrophobic cholesterol moiety.  
This allows the host to be insertedinto SAMs via intercalation.   
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Aza-18- crown-6 from Acros (2.0 g, 8.0 mmol), was mixed with triethylamine  (Et3N, 1.4 g, 
14.0 mmol), dissolved in dimethylformamide  (DMF, 50 mL) and  heated to 90 
o
C. 
Cholesteryl chloroformate (3.6 g, 8.0 mmol) was added, and the temperature was maintained 
at 90 
o
C for 48 h. The mixture was cooled to room temperature, filtered, and concentrated in 
vacuo. Recrystallization from absolute EtOH resulted in pure N-(cholesteryloxycarbonyl)aza-
l8-crown-6 (Figure 3-12) (2.75 g, 52 % yield), a white solid.  
3.4.3.2 Synthesis of 2-iminothiolane conjugated 4-Carboxybenzo-18-crown-6 
Direct thiolation of amine containing crown ethers was achieved using 2-iminothiolane, to 
yield the target molecule shown in Figure 3-13.  This molecule could be used to chemisorb to 
a gold substrate. 
 
 
 
Figure 3-13 - 2-Iminothiolane modification of aza-18-crown-6 for direct conjugation to a 
gold substrate via the available thiol group. 
 
2-Iminothiolane (also known as Traut’s reagent) is a water soluble amine modifer reactive 
over the pH range 7 – 10.  When reacted with an amine, its intrachain imidoester decyclises, 
forming a linear molecule with a free sulfhydryl group to thiol bond to a gold substrate. 
2-iminothiolane conjugated 4-Carboxybenzo-18-crown-6 was prepared by dissolving a 10 
mg/ml crown ether solution in to the non amine containing buffer, 50 mM PBS, pH 8.  
Traut’s reagent was dissolved at 2 mg ml to give a 14.5 mM stock.  To yield a ten fold molar 
excess of Traut’s, 45.8 mL of Traut stock was added per ml of crown ether solution.  This 
was reacted at room temperature for 1 h.  
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3.4.3.3 Separate attachment of 4-carboxybenzo-18-crown-6 to a 4-ATP SAM 
Direct attachment of 4-carboxybenzo-18-crown-6 to an electrode with a predeposited 4-ATP 
SAM was done by conventional peptide bonding; the crown ether carboxylate to the SAM’s 
free amine groups.  A typical reaction used 10 mg/ml of 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) 
carbodiimide plus 1mg/ml crown ether in 0.1 M MES buffer, pH 4.7, reacted for 4 h at room 
temperature. 
3.4.3.4 Direct coupling of 4-carboxybenzo 18-crown-6 to a 4-ATP base layer 
An alternative depositing method, rather than layering down the base layer and then the 
crown ether, was to react the linker and crown ether directly in solution, and then deposit 
onto the electrode (Figure 3-14). First thiol groups on 4-ATP that would otherwise react with 
EDC were reversibly blocked. EDC and sulfo-NHSwere used to bind 4-ATP and 4-
carboxybenzo 18-crown-6 via peptide bond formation. 
 
 
 
Figure 3-14 -   Modified of 4-carboxybenzo-18-crown-6 to linker 4-ATP for 
chemisorptions onto a gold substrate. 
 
3.4.3.5 Reversible blocking of sulfhydryl groups 
4-ATP was dissolved in 10 mM PBS plus 1 mM EDTA to provide protection from catalysed 
oxidation.    Sodium tetrathionate was added to a working concentration of 10mM and the 
mix reacted for 1 hour at room temperature.   Excess sodium tetrathionate was removed by 
dialysis.  This protected linker was then reacted with crown ether. 
3.4.3.6 Reaction of crown-ether with linker 
Carboxy-benzo-18-crown-6 was dissolved at 1-10 mg / ml in 0.1 M sodium phosphate pH 7.4 
with 1 mM EDTA.  4-ATP was then added in a 10 M excess plus 5 mM sulfo-NHS and EDC 
to catalyse the condensation reaction.  The mix was reacted for 2 h at room temperature.  The 
products, 4-ATP-carboxy-benzo-18-crown-6 and unreacted components, were seperated by 
gel filtration. 
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3.4.3.7 Reactivation of sulfhydryls 
Removal of the sulfenylthiosulphate block was performed by adding a 300 fold excess of 
dithiothreitol (DTT) and incubation for 2 h at room temperature. The final product was then 
purified by gel filtration using monitoring at A280 nm to detect the aryl group. The linker 
modified crown ether with the reactivated thiol groups was then ready to be deposited onto a 
gold working electrode by chemisorption. 
3.4.4 Crown ether synthesis 
As well as modifying commercially avialble crown ethers a number of lariat ethers were 
synthesised. 
3.4.4.1  Synthesis of a hydrophobic tailed resorcinol crown ether for SAM insertion 
A 4 x aromatic, 8 hydroxyl upper rim calixarene with 4 x C11H23 hydrocarbon tails on the 
lower rim was synthesised for insertion into SAMs (Figure 3-15).  This was performed by 
reacting an ethanol, HCL, resorcinol solution over an acetone-solid CO2 bath with dodecyl 
aldehyde at -5 
o
C.  After reaction, the solution was refluxed for 8 h at 80 
o
C to redisperse the 
precipitant.  The solution was cooled to room temperature, Buchner filtered and washed with 
water to neutrality.  Recrystallisation was performed using methanol, the resulting crystals 
dried under vacuum and stored with hydroscopic agents. 
 
Figure 3-15 – Strontium resorcinol calixarene binder  2,c-8,c-14,c-20-tetraundecyl-
4,6,10,12,16,18,22,24-octahydroxyresorc[4]arene, trivial name resorcinol calixarene.  The 
tails are perpendicular to the central cavity. 
 
Attempts were also made to synthesise an analogue of this host by replacing the dodecyl 
aldehyde tails with the short thiol containing compound mercaptoacetaldehyde.  However, 
the refluxing stages using mercaptoacetaldehyde resulted in a viscous orange product 
suggesting a side reaction of the mercapto groups, and this synthesis was abandoned. 
 
O
O
O
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3.4.4.2 Attempted synthesis of caesium binder calix[4]resorcinarene 
A 4 x peholic resorcinarene containing a lower rim of four hydroxyls that has high specificity 
to Cs
+
 was attempted, shown in Figure 3-16.  Although unsuccessful, the method has been 
shown to produce a relatively large amount of crown ether so the method is included [167]. 
 
 
Figure 3-16 – Caesium binder pentacyclo [19.3.1.13,7.19,13.115,19] octacosa1(25), 3,5,7 
(28),9,11,13 (27),15,17,19(26),21,23-dodecaene-4,6,10,12,16,18,22,24-octol, trivial name 
calix[4]resorcinarene.  
 
4-t-butylphenol, formaldehyde solution and sodium hydroxide were added to a nitrogen 
purged vessel under stirring.  The solution was heated to 120 
o
C until a viscous mass was 
formed. The solution was cooled to room temperature and then phenyl ether and toluene 
added. The solution was reheated to 180 
o
C again allowing vapours to exit before 4 h 
refluxing with an Allihn condenser.  After cooling to 60 
o
C ethyl acetate was added before 
cooling to room temperature before a final 1 h stirring.  Crystals formed were filtered on a 
Buchner funnel under suction then triturated with acetic acid.  A second filtration and wash 
with ethyl acetate was used prior to purification by dissolving and refluxing in 100 
o
C  
toluene.  As this solution cooled the crystals that formed were filtered a third time and dried 
under vacuum.   
This method from Parker [167] stated that due to entopic effects, regardless of the reaction 
time, only the desired macrocycles of 4 butylphenol moieties would form.  However after 
multiple attempts, mass spectrometry showed significantly larger polymers forming, possibly 
due to contamination.  As a result, synthesis of usable amounts of this crown ether was 
unsuccessful.  
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3.5 Analytical methods 
3.5.1 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy  
Non aqueous EIS was performed use mercury coated platinum electrodes, against a silver 
wire pseudo reference and platinum counter.  The system was interrogated using the redox 
probe ferrocenium and the oxidation peak observed at 0.22 V corresponding to the 
irreversible product ferrocene.  Experiments were performed on an ECO CHEMIE Autolab 
Type II General Purpose Electrochemical System using GEPES and FRA software.  
3.5.2 Quartz crystal microbalance  
Micro gravimetry is a technique that relates frequency change of an oscillating surface to a 
change in mass as species absorb at the interface.  A noncentrosymmetric quartz crystal is 
oscillated at an applied potential causing it to vibrate and resonate at a specific natural 
frequency.  This phenomena is related by the Sauerbrey equation (Equation 3-1). 
 
 
 
(3-1)  
Where f0 is the resonant frequency (Hz), Δf  frequency change (Hz), Δm mass change (g), A 
crystal area (Area between electrodes, m
2), ρq the density of quartz (ρq = 2.648 g/cm
3), μq  the 
shear modulus of quartz for AT-cut crystal (μq = 2.947x10
11
 g/cm.s
2
, νq the transverse wave 
velocity in quartz (m/s).  As most of these parameters are material constants, a change of 
mass is, as an approximation, proportional to the observed change in frequency upon binding.  
It is noted that the Sauerbrey equation works under the assumption that rigid solids are 
binding at the interface, which is not true in the case of organic analyes and receptors. 
3.5.3 Nuclear magnetic resonance  
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a phenomena where absorption of electromagnetic 
radiation occurs by a nucleus having a magnetic moment when in an external magnetic field.  
It is a powerful analytical technique for molecular analysis and was used to determine if 
crown ether modification was successful by confirming generation of new bonds during 
synthesis.   
Aqueous samples were either synthesised directly in or transferred to deuterium oxide 99.9 
atom % D, containing 0.05 % (w/v) 3-(trimethylsilyl)propionic-2,2,3,3-d4 acid sodium salt 
m
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(TMS) as reference.  Non-aqueous samples were similarly prepared or transferred to 
chloroform-d, 99.8 % (Isotopic), containing 0.03 % (v/v) TMS reference.  Samples were 
analysed in Norell 300 MHz tubes. 
3.5.4 Mass Spectroscopy 
Aqueous samples were prepared in deionised water to avoid salt contamination.  Crown 
ethers modified in DMF underwent solvent evaporation and transfer to chloroform which 
formed aerosols at lower temperature and presure.  50 l of each sample was analysed by 
electrospray MALDI mass spectroscopy giving mass per charge ratios of molecules present 
in the solution. 
3.6 Electrode preparation 
3.6.1 Electroactive surface area calculation from piranha cleaning using the 
Cottrell equation 
In addition to the 6 cleaning methods discussed for electrode preparation (see Chapter 2, 
2.5.7.5) electrochemical analysis was used to interrogate the changes in electrode area from 
repeated piranha cleaning in response to electrode variability.  This was performed by using 
the Cottrell equation to calculate the change in electroactive surface area of a bulk planar 
electrode (P3 or P4, but not P10) in relation to a change from the ferricyanide redox current 
(Equation 3-2). 
 
 
 
 
(3-2) 
where a = the gradient, n = no of electrons transferred, A = active area, F = Faraday’s 
constant, 96485.3415 s A / mol, C = concentration of electroactive species, D =diffusion 
coefficient of said species. 
Using the gradient of the oxidatative peak of a 10 mM ferricyanide redox couple, the average 
electochemically active area of  P3 electrode was calculated to be 0.0024 cm
2
 (n = 10).  
Compared to the theoretical geometrical area 0.00785cm
2
, the active surface area was up to 
three times larger than predicted.  This was a result of increased surface roughening from 
repeated piranha cleaning.  Surface area increases between 1 and 10 times due to physical and 
chemical cleaning methods can account for the significant variation between electrode areas 
observed from multiple piranha cleanings. 
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3.6.2 Liquid metal electrodes 
Because of the contamination and reproducibility problems highlighted in using bare metal 
electrodes and piranha cleaning, a technique developed in the laboratory of Professor A. 
Nelson, The Centre for Molecular Nanoscience (CMNS), University of Leeds [168], was 
adapted to the P3 and P10 electrodes.  Mercury is the traditional electrode used in 
electrochemistry and is well defined.  Being a liquid, surface tension and capillary forces 
create an atomically flat uniform surface, with electrode life spans extending beyond 6 
months.  The surfaces can often be ‘self cleaned’ and absorbed materials removed by holding 
the surface at negative potentials which debinds bound organics with no degradation of the 
mercury surface.  These reasons still make mercury the best tool for electrochemistry in spite 
of its toxic properties. 
To create static mercury electrodes on a solid platinum support, chronocoulombetry is used to 
electroplate the electrode area.  Aqueous Hg
2+
 ions from solution build up and deposit on an 
electrode held at a negative potential over time.  The resulting droplets are stable and robust 
due to their electrostatically bound nature.  Working out the electrode geometry and the radii 
of the hemisphere to be deposited on the P3 or P10 electrodes allows the number of mercury 
molecules and electrons required to create the desired electrode to be calculated. 
3.6.2.1 Calculations of electrical parametersfor electroplating a mercury hemisphere 
on platinum P3 and P10 electrodes 
The P10 electrodes are an array of thousands of micro spots to increase radial and enhance 
mass transport.  The amount of mercury deposited on one of these systems can be calculated 
for one individual spot and simply multiplied to the total number of spots available.  Figure 
3-17 shows an electrode schematic of the P10 electrode arrays.   
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Figure 3-17 – Schematic of the P10 electrode exhibiting radial diffusion from an array of 
micro spots. 
 
The geometrical volume of a hemisphere is first calculated and then the mass of mercury 
needed to create this.  Since it is known that each mercury cation accepts 2 electrons, the 
charge transfer needed for chrono-coulometry can be calculated.  A detailed derivation for 
P3, P4 and P10 electrode mercury electroplating is included in the appendix. 
To deposit mercury onto the electrodes a solution of 50 mM Hg(NO3)2 was dissolved in 
perchloric acid and deionised water as the working solution.  The cell setup used a Pt P3, P4 
or P10 working electrode (WE), a Pt counter electrode (crown ether) and a double junction 
Ag / AgCl reference electrode (RE).  The chrono-coulometry module of Autolab GEPES 
software was used to control deposition.  The applied potential and speed of deposition is 
limited to the interrogation window of platinum and also the stability range of the electrodes 
(too high a current on the micro arrays permanently burns off the surface coating).  For 
deposition on macroscopic electrodes, a potential of +0.4 V with a cut off of -1 C was used 
instead of the theoretical -3.4 C in order to limit the experimental period  (a -1.0 C deposition 
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takes between 2 and 4 h, therefore a -3.4 C electrode could take between 8 and 16 h).  The 
P10 micro array deposition was more difficult to achieve reproducibly.   A lower plating 
voltage of 0.1 V was used alongside the 0.4 V plating potential.  However at 0.4 V, plating of 
-61.9 mC would have occurred within seconds.  Because of the lower spot size and 
differences in surface tension if the electrodes were not immediately rinsed with deionised 
water the electroplated mercury would redissolve due to the perchloric acid. 
3.6.3 Ionic liquid preparation  
 
 
Figure 3-18 - Ionic liquid composed of tributylmethylammonium chloride (Bu3MeN
+
Cl
−
) and 
N-lithiotrifluoromethanesulfonimide (Li
+
Tf2N
−
). 
  
The Bu3MeN
+
Tf2N
−
 RTionic liquid were prepared by mixing an equimolarlar ratio of 
tributylmethylammonium chloride (Bu3MeN
+
Cl
−
) and n-lithiotrifluoromethanesulfonimide 
(Li
+
Tf2N
−
) in dry acetonitrile (MeCN), shown in Figure 3-18.  This solution was stirred and 
refluxed at 80 
o
C for at least 3 d.  As the reaction proceeded, fine white particles of LiCl 
precipitated from the solution.  The solution was then evacuated to 10
−4
 Torr at 100 
o
C in 
order to remove all traces of MeCN.  After most of the MeCN was removed, the temperature 
was increased gradually to 120 
o
C and evacuation was continued until bubble formation 
ceased.  The resulting hydrophobic ionic liquid was washed repeatedly with water to remove 
any unreacted starting materials and again evacuated to 10
−4
 Torr at 100 
o
C for several days 
to remove traces of water.  As reported by Sun [169], this evacuation procedure resulted in 
ionic liquid with a water content <0.1 % (w/w).  A known mass of ionic liquid was coated 
onto mercury coated electrodes once seeded with crown ether. 
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3.6.4 SAMs on QCM electrodes for crown ether insertion 
Self assembled monolayers (SAMs) are a molecular layer of molecules that mimic one leaflet 
of a cellular bilayer membrane.  Although membrane proteins need a bilayer to insert into, 
smaller soluble proteins can be attached to a monolayer [170].  As they mimic the natural 
conditions of the cell proteins or peptides can often retain their functionality and remain 
active on such layers.  There is a high entropic cost however to insert into a mono or bilayer.  
However, certain protein complexes, where the whole complex spans the membrane are 
stable.  Previous work [94] has showed at low percentage ratios, stable  mSAMs of, 16-
Mercaptoundecanoic acid (MHDA) and the lipid 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine-N-(cap biotinyl)  (biotin-cap-DPPE) can form  mSAMs. 
All flow cell work was performed on a first generation flow cell designed by Dr Zachary 
Coldrick, SOMS, University of Leeds which consisted of a teflon rectangular body, input 
output flow ports passing a central circular cavity with an injection port, platinum counter 
electrode and miniature Ag/AgCl pseudo electrode entering the chamber from above. 
To create a hydrophobic interior for the crown ether insertion, a SAM of 16-MHDA (Figure 
3-19) were prepared by incubating cleaned electrodes in a 0.5 mM MHDA chloroform : 
ethanol solution for 5 h before rinsing with ethanol and dH2O to remove unbound excess 
MHDA.  The chip was then ethanol rinsed and nitrogen dried before loading into the QCM 
crystal holder.  The chamber was loaded with 10 mM PBS after 20 mins argon and 
continually pumped in a flow cell loop with 10 mM PBS.  The capacitance component was 
nulled once a stable baseline was acquired prior to data logging using the hardware feedback 
response loop.  Crown ether solutions and analytes were injected and flowed over the SAM 
surface, with insertion monitored as a dampening of frequency. 
 
 
Figure 3-19 - 16-mercaptohexadecanoic used as the component of SAMs on gold for QCM 
interrogation and crown ether insertion. 
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3.6.5  SAMs of DOPC on HgPt electrodes 
Mercury deposited platinum electrodes are able to support purely lipid SAMs, such as the 
dioleoyl lipids, a class of synthetic phosphatidylcholine (Figure 3-20). 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) which were deposited onto mercury electrodes using 
GEPES software, and interrogated in real time using SCOPE software.  Layers were removed 
by using a cleaning potential of -3.0 V, and deposition at -0.5 V vs a Pt reference.  A 40 Hz 
time base, 10 V channels and 2560 samples per scan was used.    
 
Figure 3-20 – Polar lipid DOPC used as a hydrophobic insertion layer on mercury coated 
platinum for crown ethers.   
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3.7 Results 
 
3.7.1 Crown ether synthesis 
Solution based reaction of Traut’s reagent to aza-18-crown-6 (see section 3.4.3.4) showed a 
low product with only 12 % of the expected product.  The bulk was protonated aza-18 crown 
6. 
 
[ppm] 
Figure 3-21 – NMR spectra of (A), successful linkage of 4-carboxybenzo 18-crown-6 to 2-
MEA relatve to the component molecule spectrum; (B) 4-carboxybenzo 18-crown-6, (C) 2 
MEA/Traut’s reagent, (D) triethylamine, (E) sodium tetrathionite and (F) sulfo-NHS.  
Samples used duterium oxide 99.9 atom % D, containing 0.05 % 3-(trimethylsilyl)propionic-
2,2,3,3-d4 acid, sodium salt, 300 Mhz tube.  
 
 
Successful linkage of 4-carboxybenzo 18-crown-6 to Traut’s reagent can be seen in Figure 3-
21 A.  Individual component molecules are shown in (B) 4-carboxybenzo 18-crown-6, (C) 2 
MEA/Traut’s reagent, (D) triethylamine, (E) sodium tetrathionite and (F) sulfo-NHS.  
Samples used duterium oxide 99.9 atom % D, containing 0.05 % 3-(trimethylsilyl)propionic-
2,2,3,3-d4 acid, sodium salt, 300 Mhz tube.  
Similarly, successful synthesis of cholesterol aza-18-crown-6 (see section 3.4.3.1) is shown 
in Figure 3-22.  The successful product (A) cholesterol aza-18-crown-6 is shown versus 
components (B) triethylamine, (C) cholesterol chloroformate and (D) aza 18-crown-6.  
Samples were analysed in chloroform-d, 99.8% (Isotopic) containing 0.03 % v/v TMS in 300 
MHz tubes. 
(A) 
(B) 
(C) 
(D) 
 
(E) 
(F) 
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[ppm] 
Figure 3-22 - NMR spectra of successfully synthisised cholesterol aza-18-crown-6 and the 
chemical components.   (A), Cholesterol aza-18C6; (B), triethylamine; (C), cholesterol 
chloroformate; (D), aza-18-crown-6.  Samples analysed in Chloroform-d, 99.8 % (Isotopic) 
containing 0.03 % (v/v) TMS, 300 MHz tube. 
 
Mass spectrometry analysis of cholesterol tethered aza 18-crown-6 (Figure 3-23) showed 
(mass to charge ratios respectively); unreacted crown ether 264.18, triethyamine 102, DMF 
contamination from solvent transfer 74 and successful product 676.50. 
 
 
 
Figure 3-23 – Charge to mass spectrum graph showing confirmation of cholesterol tethered 
aza 18-crown-6 synthesis at Mw to charge ratio 676. 
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3.7.2   Direct tethering of crown ethers to electrodes via thiol bonding 
In one method, direct assembly of crown ethers was performed by thiol chemisorbtion to gold 
electrodes.  However, no significant change could be observed via impedance interrogation of 
assembled sensors with and without analyte. This was most likely because of two reasons.  A 
protein such as an antibody with a mass of 126,000 g
-1
M
-
1 is significant enough to create an 
observable change in impedimetric response.
  
Compared to a 18-crown-6 ether molecule of 
264 g
-1
M
-1
, a 500 x smaller mass, binding may simply have not resulted in a significant 
interfacial change.  A crown ether typically only has one binding side between the oxygen 
rim and central core, or two in the case of calixarenes.  Binding of ions to crown ethers 
occurs on such a small scale, with a small conformational change in structure that may not be 
observable by EIS at low concentrations.  Secondly, orientation also limited the crown ethers 
interaction with the electrode.  As crown ethers were lined perpendicular to the electrode 
rather than parallel, because of the orientation of the lariat side arms, this will have limited 
the change of capacitance observed.  Confirmation of insertion into layers could be observed 
through chronoimpedance using 10 mM ferricyanide at 0.4 V.  Time points every 15 min 
over 6 h repeatedly showed a capacitance (-Y”) increase from 1.60 F cm2 (a stable base 
value for an MHDA layer in buffer), from an initial drop to 1.20 F cm2, signifying SAM 
reorientation after 0.1 M cholesterol addition.  This stabilised asa cholesterol-MHDA 
mSAM with aapacitance of 1.45F cm2 (normalised from a working area of 0.00785 cm2).  
Similar magnitudes were observed for insertion of cholesterol 18-crown-6, but no significant 
change was observed upon addition of strontium ions. 
3.7.3   Optimisation of ionic liquid synthesis  
Because direct linkage of crown ethers could not be detected due to steric restrictions and 
host distance from the electrode surface, dispersion in an ionic liquid allowed free diffusion 
of the host molecules to and from electrode.  The host was then able to extract Sr
2+
 ions from 
the aqueous phase.  The crown ethers in ionic liquid then should have transported the bound 
ions to a mercury-platinum electrode for reduction and quantification via an extrapolated 
current.   
Table 3-3 shows the stages and mass yield of ionic liquid generated, from the reaction of  
tributylmethylammonium chloride (Bu3MeN
+
Cl
−
) and n-lithiotrifluoromethanesulfonimide 
(Li
+
Tf2N
−
) and the purification steps to produce (Bu3MeN
+
Tf2N
−
).  A starting reaction of 100 
ml dry acetonitrile containing 1 M of each salt was weighed, and again after each step to 
determine yield of production.  After 3 d refluxing, a significant mass loss occured due to 
LiCl precipitation.  Heating at 120 
o
C to remove acetonitrile removed the bulk of the solvent 
down to around 50 % of the original mass.  However, a significant amount of water was still 
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bound, and so a further 100 
o
C heating under vacuum was essential.  Of the original 100 ml 
solution, only between 84 to 236 mg mass of ionic liquid was produced in initial batches.  
Reflux beyond 3 d increased yield to 1.27- 2.47 ml of ionic liquid.  If stored under vacuum in 
a desiccator the ionic liquid could be stored for months, and recycled by heating under 
vacuum to remove any absorbed water.  
 
Table 3-3 Determination of the inter batch amount of ionic liquid produced.  Weighing after 
each solvent evaporation and washing step allows the amounts of liquid removed, precipitate 
extracted and final volume of ionic liquid to be determined. 
 
Starting 
solution  
g/ ml 
Mass before 
solvent 
evaporation  
After solvent 
evaporation / g 
ionic liquid after 
solvent evaporation 
/ % starting weight 
Weight after H2O wash and 
drying  / g 
0.467 17.516 0.34 63.56 17.26 
0.463 18.191 1.046 54.77 18.16 
0.459 19.47 2.146 53.27 19.29 
 
Final ionic liquid 
mass / g 
Mass loss from Li
+
 and 
Cl
-
 precipitates /  g 
Final ionic liquid / ml 
(density conversation) 
0.236 0.236 0.295 
0.0840 0.256 0.105 
1.02 0.0270 1.27 
1.98 0.171 2.47 
 
The ionic liquid could be seeded with 1 % (w/v) of solid scintillant PPO either in the 
acetonitrile stage after refluxing or directly into the final product.  However, due to the ionic 
liquid viscocity, uniform mixing was a problem via this method.  Incorporation of solid 
scintillants PPO and POPOP into the ionic liquid would allow direct scintillation counting of 
bound 
90
Sr
2+ 
ions as an alternative to ASV quantification.  However, POPOP appeared to 
undergo a chemical reaction with the ionic liquid resulting in a purple suspension.  As a result 
only PPO was used as a solid scintillant to seed ionic liquids. 
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3.7.4   Non aqueous electrochemistry to determine transport ability of crown 
ether seeded ionic liquid 
To maintain a < 0.1 % (w/v) water content of the ionic liquid, intital experiments used a non 
aqueous setup and alternative equipment arrangement, aswell as redox probe.  Aqueous salt 
electrodes such as Ag/AgCl cannot be used as the organic solvent used in solution, instead of 
water, would cause flocculation and block the glass frit.  As a result, an alternative pseudo 
reference electrode was used. A pseudo reference is an electrode that does not have a 
constantwell defined potential.  Thus a known standard redox probe of known redox potential 
is used before and after the main experiments.  In this case the probe ferrocenium, in 
acetonitrile solution, was used and the reduction peak around 0.22 V (see Figure 3-24) was 
used to confirm that the seeded ionic liquid could conduct a current from the solution, 
through the ionic liquid to the Hg-Pt electrode.  Because of the poorer conductivity and IR 
drop occurring in non aqeous electrochemistry a broadening of the redox potentials is 
observed, as seen in Figure 3-24.  To counteract this micro electrodes can be used which have 
a lower current density per electode and can use much smaller currents are affected by this IR 
drop much less, returning the observed redox potentials closer to their expected potentials.  
Alternatively, a supporting electrolyte can be added to improve conductivity. 
 
Figure 3-24 Oxidation of ferrocenium in acetonitrile to ferrocene around 0.2 V. This was 
used as the base signal to test Hg-Pt electrodes with fabricated pseudo AgAgCl reference 
electrodes. Performed using 10 mM ferrocene in acetonitrile solution at a scan rate of 50 
mV/s. 
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If an offset drift is observed the corrected potential can be then applied to experimental data.  
A pseudo reference was made by anodising a silver wire encased inside a Vycor frit. 
Anodisation was achieved by using a 5 min incubation in HCl to create a surface silver 
chloride layer.  Glassy carbon electrodes with mercury amalgam or the standard Pt-Hg macro 
and micro electrodes were coated with crown ether seeded ionic liquid.   
A 50 ml chamber allowing working, reference and counter electrode insertion from the base 
was bespokely made.  This allowed ionic liquid and sample to be coated onto the electrode 
from above before the environment was rapidly purged with argon to minimise the observed 
oxygen dift current. 
Table 3-4 shows a summary of the expected redox reactions that would occur if traditional 
ASV were performed on contaminated ground water.  Because of the complexity of the 
solution, individual analyte currents would overlap, and composite signals would make 
analyte differentiation and quantification impossible.  This is why a seeded ionic liquid was 
used, in an attempt to introduce analyte specificity by transporting only the desired analyte to 
the electrode. 
 
Table 3-4 – Collated standard redox potentials of a range of analytes expected in 
contaminated ground water (aqueous systems vs standard hydrogen electrode, +0.197 for 
Ag/AgCl/Sat. KCl) [45-46, 171]. 
 
Reaction Standard electrode potential  
(E° (V) vs SHE) 
Li
+
 +  e− Li(s) 
 
−3.04 
Cs
+
 +  e− Cs(s)   
K
+
 +  e− K(s)   
Br2(l) + 2  e
−
  2 Br−  +1.07 
Br2(aq) + 2 e
−
  2 Br−  +1.08 
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BrO3
−
 + 5 H+ + 4 e−  HBrO(aq) + 2 H2O  +1.45 
BrO4
−
 + 2 H+ + 2 e−  BrO3
−
 +  H2O  +1.85 
Ca
2+
 + 2 e− Ca(s)   
Na
+
 +  e− Na(s)   
Cr
3+
 +  e− Cr2+   
SO4
2−
 + 4 H+ + 2 e− SO2(aq) + 2 H2O  +0.17 
Sr
2+
 + 2 e− Sr(s)   
Y
3+
 + 3 e− Y(s)   
U
3+
 + 3 e− U(s)   
U
4+
 +  e− U3+   
UO2
2+
 +  e− UO2
+
  +0.16 
UO2
+
 + 4 H+ +  e− U4+ + 2 H2O  +0.27 
SiO2(s) + 4 H
+
 + 4 e− Si(s) + 2 H2O   
 2H2O + 2 e
−
 H2(g) + 2 OH
−
   
2 CO2(g) + 2 H
+
 + 2 e− HOOCCOOH(aq) 
Oxalic acid also metal chelator 
  
O2(g) +  H
+
 +  e− HO2•(aq)   
2 H+ + 2 e− H2(g)    0 
AgCl(s) +  e− Ag(s) + Cl−  +0.22 
Even with deaeration a significant oxygen peak and drift was observed which interfered with 
observed analyte peaks.  However, at high concentrations of analyte this should have not 
completely obstructed analyte reduction peaks.  Analyte peaks that were detectable on 
mercury amalgam in aqueous solutions were not visible when the electrodes were coated with 
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ionic liquid.  This suggests that the kinetics of transport through the liquid are slow and 
diffusion-dependent because of the high viscosity of the ionic liquid.  Published diffusion co-
efficients for DCH18C6·Sr2+  2.1 x 10−9 cm2 s−1, in the ionic liquid [165] would suggest a 
diffusion time of around 2.1 x 10−
10
 s−
1 
to the electrode through an ionic liquid film of 
thickness one millimetre.  The Koutecky-Levich [172] graphical representation uses the slope 
of a plot of the inverse of the limiting current versus the inverse of the square root of the 
electrode rotation speed.  Analysis of redox currents in this way as a function of 
concentration allows diffusion coefficients to be calculated.  This should be proportional to 
the diffusion coefficient and independent of rotating disc electrode speed, but will only works 
on single ion solutions.   This does not appear to be accounted for by Chen [173].  Other 
problems were observed upon signal extrapolation.  Lithium contamination from reacted 
ionic liquid biproducts was a common problem even with extensive washing steps.  The ionic 
liquid, whilst hydrophobic, also showed signs of breakdown and water adsorption after 
continual use over several days.  Recycling of the ionic liquid by re-drying under vacuum 
was possible but this would be useless in terms of a commercially viable sensor that would be 
required to analyse aqueous analytes over long periods of time. Also unmentioned in Chen’s 
publications [169, 173-174] and of significant importance was that the inorganic forms of 
Sr
2+
 and Cs
+
 were insoluble in the ionic liquid.  Because of these problems the ionic liquid 
approach was abandoned as a sensing method. 
3.7.5 Ionic liquid retention of DC18C6 90Sr2+ and 90Y2+ 
Because no quantifiable electrochemical signal using crown ether seeded electrodes could be 
observed via ASV, scintillation counting was used on incubated electrodes to determine if 
90
Sr
2+ 
ions were successfully chelated and diffusing into the ionic liquid (Figure 3-25). 
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Figure 3-25 – Scintillation counting of DC18C6 ionic liquid coated HgPt electrodes that have 
chelated 
90
Sr
2+
and 
90
Y
2+
 ions. Twelve samples under identical conditions but had the energy 
specta differentiated to determine the amounts of each isotope bound simultaneously.  Green 
bars are scintillation counting after 24 h, red bars the same samples counted after 48 h. 
 
The amount of radionuclide bound across the twelve samples was consistent, but 
unfortunately the amount of 
90
Sr
2+  
bound was negligible (Figure 3-25 A).  However, looking 
at the 
90
Y energy window spectrum a significant amount (38-47 %) of the original 10 kBq 
radioisotope in the incubation mix was bound 
90
Y
2+
 suggesting 
90
Y
2+
 was preferentially 
complexing with DC18-crown-6, this the reason why there was negligible strontium detected 
electrochemically, as the interrogation potentials used were that of strontium and not yttrium. 
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3.7.6 Mercury-platinum amalgam electrodes 
 
Figure 3-26 -   (A), a schematic of the platinum and gold P4 electrodes used. (B), a platinum 
electrode under a held potential in mercuric nitrate solution undergoes amalgam plating.  
Deposition is monitored as the flow of charge with time. (C), successful platinum P4 Hg 
electroplating and (D) microscopically on   a P10 microscopic array electrode. 
 
Mercury was successfully deposited on to platinum macroscopic P3 / P4 electrodes (Figure 3-
26 A and C) and also the P10 microscopic array electrodes (Figure 3-26 D).  The 
macroscopic mercury electrodes were robust and allowed repeated use and were still stable 
after 8 months.  Some poisoning of the electrodes occurred in a number of the metal ion ASV 
trials where the potential could not be raised high enough to strip adsorbed species before the 
electrodes broke down.  The microscopic electrodes did give significantly higher responses 
due to radial diffusion.  However, two main problems were encountered.  Uniform production 
of the electrodes was problematic due to the plated mercury re-dissolving from the perchloric 
acid solution if not rapidly rinse after plated.  Also, poisoning of the electrodes was a fatal 
problem.  The bulk plated mercury droplets (P3/P4 electrodes) could withstand significantly 
lower conditioning potentials to clean the surfaces conmpared to the the smaller mercury 
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droplets of the P10 microarrays were stripped from the electrode surfaces.  As a result, only 
P3 and P4 Hg coated electrodes were used for SAM deposition. 
3.7.7 Crown ether insertion into SAMs on HgPt electrodes 
Because EIS and ASV methods failed to quantify the amount of 
90
Sr
2+
 ions chelated by the 
crown ethers, an alternative interrogation method using the HgPt electodes and SAMs of 
MHDA or DOPC was performed. 
3.7.7.1 Static and flow cell deposition of DOPC monolayers on HgPt electrodes  
Both static and flow cell deposition of DOPC onto mercury electrodes was performed.  Static 
deposition used physical dipping of an electrode through a 1 mg/ml DOPC in a 0.1 M KCl 
solution before application of a negative potential to orientate the absorbed molecules into an 
orientated SAM.  Reproducibility of the layer formed was better by using deposition under 
negative potential in a flow cell system.  For this process a bespoke flow cell [168] designed 
by Dr Zachary Coldrick, Centre for Molecular Nanoscience (CMNS), University of Leeds, 
was attached in a flow loop system to a 5 litre stock of 0.1 M KCl argon sparged buffer.  
Under flow and a very negative potential of -2.6 V, a DOPC solution was introduced into the 
flow cell injection port.  This deposition potential was stopped as the deposition peaks 
appeared and potentials switched to the interrogation profile.  The interrogation profiles used 
were -0.2 V to -1.2 V, -0.2 V to -1.4 V, -0.2 V to -1.6 V, -0.2 V to -1.8 V, -0.2 V to -2.0 V, 
each at a scan rate of 50 m V/s.  An overlay of the resulting lipid conformational changes is 
shown in Figure 3-27. 
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Figure 3-27 - Successful DOPC deposition on to HgPt electrodes.  Rapid real time cyclic 
voltammetry shows peaks corresponding to SAM poration, reorientation, desorption and 
resorption.  The upper peaks correpon to solution DOPC diffusing and desorbing from the 
electrode surface. 
 
The peaks observed for the DOPC lipid phase transitions (Figure 3-27) have been studied in 
detail and have been shown to correspond to different states of the absorbed SAM [39].  
Three known capacitance-potential peaks of DOPC in electric fields have been extensively 
studied. The first at 0.94 V corresponds to an initial conformational change of the monolayer, 
a field induced change in orientation of the polar heads of the DOPC lipid [175] and this one 
was selected to monitor crown ether complex insertion.  The 3 known capacitance peaks are 
characterised at -0.94 V corresponding to a lipid conformational change, a phase transition at 
-1.0 V [175] and the onset of poration and desorption at -1.25 V.  Incremental increase of 
potential (scan ranges from 0.2 V to 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8V respectively) showed lipid 
reorientation in realtime.  Introducing a planar molecule such as the crown ether that can 
insert into the DOPC SAM layer was monitored in real time by changes in the observed 
cyclic voltammogram shown in Figure 3-27. 
3.7.7.2 Effect of carboxy-benzo 18-crown-6 on a DOPC monolayer 
To determine if the DOPC reorientation peaks were influenced by DCH18C6, sequential 
injections of increasing crown ether concentrations were injected into the flow cell and the 
interactions with an assembled DOPC SAM monitored.  The natural DOPC trace (black 
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lines) compared to the disrupted state as a result of insertion (red lines) are shown after 10 
min interaction (Figure 3-28). 
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Figure 3-28 - Real-time cyclic voltammetry of 4-carboxy-benzo18-crown-6 interaction with 
DOPC SAM on a Hg-Pt electrode.  ▬ Base line of DOPC and ▬ recovery after 10 min 
interaction with (A)10 nM, (B)10 m and (C)10 mM of carboxy-benzo18-crown-6-Sr2+. 
 
Increasing concentrations of 4-carboxybenzo-18-crown-6 were injected into the flow cell 
from nano to mili molar concentrations onto a DOPC-HGPT electrode and the reorientation 
and shift in peaks monitored.  Beyond micromolar amounts of crown ether instantaneous 
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decrease and shifts in the lipid peaks were observed (Figure 3-28 A -C).  A decrease of the 
conformational change and phase change peaks suggests crown ether insertion and disruption 
of the assembled SAM.  A shift of the peaks to more negative potentials (red traces) suggests 
that the crown ether was disrupting the lipid domains, causing them to respond at only more 
negative potentials.  Scans every minute for 5 mins allowed the reorientation and recovery of 
the SAMs to be observed.  All concentrations show an amount of crown ether was 
successfully retained by the SAM by the peak offset (10-20 mV).   Up to millimolar amonts 
of crown ether showed over 90 % recovery of the initial peak potential.  At high crown ether 
concentration, the DOPC peaks are almost completely displaced with minimal recovery with 
time, suggesting significant displacement of the lipid layer by crown ether. 
To determine if the DOPC reorientation peaks could be used as a real time detection 
mechanism for the chelated DCH18C6·Sr2+ complex, sequential injections of increasing 
concentrations of ion-crown ether were injected into the flow cell and the interactions with an 
assembled DOPC SAM monitored, shown in Figure 3-29. 
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Figure 3-29 - Real time rapid CV of DOPC SAM recovery with time from increasing 
concentrations of crown ether.  ▬ DOPC base line; interaction with crown ether after ▬ 1 
min; ▬ 2mins;  ▬ 3 mins;  ▬ 4 mins; ▬ 5 mins. (A), 10 nM; (B), 10 m, (C), 10 mM.  At 
low concentrations peak recovery shows host elution, while at high concentrations permanent 
displacement and reorientation of the SAM occur. Arrows indicate the directional shift of the 
peaks with time.  Resorption peaks show a negative shift, decrease and then broadening and 
recovery at low concentrations suggesting crown ether layer formation in lipid. 
 
Addition of Sr
2+
 either directly by mixing with with the host molecule, or flowed over a 
SAM-crown ether layer was used to determine if peak changes, specifically the -0.94 V  lipid 
conformational change peak, and the – 1.0 V phase transition at peak, could be used for 
analyte quantification (Figure 3-29).  Direct reduction of Sr
2+
 ions occurs at -2.89 V (vs H 
electrode [45]).  Such an anodic potential would completely remove the adsorbed DOPC and 
thus could not be used with ASV.  As a result, ratios of analyte:host were preincubated or 
flow injected in (1000:1, 100:1 10:1 and 1:1) ratios.  No reproducible shift in peak potential 
between host and host analyte complex could be observed as the potentials are sensitive to 
oxygen and reference drift.  Initial scans that showed a negative potential drift upon addition 
of DCH18C6·Sr2+.  However, injection of a competitor chelator, chloranilic acid to remove 
bound Sr
2+
 did not result in a return of the DOPC crown ether peaks.  As expected, by 
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increasing the scan rate whilst increasing the rate of DOPC recovery, the amount of crown 
ether displaced from the electrode was not affected.  As a result rapid CV could not be used 
as a sensing mechanism for Sr
2+
 but did show crown ethers adsorb at a mercury film interface 
causing permanent disruption of a DOPC SAM.  This approach showed an amount of crown 
ether permanently electrostatically bound to the Hg surfacee while a proportion was displaced 
and eluted. 
Figure 3-30 shows the lateral potential deviations, if a shift in the potential the phenomena 
occurred at as a result of crown ether insertion (A) and (C).  (B) and (D), correspond to a shift 
in peak hight which shows if a change in potential across the electrode surface occured as a 
result of crown ether insertion signifying disruption and poration of the SAM layer visible as 
a potential drop. 
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Figure 3-30 – The changes in potential or current of realtime cyclic voltammetry scans 
monitoring the host-lipid interaction at a  Hg-Pt electrode.  Effect of crown ether insertion on 
the characteristic known DOPC -0.94 V lipid reorientation peak, and -1.0 V phase 
transformation peaks.  Symbols correspond to  10mM,   10 M or   10 nM crown ether 
injected.  (A) and (B) show deviations in the -0.94 reorienation peak corresponding to 
deviation in the optimum reorientation potential. (C) and (D) correspond to the -1.0 V phase 
transition, showing potential diaviations from the preferred potential as a resulted of lipid-
host molecule interactions and disruption of the SAM layer. 
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The deviation in the phase transition peak (Figure 3-30 A) showed an increasing negative 
shift of up to 1.01 mV at all concentrations of crown ether within the first 2 min of crown 
ether interaction suggesting insertion of crown ether and disruption of the SAM due to the 
more negative potentials needed to onset the lipid reorientation phase.  After 10 min there 
was almost complete recovery suggesting a stable reorientation of lipid domanins and crown 
ether was achieved. 
The deviation in the reorientation peak (Figure 3-30 C) shows a far more significant and 
rapid shift to more negative potentials before insertion resulting from electrostatic 
interactions between the negative DOPC head groups and crown ether.  Recovery also occurs 
over the next 10 min but at a slower rate and showed permanent deformation of the SAM, 
supporting the theory of stable crown ether head group interactions. 
Changes in peak height signified changes in potential across the electrode interface as a result 
is significant changes in the SAM structure or porosity.  The clearest linear response was 
observed at all three crown ether concentrations, looking at the reorientation peak (Figure 3-
30 B) where a peak height reduction of over 1 mV occured within the first 2 min and 
continued beyond 5 min.  This supports the theory of rapid crown ether insertion into the 
hydrophobic cavity made available by the SAM to minimise solvent-crown ether interactions. 
A similar trend is observed in the peak height change for the reorienation peak (Figure 3-30 
D), the exception at millimolar concentration, where the disruption in SAM interfacial 
changes saturates at 2 min interaction before a further change beyond 4 min.  This suggests a 
two stage process was occurring.  Again, only partial recovery was observed after 10 min 
suggesting permant crown ether sorption and SAM hindrance by crown ether occured.  While 
a number of interesting molecular phenomena were observable in realtime with this technique, 
as the response was not linear or analyte dependant, it would not currently be suitable for a 
sensing device. 
3.7.7.3 Insertion of free cholesteol and cholesterol aza-18-crown-6 insertion into an 
MHDA SAM 
Both free cholesterol and cholesterol tethered aza18C6 could be seen to insert into MHDA 
layers on gold as a tethering mechanism.  This was observed as a frequency dampening of an 
oscillating AT cut gold QCM chip with a predeposited SAM from a 24 h incubation of 1 mg  
ml MHDA.  Noise and density gradient changes can appear as different solvents mix, giving 
an apparent false mass change.   
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Figure 3-31 – QCM measurements were made on Maxtek 1 inch At cut crystals coated with a 
gold electrode. Fundementalfrequency was around 6 MHz and f was converted to mass 
using Maxtek software.  The following additions were made (A), 3 mg / ml free cholesterol; 
(B), cholesterol aza-18-crown-6 (10 mg/ml in EtOH); (C), attempted cholesterol aza-18-
crown-6 insertion (10 mg/ml in EtOH in 10 % (v/v) chloroform) which resulted in stripping 
of the MHDA base SAM. 
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As a result strict washes and buffer changes were made after each addition to account for the 
frequency fluxes caused by the small percentages of organic solvents used to disperse 
hydrophobic hosts.  Figure 3-31 shows masses calculated using Saubrey’s equation in 
response to crown ether insertion or analyte binding. 
In compliment to the real time CV interactions of crown ethers with SAM layers, binding 
interactions and insertions were monitored as a function of frequency dampening, and 
extrapolated to a of interfacial mass (Figure 3-31).  Before the cholesterol modified crown 
ether was used, it was confirmed that the free form of cholesterol inserted into an MHDA 
SAM (Figure 3-31 A).  A sequential change from aqueous MOPS buffer to 1 mM synthetic 
cholesterol in methanol resulted in a ‘falsepositive’, a solvent gradient flux mass increase to 
46.0 gcm2. Only after a second MOPS wash which stabilised the signal gave the true  mass 
of 3.987 gcm2.  A final base corrected average of mass of 3.574 gcm2 mass increase was 
observed from the 50 l injection of 1 mM cholesterol.  Similar magnitudes of mass change 
were observed from cholesterol dispersed in PBS and pure ethanol.  
Figure 3-31 B shows successful insertion of cholesterol tethered aza -18-crown-6 from a 100 
l injection of 10 mg/ml crown ether, observed as mass increase of 4.56 gcm2.  This 
increased to   4.87 gcm2 during a buffer wash.  A switch to a Sr(NO3)2 solution momentary 
increased the frequency dampening, but stabilised at a mass of 3.93 gcm2.  After a MOPS 
buffer wash to remove unbound analyte, the true  mass stabilised at 4.76 gcm2, which 
showed an increase of 0.2 gcm
2
 from bound Sr
2+ 
ions.  Repeat of this experiment showed 
successful crown ether insertion, but destabilisation of he signal upon Sr
2+
 addition.  A 
significant increase in noise was also observed.  The likely cause of noise was because 
analyte binding was increasing the host hydrophilicity, which was still counteracted by the 
dominating hydrophobic insertion forces between cholesterol and MHDA molecules. This 
sudden instability and the Sauerbrey equations incompatibility with non rigid molecules are 
the likely cause of the observed noise and signal instability.  These results support the 
conclusion that Sr
2+
 binding to the crown ether occurred, but could not be quantified 
accurately.  Further experimentation using D-QCM would be needed to develop this 
approach. 
A range of organic solvents were used to attempt to increase the amount of crown ether 
loaded into the MHDA SAM.  Acetone, ethanol and methanol were found suitable to dissolve 
many of the crown ethers.  However, whilst efficient at solvating the crown ether, DMSO and 
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chloroform resulted in removal of the SAM layer completely (Figure 3-24 C), where the 
starting mass is equal to the final mass.    
3.7.7.4 Sr2+ binding by resorcalix[4]arene inserted into MHDA SAMs 
An 1:10 (v/v) acetonitrile ethanol solution was polar enough to dissolve the host 
resorcalix[4]arene and deliver the crown ether to the SAM without stripping the SAM.   Flow 
of host molecule over a prepared MHDA layer showed successful and stable insertion of 
resorcalix[4]arene (Figure 3-32). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-32 - Insertion of resorcalix[4]arene intoa MHDA SAM. Figure numerals indicate 
solutions flowed over the gold SAM coated surface; (i) dH2O; (ii), ethanol; (iii), 10 mg 
resorc[4]alixarene in 10:1 (v/v) ethanol : acetone; (iv), ethanol; (v), dH2O; (vi), 1 mM 
Sr(NO3)2; (vii), dH2O; (viii), 1 mM EDTA; (ix), 1 mM Sr(NO3)2; (x), dH2O; (xi), 1 mM 
EDTA; (xii), dH2O;. 
 
Insertion of resorc[4]alixare was observed as a frequency increase from steps (ii) to (v).  
After this event, a frequency increase and false apparent mass decrease is observed, a result 
of switching through a mild organic solvent wash to remove unbound host, and switching to 
aqueous solvents.  However, a repeatable mass decrease upon 1 mM Sr(NO3)2 additon was 
observed in steps vi and ix, which could be reversed by addition of the chelator EDTA, which 
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removed Sr
2+
 ions from the  resorc[4]alixare.  This behaviour supports the theory that Sr
2+
 
ions are bnding to the surface, but a frequency increase, rather than decrease occurred.  The 
proposed reason for this is similar to the problems observed with the insertion of cholesterol 
aza-18-crown-6 (as discussed in section 3.7.7.3).  The hydrophobic tails of resorcalix[4]arene 
insert into the SAM but are not covalently bound to the gold substrate, and as a result the 
molecule does not oscillate with the SAM.  Binding of Sr
2+
 ions increased hydrophilicity of 
the receptor molecule, and may in fact resulted in the molecule moving partially back into the 
solvent, and away from the substrate.  This resulted in the observed frequency increase, rather 
than the expected decrease.  This affect was reproducible, but not proportional to dilutions of 
Sr
2+
.  As a result, because no calibration could be made, the system was abandoned as a 
sensing procedure. 
3.8 Conclusion 
After the success of using surface layer proteins as a specific receptor for a functioning 
uranyl biosensor, an alternative approach was needed for other analytes due to the lack of 
binding proteins with specificity to Cs
+
 or Sr
2+
.  Because of this, a number of synthetic hosts 
identified from literature with desired specificities were either obtained commercially or used 
as supplied, chemically modified or synthesised for specific functionality.  These were 
combined with techniques including EIS, real time rapid CV, scintillation counting and 
QCM.  The range of hosts molecules are summarised in Table 3-5.  Use of rapid cyclic 
voltammetry on HgPt electrodes showed their interaction, adsorption and displacement via 
SAMs in real time.  The crown ether were shown to adsorb hydrophobically to the electrode.  
While macrocycle-surface interactions could be observed, no proportional and reproducible 
signal could be observed to the addition of Sr
2+
.  Similarly, attempts to use these hosts at 
electrode interfaces with EIS was unsuccessful.  The failure was most likely due to the 
orientation of crown ethers perpendicular to the interface from the angles imposed by the 
lariat side arms.  This coupled with minimal conformational change upon analyte binding, 
resulted in interfacial changes that could not be detected.  The use of ionic liquid masked the 
desired Sr
2+
 and Cs
+
 peaks expected in mercury ASV experiments.  The possibility that the 
ions were not being transported by the layer was ruled out by scintillation counting of the 
radioisotope ions which confirmed a small, but reproducible sorption of 
90
Sr
2+
, but a 
significantly higher degree of specificity for 
90
Y
2+
 not previously reported.  Problems with 
ionic liquid breakdown due to water incorporation and slow ion transport through the ionic 
liquid without the use of a rotating disk electrode resulted in this approach being abandoned. 
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Table 3-5 – Summary table of macrocycle molecules and subsequent successful 
modifications used in this chapter. 
Dicyclohexano-18-crown-
6 and derivatives 
Aza -18-crown-6 and 
modified forms 
Carboxybenzo 18-crown-6 and 
modified forms 
Synthesised crown 
ethers 
 
 
 
 
 
Dicyclohexano-18-crown-6 
Aza -18-crown-6,  (1,4,7,10,13 
–pentaoxa -16-aza- cyclo 
octadecane) 
Carboxybenzo 18-crown-6 
 
 
 
 
 
tert butyl dicyclohexano 18 
crown 6 
4-Imino-4-(1,4,7,10,13-
pentaoxa-16-aza-cyclooctadec-
16-yl)-butane-1-thiol 
6,7,9,10,12,13,15,16,18,19-
decahydro-5,8,11,14,17,20-
hexaoxa-benzocyclooctadecene-2-
carboxylic acid N'-(4-mercapto-
phenyl)-N-methyl-hydrazide 
2,c-8,c-14,c-20-tetraundecyl-
4,6,10,12,16,18,22,24-
octahydroxyresorc[4]arene 
 
 
  
 
16-[17-(1,5-Dimethyl-hexyl)-
10,13-dimethyl-hexadecahydro-
cyclopenta[a]phenanthren-3-
ylperoxymethyl]-1,4,7,10,13-
pentaoxa-16-aza-
cyclooctadecane 
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Insertion of crown ethers into SAMs was observed as a frequency dampenening effect on 
lipid coated gold QCM chips.  Addition of analyte to cholesterol tethered crown ethers 
caused signal destabilisation due to significant disruption of the SAM by cholesterol 
reorientation.   The resorcinol calixarene with its 4 hydrophobic chains similarly inserted into 
MHDA SAMs, but upon Sr
2+
 addition, an apparent decrease of mass was observed.  This 
apparent mass decrease could be cycled with addition of a chelator and more Sr
2+
.  The cause 
for this was theorised due to an increase in hydrophilicity of the polar crown head group and 
partial removal from the SAM layer.     Attempts to synthesise a similar host by replacing the 
dodecyl aldehyde tails with a shorter moiety that would enable covalent linkage to the gold 
substrate to eliminate this problem was attempted, but synthesis was unsuccessful.  An ‘on’ 
or ‘off strontium binding system was shown, but this was not sensitive enough to create a 
usable calibration curve against know Sr
2+
 concentrations.   
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4 : Functionalised nanoparticles for 
chelation of radionuclides  
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4.1 Chapter overview 
Because of the problems detecting ions using chemosensing hosts as detailed in Chapter 3, an 
alternative stratergy was instigated whereby enhanced chelator surfaces in the form of 
functionalised particles would be combined with raionuclide speciation via scintillation or 
gamma counting.  Because metallic particles are coloured and interfere with scintillation 
counting, biosilica was chosen as an optically transparent, robust material for functionalising 
with a range of simple chelator groups.  The particles created had a superior capacity to 
commercial resins and were able to bind a significant amount of 
90
Sr
2+
, but all systems 
struggled to bind significant amounts of 
137
Cs
+
.  Low level radioisotope concentrations 
modelled on Sellafield SGW were detected with a 1 h incubation time and 2 h counting 
profiles.   The overall hierarchy of this chapter is shown in Figure 4.1.   
 
 
Figure 4-1 - Chapter four hierarchy outlining the methods used to create chelator particles 
with a high specificity particularly to 
90
Sr
2+
 with greater binding capacity than a number of 
commercial resins and functionalised nanofibres. 
4.2 Functionalised nanoparticles 
While there is no international definition of a nanoparticle, the UK PAS (Publicly Available 
Specification, British Standards Institution) [176] in broad terms defines a nanoparticle as a 
particle that  has at least one dimension of less than 100 nm.  Because of their high surface 
area to volume ratio they often exhibit unusual optical, chemical and physical properties 
when compared to the bulk materials [177].  Metallic, polymeric, organic and inorganic 
Chelator silica particles with high 
surface area and metal  ion affinity
Nanoparticles vs micro particles
Bare silica
Functionalised 
particles
Solid scintilant 
particles
Radioisotope 
saturation 
binding and 
synthetic ground 
water binding
Commercial 
resins
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paticles are the most frequently used types of nanoparticle.  Because metallic particles exhibit 
strong colour properties that interfere with scintillating counting, a system of optically 
transparent functionalised silica particles was developed. 
4.3 Functionalised silanes 
One useful class of silanes has a central Si atom bonded to an alkyl linker arm (CH2)n plus the 
functional or reactive group (Figure 4-2).  The most common groups around the central Si 
atom are methoxy (alkyl H-C chain linked to an O); alkoxyls, or ethyl ether, the ethoxyl 
silanes which can be hydrolised to leave the reactive S-OH silanol groups.  These groups 
condense to form covalent bonds on hydroxyl coated surfaces.   
 
 
Figure 4-2 - The basic schematic of a bioconjugatable, hydrolysable silane used to nucleate 
the silica particles.  The most common unfunctionalised forms are TEOS (tetraethyl 
orthosilicate) or TMOS (tetramethyl orthosilicate).  R can be a wide range of groups but is 
most commonly an amine or thiol. 
 
The side arms of the silane can allow a versatile range of organo-reactive or organo-
functionalisation.  Functionalised compounds that are commercially available include amino, 
aldehydes, epoxy, alcohols, carboxylic acid, esters and thiol silanes [178]. 
 
 
 
Functional or reactive group 
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4.4 Silanol condensation theory 
The effect of hydrolysis on a silane is liberation of the side arms revealing a hydroxyl group 
(Equation 4-1).  In the case of TEOS, the R is the alkyl group C2H5. 
Si(OR)4 + H2O → HO-Si(OR)3 + R-OH (4-1) 
 
Complete hydrolysis can replace all 4 groups (Equation 4-2): 
Si(OR)4 + 4 H2O → Si(OH)4 + 4 R-OH  (4-2) 
 
Partially hydrolysed silanes condense to form siloxane (Si-O-Si) bonds, resulting in the 
release of water (Equation 4-3), allowing three dimensional growth as the reactive silanols, 
R-OH, cross react and condense (Equation 4-4), in this case C2H5, alcohol: 
Reaction 1 (OR)3–Si-OH + HO–Si-(OR)3 → [(OR)3Si–O–Si(OR)3] + H-O-H           (4-3)  
 
    Reaction 2 (OR)3–Si-OR + HO–Si-(OR)3 → [(OR)3Si–O–Si(OR)3] + R-OH           (4-4) 
   
A range of functionalised silanes are also available where typically one of the 4 alkoxy 
groups is replaced by a Si-C bonded functional group, e.g in 3 aminopropyl trimethoxysilane  
(APTES)  there are 3 ethoxy groups, which can still be hydrolised and the aminopropyl which 
can not.  The condensation of APTES leaves pendant aminopropyl groups available for 
further reaction.  When combined with a nucleating agent, growth occurs in three dimensions 
resulting in particle nucleation.  If no nucleating agent is present, two dimensional growth 
occurs allowing the coating of surfaces, an example shown in Figure 4-3 where two 
dimensional growth of APTES occurs on a planar bulk surface.  This idea is explored in 
detail in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 4-3 - APTS condensation onto hydroxyl surface via silanol bond formation.  This 
method allows large surface areas to be coated on hydroxyl coated surfaces (glass, silica, 
metal oxides, etc) with a wide range of functionalities. 
4.5 Silica nanoparticles 
A vast area of nano, micro and micelle particle engineering is based on emulsion processes, 
the stabilisation of a liquid in liquid suspension of two or more immiscible substances as a 
colloidal suspension.    Condensation of silanols inside the encapsulated water-in-oil (W/O) 
emulsion sites; known as the sol gel method can be catalysed either by NH3 or HCl [179].  
The emulsion droplets act as a size template and restrict the nucleation size of the silica 
particles to the stabilised drop size.  They are however limited to broad polydisperse systems. 
Emulsions themselves are a huge industry where particle engineering aims to create 
monodisperse suspensions.  Producing monodispersity requires precise chemical engineering 
with dedicated engineered rigs, emulsifiers and sonicators.  Developing such a system would 
be a complete project in itself, which is why an alternative method using a modified classical 
Stober ‘seed and growth’ method was used, compromising  of an ammonia, ethanol water 
solution mixed with tetramethyl orthosilicate (TEOS).   Particle size distributions were 
improved by control of the growth conditions i.e temperature, pH and choice of solvent.     
APTES 
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4.6 Bifunctional silica particles 
Functionalised silica particles have a broad application  base and have been used for shielding 
metallic nanoparticles (Al/Zn) and corrosion resistance [180], encapsulation of fluorescent 
dyes [181] as well as drug encapsulation [182].  Recent advances in dye encapsulation have 
had huge effects on the application of commercial dyes.  A significant drawback of optical 
systems is that the chemical dye used is sensitive to pH, oxidation, photo-degradation and 
quenching.  Research dyes have extensive chemical modification or protection to slow 
hydrolysis and breakdown of the dye, with costs reaching hundreds of pounds per milligram.  
The ability to encapsulate cheap water miscible or even immiscible dyes that cost pounds per 
gram is particularly advantageous.   This encapsulation method is allowing a number of 
traditional dyes to be dispersed with none of the former limitations, and is causing a 
resurgence in dye based fluorescence.  This was previously believed to be moving towards 
quantum dot based fluorescence.  Quantum dots are group III-V composite semiconductor 
particles that emit photons of a desired engineered band gap energy with a brightness that can 
be more than one hundred times brighter than chemical dyes [183].  While originally believed 
to be the future of optical based systems, their problems of high toxicity and molecular 
blinking from single photon emission has meant that practical applications have not lived up 
to their initial promise.  Silica particles containing fluorescent cores have recently been 
shown to be brighter than quantum dots because the delocalisation and emission of multiple 
photons does not suffer from the molecular blinking.  Such particles are created in two stage 
processes.  First, the anhydrous and condensation of tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) with a 
dye such as fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) creates intensely bright silica particle cores.  A 
second step disperses these cores that are now protected from hydrolysis and chemical 
bleaching in aqueous media. 
Size control depends on a wide range of variables but the dominating factors are silane 
concentration, temperature, nucleation time, feeding time and solvent.  Salt concentrations 
significantly alter the particles’ double layer and dramatically alter stability and size.  NaCl  
reduces repulsion between condensed colloidal species and was showed to reduce particle 
size rather than the expected charge screening and aggregation of particles [184]. Surfactants 
as well as charged species are frequently used to stabilise dispersions.  These can bond 
covalently or act via chemisorptions.  For example octadecyl and other hydrocarbon 
surfactants adsorb onto silica particles stabilising them and allowing dispersion in strong 
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organic solvents with which they are not normally miscible.  Combining this with index 
(mis)matching (e.g. chloroform, hexadecane, solvents of refractive index significantly 
different to that of silica) allows direct particle visualisation via microscopy that is not 
normally possible [185].  There are however a number of contradictory publications 
regarding silica particles and stabilisation; with claims of the surfactant SDS both increasing 
aggregation [185], and  inhibiting nucleation altogether [186].   This is because many systems 
use multiple nucleating agents, stabilisers, salts and surfactants and it is impossible to 
determine experimentally the effect of each component.  As a result, particles were grown 
from two basic protocols without salts or surfactants for enhanced control over the particles 
produced. 
4.7 Nanoparticle dispersity 
Accurate growth of monodisperse nanoparticles is often a very difficult process requiring 
strict monitoring and control of the growth environment temperature, pH, and silane 
concentrations. Without these controls entropic constraints lead to polydisperse particle 
systems.  Colloidal particle dispersity can be measured as a size distribution index (U), shown 
in Equation 4-5. The lower the U value, the more monodisperse the sample. Monodispersity 
calls for U < 1.05 [184].  
  
  
  
                            
                            
    
       
   
       
      
 
     
    (4-5) 
 
where Dn is the average particle size, U the size distribution index of silica particles, Di the 
diameter gained by measuring ni particles (about 100) for each sample using SEM, Dn is the 
number average particle size, and Dw is the weight average particle size. 
Mixing  of components is extremely important in influencing particle formation kinetics, size 
distribution and morphology [187].  Ideally, rapid nucleation is followed by a slow growth 
phase during which the particles are stabilised against collisional aggregation. Steric 
surfactant stabilisers can be used at this stage but are costly, available in limited quantities 
and only useful in liquid phase growth [188]. Size fractionation by centrifugation allows 
more monodisperse fractions to be fractionated from polydisperse systems [187], but is not 
suitable for bulk synthesis.  While a number of electrostatic controlled processes are available 
for monodisperse gaseous particle growth, aqueous phase growth has problems of container 
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interactions and aggregation.   Because gaseous phase growth was not an option, a range of 
experiments controlling liquid phase growth with temperature, silane concentration, heating 
and mixing effects were performed to optimise silica particle growth. Polypropylene growth 
vessels particularly improved growth and minimised surface condensation which occurs 
significantly in glassware. 
4.8 Long term stability of nanoparticles 
Physical instability due to aggregation, particle fusion and chemical instability due to 
hydrolysis or chemical reactivity are barriers to nanoparticle stability in solution.  To improve 
stability, the solvent of such colloidal suspensions is removed. The most common method to 
accomplish this is freeze drying, also known as lyophilisation.  This is where water is 
removed from a frozen sample by sublimation under vacuum.  The process generates 
desiccation stresses on the particles so stabilisers are usually added which can increase shelf 
life up to several years [189].  
Sedimentation of sub-micron particles by gravitational forces is usually not a problem 
because of the counter forces of mixing from diffusion, convection and Brownian motion.  
Brownian forces dominate and keep the particles suspended.  Addition of active molecules 
can induce particle agglomeration by displacing surface stabilisers.  High molecular weight 
stabilisers can cause bridging flocculation when the free end of lengthy stabilisers adsorb 
onto adjacent nanoparticles, drawing them together.  Charge stabilised particles can aggregate 
due to charged species adsorption in the electrical double layer.  While extensive reviews are 
available for polymeric and organic drying of particles [190], to date, the only reported 
method of long term silica particle storage is by freezing. A first stage 30 min -80 
o
C freeze is 
followed by a primary drying stage which held the particles at -40 
o
C under 0.05 mbar 
pressure for 48 h, followed by a second drying phase at -20 
o
C, 0.01 mbar for 96 h [191].   
Based on this protocol, a storage method was designed using an Anderman vacuum oven and 
a VirTis Vantage freeze dryer. 
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4.9 Experimental 
4.9.1 Experimental overview 
A range of optically inert biosilica nano and microparticles were grown using either direct 
nucleation (Section 4.11.1) or prehydrolysis (Section 4.11.2) methods.  These were then 
functionalised with a range of chemical groups. Growth and functionality was confirmed by 
electron microscopy, FTIR and PCS.  Potential chelator particles were used in scintillation 
counting experiments to determine saturation binding capacities for 
90
Sr
2+
 and 
137
Cs
+
ions. 
4.9.2 Reagents 
Tetramethyl orthosilicate (TMOS), tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS); 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl 
methacrylate (methacrylate silane), 3-(triethoxysilyl)propyl isocyanate (isocyanate silane), 
(3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane (mercapto silane) were obtained from  Sigma Aldrich. 
O-(Propargyloxy)-N-(triethoxysilylpropyl)urethane (alkyne silane)  was bought from ABCR. 
3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTS, amino silane) was sourced from Across Organics. 3-
[(trimethoxysilyl)propyl]ethylenediaminetriacetic acid (EDTA silane and 
triethoxysilylpropylmaleamic acid (carboxylate silane) were sourced from Silar Laboratories.  
Sodium borohydride, agarose fluorescein isothiocyanate, ferrocenecarboxyaldehyde were 
from Sigma Aldrich.  Silanes will be subsequently refered to by their acronyms.  All the 
abbreviations refer to the trimethoxy- or triethoxy- forms. 
Scintillants and their sources were  anthracene (Aldrich), 1,4-bis(5-phenyloxazol-2-yl) 
benzene (POPOP) (Sigma),  2,5-Diphenyloxazole (PPO) (Sigma),  1,1,4,4-tetraphenyl-1,3-
butadiene (TPB) (Across Organics), polyethylene glycol p-(1,1,3,3-tetramethylbutyl)-phenyl 
ether (Triton X-100) (Sigma), p-terphenyl (Aldrich), methylstyrene/vinyl toluene (Aldrich). 
Ammonium hydroxide solution, ferrocenecarboxyaldehyde, ethylenediamine, sodium 
borohydride were from Sigma Aldrich.  All other solvents and acids were sourced from 
Fisher Scientific unless otherwise stated. 
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4.10 Analytical methods 
4.10.1 Photon correlation spectroscopy of nanoparticles 
A Malvern Instruments Zetasizer Nano ZS calibrated to appropriate solvents, densities and 
refractive indexes was used to determine nanoparticle size distributions using 1 ml sample 
volumes at room temperature. 
4.10.2 Field emission gun tunnelling electron microscopy of silica particles 
A drop of ethanol dispersed particles were dropped onto a copper-carbon grid and dried at 
room temperature.   Imaging was performed on an FEI Tecnai TF20 200 kV FEG TEM fitted 
with a Gatan sc600 CCD camera and an Oxford Instruments 80 mm
2
 X-max SDD EDX 
detector running INCA software.    
4.10.3 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy  
All FTIR regardless of sample preparation was performed on a liquid N2 PerkinElmer 
Spectrum 100 FTIR Spectrometer. A scan range of 4000 to 750 cm
-1
, resolution 1 cm
-1
 and 
scan averages of n = 30 per point was used.  3 regions per sample were compared for peak 
uniformity.   
For determination of nanoparticle functionality, strictly anhydrous preparations were needed.  
Best spectra were obtained using ATR (Attenuated total reflectance)-FTIR.  Particles were 
vacuum dried overnight, and homogenised into warm dessicated KBr.  Samples were 
transferred to a Specac pellet die evacuated for three minutes and placed inside a Specac 
hydraulic press and compressed under high pressure (minimum of 5 tonnes) for 3 minutes.  
The resulting crystals were stored under desiccation until ready to be analysed. 
If a sloping base was observed indicating infra red beam scattering from improper sample 
preparation, the sample was not used.    Proper solvent drying was confirmed by the absence 
of broad absorption bands corresponding to ethanol contamination (2800 – 3600, 1200 – 
1300, 1260 -1500 and below 900 cm
-1
). Other absorption bands used for quality control are 
summarised in Table 4-1 [192].  Known ATR-FTIR artificial bands were eliminated by 
cleaning the probe between samples. Christiansen effect absorbtion (light scattering from 
particles of equal size to the infrared wavelength) was minimised by a strict grinding duration. 
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Table 4-1 - A summary table of potential spurious bands that frequently are seen from poor 
sample preparation, sampling technique or other phenomena. 
 
Wavenumber (cm
-1
) Compound  [192] and [24] 
2800-3600 
1200 -1300 
1260 – 1500 
Below 900 
EtOH contamination (improper 
drying) 
1590 
Gaseous CO2 forming 
carbonates 
 
4.10.4  Accurate determination of nanoparticle chelation 
Attempts were made to develop a procedure to accurately determine the amounts of 
radionuclide bound by the functionalised nanoparticles from solution.  It was essential to 
differentiate the signal from bound and unbound radioligand.  
The main approach was to utilise functionalised NP to bind radioligand, then recover these by 
centrifugation and quantify the radionuclides by scintillation counting.  A range of organic 
scintillants was investigated for for use in scintillation cocktails, summarised in Table 4-2, 
including the commercial scintillation cocktail Emulsi Safe.   
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Table 4-2 - Organic molecules used as scintillants for beta radiation. 
 
Name Chemical structure 
Naphthalene 
 
Toluene 
 
Anthracene 
 
Xylene 
 
2,5-Diphenyloxazole  
(PPO) 
 
 
1,4-bis(5-phenyloxazol-2-yl) benzene  
(POPOP) 
  
 
4.10.5 Centrifuge assays for 90Sr2+ and 137Cs+ binding 
In order to assess the binding capacity of functionalised NPs a centrifugal binding assay was 
used [193] (Figure 4-4 A).  In order that the three layers retained their integrity, the 
approximate density mix of gradient oils dinonyl phthalate / dibutyl phthalate had to be 
determined.  
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A centrifugation assay was designed using a gradient of  100 l 1 M sucrose, a 200 l 
hydrophobic oil layer and 100 l sample containing radioisotope of a know concentration 
incubated with a predetermined mass of particles.  In this way only bounda nalyte will be 
able to pass the oil layer.  Background radiation was subtracted using blanks and physisorbed 
analyte accounted for by subtracting the amount bound on unfunctionalised TEOS particles.  
Thus the remaining signal is due to the binding capacity of the particles. Increasing ratios of 
the oils showed that a 80 l : 20 l or greater ratio of dinonyl phthalate to dibutyl phthalate 
was dense enough to retain unbound radioisotope and the aqueous phase in the upper tube 
segment even after a 1 min 13,000 RPM centrifugation (Figure 4-4 B). 
  (A) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 4-4 – (A), Cartoon of centrifugation assay which used an aqueous : oil : aqueous 
gradient to separate bound and unbound analyte from the NPs.  Increasing ratios of oils 
(dinonyl phthalate to dibutyl phthalate) with a sample dye added.  (B) After 1 min 
centrifugation at 13,000 RPM, an 80l : 20 l ratio of dinonyl phthalate to dibutyl phthalate 
was found to be the optimum  condition. 
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4.10.6 Gamma radiation of 137Cs+ 
Samples were typically counted for 30 min per tube.  A counting profile used two windows 
defined as region A: 15-50 keV, corresponding to the X-ray peak that occurs as a 30 keV 
emission, the Ba K-alpha peak, and region B: 51-1000 keV, corresponding to the gamma 
higher energy emission at 600 keV (Figure 4-5). 95 % of 
137
Cs
+
 decays to 
137m 
Ba, the gamma 
emitter, the other 5 % decaying to 
137
Ba, the stable isotope.   
 
(A)       
 
 
 
(B) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-5 – (A) Theoretical and (B) a screenshot of the experimentally observed emission peaks as 
137
Cs decays either to 137m Ba, then 137 Ba emitting a  emission, or directly to 137 Ba via  emission.  The 
30 keV emissions (boxed peak) was used to identify 
137
Cs decay. 
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4.10.7 Beta counting of 90Sr2+ 
90
Sr
2+
 decays via beta emission.  As a result beta counting was used to quantify the amounts 
of 
90
Sr
2+
. Figure 4-6 shows the possible 
90
Sr
2+
 decay emissions.  While 3 beta emissions are 
possible, experimentally one main peak <18 keV corresponding to the low level 
90
Sr
2+
 beta 
emissions was detected and used for quantification.   Counting windows defined were A: 0-
18.6 keV, B:18.6-200 keV, C: 200-2000 keV).   
 
 
Figure 4-6 – Theoretical decay emission routes for 90Sr2+ via a high energy beta emission 
decaying to 
90
Y, then a further high energy beta emission, or a further low energy beta and 
gamma emission to the stable form 
90
Zr. 
 
4.11 Methods 
4.11.1 Direct nucleation of silica nanoparticles 
A method based on Achatz [194] combined with  a modified Stober method [186] for a one 
step simultaneous growth and functionalisation of silica cores was used.   In a typical 
experiment a functionalised silane e.g. aminosilane (21.4 mg, 0.12 mM) was added to 0.4 ml 
anhydrous dispersant (EtOH, MeOH, acetone or DMF) containing 200 l 28 % ammonium 
hydroxide.  Separately prepared TEOS (0.476 ml, 2 mM) in 50 ml of the same solvent was 
hydrolysed in 28% (w/v) ammonium hydroxide solution (1.76 ml).  1 ml of aminosilane 
solution was added to the TEOS solution, and reacted for 4 h at a controlled temperature (± 
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0.5 
o
C).  Silica nanoparticles were collected by centrifugation at 3,600 RPM or recovered 
with a 30 kD cut off centrifugal filter.  Particles were washed in ethanol twice and then in 5% 
(v/v) ammonium hydroxide before storage in this solution. 
4.11.2 Prehydrolysis nucleation of silica nanoparticles 
 A method used recently by Lee [185] used prehydrolysis of silane components and 
functional monomers to significantly reduce particle size distribution.  This was by 
minimising rapid hydrolisation which results in rapid localised pH changes.  If this occurs, 
localised environmental pH changes result in multiple nucleation sites and uncontrolled 
growth.   A typical protocol used two types of ethanol solutions with identical volumes (25 
ml), denoted as solution I and solution II, which were prepared separately. Solution I 
consisted of NH4OH (1.0 M NH3), and H2O. Solution II contained 2.216 ml TEOS (0.4 M) 
and any further by e.g.  FITC or modified ferrocene.  These solutions were mixed together 
either by diffusion or using a shaker for for 3 h.   After the reaction, the samples were 
centrifuged at 3,600 RPM for 10 min to collect the silica particles. The collected particles 
were washed with ethanol by centrifugation and decantation several times in order to remove 
unreacted components.  
4.11.3 Fabrication of mercapto-and sulphonate- silica particles 
A 50 ml batch of silica core particles was prepared by the prehydrolysis method.  100 l of 
mercaptosilane was added and reacted for a further 2 h, without stirring.  Purification was as 
previously described.  Mercaptoparticles showed the narrowest Gaussian size distribution and 
were the best for controlled growth. Unless otherwise stated other functionalities were 
produced in this method. 
Sulfonate particles were then prepared using a 2 stage oxidation of mercapto-silica particles.  
Mercapto-silica particles were dried under vacuum (< 10
-2 
bar) overnight then redispersed in 
14 ml 35 % (v/v) H2O2 plus 50 ml methanol, stirred for 24 h.  These were then washed and 
resuspended in 0.1 M  H2SO4 and stirred for a further 4 h before another H2O wash and 
resuspension. 
4.11.3.1 Surface quantification of thiols on mercaptoparticles 
Ellman’s reagent was used to quantify the surface density of available thiols on mercapto 
particles.  For this a 1 ml 0.5 M mercapto silane stock (93 l to 907 l H2O) was used.  Of 
this stock 2.05, 0.64, 1.23, 0.82, 0.41 l was added to reaction buffer (Tris HCl pH 8) to 
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make a total assay volume of 205 l (working concentrations 1 to 5 mM) concentrations a 41 
times dilution.  5 l of samples (known or nanoparticles) was added, incubated for 5 minutes 
and the absorbance of the generated NTB
2- 
at 412 nm recorded. Unlike the problems observed 
with amine dyes (which were unable to generate a linear response on amine particles), a 
coloured product is only generated upon reaction with free sulfhydryls and doesn’t require 
subsequent purification.     
4.11.4 EDTA silica particles 
EDTA coated particles were iprepared as 4.11.3 except a 60 % (v/v) solution was needed to 
hyrolyse the EDTA silane.  Control over temperature and silane ratios was needed to inhibit 
uncontrollable polymerisation and hydrogel formation. 
4.11.5 Dye core particles. 
Fluorescent dye core particles were made as an indicator of successful nanoparticle growth 
before particles could be sized and confirmed via PCS.  This was performed by reacting the 
dye fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), whose isothiocyanate (-N=C=S) was reacted with 
amine functionalised particles. The excitation and emission spectrum peak wavelengths for 
the tethered fluorescein dye were approximately 495 nm and 521 nm.  Normally fluorescein 
hydrolysed and photo bleached within a few days.  However, a modification step that coated 
the FITC silica particles with a further TEOS or TMOS, created a protective outer silica layer 
protecting the dye molecules from aqueous contact. Particles stored in ambient light were still 
functional months later. 
A summary of the different silica functionalised particles synthesised is shown in Figure 4-7. 
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(A) (B)   (C)  (D)   (E) 
 
(F) (G)   (H)   (I)   (J) 
 
Figure 4-7 - Summary of the functional groups on modified silica particles.  Basic hydroyl 
groups (A) were modified to (B) alkyne, (C) isocyanate, (D) methacrylaye, (E) ferrocene, (F) 
mercapto, (G) sulfonate, (H) carboxylic acid, (I) amine or (J) EDTA functionality. 
 
4.11.6  Nanoparticle and scintillant seeded agarose gels 
In order to utilise the chelators functionalised NP for 
90
Sr
2+
 and 
137
Cs
+
 capture, for ease of use 
they had to be immobilised in someway.  Agarose gels which are relatively porous are 
hydrophilic, and were investigated for this purpose. 
Nanoparticles were dried overnight and then ground with mortar and pestle. These were 
rapidly dispersed in agarose gels that were prepared at 1 % (w/v) above 60 
o
C.  One millilitre 
or liquid gel was added to a glass scintillantion vial and rotated on a roller-mixer for 30 min.  
As the temperature cooled below 60 
o
C the gel solidified creating an NP seeded film. 
To seed with scintillant, organic dispersants were needed that were able to solubilise these 
highly hydrophobic molecules.  However, agarose proved to be soluble in the mildest organic 
solvents including DMSO, acetone and methanol.  As a result, most scintillants were 
dispersed in glacial acetic acid rather than pure organic solvent.  Glacial acetic acid spiked 
with 10% (v/v) methanol or DMSO increased solubility without removing the agarose layer.  
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This was performed by incubating the coated vials on rollers first in 1.5 ml glacial acetic acid 
for 30 min to remove adsorbed water and increase gel hydrophobicity. 0.5ml of saturated 
scintillant for 45 mins and finally 5 ml of H2O was used to physisorb surface bound 
scintillant while flocculating free bulk scintillant. 
4.11.7 Commercial functionalised resins 
To compare binding efficiencies, a number of commercial cation binding resins were 
obtained (Table 4-3), and used without without further modification, other than a protonation 
wash prior to incubation with radioisotope. 
 
Table 4-3 - Commercial resins compared. 
 
Resin Type Matrix Functionality 
DOWEX MARATHON C Strong Acid 
Cation 
Styrene-DVB, 
Gel 
Sulfonic acid 
DOWEX HCR-W2 
 
Strong Acid 
Cation 
Styrene-DVB, 
Gel 
Sulfonic acid 
DOWEX MAC-3 LB 
 
Weak Acid 
Cation 
Polyacrylic, 
Macroporous 
Carboxylic acid 
AMBERLITE™ IRC748 
 
Weak Acid 
Cation 
Macroreticular Iminodiacetic 
BIORAD Ag50W Strong cation Styrene Sulfonic acid 
BIORAD Biobeads Neutal Polystyrene Neutral 
AMBERLITE™ IRC758 Weak Acid 
Cation 
Macroreticular Iminodiacetic 
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4.12  Results and Discussion 
4.12.1 Synthesis of silica particles  
4.12.1.1 Particles and mass yield 
TEMOS in ethanol nucleated nanoparticles were grown for set periods of time with physical 
agitation before halting the reaction via centrifugation at 3600 RPM and a minimum of two 
solvent exchanges to remove unreacted components.  The resulting masses of particles was 
dried overnight at 120 
o
C and weighed. The resulting masses of NP generated as a function of 
time are summarised in Table 4-4.  Up to 5 h the particles nucleated and grew to the optimum 
yield.   
Although results were somewhat variable at 8 h due to surface nucleation and vessel coating, 
24 h would generate the most mass.  At this stage, bulk aggregates rather than particles were 
formed, and as a result 5 h was deemed the maximum nucleation time. 
 
Table 4-4 – Dried mass yield of 40 oC nucleated functionalised silica, which resulted in 
particles, surface coatings and bulk aggregates.  The average mass of particles in mg is 
given (n =3). 
 
Functionality Nucleation time / h 
aaaamine 2 5 8 12 
Amine 45.1 148.3 52.9 184.5 
EDTA 14.3 120.9 17.0 90.2 
Methacrylate 52.3 84.2 37.7 71.0 
Sulfonic acid 6.6 156.8 93.6 114.6 
 
 
A reaction continued beyond this period showed a second nucleation and growth phase either 
as surface coating of the reaction vessel became unfavourable, or as thenumber of nucleation 
sites became too large and silica surface coatings desorbed  into solution.  By this point bulk 
aggregates rather than particles were observed, of the size scale of millimetres to centimetres. 
4.12.1.2  The critical silane concentration limit 
All self assembling molecules have an aggregation activation concentration.  Below this 
value monomers are preferred.  At this concentration and above the entropic loss is 
counteracted by an enthalpic gain.  Thus, increasing nanoparticle yield must be balanced with 
the constraints of growth.  While a number of factors discussed increased nanoparticle size 
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polydispersity, it was observed that keeping silane concentrations below 0.2 M significantly 
improved particle size distributions.  Beyond this concentration, broader size ranges and 
multiple bi- and tri- Gaussian size distributions were observed or bulk aggregation occurred.  
4.12.1.3 Effects of solvent and purification regime   
Temperature control within ± 0.5 oC caused significant improvement in particle growth 
uniformity.  A range of elevated temperatures were used to attempt to increase yields over 
shorter production times.  Beyond 60 
o
C, slight surface layer coatings were produced, while 
at 85 
o
C  silanes rapidly come out of the liquid phase and generated bulk silanised layers.  
This occured even in resistant polypropylene vessels where liquid-particle nucleation was 
found to be entropically more favourable, however, for the narrowest size distribution, it was 
found that the best method was to use low water ratios grown at room temperature over many 
hours.  Slow nucleation via Brownian motion is preferable to accelerated aggregation from 
elevated heat.  Figure 4-8 A shows room temperature based reaction of 5 % (v/v) TEMOS 
with 100 l aminosilane, 3 % (v/v) dH2O in ethanol, pH 5.  For the first 8 h of reaction a 40 
nm increase in average particle size was observed.  Beyond 8 h, the particle size increased 
dramatically as the size distribution indicates.  Beyond 24 h particle sizes reached the micron 
range. 
The effect of nucleation solvent also played an important role in particle growth.  Silanes are 
initially insoluble in water until they diffuse, contact a water molecule and hydrolise.  
Therefore the rate of phase transition is influenced by silane-solvent interactions (polarity, 
hydrogen bonding,  Van der Waals interactions) and these have an important role on particle 
growth.  Figure 4-8 B shows reactions based on 5 % (v/v) silane in a range of solvents, 
including methanol, ethanol, DMS, DMSO, acetone, and pure water, with 3 % (v/v) H2O 
added.  The average sizes for particles grown in these solvents were; DMSO (CH3-SO)-CH3, 
δP 18.4) one of the most polar aprotic solvents, showed the most rapid bulk aggregation, and 
as a result very variable particle sizes (8933.0 ±17596.6 nm 5518.2 ± 9658.7 nm). 
Protic solvents, methanol (CH3-OH) averaged 104.152 ± 28.51 nm and 17.32 ± 4.59 nm. 
These were the smallest particles with the narrowest size distribution.  Water (H-O-H), 
averaged 202.82 ±  11.04 nm and 132.46 ± 1.88 nm.  The reason for narrower size 
distributions is due to the ease of rapid transition from insoluble to soluble phases and a slow 
growth process.  Acetone (CH3-CO)-CH3), whilst having a polarity rating between methanol 
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and water  (δP for acetone is 10.4 vs 8.8 for methanol and 12.3 for water [195]) surprisingly, 
resulted in significantly larger and more polydisperse particles (3521.2±296.9 nm and 4831 
± 2020.7). Rapid nucleation and similar growth to particles grown in DMSO was observed 
suggesting that the highly polar carbonyl oxygens were driving aggregation. 
As these data are at the upper limits of the sizing machine range they must however be 
treated with caution.  The reason for the bulk aggregates may have been increased 
aggregation at the silane-solvent interface, resulting in a more rapid silane-silane interaction, 
and silanol condensation rather than solvent dispersion. 
Although DMS (C2H6S) also caused particle growth, it was difficult to work with, being an 
aggressive solvent, and its use was abandoned. 
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Figure 4-8 - Silica nanoparticle nucleation as a function of parameter.   The reaction solution 
contained 5 % (v/v) TEMOS, 100 l APTS, 3 % (v/v) H2O in ethanol. (A), Improved 
narrower size distribution of amino nanoparticle growth was shown using a controlled 
temperature Huber water bath at 20 
o
C ± 0.5 oC. (n = 3). (B), Dependence of silica nucleation 
on dispersion solvent (2 independent batches, n = 3 in each). (C), Effects on stability of 
nanoparticle from purification and solvent redispersion (n = 3). 
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To halt particle growth, solutions were diluted in a 1:4 ratio into fresh solvent, centrifuged 
down and the particle mass in pellet and supernatant compared, after drying down, in size 
(Figure 4-8 C).  Particle suspensions with only one wash showed significant aggregation.  
This was reduced if two solvent washes were used, which significantly reduced the size of 
particles found in the pellet.  Particles that remained in the supernatant after centrifugation, 
too light to sediment, appeared stable for several days and did not undergo further nucleation 
if used rapidly.  As a result, to ensure minimal further aggregation typically 3 decanting and 
redispersion steps were used to purify particles before storage for longer periods. 
4.12.1.4 Effect of pH on silica nucleation 
Initial experiments were particles nucleated at pH 7. However problems occurred with the 
sulfonate and EDTA silanes due to phase separations between silane and solvent.   Figure 4-9 
shows that a change in pH while maintaining all other factors constant significantly altered 
the amount and form of silica particles nucleated.  At highly alkaline pH (> pH 9) bulk 
aggregation and sedimentation occurred, whilst between pH 4 and 7 a white translucent 
solution was nucleated showing particle formation.  Below pH 4 opacity, was minimal, 
indicating little nucleation.   
When silica particles were functionalised with EDTA (Figure 4-10) at highly alkaline pH (> 
pH 9) large white aggregates sedimented.  Beyond pH 10 the bulk solution flocculated with 
large aggregates settling in solution.  Similarly to the mercapto silica particles, at increasing 
acidity the rate of hydrolysis and nucleation is reduced, but between pH 3 and 8 a stable silica 
sol was formed without bulk aggregation. 
Overall this comparison shows that although the optimum growth conditions varied with the 
functionalised silanes used, somewhere between pH 3 and 8 was generally suitable for all.  
Generally, nucleation was enhanced at the higher end of the pH range. 
Further treatment to cause silanol stabilisation (‘calcination’) could be achieved by 15 min 
firing at 110 
o
C [196].   
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(A) pH 1                 2                           3                        4                            7                          8 
 
(B)  pH 9                                         10                                     11                                      12 
 
Figure 4-9 - Image of mercapto silica nanoparticles, 20 h nucleation of TEOS at room 
temperature on a Stuart gyryo-shaker, speed 8, as a function of pH. 
  
 (A) pH 1                   2                           3                        4                            7                           8 
  
 
(B)  pH 9                                         10                                     11                                      12 
 
Figure 4-10 - Image of EDTA silica particles nucleated at different pH. Particles were grown 
from  a 20 h nucleation of TEOS at room temperature on a Stuart gyro-shaker speed 8.    
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4.12.2  EDTA silane hydrolysis and condensation 
The silane 3-[(trimethoxysilyl)propyl]ethylenediaminetriacetic acid  being an alkoxy silane 
was expected to behave similarly to the other functionalised silanes used.  However the 
compound was supplied as 40 % (w/v) in water, which are conditions under which most 
alkoxy silanes would have completely hydrolysed and bulk polymerised.  A similar protocol 
to the  one reported in this thesis [197] to functionalise carbon-silica particles with EDTA-
silane proposed direct hydrolysis and condensation, for use as a MALDI-mass spectrometry 
reference, as does a method to silanise graphene with EDTA functionality and a redox 
species [198]-[199].  Under acidic conditions, Tien [199] suggested that the hydrolysis rate of 
TEOS and EDTA silane is decreased by substituents which increase steric crowding around 
the central silicon atom.  Electron-donating substituents, which help counteract the increasing 
positive charges and protonation, should increase the hydrolysis rate but to a lesser extent, 
because the silicon acquires little charge in the transition state. 
Extensive optimisation was needed because of the different rates of hydrolysis.  Phase 
separation and sedimentation occurred between EDTA-silane and TEMOS, most likely due to 
localised pH shifts which occurred if the EDTA-component was not prehydrolysed and then 
added to prenucleated silica cores.  A 45 % (v/v) of H2O to EDTA silane at pH 5 resulted in a 
significantly slower hydrolysis rate compared to other silanes, but ensured activation with 
minimal self condensation before addition to pre-grown silica cores.  This resulted in EDTA 
functionalised silica particles with minimal aggregation. 
4.12.3 Synthesis of functionalised nanoparticles using a two step prehydrolysed 
silane method 
Particles that were grown from separate pre-hydrolised solutions; one ammonia solution 
which contained functional monomer, and a second with hydrolised TEO,S that were then 
combined created distinctly different partictles compared to direct mixing and Stober method 
nucleation.  Particles produced via this method were significantly smaller and more 
consistently uniform, with a narrower size distribution.  Why should prehydrolising the 
functional silane that condenses onto the surface of prenucleated silica cores so radically alter 
the observed size distribution?    If a single molecular layer of funconal silane is deposited, 
the size increase would be on the scale of Å.  A single molecule deep layer is unlikely, and a 
functionalised mesh layer formed, accounting for this increase in particle diameter. 
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Simultaneous nucleation and hydrolysis of the silica cores and functional monomers causes 
significant localised changes in pH and solvent polarity.  It is also important to note that each 
functional monomer hydrolyses at a different rate, directly affecting the core growth rate and 
stability.  Early experiments that used between 0.1 – 1 : 1 molar ratio of functional monomer 
to TEOS indeed showed significant aggregation and sedimentation.  Simply adding excess 
functional monomer which can be removed by centrifugation or decanting is not an option, as 
second nucleation sites and polydisperse particles form with excess silane.  Generally, 
particles grown with the two step silane prehydrolysis method using a 0.5 % (v/v) functional 
monomer to TEOS ratio created more stable particles of white translucent sol suspension. 
Adding an excess of functional monomer frequently resulted in continual unstoppable 
nucleation and formed bulk solid gels.  EDTA silane in particular was difficult to incorporate 
onto particles.  Initially, solutions formed integrated networks of polymers or solid gels, 
possibly due to inter carboxylic interactions between adjacent particles similar to the effect of 
bridging flocculation.   
4.12.4 Effects of varying solution component on nanoparticle growth 
The effect of varying silane, water and ammonia were systematically examined by keeping 
any two of these constant whilst varying the third. 
Figure 4-11 A shows that ammonia, the nucleation initiator, did not significantly alter the size 
distribution of nanoparticles observed, with particles averaging between 353.6 ± 227 nm and 
559.88 ± 299 nm.  However, beyond 6 % H2O (Figure 4-11 B) the polydispersity of particles 
increased significantly and particle size increased beyond 4 m, with a standard error of 
similar magnitude presumed due to the increased rate of hydrolysis.   Up to 8 % (v/v) silane, 
particle sizes ranged up to around 8 were seen.  However, beyond this, bulk flocculation 
occurred (Figure 4-11 C).  From these experiments, optimum conditions were found to be 
room temperature nucleation, using 5 % (v/v) H2O, no more than 2 % (v/v) silane, a constant 
2 % (v/v) ammonium hydroxide, nucleated in ethanol at pH 5. 
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Figure 4-11 – Nanoparticle growth at RT as a function of solution components.  Components 
varied were (A), ammonia; (B), water; and (C), amino silane varied as a % (v/v) ratio of the 
total volume.  (D) shows as overlay comparison of the 3 variables.  Constant paramteres used 
were  5 % (v/v) ammonia, 5 % (v/v) water or 2 % (v/v) silane.  (n =3 ±S.D). 
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4.13  Particle characterisation  
4.13.1 Sulfyhydryl quantification with Ellman’s reagent 
Ellman’s reagent was used to quantify the surface density of available thiols on mercapto 
particles.  Absorbance of known standards were used to plot a calibration curve (Figure 4-
12).  The reaction scheme is shown in Figure 4-12A; reaction of DNTB releases the yellow 2-
nitro-5-thiobenzoate (NTB
-
) anion, which adsorbs strongly at 412 nm.  (B) shows 
calibrationagainst the standard 3-mercapto propyltrimethoxy silane.  Using this procedure, 
silica particles formed using 3-mercapto propyltrimethoxy silane were used to calculate 11 – 
15 mM thiol groups per g of particle mass (Table 4-4). 
 
Table 4-4 shows the accessible mercapto groups per mass of nanoparticle.  This may include 
internal mercapto groups as organic silica is porous.  The optimised prehydrolysis method 
yielded  11.19 to 14.74 mM -SH g
-1
 NP. 
 
Sample 412nm 
Corrected 
A@412nm 
Calibration estimate  
mercapto  (mM –SH) 
Nanoparticle 
mass / g 
mM -SH g-1 NP 
1 0.186 0.1802 0.260 0.02323 11.19 
2 0.355 0.3492 0.402 0.02723 14.74 
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Figure 4-12 - (A), Available thiols on the nanoparticle surface react with and  cleave 
the DNTB disulfide bond to give 2-nitro-5-thiobenzoate (NTB
-
), which ionizes to the NTB
2-
 dianion, a yellow product that adsorbs at 412 nm in a 1:1 stoichiometry reaction. (B), 
Calibration curve from UV- visible spectroscopy for thiol quantification on mercapto silica 
particles using Ellman’s reagent.  Symbols: , Control of unfunctionalised silica particles 
showing no reaction to Ellman’s reagent; calibration curve from dilutions of known  
mercaptosilane concentrations used to estimate the surface thiols present on mercapto 
nanoparticles. 
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4.13.2 FEG TEM and EDX surface analysis of functionalised silica nanoparticles 
Core silica TEOS particles, nucleated using the optimised prehydrolysis method, were found 
to have narrower Gaussian size distributions than the one step Stober method.  Photon 
correlation spectroscopy (PCS) sizing of particles (n=5), (Figure 4-13 A) showed an average 
particle size of 127.3 nm.  EDX elemental analysis (Figure 4-13 B) showed significant 
amount of Si and O as expected. Cu peaks seen were a result of the sample support stubs.  
Similar size ranges were visually confirmed by sizing point regions of particle dispersions on 
dried samples using TEM.  Figure 4-13 C and 4-13 D shows spherical aggregates of 
crystalline silica.  
Further modification with a functional silane (EDTA) was then performed to compare any 
significant changes in particle morphology and size.   
PCS sizing (Figure 4-14 A) showed an average of 35 nm, comparable to visual TEM sizes 
(Figure 4-14 C and D), with EDX analysis showing the presence of Si, O and Cu (Figure 4-
14 B). 
While particle size did not significantly increase under controlled prehydrolysis and 
deposition of the functional monomer, the surface morphology clearly changed, as seen in 
Figure 4-14 C and D.  TEM analysis confirmed particles were stable over two months, as 
little aggregation of EDTA particles that were made using the prehydrolysis method was 
observed. 
However, the EDTA particles appeared much more electron dense (Figure 4-14 C and D).  
This was most likely due to chelation of Cu
2+ 
from the copper support stubs by the EDTA 
groups. 
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(A)                                                                                 (B) 
 
(C)                                                                   (D)     
    
  
 
Figure 4-13  Figure of bare TEOS silica particles.  (A) Photon correlation spectroscopy sizing (n = 5), average size 
= 127.3 nm, S.E.M = 0.171 (B) EDX elemental analysis shows silicon, oxygen and copper (C) and (D)  TEM 
images of dried particles on a carbon substrate.  
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(A)                                                                               (B)         
  
 (C)                                                                                      (D) 
 
  
 Figure 4-14 – Figure of EDTA functionalised particles, prehydrolysis method, 4 h RT nucleation,  
 2 centrifugation steps.  Photon correlation spectroscopy sizing of 1 week old particles (n = 5) =109.2 nm,  
 S.E.M = 0.286. TEM images of 5 week old particles. EDX elemental analysis shows silicon, oxygen and 
  copper. 
 
 
 
 
 
10 nm 200 nm 
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4.13.3 Confirmation of nanoparticle functionalisation by FTIR 
Basic particle functionality was confirmed by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) 
by first analysing the bare silica particle spectra and identifying adsorption peaks and then 
identifying new peaks after functionalisation. 
Particles dried onto support substrates or prepared in anhydrous solvent dispersions yielded 
poor spectra masked by water adsorption peaks.  As a result all particle analysis was 
performed using a solid KBr support matrix.   Figures 4-15 and 4-16 show absorption peaks 
observed using FTIR. The spectra were used to identify successful functionalities condensed 
onto the TEOS particles.  In addition attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared 
spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) was used for finer resolution in the fingerprint region (700–500 
cm
-1
).  Scans used a range of 4000 to 750 cm
-1
, a resolution of 1cm
-1
 and with 30 spectra 
averaged.  Summaries of spectra specific peaks to the desired functionalities are shown in 
Tables 4-4 to 4-9. 
TEOS unfunctionalised core particles were analyse as the base model.  General silica peaks 
observed corresponded to H-bond hydrolysis (Si-OH, CO-OH and H2O) at  3390 cm
-1
, 
weaker non-hydrogen bonded silanols appeared at 3738 cm
-1 
[200].  Bulk water absorbance 
was observed at 3452 cm
-1
 if samples were improperly dried.  General silica peaks, single 
silanols and vicinal silanols occurred at  3747 cm
-1
 and 3660 cm
-1
, and a general broad peak 
between 3000–4000 cm-1  [201] were observed in all particles.  The recurring peak in all 
scans around 1590 cm
-1
 and 1410 cm
-1
 is atmospheric CO2 [199] and is commonly seen in 
most FTIR.  Additional peaks in subsequent particles corresponded to successful 
functionalisation. 
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Figure 4-15 – FTIR spectra of functionalised nanoparticles dispersed in a KBr matrix. 
Particle functionalities were; (A), carboxylic acid; (B), EDTA, condensed onto TEOS 
particles. 
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Carboxylic acid (Figure 4-15 A) and EDTA particles (Figure 4-15 B) shared a peak at 1724 
cm
-1 
and a
 
broader region 2800 - 3000 cm
-1
 that corresponds to stretching of the acid C=O 
and CH2 arms respectively. C=O is also reported at 1580 cm
-1 
which also corresponds to 
absorbed H3O
+
 hydronium ions [202]. The 1780 cm
-1
 peak can drift depending on the acid 
conjugate by around 80 cm
-1 
as shown in butanoic acid spectra [202].  An overlap of EDTA 
and silanol peaks caused the broad absorbance observed; 1634 cm
-1 
is again –OH vibration 
but also an indication of absorbed water on to the carboxyl. The 1480 cm
-1 
and 1395 cm
-1
 
peaks
 
correspond to –COO- stretching. Tien [199] suggested peaks 1332 cm-1 and 712 cm-1 
occurring on EDTA sol gel material corresponded to the EDTA silica molecule.  The 1330 
cm
-1 
peak occurs in functionalised silica particles while the closest lower peak was seen at 
861 cm
-1
 (1395 cm
-1
 and 906 cm
-1
 respectively in carboxylic acid particles).  The EDTA 2980  
cm
-1
 and carboxylic acid 2973 cm
-1
 peaks correspond to –CH3 stretching with an overlap at 
around 2880  cm
-1
 with CH2 stretching.   Smaller and just visible peaks between 1500 cm
-1
 to 
1735 cm
-1
 (1266 cm
-1
, 1395 cm
-1
, 1409 cm
-1
) correspond to the chelator arm  N(CH-COOH)2 
[203]. 
The first method of direct condensation using sulfonate trimethoxylsilane to directly grow 
sulfonic acid particles failed, with spectra observed corresponding to those of the bare TEOS 
particles.  This suggested the silane hadn’t  hydrolised and condensed onto particles. Instead  
binding the sulfonic acid containing amino acid  taurine, via its free amine side arm,  to 
carboxylic acid particles was attempted and success confirmed by available spectra, where  
20 of the 23 expected peaks observed between 700 to 1600 cm
-1
 were present [204].   
An alternative approach involving the two step oxidation of thiol particles to sulfonates (see 
section 4.11.13) also revealed new peaks that were not obtained in FTIR spectra from the 
starting mercapto particles. 
The two step oxidation route to convert mercapto particles to sulfonic acid moieties showed 
new peaks corresponding to the sulfonic acid group not present in the mercapto particle 
spectra (Figure 4-16 A), which  are summarised in Table 4-9. 
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Figure 4-16 – FTIR spectra of functionalised nanoparticles dispersed in a KBr matrix.   (A) 
mercapto  and (B) amine groups condensed onto tetraethyl orthosilicate particles. 
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4.13.4 Nanoparticles seeded with scintillant and embedded in agarose gels 
It would be advantageous to combine a solid scintillant onto the functonalised particles along 
with the chelator groups to allow direct use in scintillation counting.  This would remove the 
need for large volumes of scintillation cocktail that would result in quantities of organic 
solvent and radioactive waste.   
To do this, a known dried mass of particles, basic TEOS particles and EDTA, carboxylic 
acid, amine or mercapto functionality was dispersed in agarose along with a solid scintillant; 
POPOP, methyl styrene or Triton X-100.  This was to create a solid state scintillation matrix 
that could both bind and convert analyte detection to a usable signal, thereby negating the 
need for scintillation fluid.  These seeded matrixes were coated on glass vials or inside glass 
capillaries,  a radioactive analyte flowed over the surfaces and the isotope bound quantified. 
Of the 5 particles TEOS, EDTA, carboxylic acid, amine, with 3 scintillants, plus an agarose 
only control with and without scintillants, 24 conditions were used.  Scintillation counts from 
1 h flows of a 10 ml 20 kBq 
90
Sr
2+
 stock showed surprisingly poor binding; counts ranged 
from 0.6 to 3.4 % of the stock concentration.  The counts were significantly less than for free 
nanoparticles and frequently the agarose gel only controls only controls showed higher counts 
(1.1 – 3.4 % of analyte bound).  This suggested that with time the nanoparticles were 
desorbing and being flushed from the gel and capillary tubing and the signal detected was 
from a small amount of physisorbed radioisotope and scintillant that remained.  Frequently 
the entire gel desorbed from the glass capillary and was lost as there was no covalent linkage 
between gel and surface. While this showed that solid scintillant surfaces have potential, the 
nanoparticles were not compatible with an agarose matrix.  Thiol seeded gels were one 
exception, with physisorbed corrected counts bound between 8.5 - 9.2 % of the total 
radionuclide stock for POPOP and methyl styrene scintillant loaded samples.   
4.13.5 ATR-FTIR of bifunctional solid scintillant chelator particles 
Scintillant depositing during the particle growth phase was inconsistent because attachment 
of the scintillant to the TEOS particles was based on electrostatics. Because of this an 
alternative method of co-condensing the silane, trimethoxyphenylsilane with the chosen 
chelator groups was devised, to act as a close proximity scintillant for emitter   
quantification.  Bifunctional micro particles were created by the simultaneous deposition of 
30 min  prehydrolised solutions of phenyl trimethoxyylsilane and a second functionality at 
varying ratios using the prehydrolysis method; see schematic Figure 4-17.  In subsequent 
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ATR-FTIR spectra, bare silica particle spectra (Figure 4-18) are shown in black, silica 
trimethoxyphenylsilane in blue, and the bifunctional silica-scintillant-chelator particle spectra 
shown in red.  Bracketed peaks correspond to broad regions published for functional groups 
regions, the unbracketed peaks are the corresponding peaks identified to fit these.  
 
Figure 4-17 – Schematic of solid scintillant EDTA/phenyl functionalised chelator particles.  
Upon the EDTA arms chelating a 
90
Sr
2+
 ion, an emitted  particle excites phenyl groups in 
close proximity which emit a photon of light during de-excitation allowing scintillation 
counting without traditional scintillation cocktails. 
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Figure 4-18 – ATR-FTIR transmission spectra of functionalised particles. Lines correspond 
to:  (─) TEOS unfunctionalised particles, (─) TEOS particles with solid scintillant 
trimethoxyphenylsilane. Inset a schematic of particle structure shown in Figure 4-17. 
 
Table 4-5 - ATR-FTIR summary for unfunctionalised TEOS silica particles, and general 
troughs common in all particles. 
 
Wavenumber (cm
-1
) Functional group Reference 
3390 Si-OH   H2O [200] 
3738 Si-OH [200] 
3452 H2O [200] 
3000 – 4000 
(3747 ,  3660) 
silanols, vicinal silanols [201] 
1590 CO2 [199] 
1249 Si – C stretching [205] 
1108 Si – O stretching [205] 
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Table 4-6 - ATR-FTIR summary for trimethyl(phenyl)silane  functionalised TEOS silica 
particles, common to all bifunctional particle spectra. 
Wavenumber (cm
-1
) Functional group Reference 
1430 Ar, [192] 
1100 Ar, Si-C overlap [192] 
1030 Ar, Si-C overlap [192] 
1000 Ar [192] 
1697,1533 
 (1660 – 2000) 
Ar, 2 unique peaks used as 
identifier 
[192] 
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Figure 4-19 – ATR-FTIR transmission spectra of functionalised particles. Lines correspond 
to:  (─) TEOS unfunctionalised particles, (─) TEOS particles with trimethoxyphenylsilane  
and a chelator functionality , (─) TEOS particles with EDTA functional group only.   Inset 
a schematic of particle structure shown in Figure 4-17. 
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Table 4-7 - FTIR summary for triethoxysilylpropylmaleamic acid functionalised TEOS silica 
particles. 
 
Wavenumber (cm
-1
) Functional group Reference 
1724  carboxylic acids [202] 
2800 -3000  C=O and CH2 [202] 
1580  C=O, H3O
+
 [202] 
1634 H2O on COOH [199] 
1480 and 1395  –COO- stretching [199] 
1395 and 906  SI-OH in Carboxylic particles [199] 
2973  Carboxylic acid –CH3 CH2 stretching [199] 
Table 4-8 - ATR-FTIR summary for 3-[(Trimethoxysilyl)propyl] ethylenediaminetriacetic 
acid functionalised  TEOS silica particles. 
Wavenumber (cm
-1
) Functional group Reference 
1724  carboxylic acids stretching [202] 
2800 -3000  C=O and CH2 [202] 
1580  C=O, H3O
+
 [202] 
1634 H2O on COOH [199] 
1480  and 1395  –COO- stretching [199] 
1332 and 712  Inter COOH interactions (sol gel) [199] 
2980  EDTA ––CH3 CH2 stretching [203] 
2973  Carboxylic acid –CH3 CH2 stretching [203] 
(1500 to 1735) 1266, 1395, 1409  N(CH-COOH)2 [203] 
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Figure 4-20 – ATR-FTIR transmission spectra of functionalised particles. Lines correspond 
to:  (─) TEOS unfunctionalised particles, (─) TEOS particles with trimethoxyphenylsilane  
and a chelator functionality , (─) TEOS particles with functional sulfonic acid group only.  
Inset a schematic of particle structure shown in Figure 4-17. 
 
Table 4-9 - ATR-FTIR summary for sulfonic acid functionalised TEOS silica particles. 
Wavenumber (cm
-1
) Functional group Reference 
large broad peak at 
1129  with a small shoulder 
at 1056  overlaps Si-O 
Sulfate (from sulfuric acid) [205] 
(1140 – 1260) -SO2O
-
 SO2 symmetrical 
stretching 
[192] 
(790-830)  SO stretching [192] 
Expected 
(860 – 1020) 
a asymmetrical SO stretching [192] 
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Expected 
(620 - 520) 
m-w S2O deformation [192] 
Expected 
(500 - 340) 
m-w SO3 twisting [192] 
(1140 - 1245) 
 
Metal ion chelated form is 
know to exhibit 
-SO3
-
M
+ 
vs asym SO3stretching 
[17] 
(1125 - 1170) s-m sym SO3 stretching [192] 
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Figure 4-21 – ATR-FTIR transmission spectra of functionalised particles. Lines correspond 
to:  (─) TEOS unfunctionalised particles, (─) TEOS particles with trimethoxyphenylsilane  
and a chelator functionality , (─) TEOS particles with functional thiol group only.  Inset a 
schematic of particle structure shown in Figure 4-17. 
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Table 4-10 – ATR-FTIR summary for 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane functionalised 
TEOS silica particles. 
 
Wavenumber (cm
-1
) Functional group Reference 
1006-1010 
C2H5 propyl group attached tothe silcon atom after 
hydrolysis,overlap with broad Si-OH peaks 
[206] 
2561 S–H stretch [207] 
2156 
2543 
 
Si – C 
Si – O stretch 
[205] 
2555  (2850–2930) 
S-H stretching vibration  aliphatic C-H stretching of 
the propyl / methylethyl groups (linear 3 carbon-R) 
[208] 
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 Figure 4-22 – ATR-FTIR transmission spectra of functionalised particles. Lines correspond 
to:  (─) TEOS unfunctionalised particles, (─) TEOS particles with trimethoxyphenylsilane  
and a chelator functionality , (─) TEOS particles with functional amine group only.   Inset a 
schematic of particle structure shown in Figure 4-17. 
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Table 4-11 – ATR-FTIR summary for aminopropyltrimethoxysilane functionalised TEOS 
silica particles. 
Wavenumber (cm
-1
) Functional group Reference 
3450 -3160 Solid state primary aliphatic 
amines 
[192] 
960 
1390 
More frequent in 40
o
C 
samples 
unhydrolysed 
ethoxy groups.  Low 
concentrations silane not 
observed 
[206] 
779, 826 
(895-650) 
Additional N-H bonding 
observed due to disk 
compression 
[192] 
1643 NH2 scissoring [207] 
3269 3207 
(3550 – 3250) 
N-H asymmetric and 
symmetric vibrations 
 
3368 and 3298 –NH2 
stretches 
[207] 
1601, 1608,1620 
(1650 – 1580) 
 
N-H deformation vibrations [17] 
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Figure 4-23 – ATR-FTIR transmission spectra of functionalised particles. Lines correspond 
to:  (─) TEOS unfunctionalised particles, (─) TEOS particles with trimethoxyphenylsilane  
and a chelator functionality , (─) TEOS particles with functional alkyne group only.  Inset a 
schematic of particle structure shown in Figure 4-17. 
 
Table 4-12 – ATR-FTIR summary for (O-(propargyloxy)-N-(triethoxysilylpropyl)urethane 
functionalised TEOS silica particles. 
 
Wavenumber (cm
-1
) Functional group Reference 
3300 C≡C 
overlaps Si-OH 
[207] 
1220 - 1380 C≡C  overtone [17] 
950 
906  
770 
C≡C m-w 
C≡C m-s 
C≡C m-s 
[17] 
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Figure 4-24 – ATR-FTIR transmission spectra of functionalised particles. Lines correspond 
to:  (─) TEOS unfunctionalised particles, (─) TEOS particles with trimethoxyphenylsilane  
and a chelator functionality, (─) TEOS particles with functional isocyanate group only. 
Inset a schematic of particle structure shown in Figure 4-17. 
 
 
Table 4-13 – ATR-FTIR summary for 3-Isocyanatopropyltriethoxysilane functionalised 
TEOS silica particles. 
Wavenumber (cm
-1
) Functional group Reference 
1360-1445 
N=C=O symmetrical stretching 
present 
[192] 
2200 -2300 
N=C=O asymmetrical 
stretching not present 
[192] 
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4.13.6  Radioisotope saturation binding of particles and scintillation counting 
The optimised density oil layer used within the centrifugal binding assay (see section 4.10.5) 
allowed samples of nanoparticles to be incubated with radionuclide and then centrifuged to 
separate the bound and unbound radionuclide.  A 50 l aqueous redispersion of dried 
nanoparticles was added to 50 l of radioisotope, incubated for 1 h at room temperature then 
sedimented to determine the amounts bound.   
Figure 4-25 A shows nanoparticles incubated with 20 kBq radionuclide stock of 
90
Sr
2+
 and 
the amounts chelated by the nanoparticles (green bars), and the unbound radioisotope 
measured (red bars).  The minor variation in stock activities around 20 kBq shows there is a 
degree of variation, with standard deviations between 10 and 12 % resulting from pipetting 
and transferral error.  However, because the isotope count used was around 25 % above the 
maxium saturation of the best chelator particles (EDTA particles managed to bind 10,900 Bq 
to 12,400 Bq) this will not have affected the accuracy of binding experiments.  All samples 
were corrected and had background nonspecific bound isotope removed by subtracting the 
CPM bound by bare silica particles.  This was then used to calculate the total mass of analyte 
bound from calibration against a stock of known activity. 
Bare silica particles bound minimal 
90
Sr
2+
 radionuclide at acidic and alkaline pH (29 to 300 
Bq).  Carboxylic acid particles were expected to bind more significantly more activity.  The 
intermolecule spacing may have resulted in each COOH acting independently rather than in a 
bidentate fashion, and as a result not resulting in significant chelation.   Of the four types of 
particles, amine and EDTA particles bound a significant proportion of the radioisotope.  As a 
function of pH, (Figure 4-25 B) both particles performed excellently between neutral (pH 7) 
to highly alkaline (pH 11) with EDTA particles binding a total average activity of 10972 Bq 
and 12393 Bq; amine particles binding 11835 Bq and 10946 Bq at these pHs respectively. 
Figure 4-25 C shows the total saturated binding showing that the binding capacity between 
batches of particles is consistent and reproducible (n=3, ± S.D). 
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Figure 4-25 – Functionalised chelator nanoparticles and sequestering ability for aqueous 
90
Sr
2+
.  (A)  Ratios of isotope remaining in the upper tube segment unbound (red) and isotope 
chelated by the nanoparticles (green) to show reproducibility between samples. (B)  Relative 
CMP and mass of 
90
Sr
2+
 bound as a function of pH; green, pH 11; blue, pH 7; red, pH 2; 
black, pH 1. (C) Total bound 
90
Sr
2+
 as a function of pH; black, pH 1; red, pH 2; blue, pH 7; 
green, pH 11. 
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Using the mass of nanoparticles used and the known isotope specific activity, the mass of 
strontium bound per unitbmass of nanoparticles was determined, summarised in Table 4-14.  
It can be seen from the TEOS samples 
90
Sr
2+
 is adsorbed to the surface hydroxyls or 
hydrophobically into the particle interior.  The weak cation exchanger carboxylic acid bound 
a less than 1 % mass ratio and only functioned effectively at high alkaline pH.  As 
contaminated ground water samples are expected as slightly acidic (~pH 5) they would not be 
a suitable chelator.  Between the functional pH range of EDTA (pH 2 – 11) EDTA particles 
bound 50 % of their own mass, an impressive loading capacity.  Surprisingly, amines too 
while in protonated form, bound a high amount of 
90
Sr
2+
 ions, between 10 and 45 % their 
own mass. 
 
Table 4-14 – Functionalised NP and 90Sr2+ saturation, normalised per mass of particles (g-1 
90
Sr
2+
 bound per g-1 NP).  
 
 
g 90Sr2+ bound g-1 
NP
Mass of 90Sr2+ bound 
Mass of NP / g 
pH 1 pH 2 pH 7 pH 11 
TEOS 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.001 900 
Carboxylic acid 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.002 745 
EDTA 0.105 0.069 0.449 0.063 505 
Amine 0.025 0.005 0.451 0.100 565 
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Figure 4-26 - Functionalised chelator nanoparticles and sequestering ability to aqueous 
137
Cs
+
 
ions.  Bars correspond to pH used; black, pH 1; red, pH 2; blue, pH 7; green, pH 11. 
 
Experiments under identical conditions performed to bind 
137
Cs
+
 ions are summarised in 
Figure 4-26.  As can be seen, all particles performed poorly compared to 
90
Sr
2+
 binding.  A 
greater variation was seen between batches of bare silica particles and the carboxylic 
particles.  EDTA particles bound an average of 199.7 Bq and 166.0 Bq and amine batches an 
average 32.0 Bq and 925.4 Bq at pH 7 and pH 11 respectively.  
EDTA and amine particles were able to bind 13 times more 
90
Sr
2+
 than that 
137
Cs
+
. An 
explanation for this can be seen from the ions valency.  The divalent ions 
90
Sr
2+
 would be 
expected to form stronger complexes than mono valent 
137
Cs
+
 ions.  How well each 
functional group can chelate is also dependent on ion and pH.  A summary of pKa values for 
each functional group is shown in Table 4-15. 
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Table 4-15 – Summary table of theoretical pKa values of functional groups used on 
functionalised nanoparticles. 
 
Functionality Chemical groups pKa [82, 209-210] [18] 
Silanols -OH  -O
-
 
Varies 3.5 -4. 6 
6.2 – 6.8 
Carboxylic acid R—COOH  R-COO- pKa 5 
EDTA 
C10H16N2O8 
 
 
H4 = 2.07 
H3 = 2.75 
H2 = 6.24 
H1 = 10.34 
Amine 
-NH2   NH3
+
 
 
 9.5 
Sulfonate SO2-OH  SO-O
-
 1.6 
 
The pKa is the point at which 50 % of groups are in the protonated form.  At one pH above or 
below the pKa 90 % of the functional groups are in their deprotonated or protonated state 
respectively.  The chosen pH range (pH 1, 2, 7, 11) of experiments corresponds to the 
different protonation states become protonated, introducing electrostatic repulsion and loss of 
chelating ability.   Minimal binding of silanols (TEOS particles below pH 7) is expected due 
to protonation.  Some binding of carboxylic acid particles would be expected above pH 6 
(pKa - 5) but only bound significant amounts of 
90
Sr
2+
 in strongly alkaline environments. 
EDTA’s 4 protonation states show that enough functional chelating groups are still available 
until as low as pH 1 where binding fails.  Amine particles surprisingly were able to bind large 
amounts of 
90
S
r2+
 well beyond its theoretical limit of pH 8.5 (pKa 9.5).   
Thus the functional pH ranges of each molecule have been identified, the difference in 
binding is due to the nature of the analyte, 
90
Sr
2+
 and 
137
Cs
+
 and not the host molecule.  The 
nanoparticles work well as chelators for divalent ions such as 
90
Sr
2+ 
due to the higher charge 
valency but not as well for monovalent species such as 
137
Cs
+
. 
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4.13.7 Particle stability 
If particles were used within several days, EtOH storage was suitable. Beyond several weeks 
particles showed signs of aggregation and sedimentation.  Freeze drying was also used but 
particles often aggregated significantly. 
Electrical double layer theory was discussed in Chapter 1.  Double layers in colloids are 
formed by potential determining ions, and natural surface charge on a particle.  Both vary 
dependent on the surrounding electrolyte.  Thus nanoparticle stability is controlled by the 
supporting electrolyte.  Silica colloids are known to exhibit Janus characteristics, and are able 
to form both positive and negatively charged suspensions.  Under usual circumstances silica 
normally exhibits a negative double layer [211]. 
Silica particles appeared stable in phosphate buffer (H3PO4) at pH 7 for up to a week.  They 
are also known to be stable in borate (BO3
3−
) buffers at alkaline pH 9-10 [212].  At alkaline 
pH phosphates form up to trivalent anions.  The Shulze-Hardy rule states that particle 
flocculation is determined by valency, rather than the type of ions, that have opposite charge 
to the particle.  The higher the opposing charge valency the higher the flocculating power, 
and thus the lower the flocculating concentration of salt required.  This is known as the 
Hofmeister series, or lyotropic series.  Positive cations for negative sols follows the series Cs
+
 
> Rb
+
 > NH4
+
 > K
+
 > Na
+
 > Li
+
, while anions for positive sols follows F
-
 > Cl
-
 > Br
-
 > NO3
-
 > 
I > CNS
-
 [211].  Double layer repulsion stabilises particles, counteracted by Van der Waals 
attraction.  Compression of a particle’s double layer with high valency counter ions such as 
CO2
3-
 resulted in rapid flocculation. 
4.13.8  Bifunctional particles 
Bifunctional particles were created by the simultaneous deposition of prehydrolised solutions 
of pheny trimethoxyylsilane and a second functionality at varying ratios.  While the 
functionality was confirmed by ATR-FTIR (Section 4.13.5) it was important to determine if 
adding multiple silanes, the phenyl silane used as a solid scintillant, resulted in secondary 
particle nucleation or particle aggregation affects.  To investigate this, bare silica particles, 
phenyl only functionalised particles and functional monomer only particle were compared to 
particles nucleated simultanoulsy with increasing volumes of both silane.  The effects of 
particle size distributions are shown in Figure 4-27. 
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Condensation was allowed for 24 h and then the supernatant solution analysed using PCS.  
Because each silane reacts at a different rate there were visible differences in solutions within 
minutes of the reaction starting.  Amine solutions showed significant rapid condensation and 
in some cases bulk aggregation within the first 30 min.  EDTA solutions only partially 
hydrolysed,, with the insoluble phase sedimenting out resulting in partial bulk gelation.  
Whilst mercapto and isocyanate phenyl solutions appeared to undergo rapid hydrolysis and 
complete dispersion upon addition to the silica-ethanol solutions, the alkyne silane exhibited 
super hydrophobicity and was only dispersed when added to ethanol. 
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Figure 4-27 - Co-condensation of two functional silanes onto precursor silica particles (4 h 
growth, 24 h condensation).  (A) Particle size distribution as a function of functional 
monomer varied.  Amounts of phenyl silane and functional monomer added, in ml, were; 0 
l:100 l (no phenyl silane, functional monomer only); black, 20 l:80 l; red, 40 l:60 l; 
blue, 60 l:40 l; green, 80 l:20 l; purple 100 l:0 l (phenyl silane only, no functional 
monomer). (B)  Particle size distribution as a function of the two functional silane volumes 
used.  Bars correspond to functionalised silane used; black, EDTA; red, amine; blue, 
isocyanate; alkyne, green; purple, merapto silane. 400 sizing scans were obtained from the 5 
silanes combined with 6 ratios of silanes, (n = 10 per average). 
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No general trend was observed for increasing the ratio of phenyl silane to functional 
monomer (Figure 4-27 A) other than that pure pheny trimethoxyylsilane particles compared 
to pure functional silane particles resulted in smaller particles (200 to 800 nm) with smaller 
size distributions.  The mean particle size is not affected as most silica nucleation will have 
halted by this point, with the functional silanes only condensing onto the already grown 
particles.  The degree of aggregation caused by this does however vary between functional 
monomers.  
This varying rate of silane hydrolysis and condensation clearly influencesd inter particle 
aggregation and the particle polydispersity observed (Figure 4-27 B).  EDTA particles visibly 
showed aggregation and sedimentation.  The particles stable in the supernatant however were 
of a narrow size distribution, around 400 nm.  Beyond 60l:40l (phenyl silane and 
functional monomer) volumes of silane, sol gel formation did not occur, and solution opacity 
increased beyond a 20l:80l ratio with increasing pheny trimethoxyylsilane.   
In spite of the rapid aminosilane condensation, particle size ranges were narrow until beyond 
a 60l:40l ratio, which resulted in a large degree of aggregation and broader size ranges 
were seen, with these samples ranging from 590 nm to 1600 nm. 
As also observed by TEM (section 4.13.2), alkyne nanoparticles formed clear bimodal size 
distributions with around 20 % of particles observed less than 10 nm and a fraction greater 
than 1000 nm.  Mercapto particles again showed the most narrow size distribution, generally 
being between 240 and 360 nm. 
4.13.9 Bifunctional particles and scintillation binding 
Functionalised chelator particles without the phenyl silane solid scintillant, tested under 
saturation conditions counted in Emulsi Safe scintillation fluid, were summarised in section 
4.14.7.   These bound between 10 -12,000 CPM for amine and EDTA particles, but under 
2000 CPM for the carboxylic acid particles. The bifunctional chelator particles were also 
tested under the same conditions as saturation binding except no scintillation cocktail was 
added for counting experiments.  In this case, scintillation events were counted from 
90
Sr
2+
  
emissions interacting with the phenyl scintillants in close proximity (Figure 4-28). 
The CPM values observed for the solid scintillant particles were were significantly less than 
for Emulsi Safe fluid scintillation counting.  This was because of the higher density of 
scintillant molecules in the Emulsi Safe fluid, which saturated the radioisotopes generating a 
higher scintillation yield.  Because all phenyl solid scintillant particles produced a similar 
magnitude of counts it suggests that the available phenyl groups have reached maximum 
scintillation ability regardless of the amount of radioisotope bound.  In present form the 
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system would only be suitable for high level counting.  However, these particles show that 
solid scintillant chelators particles are possible, without the need for scintillaton fluid and 
could be improved by finding a better scintillant or increasing the scintillant density per 
particle. 
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Figure 4-28 –Ability of bifunctional scintillant chelator particles to detect 90Sr2+ ions without 
scintillation cocktail.  Particles compromising of phenyl functionalised silica, and a chelators 
group (EDTA, amine, isocyanate, alkyne, mercapto or sulfonate) were tested under saturation 
conditions with 
90
Sr
2+
 solutions (20 kBq) and counted without traditional scintillation cocktail. 
 
4.14  Commercial resins binding of 
90
Sr
2+
 and 
137
Cs
+
 
The range of commercial resins were tested under the same conditions.  A known mass of 
resin was incubated with radionuclide for 1 h at pH 1 or pH 7, and the amount of radionuclide  
bound determined by scintillation counting in Emulsi Safe. The binding data for four 
commercial cation binding resins is shown in Figure 4-29. 
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Figure 4-29 - Radioisotope saturation binding experiments of 
90
Sr
2+
 using a range of weak 
and strong cation resins. After 1 h with shaking, the resins were recovered by centrifugation, 
and added to 5 ml of scintillation fluid.  In each case, the left bar shows data from media at 
pH 7 whilst the right hand bars show media at pH 1. 
 
The saturation amounts of radionuclide bound is shown in Figure 4-29.  Weak cation 
exchangers (carboxylic acid, pka 5) are expected to be pH dependent and fail at highly acidic 
pH due to protonation interfering with chelation.  Strong cation binders, (sulfonic acids pKa 
1.5) are essentially pH independent and should theoretically have bound across the 
experimental range used.  However, experimentally all strong cation binders (Marathon C, 
Ag50W) performed poorly at low pH as did weak binders (MAC-3LB, Biobeads).  Marathon 
C, Ag50W and Biobeads showed a 45 %, 85 % and 91 % increase in analyte binding at 
optimum pH 7, compared to fully protonated states.  The data are also presented in Table 4-
16 where the final column shows the mass of analyte bound per mass unit of resin.  The 
highest capacity binders Marathon C and Ag50W were able to bind 00566 g and  0.01528 
g 90Sr2+ per g resin respectively, at optimum pH dropping to 0.0320 g and 0.00221 g 
90Sr2+  per g resin in their protonated forms. 
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Table 4-16 – Commercial resin saturation binding of 90Sr2+. Mass of analyte bound per mass 
of resin calculated at each pH.  Mean data are shown, n = 3. 
Resin Mean CPM SEM 
mass of 
analyte bound 
( mg) 
g resin per 
g analyte 
bound 
Marathon C (pH 7)  2772 2377 0.05775 0.00566 
Marathon C (pH 1) 1569 523 0.03269 0.00320 
MAC-3 LB (pH 7) 13 9 0.00027 0.00003 
MAC-3 LB (pH 1) 199 49 0.00415 0.00040 
Ag50W (pH 7) 7848 1704 0.16351 0.01528 
Ag50W (pH 1) 1136 170 0.02367 0.00221 
Biobeads (pH 7) 2732 553 0.05691 0.01498 
Biobeads (pH 1) 257 122 0.00535 0.00141 
A comparison of the new functionalised chelator nanoparticles compared to commercial 
resins is shown in Table 4-17.  On mass ratio bound, amine and EDTA particles could bind 
44-45 % their own mass compared to 5.6 % and 1.5 % for the strongest commercial resins 
Marathon C, Ag50W.  The higher surface area to bulk ratio clearly shows that the higher 
density of available chelating groups on the nanoparticles gave a significantly enhanced 
binding capacity for divalent cations.   
 
Table 4-17-  Comparison of normalised 
90
Sr
2+
 saturation binding data  at pH 1 and pH 7 for 
the four chelator nanoparticles and four commercially available resinsg 
90
Sr
2+
 bound per  
g-1 NP ). 
Functionality pH 1 pH 7 
TEOS 0.00100 0.00100 
Carboxylic acid 0.00000 0.00500 
EDTA 0.10500 0.44900 
Amine 0.02500 0.45100 
Marathon C 0.00320 0.00566 
MAC-3 LB 0.00040 0.00003 
Ag50W 0.00221 0.01528 
Biobeads 0.00141 0.01498 
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4.14.1 Commercial resins and 137Cs+ binding 
The six commercial resins used to bind 
137
Cs
+
 ions showed narrower variation in 
performance, with averages ranging between 9759 and 13431 CPM (Figure 4-30).  At neutral 
pH the resins were far superior to the functionalised nanoparticles.  With the exception of 
resin Ag 50wx2, the resins were typically only able to bind 19 – 24 % of their own mass in 
analyte, summarised in Table 4-18. 
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Figure 4-30 – Saturation binding ability of six commercial resins to high concentrations of 
137
Cs
+ 
ions
. 
Mass of ions extrapolated from calibrated radioisotope stock shown on the right 
axis. 
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Table 4-18 – Table of normalised 137Cs+ binding saturation datafor commercial resins.  
Figures normalised showing g 
137
Cs
+
 bound g-1 resin. 
 
Resin Mean CPM 
Mass of resin 
per tube (mg) 
Amount of 
137Cs+ bound 
(mg) 
g resin per g 137Cs+ 
bound 
Biobeads 9907.5 0.855 0.206 0.24141 
Sephadex 
marathon c 
10945.7 1.170 0.228 0.19490 
Dowex mac3 9758.7 0.605 0.203 0.33605 
Ion exchange 
hcr-w5 
11623.4 1.110 0.242 0.21816 
Ag 50wx2 13431.2 0.485 0.280 0.57694 
Amberlite irc-
758 
6825.0 0.665 0.142 0.21382 
 
4.14.2 Performance in synthetic groundwater with low level radionuclide 
contamination 
The previous experiments in buffer do not account for the interferants and competing species 
for chelation present in the real analyte matrix, i.e groundwater.  As a result, all resins and 
functionalised nanoparticles were incubated in synthetic ground water spiked with low level 
90
Sr
2+
/
137
Cs
+
 contamination levels typical of Sellafield groundwater – 1 kBq 90Sr2+ and 0.1 
kBq 
137
Cs
+
 (discussed in Chapter 1).  1 h incubations were allowed with 50 l samples which 
were then scintillation counted.  The data are shown in Figure 4-31. 
All experiments to quantify 
137
Cs
+
 were below the detection limits of the Wallac Cobra  
counter.  As a result, for a practical sensing device an accumulation system with analyte 
continually flowing over chelators would be needed until the amount accumulated is within 
the machine limits.  
90
Sr
2+
 beta counting was however within detection limits. 
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Figure 4-31 – Chelating ability of functionalised silica particles. (A), phenyl scintillant 
particles; (B), chelator only particles without scintillant; (C), commercial resins.  A known 
mass of particles or resin was incubated in 50uL of synthetic groundwater.  Levels of 
90
Sr
2+
 
and 
137
Cs
+
 were chosen on the basis of typical activitie around Sellafield.  Black bars 
correspond to samples counted with Emulsi safe scintillation cocktail, red bars without. 
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Because of the low radioisotope concentrations of 
90
Sr
2+
 and 
137
Cs
+
 present and the lower 
scintillation yield of the phenyl silane it was not possible to accurately determine the amount 
of analyte bound.  Figures 4-31 A and B show particles counted with (red bars) and without 
Emulsi Safe scintillation cocktail (black bars) to determine if there was a significant 
difference between the scintillation methods at such low level analytes.  While both methods 
bound small levels of analyte (< 6 CPM and < 2 CPM) the levels bound with the phenyl 
scintillant particles were within the standard deviation.  As a result at low levels, the Emulsi 
Safe counting method was more reproducible with narrower variation between samples.  For 
the scintillant nanoparticles to be used for low level contamination detection a sorption 
system with larger volumes of analyte flowing over the particles, chelating higher 
concentrations to within detectable levels would be needed.  The commercial resins 
consistently managed to bind a higher level of radionuclide (12 -17 CPM).  From previous 
experiments, the higher levels bound by the resins are likely due to 
137
Cs
+
 chelation and the 
amounts bound by the NP due to 
90
Sr
2+
.  This coud not be confired because the amounts were 
below the sensitivity limits of the Wallac counter. 
4.15 Conclusion 
A range of silica nanoparticles were grown based on a controlled pH dependent hydrolysis of 
low percentage (v/v) methoxy silanes.  Optimal conditions used ammonium hydroxide 
nucleation using less than 5 % water allowed a controlled reaction rate to create particles of a 
uniform size confirmed by SEM, TEM and PCS.  It was shown possible to use a range of 
organic solvents, ethanol, methanol or acetone for particle growth which have low boiling 
points for solvent transfer, and importantly, low toxicity.  Heating with a controlled water 
bath at 40 
o
C was shown to produce micron size particles large enough for sedimentation at 
low g forces.  Reaction of these core TEOS or TEMOS particles with further bioconjugatable 
silanes allowed a range of bespoke chemical functionalities to be added as the conjugates 
hydrolyse and couple directly to the core particle silanols.  While it has been shown in 
literature already that amino [213] and mercapto [214] functionalisation was possible, a range 
of other silanes were used.  Only the sulfonate silane failed, as it appeared not to hydrolise.  
As sulfonates are a powerful pH independent  cation chelator [82] an alternative was 
developed using oxidation of precursor mercapto-particles. 
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Significant variation in particle size dispersity of core silica particles and the functionalised 
forms was only observed with (O-(propargyloxy)-N-(triethoxysilylpropyl)urethane) alkyne 
particles, which have potential use for a range of high yield click chemistry based 
modification [215].  These methods have great potential for bulk scalable production of 
functional particles. 
The functionalised particles were subject to various characterisation procedures, however the 
key approach was ATR-FTIR analysis in KBr anhydrous matrixes which allowed 
functionalisation to be confirmed. 
Of the functionalities created, candidate chelating particles (amine, carboxylate, mercapto 
and sulfonates) were used in radionuclide binding experiments.  The saturation of binding as 
a function of pH was determined, and normalised per mass of particle.  The same 
observations were applied on four commercially available cation binding resins and it was 
shown that the functionalised EDTA and amine nanoparticles, compared to an equal mass of 
the best commercial resins, were able to bind up to 45 % more 
90
Sr
2+
.  Nanoparticles 
performed significantly better than the commercial resins at chelating 
90
Sr
2+
 but not 
137
Cs
+
.  
Bifunctional scintillant chelator particles were shown to directly measure radionuclides 
present at high level contamination, but at low activity levels scintillation cocktail was still 
required.  Finally, particles and resins were used in low level contaminated SGW which 
contained composition was based on typical 
90
Sr
2+
 and 
137
Cs
+
 activity levels found around the 
Sellafield site.  All surfaces managed to detect low level signal, but error bars were notably 
smaller when traditional scintillation cocktail was added. 
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5 : High surface area nanofibres as 
affinity sorbents 
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5.1 Chapter overview 
Successful growth of functionalised nanoparticles was detailed in Chapter 4.  It showed that 
using functional silanes to nucleate and modify nano- or micro- particles with chelating 
groups was possible.  However, attempts to encapsulate particles into a support matrix proved 
challenging.  Alternative approaches is to condense functional silanes onto a range of solid, 
high surface area surfaces that will allow direct analyte flowed over for analyte extraction and 
quantification.  A range of bulk metal oxide and silica dioxide surfaces were functionalised 
and binding capacities compared to those of the chelator nanoparticles.  In a similar manner, 
electrospun nanofibres were also investigated for this purpose, and used as high surface area 
sorbents.  A hierarchy of the methods used in this chapter is summarised in Figure 5-1. 
 
 
 
Figure 5-1 - Chapter five hierarchy, outlining the methods used to deposit chelator groups 
using functional silanes onto a range of surfaces including electrospun nanofibres for high 
surface area sorbents. 
 
 
 
 
Chelator surfaces with metal  ion 
affinity
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materials
Aluminium 
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5.2 Silane reaction methods 
Detailed silane reaction mechanisms have been shown for silica nanoparticle growth (section 
4.5).  However, to instigate surface condensation rather than solution nucleation a modified 
protocol was used. 
Silanes can be reacted in two phase systems in a range of protocols available; (I) 
Organic/aqueous suspensions with low (v/w) water content plus acid added to aid slow 
hydrolysis. (II) Direct aqueous dissolution if the silane is water soluble, with careful control 
of the reaction time. Bulk silanes are initially immiscible in water and will form two separate 
phases until the alkoxy groups hydrolyse and the silanes begin to dissolve.   If reacted for too 
long, the silanol intermediates will inter-react and polymerise creating milky suspensions and 
will subsequently not react at the desired surface interface.  As a result, protocols typically 
used an organic solvent or organic/aqueous mix with typically only a few per cent (v/v) of 
water. (III) Organic solvent only deposition can be used only with specific highly reactive 
silanes (chloro- amino- and methoxy-) but not ethoxysilanes which require prior hydrolysis 
(Figure 5-2).  As well as aqueous-aqueous phase deposition, (IV) vapour phase deposition is 
possible, where the silane is placed in a sealed glass chamber, under heat and vacuum, to 
react completely within the vessel. 
(A)                                                                         (B) 
 
                     
Figure 5-2 – Examples of hydrolysable functionalised silanes; (A), 3-
aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) and (B), 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APTMS). 
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For attachment of the hydrolysable methyl ether or ethyl ether, a reactive intermediate is 
generated before reaction with the substrate surface.   This can be aided by heating or 
reaction with a catalyst. 
The reaction of these intermediates with a hydroxyl layer forms organo-siloxane bonds.  The 
thickness of this layer is proportional to the water and silane coupling agent concentrations.   
These properties were varied to create different functionalised surfaces. 
5.2.1.1 Substrate preparation – coating surfaces with a hydroxyl base layer 
Glass is comprised of 75 % (w/v) silica (SiO2) plus Na2O, CaO and other additives.   It is 
optically transparent in the UV-visible spectrum and readily available, which makes it an 
ideal material for scalable functionised materials that can be used easily in combination with 
scintillation counting for radionuclides.   To successfully silanise a surface, a dense hydroxyl 
layer will give optimum coverage.  Glass and silica surfaces undergo disassociation of silanol 
groups, acquiring a negative surface charge according to Equation 5-1:  
 
              
(5-1) 
SiO2 groups are considered inert and cannot act as binding sites.  The degree of protonation 
on surfaces depends on the ionic strength and pH of the solution.  To estimate the surface 
density of hydroxyl groups, application of the basic Stern model on silica nanoparticles and 
titration with acid can be used. By accurately measuring the number of protons transferred 
across an interface in highly acidic environments, this method has been shown, to yield fairly 
accurate surface estimations.  However, this is only the case for non-porous, aqueous silica 
colloids containing high salt concentrations [216].  A number of traditional methods to 
quantify surface density of hydroxyls all fail under low ionic strength.  These include 
streaming potential measurements, conductimetry and electroacoustic methods [217] and 
only recently have models allowed accurate bulk silica protonation estimation.  An extensive 
theoretical derivation of silica surface charge is available [218] and a summary of the effects 
of pH on surface charge given in Figure 5-3. 
At a pH lower than 4, the calculated surface charge-silica model [216] states that the surface 
charge of a silica surface approaches zero as surface silanol groups all become protonated.  
This will be optimal for maximum hydroxyl coating and for subsequent silane deposition. 
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(A) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(B) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-3 - The bare () and effective charge densities (----) of a planar glass 
substrate according to Hiemstra et al [212].  (A), solid surfaces used; (B), a 1 m 
silica sphere, assuming a density 8 nm-2   of chargeable sites, a pK value of 7.5 for 
the silanol dissociation, and a Stern capacity of 2.9 F/m2 [216]. 
 
 
Because of the difficulties to experimentally calculate the surface density of hydroxyls, the 
theoretical model was used as an estimate.  On m sized silica particles, in  M buffer at pH 
5.5 (SGW conditions), unfunctionalised hydroxyls will deprotonate leaving  a maximum 
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2400 negative SiO
-
 available which increase to nearly 4000 charges per m-2 at neutral pH.  
A bulk planar glass surface under the same conditions will have 2600 charges per m-2 at pH 
5.5 and approximately 2700 charges m-2 at pH 7.  A comparison of the two estimates 
reveals that bulk surfaces are less sensitive to changes in pH.  This phenomenon explains the 
higher nonspecific absorption of cations at increasingly alkaline conditions observed 
experimentally. 
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5.3 Experimental 
5.3.1 Experimental overview 
A range of bulk surfaces (glass slides, glass capillaries, glass anti bumping granules, 
aluminium substrates), and high surface area nanofibres were functionalised with 
organosilanes bearing a range of functional chelating groups.  These were characterised by 
FTIR, miniSIMS and FEG-TEM to confirm functionality, structure and surface properties.  
These surfaces were then used in radioisotope binding experiments to quantify binding 
efficiency. 
5.3.2 Reagents 
Tetramethyl orthosilicate (TEMOS), tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS); 3-
(mrimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate, 3-(yriethoxysilyl)propyl isocyanate, (3-
mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane were obtained from  Aldrich. O-(propargyloxy)-N-
(triethoxysilylpropyl)urethane;  was bought from ABCR. 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane 
sourced from Acros Organics. 3-[(trimethoxysilyl)propyl]ethylenediaminetriacetic acid, 
sodium and triethoxysilylpropylmaleamic acid were sourced from Silar laboratories. 
Scintillants and their sources were athracene (Aldrich), 1,4-bis(5-phenyloxazol-2-yl) benzene 
(POPOP) (Sigma),  2,5-Diphenyloxazole(PPO) (Sigma),  1,1,4,4-tetraphenyl-1,3-butadiene 
(TPB) (Across organics) Triton X-100 (Sigma), p-terphenyl (Aldrich), methylstyrene/vinyl 
toluene (Aldrich). Ammonium hydroxide solution, all other solvents and acids were sourced 
from Fisher scientific unless otherwise stated. 
Silication surfaces and their sources; glass capillaries (Ring caps for reflotron 32 l) were 
purchased from VWR international.  Blue star microslide glass microscope slides (76 by 62 
mm, 1.2 mm thick) were purchased from Chance Proper Ltd.  Nanofibres were produced by 
the Micro and Nanotechnology Centre, STFC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. 5 mm 
diameter glass anti bumping granules were sourced from Sigma Aldrich.  Nanofibres were 
supplied by Professor Bob Stevens, Smart Materials and Devices, School of Science and 
Technology, Nottingham Trent University. 
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5.4 Methodology 
5.4.1 Surface preparation 
All surfaces were washed in a 10 % (v/v) HCl solution to remove non-specific metal ions 
(Na
+
, Mg+, Cs
+
).  Glass slides (76 by 62 mm, 1.2 mm thick) were cut into approximately 5 
mm squares using a diamond tip pen.  These squares or 32 m capacity glass capillaries were 
piranha washed for 30 min to remove organic contamination and create a dense surface 
hydroxyl layer for silane condensation. 
Aluminium stubs were prepared by coating with a diamond stick resin and smoothing with 
abrasive paper before a 2 min wash in dilute piranha solution (25 % (v/v) sulphuric and 15 % 
(v/v)  hydrogen peroxide) was carried out before  reaction with the appropriate silane. 
Nanofibres were washed in ethanol, then piranha solution washed for 30 min and neutralised 
with dH2O.  All binding experiments were performed against an unsilanised control to 
account for nonspecific binding. 
5.4.2 Silane condensation for functional surface coatings 
3-5 % (v/v) water in ethanol solution was adjusted to pH 4.5 – 5.5 with acetic acid.  Silane 
coupling agent was then dissolved with stirring to a final concentration of 2 to 5 % (v/v).  
Hydrolysis was allowed to proceed for 5 min at room temperature to create the active silanol 
compound.  The various hydroxyl coated substrates were then reacted for different periods of 
time ranging from mins to hrs, on a shaker, then washed with ethanol repeatedly to remove 
excess silane.  Curing of the substrate at 110 
o
C for 30 mins under vacuum was performed to 
remove water and form siloxane bonds.   The optimised conditions were found to be pH 5.5, 
4 h deposition with 5 % (v/v) silane, 2 % (v/v) water in ethanol.  An example of EDTA 
loaded surface preparation is shown in Figure 5-4.  To functionalise glass capillaries, they 
were submerged in this solution with capillary force aspirating the liquid for complete 
internal coverage.  This method however resulted in inhomogeneous silane coverage and 
explained the significant variation between capillary batches.  
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Figure 5-4 - EDTA affinity surface preparation from two dimensional silane condensation on 
planar hydroxyl coated surfaces. 
 
5.4.3 Nanofibre formation 
The nanofibres were supplied by Professor Bob Stevens of Nottingham Trent University.  A 
brief knowledge of their production method and limitations is important to understand the 
batch irreproducibility.  Briefly, fibres were grown by forcing a jet of electrically charged 
polymer solution between two electrodes under high voltage. A polymer drop forms on the 
end of the capillary and is pulled into a wet fibre by electrostatic forces. Wet fibres carry 
surface charges which condense as the fibre dries, the charge density increases until at a 
point.  Here, self-extension occurs and the fibre extends to produce nanoscale fibres 
producing a non-woven continuous matrix with no long range order [219].  A summary of the 
five fibre types used for subsequent functionalisation and their growth conditions are 
summarised in Table 5-1. 
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Table 5-1 – Growth conditions controlled during nanofibres growth: polymer injection rate, 
growth temperature and relative humidity. 
 
Fibre type Growth injection rate (l / h) Temperature ( °C) 
% Relative 
humidity 
1 1000 25 25 
2 1000 25 25 
3 1000 25 70 
4 1500 25 25 
5 1000 40 70 
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5.5 Analytical methods 
5.5.1 Nanofibre diameter sizing analysis via FEG-TEM microscopy 
Nanofibres were prepared by cutting the supplied samples into 2 cm x 2 cm squares and 
modifying as required.  Because of difficulty in handling, samples were left on the foil 
backing and modified in six well plates on a low setting shaker with multiple washing steps 
between stages.  For FEGTEM, ‘short’ sample stubs were mounted with 12 mm carbon tabs 
(Agar scientific) and the samples attached.  Two or three carbon ink (< 1 % (v/v) xylene) 
perimeter coatings were added and dried which minimised sample charging.  Initial samples 
were sputter coated with 2 x 30 nm gold layers using a Ar purged EMSCOPE sputter coater.  
Whilst removing charging, the coating created gold aggregates that lost fine detail on the 
nanofibres at high magnification.  The best sputter coating alternative found was a single 10 
nm, 80 mA platinum coat using an AGAR high resolution sputter coater.  Typical settings 
used for high resolution images were a 3 keV accelerating voltage, 20 m aperture, working 
distance of 3-6 mm,  n = 21 line integrals at a scan speed of 5 and a cycle time of 1.4 s. 
5.5.2 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy analysis of bulk surfaces 
All FTIR, regardless of sample preparation of the bulk surfaces, was performed on a liquid 
N2 Perkin-Elmer Spectrum-100 FTIR spectrometer with averages of 30 spectra averages per 
point. Typically 3 regions were analysed and averaged per scan.  A range of 4000 to 750cm
-1
 
and resolution of 2 cm
-1
 was used.   For imaging of functionality density, the specified wave 
numbers chosen were used to scan a 100 x 100 m sample area, with 30 scans averaged per 
measurement. 
5.5.3 Focused ion beam analysis for silane deposition depth 
To estimate the thickness of the deposited silane layers a focused ion beam (FIB) etching 
technique was combined with TEM.  Samples were mounted on a SEM metal stub with two 
sided carbon tape and onto which a conductive 50 nm platinum layer was deposited by 
thermal deposition.  Imaging, etching and surface analysis was performed on a FEI Nova 200 
dual beam SEM / FIB with INCA elemental analysis software.  Etching was performed using 
a 10 kV gallium ion source using a silicon etching profile for the required depth estimations.  
A 1 m by 5 m protective platinum resist was deposited next to where the 5 m x 10 m 
trench was etched.   The sample was then angled to allow lateral etching into the trench wall 
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to allow analysis of the bulk glass silicon dioxide, the organic deposition layer and the 
protective platinum resist. 
5.5.4 Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy of bulk surfaces for functionalisation 
MiniSIMS analysis was performed on a Millbrook SAI bench top machine using a 3 A 
current, 6 kV gallium source imaging a 10 nm
2
 sample area, with SED integration of 4.  Both 
positive and negative mode scans were used.  Same stage heights were used between 
samples.  Functional group density was estimated using a silicon etching profile and known 
elemental sensitivities. 
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5.6 Results and discussion 
5.6.1 Secondary ion mass spectroscopy 
Approximated atomic densities of functionalities deposited were calculated from known 
relatively sensitivity factors and observed counts from multiple scans. Carboxylate and 
EDTA surfaces on aluminium substrates are shown in Figure 5-8. Negative scan ions (Figure 
5-8 A) identified were OH
-
, O
-
, AlO2 and Al
+
 whilst positive ions were K
+
 and Na
+
 salts on 
the bare aluminium base (Figure 5-8 B).  Deposition of carboxysilane was confirmed by a 
number of organic fragments detected (Figure 5-8 C).  There were CH3O
-
, C2H-CH3O
-
, CH
-
 
ions in negative scans and Al
+
 and Si
+
, CH
+
, CH3
+
 ions present in positive scans.   Successful 
attachment of amino acid taurine (Figure 5-7D) and generation of a sulfonate surface was 
observed by SH
-
 groups rather than SO3
-
 which was not observed at 80 AMU as this group is 
not easily ionised.  Layer by layer deposition also showed the reduction in aluminium signal 
as the organic layer depth increased.  
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Figure 5-5 – Secondary ion mass spectroscopy analysis of functionalised surfaces.  (A), positive and (B), negative scans of an aluminium base 
layer with generated hydroxyl base layer.  An aluminium substrate was than modified with the desired functional silane including (C) 
carboxylate and (D), sulfonate.                          
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5.6.2 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy of surfaces 
Surfaces were analysed using absorption peaks in the infrared region as was performed with the 
nanoparticles (Chapter 4).  Microscopy images of the surfaces are presented in Figures 5-6 A, 7 A, 
8 A, 9 A.  FTIR spectra are presented in Figures 5-6 B, 5-7 B, 5-8 B and 5-9 B where 3 different 
regions per sample were averaged, 30 readings averaged per point.  
 
Figure 5-6 – Bare aluminium surface. (A), microscope image of aluminium surface, 1 min piranha 
treated hydroxyl layer.  (B), triplicate FT-IR transmission mode scans of three different areas per 
sample.  The sample was prepared by abrasion with 200 m diamond powder before a 1 min 
piranha wash to create a surface hydroxyl coating. 
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Bare oxide and hydroxyl surfaces were analysed to establish the unmodified surfaces and identify 
peaks present in all subsequent samples (Figure 5-6).  New absorption peaks were then attributed to 
functionalisation of the surfaces. 
 
Figure 5-7 - Carboxysilane on aluminium substrate.  Surfaces were prepared at pH 5.5, 4 h RT 
deposition of 5 % (v/v) silane, 2 % (v/v) water in ethanol.  (A), microscope image of aluminium 
surface, 1 min piranha treated hydroxyl layer.  (B), triplicate FT-IR transmission mode scans of 
three different areas per sample. 
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Large peaks attributed to Al2O3 resulted in a broad absorbance at 3100 cm
-1
, which is known to be 
present in M2O3 structures. The 1050-1100 cm
-1
 absorbtion correspond to Al
IV
-O bond stretching 
while 850-900 cm
-1
 bulk stretching. A broad minor peak at 3700-3800 cm
-1
  was attributed to five 
types of hydroxyl stretching [220] .   
 
Figure 5-8 – EDTA silane on aluminium.  (A), microscope image of aluminium surface imaged. (B), 
triplicate FT-IR transmission mode scans of three different areas per sample.  Sample prepared as 5 % 
(v/v) EDTA-silane reacted in 2 % (v/v) dH2O in ethanol as a 4 h surface condensation reaction to 
AlOH surface layer. 
A 
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A number of peaks corresponded both to EDTA silane (Figure 5-8) and carboxysilane (Figure 5-9).  
The EDTA chelating group –N(CH COOH)2 is known to give strong bands in the range between 
1735 and 1550 cm
-1
 [221] due to C=O stretching vibration [222].  Peaks 1268, 1336, 1409 cm
-1
 and 
two peaks at 1600 cm
-1
 and 1650-1680 cm
-1
 all correspond to FTIR spectra of the free acid and 
sodium salt forms of EDTA adsorbed on the surface of Al2O3 [221].   
 
Figure 5-9 – Carboxysilane condensed on aluminium.  (A), microscope image of aluminium surface.  
(B), triplicate FT-IR transmission mode scans of three different areas per sample.  Samples were 
prepared as 5 % (v/v) carboxysilane reacted in 2 % (v/v) dH2O in ethanol for 4 h.  A EDAC/sulfo-
NHS reaction to bond amino acid taurine was performed to form a sulfonic acid coated surface. 
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Broad peaks at 3000 – 3400 cm-1  were presumed due to a combination of Al2O3 cm
-1
and SiOH 
vibrational bonds, silica (3750 cm
-1 
and 3742 cm
-1
) or unreacted silanols (3200 -3600 cm
-1
) [220]. 
The commercial sulfonate functionalised silane failed to undergo hydrolysis and silanol 
condensation.  As result two alternative methods were used to create sulfonic acid surfaces.   One 
was the oxidation of mercapto groups using sulphuric acid (see Chapter 4 section 4.11.3). The other 
was to peptide bond the sulfonate containing amino acid taurine via its free amine group to a 
carboxylic coated surface (Figure 5-9).  Comparing the known free molecule taurine FTIR 
spectrum peaks from available spectra [204] 20 of the 23 expected peaks were observed between 
700 to 1600 cm
-1
.  However, the three peaks between 1400 cm
-1
 and 1700 cm
-1
 are noticeably 
broader and more intense. In comparison to the blank aluminium surface scans, large peaks 
attributed to Al2O3, broad absorbance at 3100 cm
-1
 caused by M2O3 structures have shifted to 3360 
cm
-1
.  The 1050-1100 cm
-1
 Al
IV
-O bond stretching were present but overlap taurine peaks. 850-900 
cm
-1
 peaks corresponded to bulk stretching, with minor a peak at 3700-3800 cm
-1
 attributed to five 
types of aluminium-hydroxyl stretching.   
5.6.3 Thickness of deposited silane layers - FIB TEM analysis 
Imaging organic samples via microscopy is always significantly more challenging than the analysis 
of inorganic layers.  This is because they consist of low atomic elements than scatter the incident 
electron beam less, and also the tendency to result in sample charging with time during analysis 
causing blurring, drift and sample damage.  However, perseverance and a modified FIB protocol 
allowed visual differentiation of bulk silica (Figure 5-10 A) and silane layers (Figure 5-10 B) on a 
supporting silica (glass) substrate. This involved a lateral cleaning etch to remove disturbed and 
redeposited organics after the initial etch, and a second platinum deposition into the exposed trench 
which removed charging which can often be mistakenly identified as organic layer deposition. EDX 
analysis of the bulk layer was similar to that seen with the nanoparticles, in than nitrogen could not 
be detected because of low atomic mass and little beam scattering.  EDTA was identified by its 
chelation affects, with significant calcium and magnesium spikes that only occur at the EDTA 
interface (Figure 5-10).  Because the etched depth is controlled with FIB, direct comparative 
quantification of elements between base glass layer and silanised layer is possible unlike with 
conversional SEM or TEM.  A significant silicon peak was observed at the organic interface 
confirming deposition, also supported by a higher oxygen count from the TEOS silanol groups 
(Figure 5-10 B).  A lateral etch performed on a smooth, level uniform area identified a  47.9 nm 
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organic layer (Figure 5-10 C), not dissimilar to that on silica EDTA nanoparticles grown for an 
equal time which ranged from 10 – 100 nm in diameter.   
 
(A) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(B) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
            (C) 
 
Figure 5-10 – FIB etching and cross section analysis of EDTA silane layer deposited onto silicon 
dioxide substrate. (A), surface overview; (B), trench etched into the sample with Pt resist layer; (C), 
magnification of the Pt-organic-silica interface and sizing of organic silane layer. 
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5.6.4 Functionalised surfaces and bining of radionuclides 
The various functionalised surfaces were tested for binding capacity under saturation conditions.  
Samples were pre-equilibrated in 1 M HCL containing 0.1 M NaCl solution before typically a 10 
kBq stock of either 
90
Sr
2+
 or 
137
Cs
+
 was flowed over the surface continually for 1 h.  The surfaces 
were then washed for 10 min with dH2O to remove non-specifically bound ions, then the amount of 
radionuclide bound qantified using scintillation counting.  For removal of analyte and rebinding 
experiments, an ethanol wash was used to remove scintillation fluid, the sample remounted into the 
flow rig and then the appropriate washing solution used. The sample was again counted with 
scintillation fluid before the whole cycle repeated. 
5.6.4.1 Functionalised capillaries and 90Sr2+ binding 
Figure 5-11 shows that there is significant variation in binding saturation between samples 
produced by the same method and within the same batch.  While surfaces fail to bind 
90
Sr
2+
 at pH 1 
due to nitrogens, carboxylates or glass silanols all being in protonated form, there is great variation 
at pH above 2.  While the average CPM bound at pH 7 and pH 11 ranged from 322 to 458 CPM, 
the variation above and below this average were significant.  The reason for this variation is most 
likely due to inhomogeneous silane deposition.  The deposition solution, once aspirated into the 
capillaries by capillary force, was not uniform although the solution was static and covered the 
entire available surface area.  Higher deposition often occurred around the edges of the tube and at 
the solution meniscus suggestion the higher surface tension resulted in higher rates of silanol 
condensation at the tube openings.  These areas could be physically cut off from the end of the 
capillaries to increase uniformity.  The average mg of strontium ions bound is summarised in Table 
5-2.  Significant variation between samples is observed particularly in increasingly acidic 
environments (pH 2) where increased protonation reduced the chelating ability of the surfaces. 
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Figure 5-11 – Functionalised EDTA glass capillaries and saturation binding quantities of 90Sr2+ 
under analyte flow as a function of pH.  Samples were background corrected and compared to an 
unfunctionalised capillary.  , scintillation fluid only control, unfunctionalised glass capillary 
control.  Other bars are identically prepared EDTA functionalised capillaries (EDTA 1 - 5) are 
shown to illustrate  inter batch variation.     
 
 
Table 5-2 – Normalised background corrected saturation binding data of EDTA functionalised 
capillaries.  Bound 
90
Sr
2+
 is extrapolated to counts per min or as a mass per mm
2
 of capillary 
surface. 
 
 
Average CPM mg 
90
Sr
2+
 bound 
mg 
90
Sr
2+
 bound per  mm
2
 
area 
pH 1 37.3 0.000777 9.90 x10
-7
 
pH 2 1002.0 0.0208 2.65 x10
-5
 
pH 7 392.3 0.00817 1.04 x10
-5
 
pH 11 397.9 0.00829 1.05 x10
-5
 
 
Mercapto and sulfonate surfaces tested under the same conditions were performed at pH 1 and 7.  
Minimal binding occurred at pH 1. However, reproducible behaviour was observed at pH 7 (Figure 
5-12). The mercapto surfaces performed poorly compared to the nanoparticles binding less than 1 
g of the radionuclide.  This suggested that the binding capabilities of the nanoparticles came from 
the three dimensional conformations created by the condensation on to silica, as opposed to planar 
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geometries on two dimensional silica.  Sulfonate surfaces managed to bind less than 4 g per entire 
capillary.  The normalised areas are summarised in Table 5-3. 
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Figure 5-12 - Functionalised mercapto and sulfonate glass capillaries showing saturation binding of 
90
Sr
2+
 under analyte flow at pH 7.  Samples triplicates versus an unfunctionalised glass capillary to 
account for nonspecific binding are shown. 
 
Table 5-3 - Normalised saturation binding data of functionalised capillaries at pH 7.  Bound 
90
Sr
2+
 
is extrapolated to counts per min or as a mass per mm
2
 of capillary surface area. 
 
Capillary  mg 
90
Sr bound mg 
90
Sr mm
2
 area 
Bare glass 28.42 5.92x10
-4
 7.54 x10
-7
 
Mercapto 28.17 5.87 x10
-4
 7.48 x10
-7
 
Sulfonate 143.67 2.99 x10
-3
 3.81 x10
-6
 
 
5.6.4.2 Functionalised capillaries and 137Cs+ saturation binding 
In the case of binding 
137
Cs
+
 ions,  deviation between triplicate samples was narrower (Figure 5-13)  
but the amount bound was between one and three magnitudes lower (Table 5-4) (10
-7
 to 10
-8
 mg 
mm
2
) compared to 
90
Sr
2+
 levels bound (10
-5
 mg mm
2
). 
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Figure 5-13 –Functionalised glass capillaries and saturation binding with 137Cs+ under analyte flow 
pH 7.  are sample triplicates (functionalised capillary 1-3);  the average with SD to 
illustrate batch variation. 
 
Table 5-4- Normalised saturation binding data of functionalised capillaries.  Bound 
137
Cs
+
 is 
extrapolated to counts per min or as a mass per mm
2
 of capillary surface area. 
 
Capillary Average 
CPM 
mg 
137
Cs
+
 bound mg 
137
Cs
+
 mm
2
 area 
Bare glass 1.0 2.08 x10
-5
 2.65 x10
-8
 
Sulfonate 9.7 2.01 x10
-4
 2.56 x10
-7
 
EDTA 3.0 6.25 x10
-5
 7.96 x10
-8
 
Mercapto 6.7 1.38x10
-4
 1.76 x10
-7
 
Amine 2.7 6.66 x10
-1
 8.49 x10
-4
 
 
5.6.4.3 Capillary recycling and poisoning 
Capillary surfaces were flushed after binding with a 10 mM PBS pH 1wash so that the chelation 
groups could reprotonate, and the high concentration of sodium ions within the PBS could 
competitively replace the bound radionuclide ions.  After an initial wash 5 EDTA capillaries 
showed between 96.4 % and 98.4 % recovery and reduction in scintillation counts (Figure 5-14 A).  
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However, after a second cycle the removal of 
90
Sr
2+
 ions was significantly lower reducing the 
reusability of the capillaries.  Further washes were used to elucidate if this poisoning effect was 
from incomplete competitive binding from the high salt buffer wash or that the length of the 
reprotonation wash was not long enough (Figure 5-15).   
Figure 5-14 – Saturation binding and reusability of EDTA coated capillaries.  Five identical 
samples (EDTA 1 – 5) were used in repeated binding and debinding experiments.  Green bars show 
90
Sr
2+
 binding.  Red bars showthe amount remaining after a low pH acidic wash to reprotonate 
chelator sites.  Percentages show the percent removal of 
90
Sr
2+ ions 
after each wash. (A), the initial 
binding saturation of 
90
Sr
2+ 
ions; (B), the second saturation amount of 
90
Sr
2+ 
ions, of reused samples 
under identical conditions. 
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Figure 5-15 - Five identical EDTA capillaries under repeated saturation and washing.  Bars 
correspond to;  initial incubation with 
90
Sr
2+
; ,  after a 10 min  pH1 10 mM PBS wash; ,  second 
initial incubation with 
90
Sr
2+
, , a 20 mins pH 1 wash (no competing salt);, a 10 min 0.1 M HCl 
wash with 0.1M NaCl and  a third initial incubation with 
90
Sr
2+
. 
 
After the initial incubation with 
90
Sr
2+
; all capillaries recovered to above 95% capacity using a 10 
min pH 1 wash which contained 10 mM PBS (Figure 5-15 green and red bars).  However, the 
subsequent binding capacity which was reduced to below 50 % of the original maximum (blue 
bars).  A more concentrated acid reprotonation wash did not significantly remove bound strontium 
ions (20 mins pH 1 wash, black bars), although a third wash of stronger acid and 10 x the 
competing salt concentration (10 min 0.1 M HCl wash with 0.1M NaCl) was enough to remove 
most of the bound 
90
Sr
2+ 
ions on the capillaries and return the observed CPM close to zero 
(turquoise bars).  However, when tested under a third 
90
Sr
2+ 
incubation, four of the samples bound 
significantly lower amounts than the second 
90
Sr
2+ 
binding.  This suggests either damage or reduced 
efficacy of the capillaries from the high acid wash.  This variation showed that capillaries may be 
reused several times but efficiency and binding density appears to drop with multiple uses even if 
the analyte is successfully removed using a high 0.1 M NaCl wash. 
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5.6.5 Fibre size visualisation and size change after silanisation  
As well as the capillaries, functionalised nanofibres were produced to act as high surface area 
chelating sorbents.  Five types of nanofibres, all consisting of a polyacrylonitrile base polymer, 
were produced under varying flow rates, relative humidity and temperature and were tested against 
the functionalised capillaries.  Although types one and two were created under the same conditions, 
fibre type two showed a significantly lower fibre density, was difficult to handle and completely 
crumpled under solvent immersion making them unusable.  They were not subsequently used in 
binding experiments.  The remaining four fibre types were coated with a base layer formed from 
isocyanate silane which covalently bonds to available amines on the nanofibre polymeric backbone.  
This leaves three silanol groups  per bound silane molecule exposed on the fibre surface that were 
then reacted with varying amounts of EDTA silane and sized using FEG TEM.  The images of fibre 
type four are shown (Figure 5-16 A) which were typical of the other fibre types.      The bare fibres 
and modification with isocyanate silane, and EDTA silane are shown.  As well as the bulk physical 
property change, silanisation was able to be observed directly as the bare fibres had a visible 
surface roughness  that is replaced with a smooth glass layer after reaction with silane (cf Figure 5-
16 A with Figure 5-16 B - D). 
For sizing of fibre types, three different regions per sample were chosen and a minimum of five 
sizing measurements per region were sized using analysis software, the average diameters 
summarised in Table 5-5 and Figure 5-17 A -B.  Of the bare fibres, type four displayed the 
narrowest diameter (204.25 ± 19.03 nm) and five the widest (968.78 ± 149.13 nm).  It can be seen 
that the faster the injection flow rate, the narrower the fibre diameter. Secondly, a higher growth 
temperature resulted in a wider fibre diameter.  The same can be said for a more humid growth 
environment (Figure 5-17 A and B).  The bare fibre diameters varied significantly, with fibre type 
five (FT 5) approaching 1 m, four times the size of the smallest FT 4.  Base layer deposition of the 
isocyanate silane layer increased FT 3 and FT 4 controllably, both increasing diameter by 
approximately 800 nm.  FT 1 and FT 5 showed an apparent decrease in size but widened SD error 
bars, showing regions of fibres grew significantly while others were not significantly altered by the 
deposition.  Growth was not homogeneous in these cases. 
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Magnification       1000 x                           10,000x 100,000x 
 
Figure 5-16 - FEG SEM images of FT 4 nanofibres.  Left to right shows increasing magnification 
of fibres (1 k, 10 k and 100 k).  Fibres used were (A), bare fibres; (B), as (A) with isocyanate 
modification; (C), as (B) with 4  % (v/v) EDTA silane; (D), as (B) with 40 % (v/v) EDTA silane. 
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Figure 5-17 - Change in fibre diameter as a function of chemical modification.  Diameters were averaged from a 
minimum of n=5 sampling at a 10,000 magnification.  Fibre diameter sizing averages based on SEM analysis. (A), 
fibre diameter averages as a function of fibre modification. (B), diameter comparison of all fibre types as a 
function of silane modification. 
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Table 5-5 – Nanofibre diameter averages as a function of silane modification.  Summary of Figure 
5-17 B.  Empty values are because fibre diameter grew too large. 
Fibre 
functionality 
FT 1 
average 
(nm) 
SD FT 3 
average 
(nm) 
SD FT 4 
average 
(nm) 
SD FT 5 
average 
(nm) 
SD 
Bare fibre 363.5 22.6 468.9 51.7 204.2 19.0 968.7 149.1 
Isocyanate 136.2 181.2 1168.1 109.0 931.0 212.8 767.2 64.4 
4% EDTA 561.1 38.1 686.7 67.9 381.7 5.1   
40% EDTA   3279.3 2148.1 1599.0 849.1   
 
Regardless of the inhomogeneous deposition of the silane layers, all fibres showed significant 
diameter growth upon addition of functional silane.  Figure 5-17 B visually shows the direct 
comparison of diameter increase of all FT as a function of modification step.  Fibres were then 
tested for radionuclide binding. 
5.7 Functionalised nanofibres and radionuclide saturation binding 
Binding experiments with 
90
Sr
2+
 or 
137
Cs
+
 further confirmed the variation between fibre batches as 
observed from TEM analysis.  Although silanisation was confirmed both with TEM and FTIR, the 
binding capacity was significantly lower than with functionalised nanoparticles and comparable to 
that seen with capillaries (Figure 5-18)  While the standard deviation between samples remained 
lower than with capillaries, at present the capacity would  not be satisfactory for a reproducible 
sorbent surface. 
The bare fibres showed erratic, but  large amounts of radionuclide binding for both 
90
Sr
2+
 ions 
(Figure 5-18 A) and 
137
Cs
+
 ions (Figure 5-18 B) and despite washing steps (Figure 5-18 A black 
bars).  This suggested the behaviour is based on an electrostatic attraction rather than non-specific 
binding.  The bare fibres in fact bound far more 
137
Cs
+
 ions than the functionalised surfaces 
suggesting the silanisation was passivating an inherent electrostatic nature of the fibre polymer 
backbone.  However, averages of 
90
Sr
2+
 binding were consistent, reproducible and significantly 
higher than the non-specific binding shown by bare fibres. 
Comparison of 
90
Sr
2+
 (red bars) and 
137
Cs
+
 (green bars) binding (Figure 5-18 C) displayed the same 
behaviour as with NPs and capillaries.  That is, that due to the ion valences, significantly greater 
amounts of 
90
Sr
2+
 bound  (2 -23 fold more bound than
137
Cs
+ 
ions). 
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FT 1 and FT 5 bound the most radionuclide, but FT 1 showed significant variation between 
samples.  Only FT 5 showed a reproducible saturation limit. This behaviour correlates with the 
TEM fibre sizing which showed that FT 1 and 5 grew the most significantly, but inhomogeneously, 
which resulted in the inconsistent binding behaviour.  
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Figure 5-18 – Binding of 90Sr2+ and 137Cs+ ions by functionalised nanofibres.  2.5 cm square panels 
of fibres were incubated in synthetic ground water spiked with 
90
Sr
2+ 
and
 137
Cs
+
 ions to give a total 
activity of 10 kBq. Samples were and incubated for 1 h.  n=5 per sample. Black bars show binding 
of unfunctionalised bare fibres in comparison to 5 identical functionalised samples. (A),  binding of 
137
Cs
+
ions; (B), binding of 
90
Sr
2+
 ions; (C), relative amounts of 
90
Sr
2+
 (red bars) and 
137
Cs
+
 (green 
bars)  bound. 
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5.8 Commercial resins and binding of radionuclides from 
contaminated synthetic ground water  
All surfaces were tested in synthetic ground water to determine if very low levels of radionuclide 
could be bound from ground ater containing a significant amount of co-contaminants and 
interfering analytes. Using SGW  (section 1.2) spiked with 1 kBq L
-1
 
90
Sr
2+
and 0.1 kBq L
-1
 
137
Cs
+
, 
typical radionuclide contaminant levels observed in Sellafield groundwater, along with 
cocontaminants KCl, MgSO.H2O, MCl2, H2O,  CaCO3 sodium silicate, NaNO3, NaCl and NaHCO3 
at pH 7.35 [5]. 
All samples including the SGW stock were below the limits of the  counter for 137Cs+ ions which 
gave a zero CPM average in spite of continual counts with time during analysis.  
90
Sr
2+ 
could be 
quantified by scintillation counting, albeit counts were low.  The data are shown in Figure 5-19.
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Figure 5-19 – Beta counting response of commercial resins incubated in Sellafield low level 
radioisotope contaminated synthetic ground water (n =3 per resin). 50 l of resin was incubated 
with 50 l of spiked SGW which contained 1 kBq L-1 90Sr2+and 0.1 kBq L-1 137Cs+ ions. 
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The functionalised nanofibres and capillaries were unable to detect the required levels of 
radioactive contaminants typical of Sellafield groundwater.  The commercial resins performed 
significantly better and were able to detect a reproducible amount of the 
90
Sr
2+ 
 ions present.  
Narrow standard deviations between four of the batches was achieved; Mac 3 (16.8 ± 0.6), Hdr-w5 
(17.2 CPM ± 0.8), Ag50wx2 (16.6 CPM ± 0.6), Irc-758 (18.0 CPM ±1.4) CPM respectively.  The 
only batch with significant error was the marathon resin C (11.6 CPM ±  10.1) which showed poor 
reproducibility.  
5.9  Conclusion 
A range of silica surfaces were functionalised using two dimensional silanisation growth on glass 
capillaries or polymeric nanofibres.  Capillaries showed moderate binding capacity but variation 
between batches was observed because of higher silanisation around the tube meniscus. Reusability 
was increased by recycling capillaries with a high salt – acid wash.  Functionalised nanofibres were 
prepared in a similar manor with the aims of higher surface area specifically to give a higher 
binding capacity.  Variation between these samples however was due to the random orientation of 
the fibres and inconsisistent density of fibres.  This however is a property of how the nanofibres are 
synthesised, only able to be produced in non woven disordered polymeric meshes.   
In comparison, the solid scintillant NP managed to bind low levels of 
90
Sr
2+
 in contaminated 
synthetic ground water. 
At such low levels of radionuclide, Emulsi Safe counting method was more reproducible with 
narrower variation between samples.  For scintillation counting using either nanofibres or 
nanoparticles in a deployable device, an accumulation sensor which would continually bind analyte 
to well within detectable levels would be needed to increase reproducibility and reduce variation 
between batches. At saturation binding conditions and optimum pH (pH 2 – 11) EDTA NP bound 
50 % of their own mass, an impressive loading capacity.  Surprisingly, amines too while in 
protonated form bound a high amount of 
90
Sr
2+
 ions, between 10 and 45 % their own mass. 
The nanofibres were also compared to the commercial resins Mac 3, Hdr-w5, Ag50wx2 and Irc-758  
which performed superiorly to the functionalised surfaces which were able to bind low levels, but 
reproducible amounts of radioactive analyte from synthetic ground water. 
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6 : Conclusions, discussion and future 
work 
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6.1 Project summary 
The aim of the project was to design a number of surfaces with ion specificity to radionuclide 
contaminants common in U.K legacy waste sites such as those at Sellafield.  Ideally, these 
surfaces were to allow specificity and selectivity to the radionuclides which were focused on 
UO2
2+
, 
137
Cs
+
, and 
90
Sr
2+
.  These binding mechanisms were to be coupled to a signal 
transducer which would convert the bind event into a quantifiable signal for real time 
monitoring. 
In respects to these criteria, particular success was achieved for uranyl ions with the 
development of an impedance based biosensor.   A novel uranyl biosensor for aqueous uranyl 
UO2
2+
 ions used tethered surface layer proteins on gold substrates, interrogated by EIS at low 
frequency.  The sensor showed minor interference from a number of divalent interferent ions  
Ni
2+
, Cs
+
, Cd
2+
 and Co
2+
. Chemical modification of the JG-A12 binding protein by blocking 
of the phosphate and carboxyl groups prevented UO2
2+
 binding, showing that both moieties 
were involved in the recognition to UO2
2+
.   
Two bespoke tethering mechanisms based on short molecular linkers that created porous 
conductive membranes were developed that allowed potentially any biological receptor to be 
tethered to a gold electrode for use as a sensor component.  However, due to the lack of 
available metal binding proteins for the desired analytes an alternative approach was taken 
for the other radionuclides. 
A number of synthetic crown ether hosts were identified that had high specificity for Cs
+
, and 
Sr
2+
 ions.  These were either synthesised or a modification of commercially sourced crown 
ethers.  These host molecules were combined with SAM surfaces and interrogated using a 
range of analytical methods in an attempt to monitor real time binding of analytes.  This 
included EIS, real time CV and mass based gravimetry.  While a number of interfacial 
phenomena were observed, a method of real time direct quantification of analyte binding was 
not achieved.  An approximate mass based system for Sr
2+
 detection used a resorcinol 
calixarene - SAM format was shown to function in an ‘on’ or ‘off’ state, but was not sensitive 
enough to quantify the amount of analyte bound. 
 As a result, an alternative approach of creating high capacity surfaces, rather than those with 
specificities, was used to create functional chelators biosilica particles and nanofibres.  The 
binding capacity and reproducibility of these surfaces were compared to the performance of a 
number of commercial chelating resins.  Functionalised EDTA, sulfonate and amine particles 
showed excellent binding of 
90
Sr
2+
 ions at all pHs above pH 1, and were found to bind 
magnitudes more radionuclide ions than the commercial resins.   
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137
Cs
+
 however bound in significantly lower amounts, with saturation amounts being lower 
than the commercial resins available.    The same silanisation method was shown applicable 
to creating high surface bulk surfaces by coating of nanofibres.   Functionalisation of 
nanofibres was confirmed but was found to be inhomogeneous across larger areas of the 
fibres because of variable fibre density.  As a result the fibre binding performances were 
found to be variable, with poor reproducibility.  This was also attributed to the inconsistent 
fibre density per unit area which is an unfortunate characteristic attributed to the 
elctospinnining production method and not the functionalisation method. 
A unique simulataneous condensation reaction also showed it was possible to create 
bifunctional silica particles which incorporated both chelator functionality and solid 
scintillant directly onto the particles, thus removing the need for scintillation cocktail for 
scintillation counting of radiation.  When tested in SGW containing radionuclide levels 
typical of U.K legacy sites detection of 
90
Sr
2+
 was possible, but 
137
Cs
+
 levels were below the 
sensitivity limits of available equipment.  A more expensive environmental analysis grade 
machine would not be within the scope of a field implementable device. 
In summary, a range of functionalised chelator surfaces were successfully made with affinity 
to UO2
2+
, and 
90
Sr
2+
.   The commercial resins remained the most successful as 
137
Cs
+
 
sorbants.   Further work is needed to utilise these surfaces to incorporate them into a field 
implementable device. 
 
6.2 Future work 
It is important to develop the prototype devices and sorbent surfaces reported within this 
thesis to field deployable devices.  As such, they were tested in synthetic ground water under 
typical temperature, pH co-contaminant conditions.  Future work will incorporate these into a 
bespoke microfluidics system, currently being developed by colleagues in the School of Civil 
Engineering at the University of Leeds.  Ideally an automated assembly process would reduce 
variation between electrode and particle batches and could be combined with bespoke 
software for data analysis and interrogation. 
Nanoparticles were grown in 50 ml container volumes yielding milligrams to grams.  For 
large scale monodisperse particle production it has been shown that the growth of inorganic 
silica by use of a cross flow system via a slotted membrane can produce kilograms of 
monodisperse particles [223], and it would be interesting to see if this method will work with 
the biosilica particles. 
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While several particle functionalities have been demonstrated using methoxy condensation 
reactions, these particles are limited by the availability of the desired hydrolysable silanes.  
One alternative approach, with potential scalable yield is to use the alkyne particles as the 
precursor for click chemistry based reactions.  Click chemistry is an emerging branch of 
chemistry that allows discrete molecular synthesis quickly and efficiently in high yields using 
thermodynamically driven reactions.  While the number of reactions and practical chemistry 
is limited, the potential for controlled conjugated bio-, macro- and synthetic molecules is 
huge.  Currently the most common of these reactions is Cu-catalysed azide-alkyne 
cycloaddition (CuAAC), ring open polymerisation (ROP), ring opening metathesis 
polymerisation (ROMP) cationic polymerisation, nitric oxide-mediated radical 
polymerisation (NMP), atom transfer radical polymerisation (ATRP) and reversible addition 
fragmentation chain transfer polymerisation (RAFT) [194, 215].  The range of molecules 
available for these reactions is far more than the available methoxy silanes and would allow a 
huge range of bespoke particles or surface functionalisations. 
The nanofibres in current form showed poor reproducibility due to inconsistent fibre density, 
a product of the non-woven fibre production via the electrospinning process.  However, as the 
nanoparticles showed, high surface area functionalised materials have great potential for 
chelator and remediation technologies, and an alternative nanofibre production method may 
alleviate these problems. 
In particular, the success of the uranyl binding biosensor using SLP JG-A12 and the 
development of the two porous membrane linkers holds great potential for bespoke metal ion 
biosensors by screening microbiological species and extraction of relevant proteins for use as 
the sensing component.  To date, there are few references to other sub nanomolar metal ion 
biosensors with specificity; the only prominent example being the MerR protein for Hg
2+ 
ions 
[78]. Merr functions by undergoing a conformational change upon ion binding.  The 
discovery or directed evolution of new metal ion binding proteins is clearly an area where 
potential for device development and commercialisation exists. 
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8.1 Young investigator of the year nomination 
 
Bioanalysis 
July 2011, Vol. 3, No. 13, Pages 1439-1440 , DOI 10.4155/bio.11.139 
(doi:10.4155/bio.11.139) 
 
Young Investigator: David JR Conroy 
David JR Conroy & Paul Millner 
Sections:  
 
ABSTRACT   
Supervisor’s supporting comments 
As a graduate nanotechnologist, MSc bio-nanotechnologist David is one of the new breed 
of young scientists who only progress if they are prepared to develop a wide skill base 
and engage in a multiplicity of new techniques and approaches cutting right across the 
full range of scientific disciplines. David has shown himself to be a creative and lateral 
thinker who is totally committed to finding (and training in) the techniques he needs to 
accomplish his aim, which is translational research aimed at producing real world 
analytical devices that lean heavily on the new opportunities offered by 
bionanotechnology. The uranyl sensor he developed (now published work) really does 
show the way to remote environmental monitoring of pollutants. In fact, this makes 
possible an environmental surveillance approach that has hitherto been impossible 
except with huge expense and infrastructure. His work is likely to change current 
practice in a big way and he would be a very worthy recipient of a young investigator 
award. 
 
 
Q What drove you to choose a career in 
bioanalysis? 
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My undergraduate course in nanotechnology here at Leeds University was a 
multidisciplinary mix of biochemistry, chemistry, physics, electronics and materials. As a 
result I wanted a research project that was both cutting edge, novel and interdisciplinary 
allowing me the potential to create a functional biotechnological device with potential for 
large-scale development rather than research for the sake of research. 
 
 
Q Describe the main highlights of your 
bioanalytical research, & its importance to the 
bioanalytical community both now & in the 
future 
  
A biosensor is the integration of biological recognition elements with electronic 
components to create a signal transduction mechanism, for example; current, optical or 
impedametric to create a superior sensing device. Applications are vast, from toxicology, 
cancer and medical diagnostics to pharmaceuticals and cosmetics. 
In my own work I use bionanotechnology to integrate organic or synthetic components 
including proteins, antibodies or calixarenes onto functionalized surfaces. In this way, 
highly functionalized and responsive surfaces are coupled to real-time analysis methods 
with the hopes of creating a bio-/chemo-sensor that has a higher specificity or selectivity 
to what is currently commercially or practically available for field-active devices. My PhD 
project primarily for environmental and defense technologies is to detect groundwater 
contamination from UK nuclear legacy sites that has escaped into the environment. 
Within 18 months of starting my PhD I have managed to create a completely new, novel 
functioning prototype for groundwater uranium by tethering purified surface layer 
proteins from bacteria evolved in radioactive contaminated waste sites. With the current 
problems in Japan and large-scale groundwater radioactive contamination it is 
unfortunate that my project was not started a few years ago and is not closer to 
commercialization. However this shows the significant need for such devices. 
 
 
Q Where do you see your career in bioanalysis 
taking you? 
  
As bionanotechnology is an emerging field I plan to use my unique skills to establish 
truly interdisciplinary research laboratories for the integration of a wide range of science 
and engineering to focus on practical problems. For my future work I see myself 
potentially looking for a postdoctoral position in either China (if my language skills 
improve to a conversational level) or in the USA, as these are currently the two leading 
countries in terms of original research with significant funding in nanotechnology. In the 
next month I am visiting China on a nanomedicine conference to instigate inter-
university research, student exchange between laboratories, and to look at potential 
postdoctoral routes and take the first steps towards achieving my ideal career. Ideally, 
this will include a combined laboratory of medics, scientists and engineers focusing on 
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areas such as drug delivery, medical diagnostics, functionalizing nanoparticles and 
biosensing. 
 
 
Q How do you envisage the field of bioanalysis 
evolving in the future? 
  
I see the field moving away from the traditional branches of science such as biology, 
biochemistry, chemistry and the likes. While these will still exist in their own right, more 
and more disciplines are overlapping; genetics and bioinformatics, and biotechnology 
and material engineering are current examples. Without the broadening and merging of 
research minds from structured and traditional ways of thinking, research will stagnate 
and limit the potential possible. As an example; medics would be consulted to identify 
the symptoms and markers of illnesses, genetic disorders or disease such as cancer. 
Biochemists and geneticists would then identify potential disease biomarkers and the 
antibodies against them. Nanotechnologists will create functionalized nanoparticles in 
parallel with biotechnologists so the devices are biocompatible. Material scientists will 
test drug loading, release and delivery of the nanoparticles that have been conjugated 
with the produced antibodies. In this way, a nanoparticle designed for a specific illness, 
loaded with an appropriate drug, is functionalized with a desired receptor molecule to be 
delivered via the patient’s bloodstream. Problems will be approached from different 
perspectives with the same goal, from problem identification and theory to product 
design and application, leading to testing, scaling and finally production. 
 
 
Representative publication   
 
▪ Conroy DJR, Millner PA, Stewart DI, Pollmann K. Biosensing for the environment 
and defense: aqueous uranyl detection using bacterial surface layer 
proteins. Sensors 10(5), 4739–4755 (2010). 
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Abstract: The fabrication of novel uranyl (UO2
2+
) binding protein based sensors is 
reported. The new biosensor responds to picomolar levels of aqueous uranyl ions 
within minutes using Lysinibacillus sphaericus JG-A12 S-layer protein tethered to 
gold electrodes. In comparison to traditional self assembled monolayer based 
biosensors the porous bioconjugated layer gave greater stability, longer electrode 
life span and a denser protein layer. Biosensors responded specifically to UO2
2+
 
ions and showed minor interference from Ni
2+
, Cs
+
, Cd
2+
 and Co
2+
. Chemical 
modification of JG-A12 protein phosphate and carboxyl groups prevented UO2
2+
 
binding, showing that both moieties are involved in the recognition to UO2
2+
.  
Keywords: S-layer; surface layer; protein biosensor; uranium; uranyl; metal ion; 
sequestering; impedance spectroscopy 
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Introduction 
 
Toxicology of Uranium 
 
Toxicologically, the uranyl ion is hazardous due to rapid adsorption through the 
gastrointestinal tract. In the bloodstream most uranyl is carried as soluble bicarbonate while 
the remainder is bound to plasma proteins. Whilst typically 60% is excreted within 24 h 
approximately 25 % has been shown to undergo incorporation to bone [224]. Historic 
experiments in human test participants showed systemic exposure above levels of 0.1 mg/kg 
body weight results in acute renal tubular damage that can be fatal. There are currently no 
diagnostic tests available and no proven methods for reducing the chronic effects of uranyl 
exposure [225] which is why the application of biosensing for early detection of 
contaminated aqueous systems would be advantageous.  
 
Environmental Effects of Uranium 
 
In the UK uranium based hazards arise from fuels, materials and wastes produced from 
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA) and British Nuclear Fuels plc (BNFL) 
dating back to the 1940s and 1960s as well as Magnox power stations from the 1950s to 
1970s. High level radioactive waste is buried with the intention of radioactive decay reducing 
activity over significant periods of time. Even minor leakage and radionuclide migration 
through container vessels can result in disastrous environmental ramifications [2]. Sellafield 
Ltd (previously British Nuclear Fuels) is a U.K nuclear processing site , and one of the few 
UK sites that publicly discloses information on soil analysis and allows a realistic model of 
the environmental contamination to be made. By-products from the nuclear fission process 
are the radionuclides U-238, Tc-99, Sr-90 and Cs-137. Of the five oxidation states of uranium 
only +4 and +6 are stable for practical considerations. The +6 species forms the water soluble 
uranyl (UO2
2+
) ion and is the most commonly encountered form.  
 
Current Sensing Technologies 
 
Three remediation strategies currently used for ground water remediation; (i) natural 
attenuation systems use reactive elemental reducing agents that induce abiotic degradation of 
substances (ii) wetland and mine effluents sorbtion systems and (iii) permeable reactive 
barriers (PRB) for ground water remediation that act as large scale sorption or reductive-
precipitation barriers that sequester contaminants in situ over extended time scales. 
Economical and political restrictions often resist implementation of these methods. In such 
situations as these, the application of biosensing technologies is the most practical solution to 
continually monitor a target site where a complete remediation strategy is not possible. 
Comment [MSOffice1]: The location 
of the uranyl under discussion is unclear 
Comment [MSOffice2]: I think that 
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Current metal ion detection systems are limited, often with poor specificity and are limited to 
laboratory analyses. Chemical modification of surfaces to create chelator coatings can work 
as sorption barriers but they tend to lack specificity for analytes [226]. Alternative mass 
based systems use microcantilevers that monitor concentration changes of metal ions present 
as a function of frequency dampening have been developed [64] but lack specificity; if a 
conformational change in the binding protein occurs as a result of analyte binding [71] 
monitoring such a mechanism is relatively easy. If binding induces structural changes in a 
protein then even fM concentrations of the analyte can result in large mass and interface 
changes that are readily measurable [78]. For example, at a magnitude of size smaller, 
oligonucleotide sequences generated by PCR can be identified using enzymes and 
chronocoulometry [227]. The current limitation for these approaches is simply that too few 
analyte specific binding proteins have been discovered. Similarly enzyme based systems that 
use metal ions to enhance or inhibit a reaction in a quantifiable analyte specific manner has 
been shown [228] but are limited in number. Most proteins do not undergo a conformational 
change on binding and so analyte binding cannot simply be monitored by a change in 
interface mass. 
 
Bacillus Sphaericus S-layer Proteins 
 
While a few bacterial strains have been identified e.g Pseudomonasstutzeri, Neurospora 
sitophila, Streptomycesalbus and Streptomyces viridochromogenes [83] that are tolerant to, 
and able to sequester uranyl ions, the specific mechanisms and bindings sites are poorly 
understood. Bacteria regulate their response to specific metals by a number of mechanisms. 
Membrane pumps use an active potential to translocate ions from the cell by pumping out 
metal ions from the bacteria and maintain ion concentrations below toxic levels. However, 
many bacterial species have evolved specific proteins, externally or internally, that that bind 
and sequester metal ions to minimise uptake [12]. Bacillus sphaericus strain JG-A12 has 
evolved naturally under chronic exposure to uranium mining waste within piles near the town 
of Johanngeorgenstadt (Saxony, Germany [229]). This strain shows an intrinsic tolerance to 
the radioactive compound [88]. Compared to similar strains, JG-A12 was reported to bind 
uranyl ions with higher specificity. Early reports [20] claimed JG-A12 showed specificity 
only for UO2
2+
 making it an ideal metal receptor. However subsequent work [87] monitored 
the interaction of this strain with 19 heavy metals (Al, Ba, Cd, Co, Cr, Cs, Cu, Fe, Ga, Mn, 
Ni, Rb, Si, Sn, Sr, Ti, U, and Zn). While failing to bind a number of divalent ions that similar 
strains could bind, JG-A12 bound Cu, Pb, Al, and Cd to a small extent as well as UO2
2+ 
[230]. Thus, while not offering complete specificity to uranium it binds to a fewer number of 
interfering cations than related species and has a significantly higher affinity for UO2
2+
. 
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Electrochemical Biosensors 
 
Electrochemical biosensors typically employ a binding protein of some sort as the 
recognition element and are of increasing interest due their simplicity of operation and low 
cost of fabrication. They also show potential for near real-time detection and excellent 
specificity [231]. Current examples include, but are not limited to, medical diagnostics and 
serodiagnosis [232] tumour marker analysis [233], early identification of tissue damage [234] 
and cardiac marker analysis. However, most of these biosensors are designed to quantify 
larger analytes such as proteins. For much smaller analytes such as metal ions, several classes 
of proteins exist that chelate, transport or remove them, either as a natural function or to 
avoid cytotoxicity. Metallohistins are a recent class of histidine rich metal binding proteins 
found in the plant Alnus glutinosa [66]. Phyto-chelatins are metal chelating peptides 
important for heavy metal regulation in certain plants, fungi and bacteria containing the 
binding sequence (-Glu-Cys)n-Gly [66] and some have been found to bind Cu and Zn for 
storage in both eukaryotes and prokaryotes [65]. A range of bacteria and some eukaryotic 
algae contain a highly ordered array of surface layer proteins (SLP) or glycoproteins creating 
a porous outer shell. The biological roles can be specific to the organism but can include cell 
adhesion, protection from predation, virulence factor, antigenic properties, anchoring sites for 
exoenzymes or porin function [235], typically the layer lattice is 5–10 nm deep with pores of 
2–6 nm diameter. Upon isolation, purification and re-suspension these form ordered 2 
dimensional arrays on lipid or solid supports with crystalline arrays of oblique (p1, p2), 
tetragonal (p4), or hexagonal (p3, p6) symmetry with between 1 and 6 protein subunits [236]. 
The anchoring mechanisms of these proteins to cells vary, but include interactions with 
hydrophobic mycolic acid tails, template support layers on the cell surface or orientated 
nanogrooves for protein assembly and ordering [237].  
 
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy  
 
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a method of interrogating surfaces and 
interfaces as a function of current dissipation with frequency. Specifically to biosensing, the 
changes in resistance and capacitance in response to an analyte-interface interaction can be 
observed. Impedance is the ratio of current change to a incremental applied voltage and has 
emerged as a powerful technique for monitoring interfacial changes at a solid-liquid or 
liquid-liquid interface for a number of biosensing mechanisms including membrane-analyte 
interactions [36], ion channels [238], interfacial capacitance changes [94] and 
antibody/antigen interactions [93]. 
Models of EIS idealise an electrode interface as a series of electronic circuit components 
which are used to model current dissipation with frequency. Models of increasing complexity 
use resistors and capacitors in series and parallel to represent the resistance and capacitance 
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changes at an electrode interface due to mass transport phenomena or reaction transfer 
kinetics of species at the interface. Bulk impedance (Z) can be expressed as a complex 
function represented as the sum of the real Z’() and imaginary –Z”(). These are the 
resistance and capacitance components respectively and is typically represented as a Nyquist 
plot which shows the imaginary –Z” part on the Y axis and the real Z’ part on the X axis. 
Interpreting the Nyquist plot using a representative equivalent circuit model shows changes in 
impedance from interfacial phenomena such as analyte binding as a function of solution 
resistance, interfacial resistance and layer capacitance [47].  
 
Results and Discussion 
 
Surface Preparation 
 
Two alternative protein tethering mechanisms of SLP were performed. However, it is 
essential a clean uniform base gold layer is prepared for repeatable layer by layer depositions 
and subsequent biosensor construction. Thus a number of surface cleaning routines were 
performed. Ozone and chemical etchants, produced the cleanest electrodes compared to 
surfactant and solvent washes, but caused significant surface damage with repeated use. The 
effects on surface roughness and area change these methods induced were calculated using 
the Cottrell equation which relates the current decay of a potential ramped electrode in 
solution with an electro active species [239]. Up to 2 min in piranha solution (a highly 
exothermic and corrosive mixture of 7:3 (v/v) H2SO4 and H2O2) yielded clean electrodes with 
minimal surface damage, whilst 15 min piranha washes created surface roughness factors 
showing up to a tenfold increase in surface area. As a result, a 2 min piranha wash followed 
by a rinse with methanol and isopropyl gave the optimal gold layer. 
 
Analysis of Sensor Fabrication 
 
Two methods of tethering the SLP were optimised; a mixed self assembled monolayer 
(mSAM) was compared to a porous membrane bioconjugation method. Incorporation of 
surface layer protein (SLP) was optimised using increasing ratios of 16-
mercaptohexadecanoic acid (MHDA) to  
1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(cap biotinyl) (biotin-caproyl-DPPE) 
in the mSAM. An increased ratio of biotin-caproyl-DPPE showed an increase in the binding 
sites of the docking protein Neutravidin and thus the binding density of biotinylated SLP. 
However beyond a 50% (mol/mol) ratio a breakdown of the mSAM was seen and caused the 
formation of independent stable domains of the mSAM components [94]. A 20% (mol/mol) 
ratio of biotin-caproyl-DPPE to MHDA) was determined to be the optimal amount for 
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mSAM stability. Successful Neutravidin adsorbtion onto the mSAM was monitored by quartz 
crystal microbalance (QCM). System instability occurred upon SLP tethering to a biotin 
tagged mSAM. The possibility that the S-layer protein was directly inserting into the mSAM 
was unlikely due to the JG-A12 SLP isoelectric point theoretically calculated as pH 5. At pH 
7 both protein and mSAM are negatively charged. Extensive X-ray reflectivity studies on 
similar SLPs from bacterial strains CCM2177 and E38-66 on DPPE (a cationic lipid that 
binds to negative protein regions) did show protein adsorption onto the lipid head groups 
resulting in some intercalation at least up to the phosphate moieties and probably further 
[240]. It is unlikely that the SLP was disrupting the mSAM and the instability was most 
likely due to the viscoelastic nature of the linkers introducing dispersion affects. Addition and 
tethering of biotinylated-SLP could not be achieved reproducibly and thus a bioconjugation 
approach was chosen for the optimised biosensor. 
Successful layer by layer deposition of the bioconjugated tethering layer was confirmed by 
EIS. Nyquist analysis showed that while 4-aminothiophenol (4-ATP) binds within the first 
hour, stabilisation and ordering of the molecular layer to an ordered SAM occurred beyond 4 
hrs, thus a minimum of 4 hrs incubation was required. To covalently attach the cross linker  
4-(N-maleimidomethyl)cyclohexane-1-carboxylic acid 3-sulfo-N-hydroxysuccinimide ester 
(sulfo–SMCC) which reacts with the amine moiety of the 4-ATP SAM coated electrodes, a 
further incubation in 5 mM sulfo-SMCC PBS pH 7 solution at least 1 h was performed. The 
free maleimide groups present bound to free cysteine sulfhydryl groups on the SLP creating a 
covalently tethered protein layer. SEM analysis of the electrode surface after deposition of 
the SLP (Figure 1A) produced a very uniform image. This is because a dense protein layer 
was successfully covalently linked to the bioconjugation layer separated by flat regions that 
acted as boundaries between protein domains. Extended imaging resulted in charging burns 
that caused permanent damage to the biolayer but confirmed the successfully covalently 
bonded protein layer. Atomic force microscopy allowed analysis of the sensor surface 
physical properties. The 4-aminothiophenol layer created a planar layer of linkers separated 
by their own electrostatic charge from the aromatic ring. These were linked to the linear 
sulfo-SMCC groups creating a total linker approximately 1.5 nm in length. However rather 
than acting as a solid anchor to tether the protein the linker sulfo-SMCC appears to have 
acted as a flexible spring-like linker shown by the lateral and compressive deviation in tip 
tapping mode analysis. As a result the proteins deviated from the microscope probe resulting 
in trough formation parallel to the scanning direction. This suggests an almost fluid like 
interface rather than solid linkers. The total bioconjugated linker layer at preferred orientation 
extends approximately 1.5 nm from the gold surface. Also, due to the repulsive nature of the 
probe in regards to the protein’s negative charge above its isoelectric point some degree of 
protein deviation was expected. The soft-fluid interfacial data supports a model in which the 
surface acts as a porous membrane interface and also explains the need for electrode 
equilibration with each batch of electrodes which took at least 30 min upon immersion in 
electrolyte. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis (Figure 1B) demonstrated 
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successful deposition of each incubation layer and also allowed phosphate and carboxylate 
modification to be followed. Protein attachment was observed as a significant gold Au 4f to 
carbon C 1s peak ratio. A significant carbon increase, on average 30.2% carbon C 1s to gold 
4f peak ratio increase on chemically modified SLP biosensors, supports the idea that 
phosphate binding groups were, as intended, successfully modified by acylation, as were 
carboxylate binding groups by tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane modification. 
Figure 1. (A) SEM image of organic SLP biosensor layer bound to a gold 
working electrode. Dense protein layer covalently bound with boundaries 
between protein domains. (B) XPS analysis of surface composition of top 5nm of 
bound protein layer before ( — ) and after (----) chemical modification of 
phosphate and carboxylate groups. The data show a 30.2% carbon C 1s to gold 4f 
peak ratio increase confirming successful modification of analyte binding sites.  
(A)        (B)    
            
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Binding of UO2
2+ 
to the SLP Biosensor  
 
Binding of a reversible protein layer under an electric field adds an additional capacitive 
component [241]. Covalently linking such a layer creates a more stable interrogatable 
interface. In addition to protein capacitance, the capacitance between electrode and an ion in 
solution and the electrode is modelled as series of capacitors (equation (1)): 
dlCCC
111
mod
  (2) 
 
Where Cmod is the modifier layer of absorbed species and Cdl the capacitance of the natural 
double layer occurring at a liquid-electrode interface as modelled by Gouy Chapman–Stern 
theory [47]. Simple mSAM based systems can often be modelled by use of a parallel 
capacitor and resistor in series to a second resistor (the Randles circuit). Comparison of 
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modified and unmodified layers can be used to show the distribution of defects, pinholes, the 
effect of linked redox probes and the kinetics and mechanism of the monolayer formation 
process [242]. However, increasing model complexity by adding increasing components to 
accurately model organic-metallic interfaces is not usually justified because many of the 
imperfections of natural surfaces and roughness of electrode substrates [243]. In addition, 
lateral inhomogeneities between mSAM component molecules means multiple equivalent 
circuits often fit impedance data without accurately modelling the system [244]. Binding 
nanomolar levels of atoms to the Stern layer will cause a small disruption to the outer 
Helmholtz plane of the Guoy-Chapman model. Because these processes occurred on the 
nanometer scale they are difficult to detect over other dominating processes. Use of buffer 
concentrations magnitudes greater than the analyte monitored allowed agreement between 
Gouy–Chapman–Stern (GCS) model and experimental results observed in dilute solutions 
near the point of zero charge [245], minimising the changes in Cdl in response to analyte 
addition. Binding of analytes to the absorbed molecular layers thus caused an increase in 
modified layer capacitance (extending the closest distance of approach of a molecule, 
increasing the resistive component of the inner Helmholtz Plane (IHP) and a decrease in 
double layer capacitance due to a compression in the double layer. Equation (2) shows the 
dominant of these opposing processes will determine if binding causes an increase or 
decrease in Cdl, the double layer capacitance, Cprotein, the additional capacitance component 
from the protein layer, and Canalyte, the capacitance from addition of a charge species binding 
at the interface. 
analyteproteindl CCC
111
  
 
(3) 
 
Analyte binding caused a disruption in the interfacial double layer by disrupting the 
hydrated salt layer in the outer Helholtz plane (OHP). By plotting the Nyquist data as a 
function of concentration response to different frequencies (Figure 2) a mass transport 
response is observed at low frequencies. 
Figure 2 shows a significant decrease in the imaginary component of impedance at lower 
frequencies in response to increasing analyte concentration. Poration of the interface between 
proteins allowed charged analyte to be delivered to and from the interface. Successful binding 
to the protein layer with increasing analyte concentration increases the charge density across 
the interface, increasing the layer capacitance and decreasing the imaginary impedance 
component. As a result more information can be obtained about interface mechanisms at low 
frequencies as mass transport to the interface is the limiting step compared to the electron 
transfer kinetics at high frequencies. 
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Figure 2. Dependence of imaginary component of impedance on uranyl ion 
concentration. The JG-A12 SLP based sensors were exposed to UO2(NO3)2 and 
stirred continuously for 15 mins before a 30 min equilibration period. EIS scans 
were performed in 10 mM PBS at 0V vs Ag /AgCl at a perturbation of 10 mV. 
The signals at (10 kHz, 1 kHz,  100 Hz,  10 Hz, 1 Hz, 0.1 
Hz) are shown. 10kHz–100Hz all overlay each other close to zero due to the 
system exhibiting high resistive and low capacitive behaviour at high frequency. 
 
 
Data from low frequency scans with a response to a range of UO2
2+ 
compounds
 
is shown 
in (Figure 3A). EIS data for aqueous binding systems is almost always sigmoidal be it 
antibody, protein or chemo-receptor based systems. This is a logical consequence of the 
relationship between receptor-ligand complex and ligand concentration in contrast to linear 
responses that are often observed with amperometric systems in which a direct analyte to 
product current is generated. The result of analyte binding to the protein layer caused an 
increasing charge build up at the interface building to saturation. Experimental repeats all lay 
within an average curve with error bars of  2 standard deviations. Within the centre region 
10
-11
M to 10
-7
M, between biosensor lower limit and saturation point respectively a linear 
response is observed. The sensor is still functional above and below this range but yields a 
less accurate response. However, if a sample gives a response outside the linear range it could 
either be diluted or concentrated to lie within the linear range on the calibration plot. 
Binding of uranyl ions to the protein layer resulted in a large decrease in the imaginary 
impedance component, significantly more than other interfering divalent cations (Figure 3B). 
Significant charge build up at the interface from analyte binding appeared to compress the 
molecular double layer showing the greater selectivity of the JG-A12 SLP to UO2
2+
 than 
other analytes (Ni, Cs, Cd, Co on Figure 3B). Analytes for which JG-A12 SLP had a lower 
affinity caused a smaller decrease in imaginary impedance, typically around 10–20 %. To 
confirm this apparent selectivity for UO2
2+
 was due to binding by the JG-A12 SLP a number 
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of controls were performed using alternative protein layers and binding site modification 
(Figure 4). 
Figure 3. Real time capacitance response to analytes. Sensors were exposed to 
increasing concentrations of analyte and stirred continuously for 15 mins before a 
30 min equilibration period. EIS scans were performed in 10 mM PBS at 0V vs 
Ag /AgCl at a perturbation of 10 mV at 0.1 Hz. (A) –Response of biosensor to 
different uranyl compound response ( Uranyl nitrate on 6 hr old electrode,  
uranyl nitrate response from a 7 d old electrode,  natural uranyl nitrate 
response  uranyl acetate response). The data shows no differentiation between 
uranyl compounds as all are able to bind with the UO2
2+
 in the +6 oxidation state. 
(B) –Response of biosensor to a range of interfering divalent cations (nickel 
nitrate,  caesium sulphate, cadmium nitrate, cobalt chloride,  average 
uranyl response).  
 
(A) 
 
(B) 
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Sequential uranyl aliquots were added to a bare electrode in buffer in comparison showed 
a –Z” response 3 orders of magnitude lower showing that which there is some double layer 
capacitive component from unbound uranyl ion-gold interaction it is significantly lower than 
the main signal. The signal stability of a bare electrode in only buffer was monitored over 6 
hrs and was stable within 2% of the base signal during this time. Sensors constructed of other 
proteins that lacked the uranyl binding specificity of JG-A12 SLP showed a lower binding 
response (Figure 4A). The phosphoprotein casein was used to further elucidate if the 
sequestering ability of JG-A12 SLP originated via a monodentate mechanism using 
phosphate groups or a bidentate mechanism involving both phosphate and carboxylate 
groups. This is because the JG-A12 SLP is similarly a highly phosphorylated protein. Bovine 
serum albumin (BSA), a relatively stable and inhert protein often used to block non specific 
analyte binding was similarly used as a control. There was virtually no response from the 
casein sensors which showed that in spite of a high degree of phosphorylation, the protein did 
not manage to bind a significant amount of uranyl. This supports the idea that the JG-A12 
SLP was responsible for the specific UO2
2+
 binding. BSA gave an intermediate response due 
to the non-specific electrostatic binding of UO2
2+
 to the proteins negative surface charge. 
These two alternate protein sensors support the specific binding of JG-A12 SLP to uranyl in a 
bidentate manner. Figure 4b shows individual and combined functional group blocking on a 
functioning SLP biosensor. While there is some limited response when only 1 binding site is 
chemically blocked suggesting some monodentate binding, the complete binding inhibition 
by blocking both functional groups supports a dominating bidentate mechanism. Experiments 
also showed that uranyl binding was reversible as would be predicted since the interaction 
mechanism is non-covalent. Previously uranyl saturated biosensors that had brief buffer 
washes showed complete removal of uranyl ions which strongly implies rapid on and off 
rates for the UO2
2+ 
binding to the SLP.  
Figure 4. Effect of using non-specific proteins as the sensing agent. (A) 
Biosensors were constructed and the response to UO2
2+ 
monitored (Casein 
sensor response, BSA sensor response, BSA sensor response with 
carboxylates blocked,   average uranyl response of SLP biosensor for 
comparison). The percentage decrease in –Z” was calculated as previously. 
Sequential analyte injections were performed over a 6 hr period. (A control 
sensor with no analyte added showed only a 2% drift in base signal over the same 
period). (B) Modified SLP protein response to UO2
2+
 ( Both carboxylates and 
phosphates moieties blocked carboxylates only blocked,  phosphates only 
blocked, base signal drift over a 6 h period,  average uranyl response of SLP 
biosensor for comparison). 
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Figure 4. Cont. 
 
(B) 
 
Materials and Methods 
 
Chemicals and Reagents 
 
SLP from strain Lysinibacillus sphaericus JG-A12 was provided by Dr Katrin Pollmann, 
Institute of Radiochemistry, Forschungszentrum Dresden - Rossendorf, Germany. 
Transducers used were design P3 [93] comprising a 1 mm diameter gold working electrode 
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fabricated on a SiO2 coated Si wafer over a Ti adhesion layer. These were sourced from the 
Tyndall institute, Cork. 4-aminothiphenol (4-ATP), 4-(N-maleimidomethyl)cyclohexane-1-
carboxylic acid 3-sulfo-N-hydroxysuccinimide ester sodium salt (sulfo-SMCC), 16-
mercaptohexadecanoic acid (MHDA) and biotin-N-Hydroxysulfosuccinimide (biotin-NHS) 
were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Biotin-caproyl-DPPE was obtained from Avanti Polar 
lipids whilst Neutravidin was acquired from Pierce. All other solvents and buffers unless 
stated obtained from Sigma-Aldrich.  
 
Electrochemical Setup 
 
EIS was performed on PGSTAT100 FRA and microAutolabIII/FRA2 systems. 
Experiments were performed with a gold P3 working electrode, an Ag /AgCl reference 
electrode and a solid platinum counter electrode, in a classic 3 electrode system. Phosphate 
buffered saline solution at pH 7.0 comprising 140 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 0.1 mM Na2HPO4 
and 1.8 mM KH2PO4 was used as the supporting electrolyte. A range of cleaning methods was 
used for preparation of the gold electrodes and then the amperometric response monitored by 
cylclic voltammetry scans in 5 mM potassium ferricyanide as the redox probe. Cleaning 
protocols tested were ethanol wash and sonication, 15 min UV irradiation followed by 
ethanol wash, ozone treatment followed by an ethanol wash, 2 mins in a piranha solution (7:3 
v/v sulphuric : hydrogen peroxide), 5 mins in a 7:3 (v/v) piranha solution, 15 mins in a 1:1 
piranha solution. Piranha solution, gives an aggressive treatment that erodes metal with 
excessive use, and thus reduced electrode life span with extended use, but also offers the 
most powerful organic removal from electrode surfaces. The optimum method (see Results) 
was 2 min clean in a 7:3 (v/v) piranha solution. 
 
SLP Tethering Mechanisms 
 
Two alternative tethering mechaisms of the SLP were performed, a schematic 
representation shown in (Figure 5A), Neutravidn-biotin mSAm tethering and (Figure 5B), the 
gold bioconjugation method. 
 
Biotin-Neutravidin mSAM preparation 
 
For mSAM preparation initially a 10 : 1 (M/M) biotin-caproyl-DPPE to MHDA ratio was 
used. For this 44 L of 10 mg/ml MHDA in ChCl3 was added to 10 ml EtOH to form a 0.5 
mM/500 M stock solution. To this 52.5 L of biotin-caproyl-DPPE was added from a 10 
mM stock in CHCl3 to create a total working concentration of 50 M biotin-caproyl-DPPE 
and a 10:1 molar ratio of MHDA : biotin-caproyl-DPPE. Electrodes were incubated overnight 
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to prepare the mSAM. Biotinylated SLP was bound to a Netravidin protein layer that was 
preassembled on a MHDA:DPPE mSAM [94]. In the present work n-hydroxysuccinimide 
activated carboxy biotin was used to biotinylate the SLP. The protein was dialysed for 24 hrs 
against PBS to remove interferants. Biotin/S-layer protein ratios tested were 1000, 100 and 
10 to 1. A 10 : 1 ratio with a 30 min incubation time was found to be optimal for binding. 
Bound and unbound complexes purified by a PD-10 Desalting column (Sephadex G-25). 
 
mSAM stability measurements at varying MHDA : biotin-caproyl-DPPE 
 
Varying ratios of biotin-caproyl-DPPE : MHDA were prepared in 10 ml ethanol to be 
absorbed on gold P3 electrodes. The mSAM was interrogated over a frequency range 250 
kHz to 0.25 Hz. Fifty data points were measured to monitor self assembly. Readings were 
taken immediately upon electrode immersion into the component solution to monitor 
adsorption, assembly or stability as a function  
of capacitance. 
 
Bioconjugation layer preparation 
 
Cleaned electrodes were incubated in 10 mM 4-ATP in ethanol solution for 4 hrs. Hourly 
Nyquist scans showed that while a significant amount of 4-ATP bound within the first hr, 
stabilisation and molecular ordering occurred sometime after 4 hrs. To attach sulfo–SMCC 
the electrodes were then incubated in a 5 mM sulfo-SMCC in PBS pH 7.0 for a minimum of 
1 hr. Sulfo-SMCC binds to amine groups of the 4-ATP monolayer; its maleimide groups are 
then free to bind cysteine thiol groups on the SLP. Once the supporting layer had been 
prepared, the electrodes were further incubated for a minimum of 1 hr in 1 mg/ml protein and 
stored in 10 mM PBS at room temperature. Electrodes were interrogated after each deposition 
step to confirm successful layer deposition.  
 
Figure 5. Schematic showing the two alternate tethering methods for SLP 
incorporation on to gold surfaces. (A) mSAM incorporation of SLP by 
MHDA/biotin-caproyl-DPPE mSAM, deposited with a Neutravidin layer that 
binds to pre-biotinylated SLP. (B) Porous membrane model with molecular 
linkers of 1.5 nm length binding SLP through a stable permeable membrane as 
maleimide groups covalently bind to thiols on protein  
cysteine residues.  
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(A)       (B) 
 
Blocking S-the SLP Chelating Sites 
 
The proposed binding mechanism of uranyl ions to JG-A12 SLP is through carboxyl and 
phosphate groups in a bidentate manner or via phosphate groups with monodentate 
orientation, the mechanism unique to JG-A12 SLP [87]. To confirm the impedance response 
change was due to the specificity of JG-A12 SLP to uranyl ions these sites were chemically 
modified (Figure 6). Carboxyl groups were blocked using acylation that created 3 terminal 
hydroxyls that introduced electrostatic and steric hindrance to analyte cations that attempted 
to bind. This was achieved by incubating an SLP bound electrode in 0.1 M MES pH 4.7 with 
0.1 M TRIS with 10 mg/ml 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodimide for 4 hrs at room 
temperature. Phosphate blocking was achieved by phosphoramidate modification which 
added an amine to phosphate groups. This was performed by incubating at S-layer coated 
electrode in 5 mM ethylenediamine with 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide 
under alkaline conditions (pH 7–10). 
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(i.e. the sensor would probably have a bi-
linear response) or the two sites acting 
together (essentially a tridentate site).  This 
is important, so needs to be clear. 
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Figure 6. Schematic of the protocols used to modify proposed SLP analyte 
binding carboxylates and phosphates sites. (A) Phosphate modification by 
carbodiimide reaction in the presence of amine. (B) Modification of carboxylates 
with TRIS using carbodiimide mediated process. 
 
 
Surface and Construction Analysis 
 
Atomic force microscopy was performed using a Nanoscope IV Pico scope force module. 
Scanning electron microscopy was performed on a Philips XL30 SEM. X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy was performed on a VG Escalab 250 XPS using a 500 μm spot size and 150 W 
power. QCM analysis was carried out using a Maxtek RQCM instrument using 5 MHz, 1 in. 
diameter AT cut crystals with Au coated surfaces. Real time deposition studies were obtained 
by setting up a flow through system using a 100 μl flow chamber and flow speed of 220 L 
min. 
 
Conclusions 
 
It has been shown that by tethering protein layers to metal surfaces via bioconjugation it is 
possible to create a dense protein layer without denaturing the protein. Coating surfaces with 
proteins such as the JG-A12 SLP can create bio-functional surfaces; in the present report the 
SLP coated surface shows high specificity to UO2
2+
 ions. While mSAMs create stable 
environments for a number of enzymes and proteins, this was not the case for JG-A12 SLP 
and a more direct bioconjugation procedure proved more effective. Biosensors were shown to 
(A) 
(B) 
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respond to sub-nM levels of aqueous uranyl with this response inhibited by chemical 
modification of proposed binding sites. The response from surfaces coated with control 
proteins supported our contention that the binding specificity was conferred by the JG-A12 
SLP. Moreover chemical modification of carboxy and phosphate groups on the SLP 
abrogates uranyl recognition, indicating that the previous suggested binding mechanism [87] 
was correct. The current biosensor detection limit is 10
-12
M. While a number of experiments 
were performed to 10
-15
M these are currently difficult to reproduce and highly sensitive to 
system noise. A limit of10
-12
M and above has been reproducible across numerous protein and 
electrode batches. Our approach provides a new means of fabricating metal ion biosensors, 
and it is possible that SLP isolates from bacteria surviving in other metal polluted sites may 
provide the sensing components for fabrication of other metal ion biosensors.  
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